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COMPLETE KIT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING: Assembled and pre - 
aligned 5 -band Tuning Unit, with condenser, dial and escutcheon; 
punched and drilled chassis base; Ferrocart (iron core) band expanding 
I. F. transformers; volume, tone, sensitivity controls; switches; sockets; 
power transformer; electrolytic, paper and mica condensers; knobs: re- 
sistors; miscellaneous small parts; tuning eye assembly or push button 
tuner assembly; screws. nuts. washers, etc.; hookup wire; solder; com- 
plete pictorial and schematic diagrams as well as full instructions for 
assembling, wiring and operating. (Pans Kit does not Include Panel 
or Cabinet.) And this model is only one of 12 Meissner complete kits! 

COMPLETE KIT 
It is fun to build such record -breaking receivers as 
this. An unbelievable engineering triumph ! The 
12 -Tube, All -Wave, "Custom" Super covers from 
7.1 to 2270 meters - the broadcast band, the 
police band, every short wave band and even 
the long wave band. Provides 'round- the -world 
reception with high 
fidelity output! Avail- 
able in two models, 
Push Button 7- station 
selector tuning (oper- 
ates on Broadcast 
Band only) -or with a 
"Magic Eye" instead. 

MT. CARMEL 
ILLINOIS 

FREE!= ,-` 

NEW 
MEISSNER 
1938 CATALOG 
44 pages of complete kits, P. A. tuner, 
All -Wave Tuning Units. Coil Assem- 
blies. Adapter Kits, Push- Button 
Tuners, Remote Controls, Interfer- 
ence Filters, Signal Shifters, Coils, 
Filters, Transformers, Chokes. Exact 
Duplicate Replacement Units, Dials, 
Condensers, Switches. Chassis, Cab- 
inets. Panels, Etc., Etc. This Free 
Book is yours for the asking -see 
your Parts Jobber. or write to 
Meissner Manufacturing Company, 
Dept. N9, Mt. Carmel, Illinois. 

"A FAMOUS NAME FOR TWO DECADES" 
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JaÄfea4úu a Jon 2zee 

to show how I train you 
at home in spare time 

J. E. SMITH, President 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

Established 1914 

The man who tins directed the home moly train- 
ing of more min for the Itadlo Industry than 
ant "t jilt- maul in America. 

Broadcasting Stations 
Employ uuumgers. engineers. operators, Installa- 
tion and ,i rimenanrr men for fascinating lobs 
and pay up to $5.00O 0 yen!', 

Repairing Radio Sets 
Stare tithe see repair work pays ninny $5, $10. 
$15 a week extra while learning. Full tine serv- 
icing ¡sits as touch as rin, $511. $75 a werk. 

Loud Speaker Systems 
Ituildlug, Installing. seething and oprating lath- 
lie address systems is :mother growing held for 
1111.11 tit'll truned in Radin. 

Lesson on Radio Servicing 
Tips FREE 

1'11 prove my Training gives m'ar'tiral. mnnr5'- 
making information, Is easy to understand --just 
what you ntrd to master Radio. Ily sample les- 
son text. "Radio Receiver Troubles -Their lause 
and Remedy" raven a long list of Radio renier 
troubles in A.U., D.C., basest. universal, auto, TALE.. ,superheterodyne. allstase. and other types 
of sets. A cross reference gives you the probable 
moise and a quick way to locate and remedy 
these set Roubles. A mecca! section is detract' 
to receiver check-up. alignment. lanhueing, nrn- 
trslizing and testing. You can get this lesson 
Free. No obligation, 

MAIL 
COUPON 

NOW 

Do you want to stake more money? Pm sure I can 
train you at house in your spare time for a good 
Radio Job. Ill send you a lesson absolutely FREE. 
Examine it, read it. see for yourself how practical I 
slake learning Radio at hone, how easy I make it 
to understand -even if you've never had Radio expe- 
rience or training. 

Many Radio Experts Make 
$30, 550, 575 a Week 

Radio broadcasting stations employ engineers, opera- 
tors, station managers and pay up to $5,000 a year. 
Fixing Radio sets in spare time pays as much as 
$200 to $500 a year-full time repair jobs with Ra- 
dio jobbers, manufacturers and dealers pay as much 
as $30, $50, $75 a week. Many Radio Experts open 
their own full time or part time Radio sales and 
repair businesses. Radio manufacturers and jobbers 
employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, serv- 
icemen, paying up to $6,000 a year. Automobile, 
police, aviation. cnnunercial Radio, loud speaker sys- 
tems are newer fields offering good opportunities 
now and for the to 
many good jobs soon. Men I trained are holding 
good jobs in these branches of Radio. Read their 
letters in my 64 -!'age Book. Mail the coupon. 

There's a Real Future in Radio 
for Well Trained Men 

Radio already sites ions to more than 311101o0 people. In 
11137 Radio enjoyed one o1 its most prosperous years. 
Nearly 2500.000, mm worth of sets, tubes and Parts were 
sold. Over 5.0011.1100 I Radios were sold- 25A00,mm 
homes 14 out of 5 in the C. S.) now have one or more 
arts. Over 1,801I,II0u alto Radios were sold -5.000,0110 cars 
now hare Radios. Every year millions of sets go out of 
date. are replaced with newer models. Every year million, 
of dollars are spent on transmitting equipment, Television 
developments. etc. The $30, $51i. $15 a week jobs have 
grown from a few hundred 20 years ago to thousands today. 
And Radio is still a young induct ry- dv'reloping fast, 

Many Make 55, $10, $15 a Week Extra 
In Spare Time While Learning 

The day you enroll I stmt sending you Extra )Toney Job 
.Sheets. They show yont him. to do Itadlo repair lobs. 
how to cash in quickly. Throughout your training T send 
mu plans and ideas that have made goal spare time money -front $21111 to $5500 a year -for hundreds of fellows. I 
send you special Radio equipment and show you how to 
rondurt experiments and build rlrrnits which illustrate Im- 
lurtant Radio principles. My training gives you PRAC- 
TICAL EXPERIENCE while learning. 

I Also Give You This Profes- 
sional Servicing Instrument 

Here ta the instrument eve1y Radin expert 
needs and wants -an Ml -Wan, All -Purpose. 
Set Servicing Instrument. It rennin every- 
thing necessary to mensuel A.C. and D.C. 
voltages and current; to test tubes, resist- 
ance; adjust and align any set. old or new. 
It satisfies your needs for professional serv- 
icing after you graduate -can help you make 
extra money fixing sets while training. 

in Adf0 
Find Out What Radio Otters You 

Get My 64 Page Book Free 

Art Talley, ylnil the coupon now tar use Free Lesson 
and my Imok. "Rich Rewards in Radio," Ipoh are tree 
m anyone asir 1G years old. My !wok poillts out Ita- 
db s stare time and full time opportunities and those 
coming its Television: fells about sty Training in 
Radio and Television: shows you letters front men I 

have trained. telling what they are doing and earn- 
ing; shows my Stoney Back Agreement Find out 
what Radio offers YÓC! \TAIL TIIi' COUPON in 
an envelope, or paste it on a penny post card - 
NOW! 

J. E. SMITH, PRESIDENT 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 
DEPT. S.1It. WASHINGTON. D. C. 

HERE'S 
PROOF 

$10 Week 
in 

Spare Time 
"My work has 
consisted of 
Itatlio set serv- irin it. with 
some Public 

Address .Syaeuns work -all 
In my spare time. My earn- 
ings in Itatlio amount to 
about $10 a week."-WIL- 
LIAM \I EYEit. 705 Ridge 
Road. Hobart, Ind, 

Earnings 
Tripled 

by N. R. I. 
Training 

"i hate been 
doing nicely. 
thank to N. It. 

I. Traini to. My present 
e:uniugs a about three 
times what they were be- 
fore I took the Course. I 
consider N It., I. Training 
the Ilnest In the world."- 
BERNARD COSTA. 952 
Manhattan Ave.. Brooklyn. 

or)-ti /al FREE SAMPLE LESSON 
and BOOK on RADIOS OPPORTUNITIES 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio institute, Dept. 81R 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligation send me free the Sanuplc 
Lesson and your 64 -Page Book "Rich Rewards in Radio," 
telling about spare tinte and full time Radio opportunities, 
and how I can train for them at home in spare tittle. (Please 
write plainly) 

Naine Age 

Address 

Pity CI de 
LIN-1 

RADIO NEWS, Number 3, Vol. 20, Sept., 1938, Published monthly by Ziff -Davis Publishing Company. at 608 S. Dearborn St.. Chi- 
cago, 1l1., U.S.A. Subscription $2.50 per year, single copies 25 cents, foreign postage $1.00 per year extra, except Canada. En- 
tered as second class matter, March 9, 1938, at the Post Office, Chicago, Illinois, under the act of March 3, 1879. 
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R many years there has been agita- 
tion that the license requirements be so 
changed that the learning of the code 

be eliminated. \Ve have felt steadfastly that 
the code was a necessary adjunct to any 
license, and recently we had an opportunity 
to see our views entirely justified. 

Our government issues a 3rd Class Tele- 
phone license which is given without knowl- 
edge of the code being a prerequisite. 

.k few evenings ago three yachts, each 
with a third class operator aboard and a 

ship -to -shore radio equipment, were en- 
gaged in trying to find out what had become 
of a certain ship which had not been re- 
ported for several hours. After much rag 
chewing hack and forth over the airwaves, 
one of them got the idea to use the radio - 
land telephone lines to get the Coast Guard 
Commandant out of bed and find out what, 
if anything. they were doing about search- 
ing for that ship. 

The commandant was duly reached and 
he ordered that a certain Coast Guard ship, 
then searching for the lost boat, report to 
the ship inquiring, and advise just what 
progress, if any, had been made in the loca- 
tion of the lost ship. 

Then the fun started. The 3rd class op- 
erator called the C.G. base on phone, using 
the regular C.G. frequency. He did not 
listen, and so he disrupted the CW trans- 
mission between the base and the very ship 
that they were seeking to contact. C.G. base 
stopped its transmission and told the 3rd 
class op that they were working the C.G. 
searching ship and that both it and the 
searching ship would call the 3rd class op 
on fore as soon as the "priority" traffic 
was finished. Within the next half hour 
the 3rd class op broke in three or four 
times asking that he be put through to the 
searching C.G. ship. He broke up the trans- 
missions so badly that the C.G. searching 
ship was over a half hour in getting the in- 
formation that it was to contact the 3rd 
class op. Finally when everything was 
bugged up good and fine, the C.G. base and 
also the C.G. searching ship went over to 
Pone to answer the 3rd class op that no 
word had been received from the lost ship 
till then and that they would call him when 
anything was heard. 

\\that we are driving at is that had the 
3rd class op known any code -even a 10 

word a minute speed -all the confusion 
would have been avoided. As it was, his 
ignorance caused much confusion, QRM, 
and the like. 

After this we are more than ever defi- 
nitely in favor of a code test for all op- 
erators regardless of whether they intend 
to operate CW or fone! 

s * s 

IN the next issue Louis J. Gamache, 
\ \'9RGL, will describe a VOX system 

for use with a transmitter. What the VOX 
system is, the readers will have to wait to 
see: but we promise that it will be a unit 
which every ham will want. 

* s s 

A S our readers know, W9LLX has been 
on a vacation with a 30 watt 14 mc. 

and 28 mc. rig installed in his car. His 
travels took him from Chicago through the 
west and the southwest. At this writing he 
is at the old home town of Delcampo, Tex. 

We made a schedule with Harry for 
every day, but nary a peep did we hear from 
him on either band. Two days out of Chi 
he reported in via another ham that "all 
was well," and that he could hear us and 
had already lost a lung calling. That was 
the case throughout the whole trip. 

Yesterday our phone bell rang, and 
\V9NLP told us to go ahead and talk to 
W9LLX in Texas. Placing the earphone 
of the telephone handset to his mike, NLP 
transmitted our voice over the twenty meter 
band to Harry. To receive he reversed the 
process, placing the mouthpiece against the 
loudspeaker, We had a swell QSO of over 
an hour with the sigs R9 plus both ways. 
Harry was using 28 watts tied to the end of 
a 500 foot sky wire pointed in our direction, 
while Rowly had 850 watts going into his 
squirter (making 3200 watts effectual sig- 
nal). 

Two things were apparent : that 28 watts 
on the end of a long antenna almost equaled 
850 watts into a squirter and that the thrill 
of radio for even the old timer is not yet 
gone. 

Harry said that he had sunburned tonsils 
from looking at the marvelous antenna ar- 
rays that the west coast crowd is using, and 
that nothing like it has been seen here. He 
has promised to write it up for us as soon 
as he returns. It should be a fb article for 
those who cannot afford a kilowatt and 
who want to really "get out." Watch for 
this in a very early issue of RN. 

s * * 

IT is of interest that the City of New 
York has just passed an ordinance 

which prohibits the operating of any device 
which causes radio interference (broad- 
casters excepted). This is a step in the 
right direction, and it is to the credit of 
that city that they have taken the matter 
of interference in hand and are trying to 
eliminate it. It will be interesting to watch 
how this new ordinance works out, and 
whether it shall have the desired effect. 

s * s 

IN an effort to find what the readers want 
in this magazine, we are asking all those 

who would like to see the column "QRD" 
returned to the pages, please write us. 

THE F.C.C. is getting active in the sup- 
pression of illicit radio transmissions 

by amateurs. It recently suspended the 
privileges of one John Evans of Palmyra, 
N. J., for "operating a licensed station with 
excess power, on unauthorized frequencies, 
etc." If the F.C.C. gets any more active 
we foretell a quick demise of the California 
Kilowatt Transmitter." 

s s s 

WHILE we are on it, how many of the 
readers are working on the receiver 

contest? Don't let the opportunity slip 
through your hands. Now is the time that 
you are not too busy with traffic on account 
of static, and these evenings can be spent in 
getting yourself that receiver. See August 
issue of RADIO News for details. Septem- 
ber 8, 1938, is the deadline! 

s * s 

W E are hot on the trail of a simple 
"secrecy" device for use for the ham. 

If we are successful in obtaining the circuit 
and the instrument we shall be happy to 
pass it on to the hams for inclusion in their 
sets. We hope that all those who are accus- 
tomed to call CQ until the most hardy of 
us wilt, will use it so that we can get a 
rest from hearing those confounded words 
over and over and over. 

* * * 
RADIO News has scored an out- stand- 

ing hit in obtaining the services 
of Frank C. Jones, Technical Editor of 
Radio as a feature writer. Mr. Jones will 
continue his connection with his own maga- 
zine, and write special material for us as 

well. Jones has been with W6AJF since 
1921, transmission engineer for the Pac. 
Tel. & Tel. from 1925 to 1928, after gradu- 
ating from the University of California. 
He is the well known author of four edi- 
tions of the Radio Handbook, many smaller 
books on 56mc, antennae, and radiophone 
subjects. In the past 15 years he has been 
a prolific writer having had over 200 arti- 
cles published. Mr. Jones' first article for 
RADIO NEWS will be on the construction 
of a 600 watt transmitter involving several 
new and unique features. We greet 
W6AJF and hope that this is the "begin- 
ning of a beautiful friendship." Watch for 
the Jones' series of articles. 

s * s 

WELL, that's that for this month. We 
arc disgusted with conditions on the 

20M. band ... you can't hold a QSO for 
more than two or three minutes before the 
skip sets in and you are wiped out. We are 
so disgusted, that we think that we will get 
to building that new all -wave band switch- 
ing transmitter we have promised our- 
selves since Hector was a pup. BCNU 
next month es 73. W9QEA. 
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The 

Magazine for the radio 

experimenter, 
serviceman 

F. C. Jones, W6AJF, author and engineer, 
whose feature articles will appear in RN. 

* 

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY 
ZIFF -DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 
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subject to revision or changes to meet the requirements 
of this publication. Payment for manuscript and photo- 
graphs will be made at our current rates. In making pay- 
ment illustrations will be considered part of the manu- 
script unless otherwise specified. All manuscripts must 
be accompanied by return postage and self -addressed 
envelope in order for them to be returned if not found 
suitable for publication. If no return postage accom- 
panies the manuscript and it is found unsuitable, it will 
be destroyed. RADIO NEWS accepts no responsibility 
for lost manuscripts due to improper packaging or 
addressing. 
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There are more live terminals at the south end of the control room than you can shake 
two cross patch cords at. Announcer signals, "2 seconds before next switching." 

by JACK RYAN 
NBC, Press Dept., Chicago, W. 

It takes only two men plus over five 

hundred push -buttons to track one of 

NBC's programs through Chicago. The 

author fells how you get your program. 

TWO men and 547 push buttons con- 
trol one of the greatest radio switch - 
tracks in the nation -the NBC 

master control desk in Chicago. 
Take a look at a railroad map of the 

U. S. A. The lisses run out, cast, west, 
north, and south, a mass of creeping 
threads that hook the coasts to the borders 
and that tie the Everglades its with the 
Dust Bowl. If you wanted to chop that 

THE he4i/e CCJI4C4OF A 

The master control board -one of the greatest radio switch tracks in the world. 

..:,.b .r 

:i 

N.D.C. CHICAGO 
STUDIO- NETWORK SWITCHING 

SteDIOS cocraNJ 
6 

SNOB 

Met 

.µ r.,. r.,, 

STUÓIO x90494 BUSE 

MA5TEIZ CONTROL DESK 

Block diagram of what takes place inside the control room radio switch track. 

knot of lines at the most vulnerable spot, 
you would seek out Chicago, because it 
is at Chicago that the biggest mass of those 
creeping threads sag or bend around to 
cross and recross in the same spot. Chi- 
cago, from a railroat standpoint, is the 
great half -way station,'the point where you 
can box the campass with reshipment di- 
rections. 

As with railroading. so it is with radio, 
in one sense. for at sometime or other in 
almost any 24 hour period the program 
traffic for about 150 stations in the NBC 
networks will get its switching through 
Chicago. It doesn't matter where on the 
NBC map a program originates. If a show 
has a network it generally slides through 
the Chicago control desk, to be combed 
out and headed down the right wires for 
the ultimate station outlets. But perhaps 
the most astounding feature of the whole 
thing is the fact that one single engineer, 
seated in front of a three -by -five foot sec- 
tion of the main switchboard, can hold the 
whole of NBC in both hands and use a 

nearby typewriter to hammer out the 
operations log at the same time. 

The arrangement of that switchboard is 
a matter of convenience. It looks simple, 
but it isn't. The very unpretentiousness 
of the board's operation is a perfect mask 
for a singularly difficult engineering 
achievement. Not counting power supply 
apparatus, meters, and gauges of various 
sorts, it takes something more than 18,000 
individual pieces of equipment to make 
that board function as it must function - 
and keeping track of 18,000 pieces of 
equipment is no simple job in any man's 
language. 

It was some years ago that NBC en- 
gineers found that relay switching was the 
answer to most of their traffic routing 
problems, and it is on a complicated sys- 
tem of relays that the functioning of the 
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main control room at Chicago is dependent. 
It takes just 976 relays and 7,444 relay 
contacts to complete the switching layout 
for the main control room and the ad- 
jacent studios at Chicago, and there are 
864 indicating lamps in the setup to let the 
engineers and announcers know what 
switch buttons to push. Not counting the 
local switching which the announcer han- 
dles from the studio, the main board han- 
dles around 1,000 channel switches in a 
normal clays work. Nobody has ever had 
time to stop and count up the channel 
switches on a clay when the networks are 
really busy, but the other figure gives a 
fair idea of what to expect. 

But, getting away from the stratosphere 
statistics for a moment, a clearer idea of 
the main control r000m function may be 
obtained by following a program out of 
the studios, through the board and down 
the specially engineered telephone lines. 

Two days before a program goes on the 
air, the engineering staff gets its copies 
of the Advance Program Traffic Schedule, 
a big pink or blue multigraphed sheet (the 

7 

In this large room all the programs that come to Chicago are re- routed on schedule. 

BROADCAST NETWORK 
color varies with the network) which 
serves to give a preliminary listing of 
what programs are coining up. The day 
before the program is aired, a mimeo- 
graphed Local Program Traffic Schedule 
is handed down. This sheet contains de- 
tailed in formation about studios, produc- 
tion, time, announcers, cues for the NBC 
chimes, etc. This is the engineer's route 
sheet, to be checked and rechecked, cor- 
rected for last minute changes, and to 
guide his work at the switchboard. Finally, 
via teletype from New York headquarters, 
comes the Operating Order for the broad- 
cast, a brief paragraph noting time, pro- 
gram, outlets and chimes cue. Operating 
orders may be received anywhere from 
four hours to 15 minutes before a given 
show goes on the air. 

Taking a typical order out of the day's 
schedule, the outsider would be presented 
with the following heiroglyphics: 

oo 
NO 5 

TIME 9 -915AM CNYT 
BLUE BICFST CLUB (SUS CHI) (NON) 
ILL MID COLIN LOU NTN HOS 

Reading like Greek to anyone but an 
NBC engineer, in translation the "O O" 
stands simply for Operating Order. A 
literal reading would make the message 
state "This is Operating Order No. 5, 
scheduling a broadcast from 9 :00 to 9:15 
a. m., New York Time (all programs, 
however long, are ordered by 15 minute 
intervals). On the Blue network, the NBC 
Breakfast Club will originate as a sustain- 
ing broadcast from Chicago studios. There 
will be no break (NON) at the end of 
this 15 minute period, because the pro- 
gram is scheduled to last longer than that. 
The program will return to Chicago on 
the Blue leg from the east (ILL), feed- 
ing stations enroule. The east will receive 

(Continued on page 72) 

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.. INC 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

DIVI ION 

ENGINEER 

[NR STATION 
ENGINEER 

S STATION 
ENGINEER 

ANO 
OPERATING 

star, 

OPE ANON 
SUPERVISOR 

V MAO STATION 
ENGINEER 

CONTROL 
SUPERVISOR 

STURO 
ENGINEERS 

VENTILATING 
ENGINEER 

WATCH 
GINEERS 

rIELO 
SUPERVISOR 

FIELD 
ENGINEERS 

TRANSMISSION 
ENGINEER 

MAINTENANCE 
SUPERVISOR 

ASST STATION 
ENGINEER 

AND 
OPERATING 

STArr 
AIN TENANCC 

ENGINEERS 
AND 

TECHNICAL 
STOCK 
CLERK 

To insure smooth working and letter -perfect results, the engineering staff at NBC, 
Chicago, is divided up much the same as the Army. Highest coordination is necessary. 

NATIONAL EROADCASTING COMMIT, NC 
IRTNOr[ /ALUM AS Or u61.1938 

A chart of lines fed by NBC in normal conditions. Emergencies create many more lines. 
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Radio is an important factor in the defense plans of the Panama Canal, the navy's indispensable "life line." 

RADIO was one of my first loves, and 
the only one that endured. Now as 
I gazed shoreward from the deck of 

the army transport IKepahlie at the dark, 
silent, steaming panorama. that is the jun- 
gle of Panama. I wondered if it would sur- 
vive this. 

What appeared to be a log suddenly came 
to life on the canal hank. as one of the 
huge alligators which infest the lakes and 
rivers was awakened from his siesta by a 

blast from the ship's whistle. We had left 
Christobal and the choppy Atlantic behind. 
Just ahead were the Pedro Miguel locks 
which would lower us to the shores of the 
Pacific: the hot, humid land that was to he 
called home for the next two years. 

The radio sisen in Uncle San' s service 
outfits, have been called "gold bricks.' and 
everything else but workers, by their lusty 
service brethren. but from the very first I 
did not find it so. 

First there were the long. hot hours of 
military drill on the dusty parade ground. 
Here the future radio operator marched 
with the future medical interne. the future 
artillerymen, cooks, and grass cutters. 

One - two, one -two: the monotonous 
chant of distracted recruit sergeants fell on 
deadened ears and was frequently broken 
by staccato growls, as some straggling re- 
cruit raised a dusty arm to wipe away the 
sweat that blinded his eyes. For weeks 
this instruction went on. I often wondered 
if I'd ever get my hands on a key again. 

Then one day canoe the long awaited or- 
der for me to report to the radio school 
at Fort Amador. \\-hat joyous news that 
was. The stifling heat. along with the al- 
most unbearable humidity scented not so 

noticeable now. I had almost cut my first 
tooth on spark coils. crystal detectors and 
oatmeal boxes. Later I had graduated, 
through the school of hard knocks and 
shocks, into a fairly decent amateur. I soon 
learned that you do not "cut up." at least 
over the air, in Army radio. It is a busi- 
ness. 

I will never forget the day when one of 
the students sent some words (uncompli- 

The Tropics! To the average person this spells romance 
and señoritas. To the radio -op it means the crashing of 
static, hard -to -keep schedules, bugs, rain, and excitement. 

mentar but in fun) to another operator 
of a portable station. while practicing out 
in the field. It happened that the commu- 
nications' officer was monitoring the por- 
tables from the stain transmitter, K5AA. 
The words that were showered upon us by 
the "noncoms" will not hear reproduction 
here. In any event there was lots of paint- 
ing and brass polishing after regular quit- 
ting hours. 

When the rains arrived (and it really 
rains for about six months), we studied 
army procedure. It is quite different from 
anything the amateur ever attempts. The 
portable calls consist of two letters and a 

district number such as HU -S, IU-5, \ftt -5. 
Superfluous signals are kept to an absolute 
minimums by the use of "Z" signals, which 
correspond somewhat with the amateur 
"Q" signs. Many times whole messages 

are sent exclusively by means of these time- 
saving abbreviations. A code speed of about 
twenty words a minute is required for 
graduation from the school, while regular 
service messages in the field are sent at 
about fifteen words per minute. Accuracy 
is stressed almost to the point of fanaticism, 
and all letters are printed. The reason is 
obvious when consideration is taken of the 
fact that many of the messages are coded 
and the mistake of a single letter may 
change the meaning or render the message 
impossible of decoding. The secret coding 
of the messages is done by the radio sec- 
tion crew. There are several codes and 
methods, and their transcription is one of 
the most interesting branches of Army 
radio but they are of course, secret. 

Just as our six months of rain was be- 
ginning to subside, I was turned to duty 

Uncle Sam has greatly fortified the Canal Zone area. A rare photograph of one of 
his armed islands. Each island is interconnected with the other by radio and rails. 
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in the TROPICS 

by KENNETH B. MENEAR 
Former Army Radio -op, Grafton, West Va. 

as a full -fledged Army operator. But alas! 
I soon found out that there is more to 
Army radio operation than just sitting 
quietly at the key, in the comparative cool 
of the radio shack. 

Fort Amador and K5AA are part of the 
Coast Artillery Corps, and the main duty 
of the Coast Artillery is to fire the big 
guns. Even when they are only practicing. 
these big guns shoot a long way. This 
means that range details had to observe 
azimuth (horizontal) and angular height 
deviations of the shots when they burst at 
the target. 

I remember when the machine gunners 
used to shoot. Each of the so called "Gold 
Bricks" was loaded down with telescopes, 
telephones, batteries, cameras, wire, trans- 
mitters, and sometimes our field packs of 
canteen. blanket, tent -well anyway we 
were usually loaded. 

Then would come the long hard climb to 
the top of one of the fortified islands. Sev- 
eral times we started to count the steps to 
the top but we never finished. Even here 
where man has worked out marvels of de- 
fense, symphonys of steel and concrete, the 

9 

Tortola Island (right background) on which the author participated in war games. 

lush, green tropical jungle seems to be try- 
ing to cover the scars. Many times a deer 
would bound up the long cement stairs 
ahead and Iguanas would scurry from the 
path of the common enemy -man. This is 
the only place in the world where the sun 
rises in the Pacific and sets in the Atlan- 
tic. There was stark, wild beauty here 
and even familiarity could not breed con- 
tempt. 

I always considered a machine gun flank 
detail a vacation in comparison to an anti- 
aircraft one. We always had to be in such 
uncivilized places. If it was at Cobey 
flank, the mud. sand fleas, mosquitoes, and 
countless other insects, made one curse his 
luck for not being at the other flank -that 
is until he did get on the other. The flank 
at Tortola is the most beautiful, the most 
exciting, and the nicest after you get there. 
Note that I said after. 

A trip to the island of Tortola, meant 
first -that you had to start several hours 
before the other groups. After equipment 
had been checked and rechecked, we loaded 
aboard a motor launch and put out to sea. 

If there had been any bad weather we soon 

Radio equipment in foreground is used to command coast artillery gun squad. 
Firing on unseen targets, it receives range corrections by radio from planes. 

knew about it. Sometimes it was hard to 
keep down hastily eaten breakfasts. Some- 
times waves had the annoying habit of 
breaking over the boat, especially at night 
when there was no sun to burn you. Cool 
night ocean breezes and wet clothing are 
not comfortable in combination, even in the 
tropics at nine degrees above the equator. 
When we came up to Tortola the trouble 
really started. The islands are volcanic 
and rise almost perpendicularly above the 
breakers which pound at its bowlder strewn 
base. 

The motor launch could approach to 
within a hundred yards or so of shore, pro- 
viding that the tide was not coming in, 
or the waves too high. In any event we 
always had to load the heavy but valuable 
equipment into a small open rowboat, then 
trust in Providence, good rowing, and a 

fair sea to get us ashore. We always ex- 
pected to lose some of the expensive tools 
of our trade but we never did, though we 
had several close shaves. 

Upon landing we had first to scram- 
ble and struggle with the running gear un- 
til it was reposing safely on the summit. 
Sometimes two or three trips were neces- 
sary. Worn clothing and shoes many times 
made the final assembly look more like a 

hobo camp than an elite collection of ex- 
clusive radio men. 

The regulations state that the flank de- 
tails shall get in communication with the 
base as quickly as possible, so there was no 
time for rest. Incidentally, about the only 
cheerful news I ever heard from the regu- 
lations concerned an article which states 
that "In war, radio operators shall be as 

sheltered from gun and shell fire as much 
as possible." 

The Army transmitter, its generator and 
accessories are put up into three boxes 
which are said to be portable on fair 
ground. The generator, which is turned by 

hand, and its accompanying gear is the 
heaviest case. (This is for prospective 
Army operators.) It is amazing how soon 

the mess learn to avoid this case. 
(Continued on park 74) 
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SHORT WAVE WAR 
in 

LATIN AMERICA 
by J. S. WILSON 

New York City 

The author makes a survey of the propaganda activities di- 
rected at Latin America and compares those of the U.S.A. 

SHORT wave radio has become an 
active weapon of international poli- 
tics. At the present time Great 

Britain and the United States are joined 
in a war against Germany and Italy . . . 

via radio. 
Except for the U. S. A.. it is a battle of 

propaganda. Since 1930 short wave broad- 
casts, first from Italy and later from Ger- 
many, have blanketed South and Central 
America more and more thoroughly with 
each passing year. In Argentina, for ex- 
ample, in 1934 there were 89 programs re- 
layed from Germany ; in 1935 there were 
145; in 1936, 239 ; and in the first nine 
months of 1937, there were 235. Radio is 
just one cog in the huge propaganda ma- 
chines being unleashed by these two coun- 
tries, but it is becoming increasingly a 
more important and more effective one. 

The German and Italian programs have 
had their most apparent effect in Brazil, 
where President Getulio Vargas set him- 
self up as dictator last November. Portu- 
guese is the predominant language among 
Braza's 40,000,000 people, 800,000 of whom 
are Italians. Before Vargas assumed open 
dictatorial power, programs from German 
stations were being printed in Brazil as 
completely as local stations. Since few 
people in South America have long distance 
short wave receiving sets, arrangements 
have to be made with local stations to in- 
tercept and rebroadcast the short wave pro- 
grams. The fact that the German broad- 
casts were used widely enough to warrant 
equal publicity with local programs gives 
an indication of the influence Germans were 
able to bring to bear on Brazilian stations. 

Furthermore, Brazil has a Federal law re- 
quiring every station in the country to 
broadcast a program prepared by the De- 
partment of Propaganda from 6:45 to 7:45 
each evening. This program is relayed from 
Rio de Janeiro by wire to those stations 
within reach of telephone communication 
and by short wave to the more distant sta- 
tions (Brazil is larger than the United 
States). Thus, for one hour every day, 
every station in the country is broadcasting 
the same program, and anyone who turns 
on a radio then cannot escape it. Italy and 
Germany have reciprocal agreements with 
Brazil whereby they supply a certain num- 
ber of programs for this hour, and, in re- 
turn, they relay Brazilian programs in their 
own countries. These Italian- German pro- 
grams cover "news and information, music 
and general culture." 

Naturally, these programs supply "news 
and information," etc., with an extremely 

pro - fascist and anti - democratic slant. 
Turner Catledge, Are « York Times corre- 
spondent. on a recent visit to Brazil, re- 
ported that one cannot walk out on the 
street without hearing German and Italian 
music being broadcast in public places... . 

The spoken part of these broadcasts usu- 
ally is in Portuguese. They originate both 
in Europe and in stations here ( in Brazil), 
and many of them are climaxed by com- 
ments emphasizing the wonderful work of 
Chancellor Adolph Hitler and Mussolini 
as contrasted with the slow movement of 
democracy." 

Catledge notes that the Italians take ad- 
vantage of the known Latin love of good 
music to make their programs attractive 
to Latin-Americans, whereas the Germans 
are less subtle and more purposeful. As 
an example of the direct anti-American 
tone of the German programs, the Times 
correspondent cites a broadcast which gave 
a resume of the reputed successes of Hitler 
in dealing with social and economic prob- 
lems as contrasted with the alleged failures 
of President Roosevelt in such programs 
as the X.R.A. and A.A.A. 

During the month of February, the Ger- 
man national broadcasting station in the 
Charlottenburg district of Berlin broadcast 
a daily series of widely disseminated all - 
Latin- American programs. The daily 
schedule consisted of two news programs, 
one economic program, a feature called 
Echoes front Germany, numbers by 
Latin- American Musicians, and special ap- 
peals promoting good -will toward the Nazi 
regime. 

When Great Britain found her influence 
in Latin- American diminishing as German 
and Italian prestige grew, the British gov- 
ernment began to take cognizance of the 
forcefulness of this radio propaganda. Un- 
doubtedly British attention has been fo- 
cussed on this means of influence as a 
result of her recent radio skirmish with the 
Italians on Arabian matters. 

Felix Greene, New York representative 
of the British Broadcasting Company, was 
instructed to make a survey of the South 
American situation. He reported that Ger- 
many and Italy were flooding South Amer- 
ica with propaganda by radio, news, and 
personal contact. He noted the increased 
power of the stations using this propa- 
ganda, and the use of recordings of movie 
stars to increase the interest of their pro- 
grams. There were 200 or 300 relays of 
German programs, he said, to one British, 
and in Brazil programs were relayed from 
Germany which had been especially con- 

structed for-Brazil with the Brazilian Am- 
bassador at Berlin participating. 

As a consequence, on March 15 Britain 
started a 'daily half -hour broadcast in an 
attempt to offset some of the propaganda 
programs of the fascist countries. Using 
the call letters GSB on 31.55 meter wave, 
the programs go on daily at 8:45 p.m., 
Eastern Standard Time, and consist of news 
items. The first fifteen minutes is in Span- 
ish. and the program is then repeated in 
Portuguese. According to British officials, 
the items are taken directly from the news 
agencies and are not colored, although they 
are usually condensed. They are depending 
on South American people tuning in Lon- 
don for accurate, impartial news in con- 
trast to the biased reports heard on most 
of the other programs. Believing that the 
eye is more likely to remember than the 
ear, the British are also working on tele- 
vision with the aim of adding this to their 
overseas broadcasts. 

The United States is also taking steps 
to offset the wide- spread Italian and Ger- 
man broadcasts. Heretofore the National 
Broadcasting Company has been sending 
programs to South America daily from 5 

p.m. to 1 a.m., and the Columbia Broad- 
casting System has been sending similar 
daily broadcasts from 6 :30 p.m. until mid- 
night. For the most part these are merely 
the regular American programs, although 
between 10% and 25% are specially pre- 
pared for Pan America with Spanish and 
Portuguese announcements. 

However, this has afforded only the mild- 
est of competition to the other foreign pro- 
grams, and some Latin- Americans have felt 
that the United States had abandoned them 
to fascist propaganda. Therefore, the Gov- 
ernment has been taking steps in an at- 
tempt to offset this feeling. American 
commercial houses doing business in South 
America have been encouraged to increase 
their publicity activities there by using 
radio, printed matter, and other means. 

As a further step in this direction, the 
World Wide Broadcasting Foundation 
started special Pan-American broadcasts 
over \V1XAL, Boston, in the middle of 
February, using the temporary channels of 
15.13 and 11.73 megacycles. Speaking on 
the opening broadcast, along with a number 
of South and Central American officials, 
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, said that 
"radio can be one of the strongest moral 
and spiritual bonds between people if it is 
utilized in the spirit of mutual and sym- 
pathetic understanding." 

That this fine sentiment has not been 
true recently is seen in the fact that many 
Americans, especially in Brazil, have ac- 
cused German stations, and Secret stations 
in the mountains of Peru and Chile, of 
interfering with news broadcasts from 
Pittsburgh and Schenectady. 

Moreover, despite the official welcome 
given by Latin- American countries to 
propaganda broadcasts coming from fascist - 
directed nations, programs expressing an 
opposite point of view are frowned on. 

With the fascist countries well -en- 
trenched and experienced in the use of 
radio propaganda, the democratic countries 
face a long up -hill fight in their attempt to 
overcome this influence. 

The question is, will they? 
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MUTUAL Makes NO Money 
by HERBERT I. DIAMOND 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

How the Mutual Network came into existence is told by the 
author in describing this most unusual of all radio systems. 

YOU have to start at the beginning to 
understand this network business. If 
you want to learn what makes a net- 

work tick, you must know how there hap- 
pened to be a network in the first place. 
And since radio is almost totally a business 
of ideas, you must begin with the idea in 
\farconi's mind that started the whole 
thing. 

Then you progress to the following ideas 
-the thoughts that fired the imagination of 
the young fellows who fooled around with 
cat's whiskers aid crystals in those early 
clays. They wanted to understand the clots 
and clashes, to send their own words across 
space -and so the hart was born, full of 
ambition and ideas. Came the phone -and 
another idea: broadcasting to the public. 
The brain wheels turned again to produce 
the first sponsor. Then, magnificent idea, 
carte the networks: to put the saine pro- 
gram on the air over many stations simml- 
taneously; to sell the combined tinte as a 

unit ; to finance bigger and better sustain- 
ing features. Networks had so much to 
offer a station that they were progressively 
able to sign inclusive contracts -with time 
priority and comparatively low payments 
for commercial tittle to each station. Then 
the networks bought new stations, improved 
their old ones, until finally the Federal 
Communications Commission whispered 
"Monopoly!" and decided, on March 18 of 
this year, to investigate networks, network 
contracts, network profits, network com- 
petition. And what will cone of the inves- 
tigation, nobody knows. 

But that's running ahead, because here is 
the story of another idea, as revolutionary 
as any in radio. It started about 1934 - 
by which time the networks had become so 
well entrenched that unless a sponsor was 
willing to buy at least 15 stations, he 
couldn't go national. The NBC red and 
blue, and the younger Columbia, all worked 
on the same principle. 

A sponsor -whose name has been forgot- 
ten- wanted to buy time in New York and 
Chicago. When the big fellows turned 
him clown, he vowed he'd make his own 
network. So he bought his half -hour on 
\VOR and he paid for his half -hour on 
WGN and he leased the necessary landlive. 
Presto! An idea! Nothing impossible or 
difficult about it, only it hadn't been clone 
before. Pretty nifty, thought a couple of 
salesmen for these stations -and proceeded 
to line up two or three other sponsors 
who wanted to cover these sane territories 
but didn't want the cities between. Then 
another advertiser ordered powerful WLW 
in Cincinnati, and finally the Gordon Flak- 
ing Company added Detroit to these three 
cities. With this literal "bread -and -butter" 

account the Mutual 
Broadcasting Sys- 
tem was fort -and 
this sponsor's Lone 
Ranter is still 
bread - and - butter 
for Mutual. 

The landlines, in 
the summer of 1934, 
were up. Station 
tsecul ices got to- 
gether, agreed to 
swap a few pro- 
grams. .A m d on 
October 2nd Mu- 
tual was officially 
created as Ameri- 
ca's fourth major 
network. The 
name was selected because it set the key- 
note for network operations. In the words 
of W. E. Macfarlane, president since or- 
ganization, "The Mutual itroaulcasting Sys- 
tem was built for advertising and sales 
coverage at the lowest coast -to -coast rates 
and minimum of waste. It has appealed to 
members and affiliates by giving them the 
majority of the gross from time sales." 
Yes, this was going to he a different kind 
of network. Instead of being run to show 
a profit for the network and to create the 
majesty of Mutual, this was to be a purely 
cooperative venture for the benefit of the 
stations themselves. Actually, in its origi- 
nal form, it was a joint sales organization 
supplemented by such network facilities as 

might he possible. 
Mutual started out with its four major 

markets -New York, Chicago, Detroit. 
Cincinnati -claiming, as is the way of 
radio, to blanket the spending latter from 
the Atlantic to the Mississippi at the low- 
est advertising cost. The claim was true. 
to the extent that at least one of the stations 
could be heard easily in any part of this vast 
area. But the general public prefers locals 
to DX. Mutual knew it : advertisers knew 
it, too, and demanded intermediate outlets. 
Soon Mutual programs were being aired 
from Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and 
other additional cities, and Detroit power 
was increased five tines by switching over 
to CKLW. That's how Mutual grew at 
first, and no one was more pleasantly sur- 
prised than the system's own executive 
council: PresidentMacfarl:une, Chairman of 
the Board Alfred J. McCusker, Vice Presi- 
dent Theodore C. Streibert and Secretary - 
treasurer E. M. Antrim -the "four horse- 
men." 

The starch to Mutual began: New Eng- 
land's Colonial network, K \\'K of St. 
Louis, Nashville's \VSM, Kansas City's 
WT-TB, the Towa network, the Central 

Mr. Fred Weber, General Mgr. of the only mutual radio network. 

States Broadcasting System of Nebraska, 
Denver's KFEI. -and. crowning triumph. 
California's Don I.ec system, celebrated 
with a four- and- a -half-hour jubilee pro- 
gram on December 29. I930. Some of the 
stations came in because they were origi- 
nally included in sponsors plans. Others 
applied for membership or affiliation. Still 
others were incited to join, to till blank 
spaces in the coverage map. By the end of 
1935, Mutual was selling 15 connnercial 
hours weekly. The figure nearly doubled 
in 1936. Almost two million dollars was 
billed in 1937. And in the first three 
months of this year. tinte sales are tip Ill 
per cent inure. But this is just a drop in 
the bucket, and there's a long tray to go 
before the volume approaches NBC's or 
Columbia's. But Mutual is out the way up. 

Mutual stations operate the network. On 
other nets, a contract clause provides for 
the clearance of any time on 28 -day notice. 
Rut not With Mutual. No local sponsor 
ever must be shifted because national time 
has been sold. It is purely within the sta- 
tion's own discretion. Nor is there any 
agreed or implied compulsion to take any 
sustaining feature. Instead of getting from 
25 to 37 per cent of its card rates for com- 
mercial time as is the practice on other nets, 
Mutual stations earn their full card rates, 
less only the usual advertising agency com- 
mission. Affiliated stations are charged a 

small sales cuinoiission. \lutual's member 
stations - that includes \VOR, \V(;N, 
CK1.W, \VHK- \ \'CI.E. Don Lee and 
Colonial -share the operating expenses of 
the network. Each station pays its own 
line charges. That is the completely sim- 
ple financial structure. 

Actual ownership of Mutual is divided 
between \VOR and \\'(;N. Mutual makes 
no money, doesn't want to make any money, 
actually isn't in business to stake Money 

(Conlinued on page 65) 
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MARINE MANNERS 

The author, in sea togs, talking to the 
late Amelia Earhart Putnam. To the au- 
thor's left is the late Wilmer Stultz. 
Flanking Stultz is Lew Gordon. Picture 
taken aboard the "S.S. Pres. Roosevelt" in 
1928 when the crew of the transatlantic 
plane "Friendship" returned from Wales. 

"Taking it green over the bow in a blow." Because not all days at sea are as smooth 
as a billiard table, the radio -op must be possessed of a fine pair of "sea legs." 

by LEE SCUPPER 
w. Chop, Martha's Vineyard, Mass. 

The mere holding of that commercial operator's ticket is not all that 
makes the marine radioman. He needs to know the "code of the sea." 
The author, who has "stood" many a watch in a blow, advises you what it is. 

IDON'T want to discourage you, young 
fellow, but that new commercial radio 
operator's license the Government just 

issued to you doesn't prove you know any 
of the important rules of conduct for a 
life at sea. It's nothing but a ticket which 
allows access to a ship's radio room. 

The school gave you a basic knowledge 
of electrical theory, training in radio law, 
instruction as to equipment, and code prac- 
tice. The FCC exam was your final test; 
the license, your diploma. The radio edu- 
cation has been excellent, as shown by 
your high grading; but what do you know 
of ships, or the men on them? 
Nothing. Climb upon my figurative knee, 
sonny boy. The time has come when 
you, like most other graduates with a 
crisp license, should be told the true facts 
of marine life. 

While you are waiting for a ship, use 
your spare time practicing on a typewriter. 
You won't do much operating without one, 
so don't wait until you get past the first 
lightship to conquer it : at that time, your 
mind will be occupied by new matters. 

Your first assignment probably will be as 
junior operator on a small passenger ship. 
The moment the buzzer in the Static Room 
snaps out your name in code will un- 
doubtedly be one of the happiest in your 
life. The other operators, waiting with 
you for jobs, will stop talking while they 
translate the signals. You will copy your 
name without realizing it. Someone will 
nudge you, and say: "Hey- you're not on 
the beach any more!" 

You will leave the building with the 
assignment slip in your hand, and walk 
blissfully in the wrong direction. Then, 
in panic, you will take a cab to the pier. 
You will, in fumbling excitement, first un- 
derpay, then overtip, the driver. 

You will never forget the empyreal mo- 
ment when you turn and see the ship for 
the first time. The flare of its bow will 
seem huge ; its most commonplace detail 
will he romantic. The name will thrill you. 
Stand and enjoy the rare moment ; it will 
never return. 

Look up at the mast. See the antenna? 
Let your jaw sag if it's more comfortable 
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that way. Stai' there until someone taps 
you on the arm, and says, gently: "Hold 
my elbow -I'll walk you across the street, 
old man." 

Your heart will outrun your feet as you 
walk the pier to the gangway. Odors of 
old planking, wet rope, and rotten fruit 
will mix into one delicious stink. In later 
life, similar odors will bring back vivid 
pictures. 

Pause at the foot of the gangway, for, 
in crossing it, you will travel further than 
you have ever traveled before. 

On board, you will imagine the ship k 
moving. It won't be. Take four wrong 
routes to the radio roost. Arrive where 
you started each time. Ask a man, whose 
stride has free wheeling, where the radio 
room is located. 

"Second port forward- starli d side 
boatdeck;" he will answer without shifting 
gears. When he secs the question nark 
over your hat, he will stop. "First trip- 
per, eh? Well, Marconi, go through that 
door, upstairs three flights, and walk 
right." 

The shack will appear complicated, and 
have the exact aura you hoped it would. 
The Chief will take his feet from the 
operating table, and question you with his 
eyebrows. 

"I'm the new junior," you will stam- 
mer. 

He will put his feet back on the table. 
" \\'e sail tomorrow. Sign on this after- 
noon. Upper bunk is yours." 

The lack of formality will disappoint 
you. "Here is my assignment slip," you 
will say, hopefully. "Do you want my 
license ?" 

"I don't even want my own, sometimes," 
he will say, cynically. Later you learn he 
didn't mean it. "Get ready to garbage up 
at two bells." 

That will mean you eat at one o'clock, 
and also that your seagoing life has be- 

gun. It will be different than your mental 
preview; no better, no worse, but different. 

The stewards, for example, will have 
more control over your future life on 
board than the skipper. They are a clan- 
nish group, outnumbering any other de- 
partment on passenger ships. An important 
part of their business is to estimate the 
amount of shirt -stuffing contained by those 
they serve, anti they are more than shrewd 
in this respect. Give a wide -awake steward 
48 hours on a ship with an average 
passenger, and he could tell the tourist's 
mother thins that would surprise her. 

Don't try to hide anything from your 
room- steward, table -steward, or any other 
member of the group. If you tip him 
properly and treat him with casual re- 
spect, word will pass among all the other 
stewards that you are okay. You will 
notice the difference in the entire depart- 
ment, from night watchman to Chief. As 
a matter of pure opinion, I believe an 
American steward has that in his makeup 
which demands more consideration than 
those of other nationalities. If this is a 
disadvantage, the fact he will become more 
sincere in his efforts, if he is treated 
properly, more than compensates for this 
f act. 

The Captain came into the shack one 
morning on the 4 -to -8 to read press as I 
pounded it out on the mill. The steward 
had not removed my breakfast tray, and, 
when I saw him looking at the empty 
dishes, I remarked: 

"Steward is a little late this morning - 
he usually picks up the tray before this, 
Sir." 

"I was looking at the side of your 
glass," he explained, pleasantly. "Butter- 
milk, wasn't it? Guess I'll order some." 

He 'phoned to the pantry. "Captain 
speaking. Send buttermilk to my cabin." 
He held his hand over the transmitter, and 
turned to me. "The pantryman tells me 

they have none on board. That was but- 
termilk, wasn't it ?" 

"Yes, sir." The ridges on the side of 
the glass would have made denial useless, 
aml I make it a point to tell the truth - 
when I am cornered. 

The Captain returned to the 'phone. 
"Send some buttermilk up whether you 
have it or not. If it isn't here within fif- 
teen minutes, I'll come down for it!" 

In the home port, the Chief Steward 
won the argument by proving, from stores 
records, that no buttermilk had ever been 
delivered on board. From then on, my 
morning glass was emptied furtively, be- 
hind a switch -panel. I sympathized with 
the master, for I knew what a buttermilk 
addict goes through when deprived of it, 
but I could have done nothing. The bot- 
tles were brought aboard for my exclusive 
use by my room- steward, who knew his 
business well enough to show his apprecia- 
tion for proper treatment. 

Don't accept tips. Miss Emily Post, in a 
list of crew members which she recom- 
mends tipping after a sea trip, mentions 
"assistant" radio operators. This classifi- 
cation represents neither a true picture of 
a junior operator's position, nor of his ex- 
pectations. If the matter were put to vote, 
the "nays" from the shack would be vehe- 
ment. 

It is equally proper for a passenger to 
tip a Captain, Chief Engineer, or First 
Officer. The radio operator, although he 
has no executive authority outside his own 
department, is rated as a ship's officer. He 
wears gold stripes, as do the deck and 
engine -room officers. Other than that, his 
position is largely determined by the re- 
spect his conduct induces in his shipmates. 

I f a passenger wishes to know why you 
refuse money, explain that you are a navi- 
gating officer, and that, having access to all 
confidential correspondence, are in a posi- 

(Continued on page 70) 

(Left) You will never forget the thrill of seeing your first 
ship on which you go fo sea as radioman. The author's 
first, the "S.S. Orizaba". (Below) The shack will ap- 
pear complicated. The 5 KW arc ship's transmitter. 
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SIUDIO BíIIIEIf)S' 
by SAMUEL KAUFMAN 

FROM time to time reports reach our 
desk on the results of radio popularity 

polls conducted nationally by magazines, 
newspapers, clubs, schools, committees, and 
other types of sponsors. 

Their intentions are always of the best. 
We'll grant that much, anyway. But, oddly, 
the results of the respective polls are dif- 
ferent. One might show Jack Benny as the 
number one funny man while another will 
report that Fred Allen is the premiere 
comic. And, in turn, each radio talent 
classification will have different "bests" in 
the respective polls. 

Here's one reason they lack value : The 
various programs are broadcast over chains 
of different size. A toothpaste comedian 
may be on the air coast -to -coast but a 
cereal funster may be presented only in 
three or four states where that product is 
distributed. Hence, even though the cereal 
comic may be the funnier and the better 
of the two, the toothpaste laugh -dispenser 
walks off with the first honors. > It's all 
very confusing. Why not drop such polls 
altogether? 

Mail and other forms of program coin - 
ment from listeners carry weight when 
studied sectionally but public expression on 
programs loses value when classified na- 
tionally. The programs with the most out- 
lets get the bulk of the votes even though 
other air features may surpass them if the 
ballots were tallied in ratio to coverage. 

a * 

SPEAKING of polls brings to mind a 
remark I overheard in Radio City while 

attending an NBC Symphony Orchestra 
concert. 

"Now, that's the kind of song I like," a 
man behind me remarked when the orches- 
tra presented a spirited march. "If they 
stuck to stuff like that instead of all the 
highbrow tripe that people only pretend to 
like, the public would take to symphonic 
concerts in a bigger way." 

I recalled that in radio's embryo state - 
a decade ago-a New York station did ask 
listeners what kind of music they wanted 
to hear. If the results of the poll were 
adhered to, broadcasters would continually 
be repeating "William Tell," "Poet and 
Peasant," "The Stars and Stripes Forever" 
and even "When You and I Were Young 
Maggie." 

Broadcasters don't like to reject public 
expression. But, in the case of symphonic 
music, why not leave the programming to 
men who make music their life's work? It 
is impossible to build a symphonic hour that 
would contain favorites of everyone, but 
rather, through a day's schedule, spot the 
various kinds of music so that all tastes 
can be catered to. 

* * * 

WE discussed recently the growing an- 
tagonism between radio and newspa- 

pers with most of the clash being expressed 
or demonstrated by the publishers. Radio 
columns have been eliminated by newspa- 
pers in various parts of the country and 

there have been whispers that even pro- 
gram listings will be dropped, except for 
inclusion as paid advertisements. 

If that happens the stations won't take 
it lying down. True, they have no right 
to state their demands for free space but 
they have come to count on the free list- 
ings for so many years that they've taken 
them for granted. In various cities, sta- 
tions are weighing the idea of starting 
program sheets along the lines of the 
British Broadcasting Corporation's Radio 
Tines. Under the plan that's been dis- 
cussed -but in no way started -the pro- 
gram listings will be copyrighted and news- 
papers will be forbidden to publish them. 
A long cry, indeed, from the heavy pres- 
sure press agentry of the present ! Instead, 
the stations' community paper would have 
exclusive listings. A radical move. But it 
may happen ! 

s: * * 

THE 1939 New York World's Fair will 
be the point -of origin of a great many 

nation -wide broadcasts. Even at this early 
date many important programs have come 
from the partially completed fair grounds 
on the Flushing Meadows. John S. Young, 
former NBC and free lance announcer, is 
the radio chief of the exposition and, at 
this writing, is in Europe lining up inter- 
national radio tie -ups with the big event. 

It is too early to list even a few of the 
commercial features that will reach the net- 
works from the Fair site. But a sample of 
radio activities is contained in the Stand- 
ard Brands, Inc., announcement of a build- 
ing that will contain a huge outdoor theatre 

Architect's model of Standard Brands' out- 
door radio theater for New York's Fair. 

where its hit programs will take to the air. 
Among these may be Rudy Vallee's Vari- 
eties, Charlie McCarthy and the all -star 
Chase & Sanborn Hour and One Man's 
Family. Even when the artists themselves 
are not present, their features will be avail- 
able in marionette form in cleverly arranged 
displays. 

Besides broadcasting at the fair, there 
will be radio features in the form of re- 
ceiver and parts displays and television 
demonstrations. 

* * 

MAJOR EDWARD BOWES, who 
heads two stellar CBS hours, finds 

more personal uses for radio than anyone 

else on the talent side of the business. 
As conductor of the nation's best -known 

amateur program and the Capitol Fam:ly 
Hour, the Major has been fascinated by the 
gadgets that he has observed in the studios 
and is applying them to other uses. 

His home in Rumson, New Jersey, is 
equipped with a centralized radio system, 
not unlike those in hotels, giving him a 
choice of several stations' programs on any 
part of the estate. The home is afro 

Major Bowes at the two -way ship -to -shore 
telephone installed on his yacht 'Edmar." 

equipped with broadcast pick -up apparatus 
so that he can preside over his Sunday 
Capitol Family program without leaving 
the comfort of his gown and slippers. Also, 
his new 81 -foot yacht Ed,nar boasts of a 
$4,000 two -way, ship -to -shore telephone 
system permitting calls with any land 
phone. The ship's call letters are WBOZ. 

Henry Grossman, CBS chief division en- 
gineer, personally supervises all of the 
Major's "extra- curricular" radio activities. 

e * * 

THE Joe Louis -Max Schmeling fight 
broadcast is a thing of the past. But 

here's a "behind- the -scenes" story that 
shows the mental stress a radio executive 
could be under at such an event. 

John Royal, NBC vice- president in 
charge of programs, was one of the many 
radio personalities at the ringside. But 
Royal's interest in the fight was secondary 
to his anxiety over the time. All through 
the preliminaries, John's eyes were on the 
clock. His main concern was that the fight 
shouldn't start before 10 o'clock New York 
time. And if the preliminary bouts ended 
early that's what would have happened and 
NBC would have faced a claim by Fred 
Allen's sponsors for a full credit on their 
interrupted hour -even though Fred may 
have completed three -quarters of it. 

NBC'S billing to Buick was only $12,000 
because the fight lasted less than fifteen 
minutes. And if it started just a few min- 
utes earlier, the chain would have had to 
face a credit claim for Fred Allen's time 
which nets about $20,000. On top of that 
worry, NBC had to credit Lucky Strike for 
its full hour which didn't take to the air 
between 10 and 11 as usual, but many ob- 
servers feel that Lucky lost a good bet by 
refusing to fill out the hour after Max 
Schmeling was kayoed in less than three 
minutes. Undoubtedly, the program could 
have held a large part of the tremendous 
fight audience. - 
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"HAM" RADIO 
IN MEXICO 

by MILTON LEVENTHAL 
Los Angeles, California 

Carlos A. Covarrubias, XEIDC, Sec'y, 
LMRE, and Bus. Mgr. "Onda Corta." 

Below the Rio Grande are as fine a group 
of hams as are found anywhere. The author 
tells something of them and their problems. 

JDELAXTE colega- eambin, caor- / bio. With this phrase somewhere 1 south of the Rio Grande a Mexi- 
cali amateur informs his colleague to go 
ahead as he stands by for the return com- 
munication. 
XE2BJ in Bacobampo, Sonora calling 
XEiA\I in Queretaro, or XEIAX of To- 
luca, Mexico calling XE2KH of Torreon, 
Coahuila, or XE2GO of San Luis Potosi 
standing by for XE3A of Oaxaca. It could 
he any of the 400 active amateurs in any 
part of our neighboring republic to the 
south, on any of the bands on which your 
choice might fall. 

The "XE" members of the radio family 
are a most congenial group of fellows, who 
are always delighted to exchange a pleasant 
greeting in addition to furnishing the neces- 
sary information required for an official 
QSO. They are modern in every respect, 
and much of their equipment would be ac- 
ceptable in many of the shacks of the most 
exacting amateurs. They read the various 
radio periodicals eagerly, not only of Mex- 
ico and the United States, but also those 
published in South America and Europe, 
from which they glean all the information 
possible for the development of their tech- 
nical proficiency. The mind of the Mexican 
experimenter is always open to suggestion, 
and readily appreciates a constructive sug- 
gestion if proffered by a brother amateur. 

Mexico, as far as amateurs are con- 
cerned, is divided into three districts. The 
first includes all the states in central Mex- 
ico from the Atlantic to the Pacific : the 
second is composed of all the northern 
states up to the American border : the third 
includes all the states south of the central 
district down to the Guatemala frontier. 
Competition is keen among the amateurs of 
each district, and many are the hours that 
have flown by in strenuous effort to sur- 
pass the accomplishments of a fellow 
colleague. 

Glancing over the list of amateurs in the 
various sections of the Call Book has be- 

come an almost universal indoor sport 
among the brethren of the radio faith ful, 
and from time to time one pauses to com- 
ment on the number of licensees having 
XE calls. It goes without saying that 
there is not so great a number of names 
listed for our southern neighbors as corn - 

pared with our country or with several 

others, but what Mexico lacks in numbers 
she more than makes up in enthusiasm and 
accomplishment. In international competi- 
tion she has either taken the lead or has 
followed very closely on the heels of the 
winner, hut with Mexico in the running the 
final result is never certain until the last 
point is counted. 

'When an American delves into the Call 
Book to find the QRA of a Mexican col- 
league, quite often he looks up in mild 
dismay and cannot seem to understand why 
the majority of amateurs have two sur- 
names appearing opposite their calls. This 
may appear to be somewhat of an enigma, 
but is very simply explained. Let us sup- 
pose that we find that XE2ABC is Sr. Julio 
Carranza Corella : "Sr." is equivalent to 
"Mr." in English, Julio is the Christian or 
given name, Carranza is the family name of 
his father, and Corella is the family name 
of his mother before she became Mrs. Car - 
ranza. To the American way of thinking 
the addition of the mother's surname is 
quite superfluous, but to the Latin mind this 
is not only desirable but essential. 

For all legal and ordinary purposes the 
correct surname is that of the father al- 
though as a rule both names are used on 
all occasions. If the American amateur 
does not know XE2ABC well enough to 
call hint by his first name, the correct way 
to address him is by the father's surname, 
or Sr. Carranza, and not Sr. Corella (the 
mother's maiden name.) Looking at our- 
selves from their point of view, when a 

Mexican comes to the United States and 
sees all the Jones and Smiths listed in the 
various directories, the first question that 
is generally asked is how does one tell 
whether these people are brothers or cous- 
ins if they do not use the mother's name 
for identification. 

But to revert to the subject of radio, one 
of the principal reasons for the universal 
interest in radio south of the Rio Grande 
is the constant impetus and encouragement 
given by the Liga .1fesiçana de Radio Ex- 
perimentadores, familiarly known through- 
out the world as the LMRE. This pro- 
gressive organization was formed in 1932 

by a group of enthusiastic amateurs who 
recognized the fact that not only was con- 
certed action necessary for their own per- 
sonal benefit. hut likewise was a patriotic 
duty to promote the progress of wireless 

15 

Father & Son station XE2F- XE2HO, in Cana - 
nea, Sonora. Heard throughout the U.S.A. 

communication as a whole in their country. 
According to the precepts of the L \IRE, 

one of its principal tasks is the dissemina- 
tion of accurate information. In this under- 
taking this organization avails itself of the 
two most effective means at its disposal; 
namely, by radio transmissions and the 
power of the pen, the results of which have 
more than gratified the expense and labor 
involved. The first of these two methods 
has been effected by the League's station 
XEICB, which has been granted a special 
license by the government for this purpose. 
Every evening of the week, except Sunday, 
this powerful transmitter is on the air 
ready to be of assistance to any of its mem- 
bers. Different amateurs are given the 
opportunity to conduct a program over 
XEICB. which is of inestimable value to 
the experimenters located in the more 
remote regions of Mexico. 

The second means by which the LMRE 
disseminates the information at its disposal 
is through the publication Onda Corta 
(Spanish for "Short Wave "). Onda Corta 
is the only magazine in Mexico which de- 
votes its pages strictly to the amateur and 
radio experimenter. This periodical is pre- 
pared and edited only by members of the 
LMRE, the subject matter being limited 
only to topics pertaining to amateur radio. 
Original articles are written for each issue 
by Mexican radio engineers, and are sup- 
plemented with columns prepared by indi- 
viduals well versed in the various to'tics 
under discussion. Xot content with local 
information, the staff of Onda Carta makes 
translations of pertinent articles appearing 
in American, French, English, and German 
publications. in this way providing its Mex- 

(Continued on page 66) 
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HAVE YOU A TELEVISION FACE? 
by HERBERT ROSEN 

Paris, France 

All types of faces are not adaptable 
to television transmission. Here are 

some of the necessary requirements. 

ALONG the many new occupations 
which will make their appearance 
with the advent of television, that of 

announcer is creating probably the most in- 
terest among the fair sex. The British 
Broadcasting Company, now transmitting 
televised programs with a remarkable de- 
gree of regularity and marked success, has 
shown a preference for comely young lady 
announcers. Other European countries are 
taking the same attitude. 

Consequently European females are 
preening their feathers for a try at a vo- 
cation which is strikingly akin to that of 
a movie star. Many, to their co(sterna- 
tion, are finding that the requirements for 
a television "hostess" are even more ex- 
acting than those for their sisters of the 
celluloid. 

The emphasis is strongly on the brun- 
ette, where television is concerned. The 
features should be "contrasty," that is, 
they should be very pronounced and dis- 
tinct. The scaning lines in a televised pic- 
ture reproduce contrast much better than 
elements which flow smoothly one into the 
other. 

To emphasize such contrast even more, 
special makeup is used, similar to that for 
black -and -white photography. If you were 
to meet one of the fair announcers in her 
makeup, you would think she was suffering 
from some new and terrible disease. 

Her skin would be a yellow ochre and 
her lips would be painted brown. The 
inside of the nostrils would flame a vivid 

Blondes, due to light coloring, fend to 
washout on the television screen. 

(Above) One of the French television sta- 
tions making tests of different types of 
faces for television transmission. (Left) 
The television announcer or actor faces not 
only the television camera but also a 
battery of technicians as in the movies. 

red in contrast to a dark yellow nose. 
Green eyelids framed in coal -black eye- 
brows and lashes would complete the pic- 
ture of a television hostess in her working 
clothes. However, the picture of her as 
received by your television receiver would 
be extremely pleasing and probably would 
show her to better advantage than if you 
were to meet her in street makeup. 

In addition to features which lend them- 
selves to televising, she should have an 
oval face, since such a face "frames" in 

Brunettes with strong features and oval 
faces are favored for television jobs. 

the television screen more pleasingly. As 
well as these physical qualities, she should 
have good diction and a pleasing voice, rich 
in overtones. 

The BBC also requires that their lady 
announcers be able to speak French and 
German and, of all things, they should 
be married. Unmarried lady announcers 
seemed to take the altar walk in short or- 
der and gave up their careers for a life of 
domestic bliss. 

LIGHT YELLOW BLACK 
CHEEKS EYEBROWS 

DARK YELLOW 
GREEN 

NOSE t 
EYELIDS 

BLACK 

FULL RED - - EYELASHES 

INSIDE NOSTRILS BROWN LIPS 

Color chart for television makeup. 

Elizabeth Cowell, BBC television hostess. 

1 
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Without a person aboard, the Lightship St. 
Clair is wholly controlled by radio from 
a land station which is 8 miles away. 

17 

RADIO CONTROLLED 

LIGHTSHIP 
by C. S. VAN DRESSER 

Washington, D. C. 

From sounding a fog horn at the right fine, to turning on, and 
sending out the proper radio beacon, and lighting the all -im- 
portant light -all is done by radio signals. The author de- 
scribes this interesting and unique ship which protects sailors. 

APASSENGER steamer is chugging 
its way patiently through Lake St. 
Clair, which connects Lakes Huron 

and h:ric. For the last two hours she has 
been receiving the regular intermittent 
radio- beacon signals from the Federal light- 
ship SL Clair, anchored in that treacher- 
ous body of water for the protection of 
navigation. Suddenly a fog develops. Si- 
multaneously the signals from the .Si. Clair 
change. The radio beacon, warning the 
vessel of the position of the lightship, in- 
creases from intermittent to constant sig- 
naling. The moaning wail of a deep fog 
horn now booms out regularly. As the 
steamship plows on, night begins to fall 
and a powerful light springs to life from 
the masthead of the lightship and glows 
eerily in the twilight and fog. 

These sudden changes of signals on light- 
ship St. Clair entail the starting of dyna- 
mos, turning on of gasoline motors, tuning 

of radios, pushing and pulling of switches, 
and other electrical maneuvers -yet during 
all this complicated procedure, there is not 
a living person aboard the light.chih/ 

Fog horns wail, brilliant lights flash, fog 
hells clan the steady, high -pitched whine 
of the radio beacon comes over the steam- 
ship's radio receiving set from the .St. Clair 
while it rides at anchor like a ghost -ship, 
untenanted, deserted, with not a man, wo- 
man or child aboard her. 

\\That is this ghost -ship that signals with 
no apparent human agency to control its 
many functions? 

It is the latest development in naviga- 
tional aids, evolved after five years of in- 
tensive technical and engineering research 
by the Federal Bureau of Lighthouses and 

established in Lake St. Clair. 
It is like no other ship of its kind in the 

entire world. For it runs itself! When fog 
comes up-and it gets mighty foggy in that 

This is the remote transmitter which k 
used to operate the devices aboard the 
St. Clair. Impulses are sent automatically. 

region -the mechanical brain of the ship 
turns on the fog signal as well as increases 
the frequency of operation of its radio bea- 
con. When night approaches, this never - 
failing brain illuminates a powerful light 
on the ship's mast. When daylight arrives, 
it turns off the light, and, similarly, when 
the fog dissipates, it ceases the blowing of 
the fog horn! 

Furthermore, what is most amazing of 
all, the lightship listens to itself and reports 
by radio -telephone the progress of its vari- 
ous signals to the keeper on shore, eight 
miles away. When anything goes wrong, 
it tells the keeper in no uncertain terms 
which device has failed, and by the mere 
touch of a button, the remote and unseen 
operator throws duplicate mechanism on 
the ship into action to replace that which 
has ceased to function. 

Somewhat similar and almost equally 
(Continued on page 68) 
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Transcriptions have to be enacted first. Sometimes other trans- Mounted on concrete, the recording machines cut the "wax" while 
scriptions are used as sound effects as in the picture above. the engineer watches the "grooves" closely through a microscope. 

BEHIND each announcement, "This 
program comes to you by electrical 
transcription," lies an interesting 

story : the story of a thriving industry hid- 
den from the public by a wall of for- 
midable- sounding phrases. 

The listener seeking to find out just what 
goes into the making of an electrical tran- 
scription finds himself confronted with a 
barrier of technical terms, and in most 
cases decides that maybe he wasn't so very 
interested in the first place. 

Seeking to cut a convenient gate through 
that wall, we went to the transcription 
studios of the World Broadcasting System, 
and followed a program from the micro- 
phone to the playback, obtaining a layman's 
picture of the scientifically controlled proc- 
esses which go into the production of re- 
corded radio. 

Since Judy and Jam, is pioneering in the 
exclusive use of the new wide range ver- 
tical recording method, we selected that 
show as our guide. The air's oldest tran- 
scribed show, Judy and Jane has been en- 
tertaining audiences since February, 1932. 

Several advantages offered by transcrip- 
tions were outlined to us by Robert Wam- 
boldt, producer of Judy and Jane. In the 
first place, it guarantees perfect perform- 
ances. Recording is a series of processes, 
any of which can be repeated in case of 
error. The advertiser using a transcribed 
show not only selects each station in his 
net work, but can choose the most stra- 
tegic time placement at each station as well. 

Wamboldt took us into the control room, 
where we learned that the first steps in 
transcribing are much the same as the cor- 
responding steps in a "live" show. The 
engineer at the mixing panel controls the 
volume and balance of dialogue, sound ef- 

HOW ELECTRICAL 
by EDWARD REYNOLDS 

Ferris and Livingstone, Chicago, Illinois 

Electrical transcriptions have become a tremendous business 
requiring specialized equipment and an entirely different type 
of radio engineer to operate. The author describes the care 
and difficulties encountered in making the recording on wax. 

fects, and music, just as in an actual broad- 
cast. 

Whereas the control room in a broad- 
cast studio feeds the program out to the 
listening public through its transmitter, the 
control room in a transcription plant pipes 
the program to the recording department, 
where a sapphire stylus translates sound 
waves into tiny hills and valleys on a re- 
volving steel -backed wax disk. 

If you had planned to play a transcrip- 
tion on your phonograph, the first step is to 
redesign your machine. Unlike a phono- 
graph record, which starts at the outer 
edge of the disk and works in toward the 
center, transcriptions for radio are cut 
from the inside toward the rim. Too, in 
order to crowd 15 minutes of entertainment 
onto one record, World cuts its transcrip- 
tions at a speed of 33% revolutions per 
minute, less than half the speed (78 r.p.m.) 
at which your phonograph turntable re- 
volves. 

As their names suggest, the lateral 
method records sound in a wave pattern 
swinging from one side of the groove to 

the other, while in the vertical method of 
cutting, the sound wave is cut in an up- 
and -down, rather than a side -to -side pat- 
tern. 

Users of the vertical method claim sev- 
eral advantages for it, with greater fidelity 
a chief one. In long -playing records, ad- 
jacent grooves must be extremely close to- 
gether. The side -to -side wave pattern of 
the lateral method reduces the thickness of 
the side walls, and in order to minimize 
the danger of the reproducing needle cut- 
ting through the track, it is necessary to 
reduce the volume of low frequency tones. 
And to cut down the surface noises which 
result when the stylus scrapes against the 
sides of the groove, the high frequencies 
must be filtered out, leaving a somewhat 
restricted range. 

The function of the reproducing stylus 
is simplified by the vertical method, with 
accompanying improvements in fidelity. 
Weight must be employed, in the lateral 
method, to keep the stylus from slipping 
out of its spiral groove as it swings from 
side to side in following the modulations of 
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After being "sputtered" with pure gold, the wax & gold plaque Mounted on a solid block of concrete imbedded in bedrock is 

is heavily copper -plated. The long arms keep the disk moving. the play -back machine for checking the final baked recording. 

TRANSCRIPTIONS ARE MADE 
the sound track. There is no lateral move- 
ment in a vertical cut record, hence no 
problem of preventing the stylus from hop- 
ping the track. Less pressure is needed, so 
that record and stylus wear are cut to a 
minimum. A sharper stylus and a more 
sensitive assembly can be used, making it 
possible to fol luny the must complex wave 
patterns. 

We might tell von of scientific tests 
which have shown that vertical cut record- 
ings reproduce sound with "live" show 
fidelity and an audio range of 10 kc. How- 
ever, the entire situation may be summed 
tap with the simple statement that the ca- 
pacity of the vertical method for recording 
sound is far beyond the capacity of the 
average honte radio set to reproduce. 

Elaborate precautions are taken through- 
out the entire process to eliminate the re- 
cording of outside sounds. Refinements in 
studio design, in mechanical equipment and 
in processing have reduced extraneous 
noise to a practically irreducible minimum. 
The anunun of unwanted sound which 
creeps into a vertical -cut transcription is so 

small as to defy measurement. 
Each studio and control room is an in- 

dependent building, set top with avide air 
space between its walls and the walls of 
the building proper. This air space varies 
in size, with enough free air around some 
of the larger studios to permit a man to 
amount a ladder between the inside and out - 

(Crurlinned on poser 58) 

After the copper plating has taken place, the disk is heavily copper plated a 

second time and trimmed. Thereafter if is chromium plated and then if is ready to 
be used as a "master." Wax disks are so delicate that a person's breath will imprint. 
The "master" disk is then used to stamp out the final records used by the studios. 
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by "X- 73 -88" 

The author is one of the best informed men on radio in the country, 
withholding his identity to maintain complete freedom of comment. 

FCNNIEST story of the month comes 
from the engineers of Chicago NBC. 

it concerns two bricklayers and goes 
something like this 

Managers of the Merchandise Mart, in 
%which the net's Midwest studios are head- 
quartered, sent the two mortar and brick 
magnates up top to construct a one -story 
shack for new air conditioning equipment. 

"Be sure not to disturb any wires the 
radio engineers have up there," they were 
told. 

The brickmasons did just that. Gradual 
dropping of volume in the network's moni- 
tor receivers caused technicians to check 
their aerial. 

They found the 200 -foot skywire run- 
ning RIGHT THROUGH two walls of 
the shack. 

But -the bricklayers proudly pointed out 
-they hadn't disturbed the wires! 

s 

NETS QUARRELED OVER TRANS- 
ATLANTIC HOP: 

Behind the Fcenes in broadcasts of 
Howard Hughes' hop across the Atlantic 
was an interesting little sequence. 

NBC was all set to radiate a relay from 
the Hughes plane, around 10 :30 EST, on 
its first night out Net announcers 
had already given the cue, This is the 
National Broadcasting Co." and listeners 
were awaiting the relay -but it didn't come 
through. 

Investigation showed that CBS had 
stopped the pickup on grounds that the 
flight pickups were to be an exclusive NBC 
feature. 

"And," mused one NBC official. " \Vith 
OUi? radio engineer abroad!" 

Both nets, of course, handled subse- 
quent salutations from the ship as it es- 
sayed the first -leg hop of its round -world 
flight. 

s s s 

THE Television Group of NBC in New 
York is completely veiled in secrecy. 

It has its own engineers, operators, and 
maintenance men. The other NBC engi- 
neers (in other departments) located in 
the same building, often on the same floor, 
actually have no knowledge of just what 
is going on in the Television labs and en- 
gineering offices. The transmitter located 
in the top of the Empire State Building is 
not open to the public; and it is virtually 
impossible to get a permit to see any part 
of the apparatus. This recent policy of 
complete secrecy may he due to the leak- 
age of technical information which oc- 
curred up until 1936, when a new policy 
was effected. To readers who may wonder 
about the Progress of Television; Engi- 
neers of both NBC and CBS have made 
greater progress in the last fifteen months 

than during any other similar period in the 
history of radio. But cost still prohibits 
commercially available television for the 
general populace. 

s s s 

PUT ON REAL SHOW!" ENGINEERS 
IF ORDERED: 

One of the Eastern 50- kilowatt radiators 
lias an unique scheine for impressing visit- 
ing notables from other countries. 

"The minute we get word a tour party is 
on the way to our Control Room, we get 
busier than hell," explans the top op. 

" \\'e stop playing checkers, begin 
plugging in all spare cords, patching 
and unpatching memo spots, testing with 
pickup engineers, throwing peaks back 
and forth -and when we have time 
we press a button on one phone, which 
rings another in the sanie booth. Another 
engineer answers it. We have a swell 
time !" 

Asked who suggested all this, Sparks 
said, "Why, the owner of the station, of 
course, He likes to impress visitors." 

* s 

ACTRESS FAINTS DURING AIRCAST: 
Actress Ginger Jones fainted away 

"cold" during a recent "Helen Trent" sketch 
in which she was programmed. Excess sun- 
burn, does diagnosed. 

s s 

DICK RYAN, Joe Penner associate, is 
running for job of assemblyman from 

Queens, N. Y.... Wonder why radio ar- 
tists' social clubs never scem to get places? 
Idea has been tried in Chicago, N. Y. and 
on W. Coast, with disappointing results. ... The current installment of the Press 
vs. Radio war is lulling but the successful 
re- broadcasts of round -world flight are 
likely to kindle it anew. The Press hates 
to be scooped. And, it does take longer to 
get presses going than it does merely to 
speak over a mike! 

s s s 

E \\' loudspeaker voices possess the hu- 
man qualities encompassed in the micro - 

phonings of Columbia's Henry M. Neely. 
A student of music (especially fond of 
the Gilbert and Sullivan works), H. M. N. 
can step before a mike and ad lib concert 
comment that other mikesters stumble over 
even when reading it from script! 
Through all of his descriptions of music, 
special events and regular programs, 
Neely injects a smile that I cannot see 
while listening to him. 

But I know it is there. 
(He works, I believe, out of Mr. Pa- 

ley's Manhattan headquarters.) 
s s s 

COAST TO COAST- 
HOLLYWOOD: Truman Bradley 

here for M -G -M try. 
OKLAHOMA CITY: Ad Club speak- 

ers don't run overtime anymore. Stations 
installed "Time's Up!" signs that bob up 
when alarm rings. 

CHICAGO: Most- played of the current 
ditties here: Music, Maestro, Please! 

LA PORTE, IND.: Mayor Alban Smith 
hasn't yet answered the challenge in which 
this column offered $100 cash for public 
demonstration of the "light that lights 
from static electricity," which supposedly 
was invented by ex -Ku Klux Klan Grand 
Dragon D. C. Stephenson. 

(The ex -Klan biggie is a client of the 
Mayor's. Is now serving life term for 
brutal gang kidnap -attack -murder of 
Madge Oberholtzer. Could the lamp story 
be an idea for interesting the prison board 
in Stephenson's plea for a pardon ? I'm 
just wondering, that's all.) 

ATLANTA: Keeler McCartney is new 
radio ed of Hearst's Atlanta Georgian, re- 
placing Tom Ham, who joined paper's 
editorial staff. 

LONDON: Car radios are getting more 
popular, but Police Commissioner Sir 
Philip Game will not permit them in taxis. 
Says the noise would become a nuisance. 

* * 

"ONE HAMBURGER!" VIA WIRED 
WIRELESS - 

Novel dodge used by a Chicago neigh - 
borhood hamburger stand: He is installing 
three wired wireless sets in neighborhood 
-one in each of a trio of taverns which 
send him considerable quick -lunch biz. 

Now the stews step up to a regular radio 
mike in the jolly spots and croon their 
own orders. System works so well should 
be copied in other spots. 

s s 

THOSE who have asked how ended my 
offer of $100 for a successful demon- 

stration of the Michigan inventor's "war 
ray": The offer isn't ended. It still stands 
-but it appears the National Inventors' 
Congress' Mr. Taylor, who reported the 
absurdity, has lost interest. 

s s s 

CANDID EAR: 
Some impressions of a dialer: 

Those Latin senoritas heard on the ham 
bands have the most alluring voices on the 
air! (Ah, me!) Sugariest of the "W" 
hamettes is SDEW, whom this BCL dials 
occasionally Most distinctly tarheel: 
\V -4EBM and \V -4AHH. 

Methinks special events announcer BOB 
TROUT talks too much during his words - 
eye- views. Or is it that he repeats him- 
self at boring intervals? ... Another over- 
rated air celeb is Clem McCarthy. Top 
radioman at races, he flops miserably, calls 
many errors, in ringside and other sport 
events.... If you haven't dialed to one 
of those The World is Yours Sunday after - 
nooners, do so this coming Sabbath. On 
NBC Red Net at 4:30 p.m., it dramatizes 
in popular fashion each week some his- 
toric or scientific milestone of Man. The 
recent conservation corps' expose of "The 
Soil Erosion Gang" and its dirty work was 
an example. 

(The series is co- sponsored by Smith- 
sonian Institute and the U. S. Department 
of Education. Unlike the WPA, it is prob- 
ably the only federal project that has run 
the gauntlet of several years unscarred by 
criticism.) 

(Continued on page 54) 
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Henry Behrens, attorney for Cash family, appeals for aid in finding Baby Cash. 

HOEVER you are, wherever 
you may be. I appeal to you in 
the name of God to return my 

child. I have kept the faith in paying 
you the $10,000.00 ransom as you directed 
-1 now beg you, as the father of Skeegie 
Cash, to fulfill your promise!" 

Thus spoke James Bailey Cash, Sr., over 
the mobile unit of \VIOD, on Tuesday 
night, May 3Ist at the little town of Prince- 
ton, Florida. As the world now knows, 
the appeal was not heeded; it could not be 
heeded- Skcegie Cash was then lying face 
upward, dead, in a thick Palmetto jungle, a 
short distance from the broadcast appeal. 

In the small crowd that stood beside the 
microphone that historic and heart -breaking 
evening, calm, cool and quite at ease, was a 
young man named Franklin Pierce McCall! 
The twenty-one-year-old moron and degen- 
erate was a member of the huge volunteer 

throng that was deeply concerned in the 
search for little Skeegie. McCall was 
among the most concerned and remarked 
time and again that the man who could 
perpetrate such a heinous crime should be 
lynched. \Ve in this part of Southern 
Florida agree in full with the young marl's 
statement. 

Three local stations had a part in the 
news broadcasting -\VIOD and \VQAM 
of Miami, and \VI'ZAT, Of Miami Beach. 
The first had mobile units in the field, 
while \VKAT, the smallest and newest of 
the sector's stations, had to rely on di- 
rect telephone service. How ver, the 
Beach station scored a complete -scoop 
on its bigger brothers on the morning that 
the body of the Cash by was found. The 
older stations had shut clown for the night, 
as usual. The \VRAT outfit had inaugu- 
rated an Insomnia Club, which had the air 
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REPORTS THE 

CASH 
KIDNAP 

CASE 
by TOM THURSDAY 

Miami. Florida 

A small broadcaster scoops The 

big stations in reporting the case. 

between midnight and 3:00 a.m. The oh- 
ject is to entertain those who can't sleep. 

Shortly after 2:00 a.m., June 9th, the sta- 
tion received a Nash that the body of the 
Cash boy had been found. They broke into 
the middle of a transcription and gave the 
news to the air audience. Although this 
was two hours after the actual finding of 
the body, it was, nevertheless, the first 
broadcast of the discovery. 

The elapsed tinte between the actual 
finding of the dead boy and the broadcast- 
ing of the news was not the fault of the 
WKAT folk. It seems that Mr. J. Edgar 
Hoover, who was very much on the job, 
decided to withhold the news. Just why, 
precisely, the FBI chieftain held up that 
bit of news, I do not know. The out- 
standing attribute of the so- called G -Men 
is that they never have anything to say. 

(Continued of page 53) 

(left) A pack transmitter is carried into the Everglades 
to keep the listeners informed of progress in the search 
for Skeegie Cash. Without radio, communications are al- 
most impossible from these swamps. (Above) An an- 
nouncer describes the efforts to find child's body by divers. 
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BUILD YOUR OWN 

The Treasure -Hunter, or M- Scope, is light 
in weight and can be easily carried about. 
rho eat raunet Ire ucoa for the benefit of others 

without I iolating tiro Fisher patents.) 

4DíO has supplanted the "doodle- 
bug" in the search for oil, precious 
ores, and buried treasure. More 

than 150 large corporations are now using 
the radio equipment invented by Dr. Ger- 
hard Fisher of Palo Alto, California, in 
their everyday work of locating oil and 
metal beneath the surface of the earth. 
Hundreds of individuals who have tried the 
Fisher sets in prospecting and treasure - 
hunting have reported successful finds. 
Now you can make your own set at home 
for a small sum, by following the simple 
and easy directions which RADIO NEWS is 
authorized by Dr. Fisher to release for am- 
ateur use only. 

"I'm glad 
NEWS with information about my equip- 
ment," said Dr. Fisher. "I was an amateur 
once myself and I am glad to encourage 
experimentation. Out of the ranks of the 
experimenters come the leaders of science." 

This is the same Dr. Gerhard Fisher who 
was headlined in the newspapers as the de- 
signer of direction- finders on the ill -fated 
Macron, and the inventor of the homing - 
devices used by the .!!acon's airplanes in 
returning to the mother -ship. All of his 
inventions have been given to the U. S. 
Government by him for the free use of the 
Army and Navy. His generosity in releas- 
ing facts on staking his radio treasure -hunt- 
ing equipment to experimenters is charac- 
teristic of the man. He is a typical scien- 
tist rather than a long- haired, crack -pot 
inventor such as we find so often behind 
the scenes in stories of "doodlebugs." 

Diagrams for making treasure -locating 

radio equipment are presented here with 
Dr. Fisher's permission. The first, called 
the Vetallascope, or 11- Stroke, was devel- 
oped in 1929, and is protected by U. S. 
Patent No. 2066561. A few of the early 
purchasers of this set apparently loaned it 
to their friends to copy, but the imitations 
brought poor results and reflected on the 
Fisher theories; hence his present policy of 
revealing everything about his equipment, 
in the hope that experimenters who copy 
his circuits will have success which they 
might not have with poorly designed equip- 
ment. 

The principle of the dl -Scope is that of 
the Radio Balance, which requires a radio 

frequency 
50 and 5,000 kc.; with wavelengths between 
5,996 and 59.9 meters ; and a modulation of 
1,000 cycles. The transmitter output is 
coupled to a balanced loop antenna. 

The receiver has an impedance coupled 
radio amplifier, audio -amplifier, detector, 
and a sensitive tube volt-meter. Like the 
transmitter, the receiver is also coupled to 
a balanced loop antenna. 

To avoid the "vertical antenna effects," 
which would unbalance the set -up, the 
transmitter and receiver chassis, tubes, bat- 
teries, and meters are all placed inside the 
loops. Likewise, it has been found neces- 
sary to use a non - 
radiating receiver 
and a modulated 
transmitter, because 
an oscillating re- 
ceiver radiates and 
creates another 

=. CD 

by CHARLES E. CHAPEL 
Lt., U. S. M. C., net. 

San Leandro, California. 

field which also unbalances the instrument. 
As a further precaution, metal is kept to a 

minimum in constructing the set to avoid 
distortion of the electrical field from that 
source. 

This M- Scope, which is the best of the 
Fisher circuits, has a vertical transmitter and 
a horizontal receiver, as can be seen in the 
illustrations. However, it could be built 
with the transmitter horizontal and the re- 
ceiver vertical, without changing the essen- 
tial features of the equipment. 

What we mean by "balance" is best 
shown by a simple explanation of the op- 
eration of the set in the field, and this 
should be understood before we proceed to 
the actual details of construction. The op- 
erator stands between the transmitter and 
the receiver, which are fastened together by 
wooden handles. He then turns the trans- 
mitter on its axis so that it is at right 
angles to the receiver. If the set has been 
properly constructed, the receiver is now at 
the neutral point of the transmitter field, 
and no signal will be picked up by the re- 
ceiver, because the two fields are in bal- 
ance. 

I f the set is in balance, and there is no 
metal present, there will be no sound in the 
phones, but if there is any metal present it 
will disturb the balance, there will be a 

-e1a riz 
1100+ e. 

A small M -Scope with both mfr. & rcvr. combined. 
A more elaborate M -Scope using "in front -in back loops." 

Rs-5 Rs-5 ohms, 1 w. 5 -.0005 mid., fixed 
C5-.00025 mjd., I w. R1 -1 mag. Rn-2 ohms, 1 m. 6 -.006 told., fixed 
Ce-.00005 mfd., I w. 
Cq-.a 1 

L1 -9 turns 1- Milliemmeter (0.1) 7 -.001 mfd., fixed 
L. -7 turns 2 -R. F. Choke, 1500 turns No. 34ECC 8-0 to .0005 mid., trimmer adjuster mid., v. 

C4-001 mfd., i w. L:,-15 turns, 1" form 3 -1 nregohm 8 -4- .00025 mid., fixed C-.001 mid., I v. L, -25 turns, 1" form 3 -A -3 megohms 9- Pushpull switches 
C0-.0001 variable, 1 w. 4 -.1 nregohm 10 -Phone tip jacks 
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afictik, 
Heeding the tremendous call for further information, 
RADIO NEWS brings the first comprehensive circuits 
of a treasure -hunter which should afford excitement 
and a chance for discovery of wealth fo the builder. 

1,000 cycle modulation note heard in the 
phones, and the tube volt -meter will regis- 
ter the strength of the disturbance caused 
by the metal. 

One of the reasons why experimenters 
have had trouble with previous treasure - 
hunting radio sets, is that they thought they 
could increase the potter of the transmitter, 
and increase the amplifications of the re- 
ceiver, thus getting a vast increase in the 
sensitivity of the instrument. In theory, 
this appears all right but practical consid- 
erations limit the results. 

If your transmitter and receiver are far 
apart you can increase the power in the 
transmitter very greatly, and locate large 
objects at great depths. On the other 
hand, if you want to find small objects, you 
must bring your transmitter and receiver 
close together, and this requires a reduction 
in power if you scant your set to balance 
accurately. 

The Fisher sets arc a compromise be- 
tween the extremes of theory. The 3letal- 
loseopc here described uses a frequency of 
175 kc., and is especially adapted to finding 
small objects relatively close to the surface, 
but a higher frequency can be used by 
changing the inductance and capacity values 
and the impedance of the choke coils, and 

-- 

this will enable the 
builder to detect large 
objects. such as gold 
deposits at great depths, 
if he is careful to keep 
clown t h e amount of 
metal he puts into the 
equipment. 

In looking at the dia- 
gram, you will see that 
we have indicated con- 
ventional type -30 tubes 
for the receiver, and 
type -31 tubes f o r the 
transmitter. These 
weigh less than shielded -grid or pentode 
tubes which some experimenters prefer, re- 
quire less plate voltages, and are less noisy 
in operation than the heavier tubes. 

Construction of Apparatus 
You can duplicate the .il- Scopi', the larg- 

est of the Fisher sets, for your own use, 
but not for sale, or for use by you as an 
employee of another person, since sale or 
rental Of the device, or using it for hire 
would subject you to prosecution for viola- 
tion of the patent. 

Perhaps the best things to make first are 
the handles. These are of oak. There are 
two, each 34" long, l%" wide, and .3" 

r^' 

aA.v 
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An assistant of inventor Gerhard Fisher trying out the M- Scope. 
If he passes any metal, meter needle deflects, and a bun is heard. 

irm. -.xil: ̀ s. . 
.a 

thick. These should be planed and sand- 
papered and the holes should he drilled in 
accordance with the drawing. Use no paint 
on them: a simple stain is sufficient to pro- 
tect them front the elements. 

Next, make your frames. These are of 
oak, too, but you must not use any nails, 
bolts, or screws of iron or steel. Use 
wooden dowels and glue as much as possi- 
ble, and %Olen you do find it necessary to 
use metal, select brass bolts and nuts. 
Where you employ glue and dowels, rein- 
forcing blocks can be placed inside the cor- 
ners. These arc not essential, and they are 

(Continued on page 56) 

. .: - ...... 
Y 

An M -Scope with separate transmitter and 
receiver. One man has the receiver the 
other holds the transmitter at a distance. 

SMTR LOOP 

IVA+ 

31 

; 

Circuit of the 2 -unit M- Scope. 

I- Milliammleter 
2 -R. F. Choke, 1500 turns, No. 34 enamel topper 
3 -1 mcg. resistor 
3A -3 mcg. resistor 
4-.1 nseg. resistor 
5 -.0005 mid., 1 w., fixed 
6 -.006 nlfd.. 1 w.. fixed 

TUBE ANO CHASSIS STRIPS 

ALL JWLCS Itou. 

sourness IN STEPS AS DESIRED 

7 -.001 mid., 1 w. fixed 
8 -0 In .0005 mid. trimmer adjuster 
8A- .00025 asid., I w., fixed 
9 -push -pull switches 
10 -Tip jacks for pisones 

R -5 ohms, i w. 
R, -2 ohms. I w. 
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THE NATIONAL OSO PAGE 

B 
ELIEVING that the best interests of 
ham radio would be served if the 
amateur fraternity were to know a 

little more about the .A.R.R.L. Headquar- 
ters crowd, the Editors of RADIO NEWS 
herewith present a brief summary of the 
personnel of the Directors, Officers, and 
Executives of the League-QST. Compiled 
from sources believed to be reliable, it is 

presented with the hope that the ham fra- 
ternity will study it carefully and then de- 
cide if this is what they want not only in 
the way of representation, but also in the 
executive and business departments of their 
League. 

The League Officers 

l'resident: EUGENE C. WOODRUFF, State Col- 
lege, Pa., is about 55 years old married, 
and a resident of State College where he is 
employed as a professor. Mr. Woodruff is 
also an inventor and several valuable patents 
on radio devices which are said to have paid 
him royalties. 

Vice- pres.: GEORGE W. BAILEY, \Veston. Mass., 
is about 52 years old. married, and treas- 
urer of the Erikson Electric Co., mfgrs. of 
high grade special lighting equipment, at 6 
Power House St., Boston, Mass. Bailey is 
a graduate of Harvard, Class 1907, and was 
superintendent of a large shoe concern for 
12 years after graduation. Is said to be 
interested in the Bailey Rubber Tile Co., 
Park St., Boston. 

Secretary: KENNETH B. WARNER. 282 Fern St., 
\V. Hartford, Conn., employed by ARRL es 
Sec'y- Manager for the past 19 years. Is about 
43 years old and married. Salary reporte.i to 
he about $11.000.00 per year. He is credited 
with owning stock in the .ARRL. 

Trearnrer: ARTHUR A. HEBERT, 87 Ballard 
Drive, W. Hartford, Conn., is about 46 years 
old, married, and has been associated with 
the ARRL for the past 15 years. He is 
credited with owning stock in the ARRL. 
His income from the League is about 
$8,000.00 per year. 

Communications Mgr.: F. EDWARD HANDY, 35 
Brookline Dr., W. Hartford, Conn., is about 
37 years old, married and a graduate of the 
University of Maine. He has been with the 
ARRL since graduation. His income from 
the League is between $5,000 and $6,000 
per year. 

General Counsel: PAUL M. SEGAL, 733 15th St., 
X. \V.. Washington, D. C., is about 38 years 
old, married and hails from Denver where 
he was admitted to the bar in 1922. He 
specializes in matters before the FCC and 
was suspended for a period fixed by the FCC 
from Dec. 6 1937 to Feb. 5, 1938 as a result 
of certain charges brought by the FCC. The 
suspension pertained to his practice before 
the FCC only. His retainer from the ARRL 
is said to be in the neighborhood of $1,000 
per year. 

The League Directors 

EUGENE C. WOODRUFF, GEORGE W. BAILEY, 
(see above). 

ALEN REID, 169 Logan Ave., St. Lambert, Que., 
Canada. is about 50 years old and the man- 
ager of Hartt & Adair Coal Co., of Mon- 
treal. Reid is married. 

WALTER BRADLEY MARTIN, 25 Arbuta Rd., Ros- 
lyn, Pa., is married and about 35 years old. 
He is the secretary and treasurer of \Val- 
ter T. Bradley Co., Inc., of Philadelphia, 
l'a. Martin owns his own home. 

R. H. G. MAINE:WS, is married and about 41 
years old, and a member of Ford, Browne 
St Mathews, 100 East Ohio St., Chicago, Ill. 
The firm was formed in early 1935. Ford, 
Browne & Mathews are an advertising agency 
handling many radio accounts. 

FRED W. YOUNG, 228''/ Willard St., Mankato, 
ylinn., is about 37 years old and a native 

SAVE THE BANDS 
FOR U.S. 

of Iowa. He is employed as a teacher in 
the local Normal School since 1927. Young 
is married. 

E. RAY ARLEDGE, 920 W. 28th St., Pine Bluff, 
Ark., is about 35 years old, married and 
a native of Star City, Ark. After working 
for years with a local refrigerator company 
Arledge prospered and opened his own busi- 
ness during 1930. He now owns his own 
home. Is in refrigerators business ex- 
clusively. 

KENNETH T. HILL, 115 Willow St., Douglas - 
ton, New York City, is married and about 
38 years old. He is employed in the local 
telephone company in the engineering dept., 
and has been with them for about 20 years. 

FLOYD E. NORWINE, JR., 120 S. 4th St. St. 
Louis, Mo., is about 36 years old, married 
and asst. sec'y and treas. of the Norwine 
Coffee Co., St. Louis, Mo. Norwine has been 
active in the management of the affairs of 
this company since 1927. 

PERCY C. NOBLE, 37 Broad St., Hampden, Mass., 
is 32, single and a native of Westfield. He 
teaches at the Westfield Trade School, and 
lives with his mother. 

RALPH J. GIBBONS, Umatilla Co., Pendleton, 
Ore., is a pilot for the United Air Lines, 
30 years old and married. He is a native 
of Walla Walla. and has been graduated from 
Kelly Field with the rank of Lieutenant, 
U.S. Army Air Corps Reserve. Gibbons is 
not a resident of Pendleton at this time. 

J. L. McCARGAR. 66 Hamilton Pl., Oakland, 
Cal., is about 41 years old and married. 
McCargar is employed as a rate clerk in the 
freight traffic department of the Southern 
Pacific Company, San Francisco for the last 
15 years. He owns his own home. 

H. L. CAVENESS, 2607 Vanderbilt Ave., State 
College, Raleigh, N. C. is about 42 years 
old, married and formerly of Durham, N. C. 
For the past 11 years he has been asst. pro- 
fessor of chemistry at State College. 

EDWARD C. STOCKMAN, 618 S. William St., Den- 
ver, Col., is about 54 years old and married. 
He is a World War Veteran, owning his own 
home. 

BENNETT R. ADAMS. JR.. 1512 Grove Pl., Home- 
wood, Birmingham, Ala., is about 29 years 
old, married and a native of Montezuma, Ga. 
He is employed by the A. T. & T. Co., and 
owns his own home. 

CHARLES E. BLALACIC, 443 Main St., El Centro, 
Cal., is a member of the firm of Blalack & 
Blalack, He is about 49 years old, and 
single. Blalack is a native of Mississippi and 
his firm handles wholesale feed, seed and farm 
implements. 

WAYLAND M. GROVES, Humble Pipe Line. Titus 
Co., Talco, Tea., is 38 and married. He is 
employed as a driller by a local oil com- 
pany and has been there for the past 5 years. 

The QST Executives 
General Manager: K. B. WARNER. (See above). 
Editor: Ross A. HULL, Bolton, Conn., is about 

35, single, and a native of Australia. Ross 
lacks only his last citizens papers towards 
U.S. Citizenship. Since 1924 he has been 
employed by the ARRL, and his income 
therefrom is about $5,000.00 per year. 

Technical Editor: JAMES J. LAMB, 93 Meadow - 
brook Rd., \V. Hartford, Conn., is about 36 
years old, married and has been employed 
by the ARRL since 1928. At present he I< on 
temporary leave of absence and confined to 
a sanitarium for his health. Although on 
leave of absence he is still receiving his 
salary, reputed to be in the neighborhood 
of $5,000.00 annually. 

Asst. Technical Editor: GEORGE GRIMMER, S4 
So. Quaker Lane, W. Hartford, Conn., is 
about 33 years old and married, and has 
been employed by the ARRL since 1929 in 
his present capacity. His salary is in the 
neighborhood of $4,000.00 per year. 

Managing Editor: CLARK C. RODIMON, 1691 
Asylum Ave., W. Hartford, Conn., is about 
29 and married. He owns his own home 
and has been with the ARRL since leaving 
school in 1924. His income from the ARRL 
is about $4,000.00 per year. 

Circulation Manager: DAVID H. HOUGHTON, is 
40, and lives at 98 Ardmore Rd., W. Hart- 
ford. Conn., and has been with the ARRL 
since 1921 although he was first employed 
by the General Electric Co. in Lynn, Mass. 
His income is about $4,200. 

Asst. Circulation Manager: RALPH T. BEAUDIN, 
478 S. Quaker Lane, W. Hartford, Conn., is 
about 28, married and has been employed 
by the ARRL since 1926. His income is 
about $2,400 annually. 

Advertising Manager: F. CHENEY BERKLEY, is 
38, married and since 1923 employed by the 
ARRL. He is also owner of the West Hart- 
ford Irinting & Lithographing Co., which 
does general job printing and lithographing 
for the local manufacturers. It is reputed 
that about 20% of his own business origin- 
ates from the ARRL. 

Asst. Advertising Manager: CHARLES BRUNELLE, 
Charter Oak Pl., Hartford, Conn., is about 
28 years old and married. On graduating 
from Cornell University, in 1936 he started 
to work for the ARRL. He has an income 
from the ARRL of about $2,000 per year. 

Let's break that down and formulate some 
summaries. The total salaries paid by the 
ARRL to its officers and executives is over 
$51,600.00 per year. Quite a tidy sum. We 
have nothing to say as to whether that is 
high or low, but we do say that you ama- 
teurs should get something for that $51,- 
600.00 in the way of excellent service and 
representation at Washington. Are you get- 
ting it ? Look at the cartoon. It's funny. 
Not "funny -ha, ha!" but "funny-pecul- 
iar !" With the League actively engaged in 
protecting your rights, you have lost at 
every turn of events. Is that the kind of 
action you want ? 

Now they talk of "no more 20 -40 meter 
bands after 1942 !" Is that what you want ? 

Are you so willing to let your bands be 
taken without raising a single voice for 
their preservation? Why have not many of 
you talked up the chances of getting more 
bands? 

Recently a notice went around for the 
re- allocation of bands above 30,000 kc. All 
interested parties were asked by the FCC 
to file the name of their representative who 
would argue or sit in at the conference. 
Representatives of the ARRL were con- 
spicuous by their absence. Even supposing 
that we could not have received more bands 
at that conference, certainly there was 
something to be said in favor of "showing 
our faces" and thus indicating that we were 
at least interested. Where was the League 
when that meeting was announced?' 

Further breaking down the ARRL di- 
rectorate, four are school teachers in one 
form or another. Five are actively inter- 
ested in commercial radio or allied services, 
and only eight are not financially interested 
in radio. What sort of work can such a 
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beard accomplish. \ \-itat can they know 
about the situation as it confronts the ham? 
Actually the school teachers and the radio 
men can outvote those who have not any 
interest financially in the radio picture. 
Schoolteachers stake admirable leaders for 
those who are interested in theory and (in 
some cases) practice, but the very philoso- 
phy that turns a man to teaching as a pro- 
fession is also that which might make hint 
weak on the practical side. (Director 
Young is an exception.) This has been 
demonstrated in the workings of our gov- 
ernment (remember the Brain Trusters) 
and also in other countries as well. 

\Vhat the ham needs, k a red- blooded 
fighting mad, nevertheless cool and keen 
directorate Not that some of those on the 
Board now di] not come under that cate- 
gory. Their work at the meetings will 
speak for then, but in the whole the Board 
seem to be a bunch of yes -men who are 
prone to be led by the HQ gang. 

It is understandable that the I-IQ gang 
should want to lead the Directorate into 
their way of thinking. If the directorate 
wished it. all the executives of the I -1Q 

gang could lose their jobs. But would it 
not be better if the directorate thought of 
the men who elected them. the "boys back 
home." and the hart situation which cannot 
ever be improved as long as the League 
does not take any action? 

]-low shall the League take that action: 
By at once registering themselves at Wash- 
ington. D. C., as a lobbying body. By tak- 
ing more than a passive interest in and with 
the FCC in the solution of the ham prob- 
lems. It is not enough to recommend to 

the FCC what the hams are scekiug in 
the way of xtal control on 56 mc., or that 
the code speed should be upped or downed. 
The ARRI- should be in a position to 
carry the pants fight to the FCC in every 
form -new bands, new and greater priv- 
ileges, and further recognition. It should 
carry the amateur's fight and story to each 
and every congressman and senator. This 
will mean money, time, and effort. Of 
stoney there is enough in the ARRL 
treasury for the purpose (about $109,000 
in 19361, and the machinery is there to do 
the rest. What the HQ gang lack is the 
unequivocal order to "Get Going!" 

It will not get that order until each and 
every ham writes his director that he, him- 
self, wants that order carried out. More 
and more hams should join the League and 
all join in the common light. 

There are those who in a misguided 
notion think that this is a personal fight 
between RN and QST. They could not 
be further from the truth. This is a bitter, 
bitter fight to keep the ham in existence 
and not have him "after 1942" have the sign 
"RIP" placed on his antenna. 

If you want your hobby, harts, get going! 
Write your director, the I IQ hunch,-write 
us . . but above all don't quit on the job 
at this crucial time' -The Editors. 

Correspondence 
Dear Sirs: 

Keep up the good fight and let's make 
it a win for the men typo have stade 
radio \chat it is today. After all, we 
have the finest group in America, the 
best from all walks of life and there is 

no reason why we can't keep what we 
have in the ham bands and get a fair 
break on \chat we should have. Radio 
as a hobby, to me, means real recrea- 
tion and I know it means the sanie to 
the other thousands who are really in- 
terested. 

I happen to know some good men 
that will help, and from the standpoint 
of brains and influence I am sure we 
can get some place. By brains I mean 
good old fashioned common sense.) 

(Sgd.) V. J. Peters, W9BHO. 

We intend to do just that, W9BHO, 
and we will welcome any help or sug- 
gestions from any ham (whether a 
member of the ARRL or not) on what 
should be done to improve the Ameri- 
can Amateur's conditions. That the 
solution lies with the ARRL is a con- 
jecture which will be better answered 
with the passage of time. But in the 
meantime let us fight to make the League 
representative of the ham fraternity. 
Many of the hams are letting this last 
opportunity slip through their fists and 
they are not requiring that their League 
"go to bat" for them. The ARRL has 
by itself assumed a responsibility to- 
wards the ham and it must not shirk 
that responsibility. It should ACT! 
If the League fails to respond, then and 
only then will it be time to seek other 
means of accomplishing the universally 
sought goal of the preservation of the 
bands we now have and our expansion 
to more frequencies. -The Editors. 
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A 1/4 Meter 
Transceiver 

by BILL BARTLETT 
Ara, uunois 

For local one fo two mile transmissions this little transceiver is 

the equivalent of a direct wire. With no static, no interference, 
the ideal 3/4 meter band has been neglected much too long. 

THIS "Necklace" transceiver was 
designed explicitly for the "hams" 
who are turning to short wave ra- 

dio's greener pastures, the ultra -high fre- 
quency bands. Every day, more and more 
serious minded amateurs are looking to 
the 34 meter channel as a realm of unex- 
plored possibilities, and a field in which 
there is still plenty of latitude for explo- 
ration and research. 

So, with the needs of this ever- increas- 
ing army of radio enthusiasts in mind, the 
3s meter "Necklace" was conceived. The 
rig is so small that it can be readily car- 
ried about on one's person, suspended from 
the neck by a leather strap, or from any 
other convenient part of the body that the 
experimenter may elect. The "Necklace" 
falls in the featherweight class, and the 
transceiver proper, sans battery supply, 
weighs about one and one -half pounds. 

Batteries are of the midget variety, and 
are economical, due to the low current con- 
sumption of the tube complement, a pair of 

955 "acorns." Weight of the batteries is 
of course determined by the number used. 
Two small 3 -volt batteries are imperative, 
to proviçl filament and mike current 
sources. From two to four 45- volt "B" bat- 
teries provide the plate potential, of 90 to 
180 volts. More output is derived from 
the higher plate voltage. On an average, 
the batteries will weigh around seven 
pounds and are carried in a knapsack or 
similar container, on the wearer's back. 

It will be noticed in the photos that the 
set leaves both the operator's hands free, 
which is a very desirable quality in an 
experimenter's transceiver. It is often nec- 
essary to climb towers or buildings to con- 
duct field tests at 400 megacycles, because 
in the quasi -optical regions, the signals 
should be generated as high above the 
ground as possible and allowed to get a 

good start, unstymied by buildings or other 
obstructions. The "Necklace" cooperates 
in this respect by being extremely compact 
and unobtrusive, and by leaving both the 

(Above) The circuit of the 3/4 me er transceiver. (Below) The 
complete station from antenna to the needed batteries. 

The author demonstrates how the rig looks. 
To operate, the mike must be held upright. 

hands free for climbing. 
The set is built into a standard metal 

shield can, approximately 3" x 3" x 4 ", 
which houses all parts of the transceiver 
excepting mike and mike transformer. If 
this should be the reader's first attempt at 
building a set, the dimensions of the con- 
tainer should be enlarged considerably, 
else he is apt to come to grief attempting 
the ticklish soldering in cramped quarters. 

The single button carbon type mike is 
mounted on a length of 3'" copper tubing, 
so that when the transceiver case is in po- 
sition on the chest, the mike will be at 
the level of the operator's mouth, about 
eight to ten inches distant. 

The microphone transformer used in the 
circuit is not a standard part, but a unit 
of the type used to connect the output of 
a pair of 42's to a 200 ohm line. 

The change from "transmit" circuit to 
"receive" hook -up is effected through a 

three -pole -double -throw switch. It should 
he of the anti -capacity type, since at these 
high frequencies, capacity must be kept as 
low as possible in the circuit to insure os- 
cillation in the proper band. The switch 
is installed at what is ordinarily the top of 
the shield can. 

A one -megohm potentiometer is mounted 
on the side of the can, as shown in the 
photo. The potentiometer is used to con- 
trol the magnitude of the mike's modula- 
tion impulses fed into the grid of the mod- 
ulation tube. It should have a snap -on 
switch mounted at the rear, so that the 
control may also be used to break the fila- 
ment circuit. 

On the side of the can opposite the side 
where the mike transformer is mounted, 
two 3." insulators are mounted exactly 
1" apart, to take the two parallel wires 
that make up the tank circuit of the tiny 
oscillator. 

The type 955 tubes utilized in this cir- 
cuit are mounted on special bases, each 
having five clamp contacts to accommodate 

(Continued on page 52) 
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SHIP TO SHORE RADIOPHONE 
by GEORGE R. REISS 

Youngstown, Ohio 

Almost unbelievable is the fact that a 

ship's phone has a bell that rings the 
same as ours, and the connec +ion k as 

easily made from the ship as at home. 

t HE port captain calling you on the 
telephone, skipper," lustily bawls 
the burly state from the open win - 

dow of the Great lake; cargo 'csscl's pi- 
lot house. "Want it in your office ?" 

And thus the Great Lakes ship com- 
mander. be he tot his vessel king :t a dock 
or ploughing a white liow wave through 
the middle of Lake Superior. has Irce<one 
as much a slave of the telephone e as his 
company's president in an ornate office in 
a skyscraper office building. 

Now. just as easily and simply as (loes 
his company's president ashore. he can 
pick up his telephone receiver in his pri- 
vate office aboard ship and call almost any 
place by long distance telephone- Cleve- 
land, Chicago, Salt Lake City, San Fran - 
ciscI., or any backwoods community 
reached by the telephone lines. 

By his telephone, he can confer with his 
port captain on a matter of ship's business; 
he can talk with his wife in his honte about 
the grocer's bill: or he can swap a bit of 
Death her ur navigation information with 
the skipper of the steamer passing to his 
starboard. And he needs no more technical 
knowledge of the system than his line's 
president must know how to install a tele- 
phone switchboard to talk long distance. 

That's all the result of the ship -to -shore 
radio telephone system- prohably the sim- 
plest one in (XIstence -being operated on 
the Great Lakes by the Lorain County Ra- 
dio Corporation. a subsidiary of the Lorain 
Telephone Company, of Lorain, Ohio. 

lt's a system that is saving vessel owners 
and operators thousands of dollars worth 
of valuable time annually ; it has greatly 
increased safety; and best of all, it's con- 
venient. 

Ship radiophone calls are received here and re- routed over land wires. 

A few \ears hack, the Lorain Telephone 
Company found itself with a supply of idle 
equipment and a staff of excellent trained 
men on hand. the result of an ill -fated 
experiment. The company had experi- 
mented with "wired broadcasting service" 
to Lorain homes. That is, it had installed 
loud speakers in subscribers' homes, hooked 
up the speakers by telephone wires, and 
broadcast over these selected programs. 

A fine system and a pleasant way to lis- 
ten -with certain reservations. No twist- 
ing of knirbs, no consulting of dials, no 
"fishing" in the ether. No fading or surg- 
ing of power or constant interference from 
static. 

But the subscriber had to take the pro- 
grams dished up to hint. Either take it or 
leave it. Too many decided to leave it, and 
bought their own radio sets. The result 
was the service incurred large losses. So 
the company sought a way out. 

"Why not," suggested R. A. Cox (now 
with Radio Station \\'HK at Cleveland), 
"start a ship -to -shore radio 'phone serv- 
ice ?" 

The idea clicked with H. E. Hageman, 
secretary -treasurer of the telephone corn- 

parry, who was familiar with the problems 
of the vessels ploughing up and down the 
lakes with their varied cargoes. There was 
the necessity, desperate at times, of keep- 
ing up on the latest weather information, 
of being posted on the conditions at the 
loading or unloading docks where conges- 
tion in one harbor might hold up a vessel 
for expensive days while other harbors 
were virtually empty. Less than 100 of the 
over 400 lakes vessels carried "dot and 
dash" radio operators. 

"But," protested associates in the tele- 
phone company, "it won't work. The sys- 
tem is too complicated, and the boat oper- 
ators won't stand for the expense of hiring 
operators. It wouldn't ..." 

"Well snake it," overruled Hageman 
calmly, "so simple it will work, so simple 
no trained operators will be needed, so 
efficient there will be no danger of break- 
downs and the boats won't be able to afford 
to get along without it." 

So Hageman surrounded himself with a 
staff of trained engineers under H. P. Bos- 
well, chief engineer, built a station just 
outside Lorain to enable it to operate with- 

(Continued on pane 57) 

The antenna system maintained at Lorain Ohio, for ship's radiophone. 
From here emanate the voice controlled transmissions which are used. 

The skipper of a Great Lakes ship hears a 
bell ring, picks up the phone and talks. 
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The entire receiver set up. 

BEFORE actually discussing the loop 
circuit, it must be understood just 
what a loop is supposed to do and 

how it must be designed if it is to work 
effectively. 

1. First, it must be clear that the loop is 
not strictly an antenna. At least it doesn't 
stake a very efficient one, particularly if it 
is built for effective radio -bearing service. 
Very little current is set up in the assembly 
even when it is adjusted for maximum 
pickup. 

2. Second, the loop is directional. That 
is, it effectively indicates the line of direc- 
tion of any transmitting station to whose 
signal frequency it is tuned. When it points 
directly at such a station (which is to say 
when its plane coincides with this line of 
direction), pick -up and effective signal level 
are greatest. When it is swung broadside 
(plane at right angles) to the station di- 
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CONSTRUCTING 

The Marine-Ham 
by RAYMOND P. ADAMS 

Canoga Park. Calif. 

In this sequel to the first part which appeared last month, 
the author describes the construction of the loop and the use 

of the entire instrument as a "homing" device or compass. 

rection. pick -up and signal strength are at 
minimum. If a loop is swung through a 
full 360 degrees and loop and receiver are 
tuned to a certain station, two points of 
maximum and two of minimum signal pick - 
up-or two points of maximum and two of 
minimums current flow -will be noted. 

3. It follows that if a loop is coupled 
properly to a well shielded receiver (or 
wired into the input tuned circuit of that 
receiver) it would permit establishment of 
a bearing line between receiving and trans- 
mitting points, which is to say a line of 
direction to the transmitter with respect to 
the known ship's course, direction being in- 
dicated by means of a loop scale and pointer 
reading for either maximum or minimum 
signal intensity position. 

4. A maxima reading is rather hard to 
obtain, however, as the zone of greatest sig- 
nal intensity is always rather broad. There- 
fore minima or "null point" indication is 
depended on, the zone of silence being more 
precisely defined. 

5. The more precise the null reading on 
a station. more accurate the bearing. As 
there is always some "antenna effect" in the 
loop, even when adjusted for minimum 
pickup, and as this effect is largely caused 
by electrical dissymmetry in the overall loop 
circuit, some means of bringing about ac- 
curate balance and a sharp line of zero 
current flow is necessary. Generally, cen- 
ter- tapping the loop circuit will do the 
trick. 

6. Interference pick -up may prevent pre- 
cision null reading. The loop must there- 
fore be electrostatically shielded, but not 
continuously so; that is, there must not be 
a closed turn of the shielding in the plane 
of the assembly. 

The Loop Circuit 
In the loop circuit the use of such a 

shielded and center- tapped coil is indicated. 
The loop is mounted on a three circuit plug 
for connection to the tuning condenser and 
associated components. The plug is metal - 
jacketed -or shielded -and the jacket con- 
nects to center tap, to one plug terminal, 
and to the loop shielding. As the jack into 
which this plug is inserted makes frame 
(and one terminal) contact with the re- 
ceiver can on which it is mounted, all the 
shielding is continuous for the overall as- 
sembly, once the loop is plugged in. 

Loop coverage over the standard broad- 
cast band will be needed, as the program 
stations will come in handy when "hom- 
ing" into port ; and a further extension of 
the tuning range down to about 200 kilo- 

cycles is necessary, so that bearings on air- 
port beans and U. S. Lighthouse Service 
beacon signals may be taken. As one loop, 
with maximum practical tuning capacity 
variation, cannot be made to work effec- 
tively over the complete spectrum from 
1500 to 200 kilocycles unless it is tapped 
(or its effective circuit is so tapped), and 
as the average boat -owner will not want to 
employ more than one plug -in pickup, we 
have therefore provided a switching ar- 
rangement whereby various small coils may 
be connected in on each side. With the 
recommended value of maximum loop tun- 
ing capacity (CI -820 Mmfd, Meissner 
type 15116), and with the experimental loop 
built to our specifications, the highest fre- 
quency to which the circuit will tune is ap- 
proximately 1800 kc. This frequency is ob- 
tained with the condenser at minimum mesh 
and the two section Sw -A and SW -B 
switch adjusted so that no wavelength -in- 
creasing coils are in connection. At full 
mesh, the tuning strikes about 900 kc, and 
as coils are switched in, the range exten- 
tion increases, until, with the selector arms 
adjusted to make contact at positions 4 
and 4A and with Cl at maximum mesh, we 
reach 200 kilocycles. 

The coupling layout comprises the small 
condensers C2, C3, and C4. C2 and C3 are 
adjustable trimmers of 3 to 30 mmfd range; 
properly set to equalize the circuit and to 
compensate for any electrical dissymmetry 
in the loop and the switching and tuning 
set -up, they effect accurate balance. C4 
couples loop circuit output to the antenna 
coil of the receiver proper. 

When the loop is brought broadside to 
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Construction of the loop. 
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Loop Receiver 
PART II 

the line of transmitter direction, zero cur- 
rent is effectively produced in it (granting 
balance), and zero signal appears at C4. 

As the loop is swung into endwise position 
with respect to this line, less and less bal- 
ance and a stronger and stronger signal re- 
sult, until, with loop plane and line of 
transmitter direction parelleled, a point of 
maximum pickup is reached. 

Loop Construction 
The particular loop built by the author. 

is an experimental or laboratory job, pro- 
vides for extremely accurate null point 
reading and will be satisfactory in marine 
navigation work. it may not be exactly 
the sort of thing which sonic builders, per- 
haps a little handier with tools than the 
author, will want to construct as a finished 
assembly -nor exactly a suitable item for 
installation aboard smaller ships, doe to its 
rather ample size. However, it is recom- 
mended for careful study and instructive 
duplication, if only for the reason that it 
will.. in both its construction and applica- 
tion, nicely illustrate design fundamentals. 

Required is this material for the loop 
proper: four sixteen -inch lengths of one 

inch O. D. General Electric Textolite tub- 
ing: hardwood blocks and bearing plates 
formed and drilled to Fig. 3 specifications: 
a 360 degree home -made or purchased 
scale of any convenient diameter; 60 feet of 
No. 20 or 22 d.s.c. loop wire: a sheet of 
small mesh copper screening, about 12 "x18" 
in size; and a three -circuit, shield -shell 
plug. 

The mesh screening is first formed into 
three tubes 18" long and two tubes 8" long 
of such diameter as to fit into the Texto- 
lite lengths snugly. (4 16" lengths of 1" 
O. I). Textolite manufactured Iry General 
Electric arc needed.) They should he se- 

curely soldered after shaping, and any 
frayed vvirc ends should be clipped back. 

The three 18" tubes are inserted into 
three Textolite lengths to extend an inch 
at each end. The two eight -inch tubes are 
inserted into the fourth Textolite piece to 
extend similarly and to form a non -shield 
window ( Fig. 5) within the Textolite 
(window two inches long). 

l.ay out the four built -up loop partitions 
end to end, split the screening extensions 
and fold them hack (so that the partitions 
will meet), center -tap the 60 feet of loop 
wire, thread the 30 -foot lengths on each 
side of c.t. through the tubing (one in 
clockwise and one in counter -clockwise di- 
rection), cut away left over wire (by equal 
amounts for each sidle) until short connec- 
tions may he made to the plug. Form the 
screen- shield extensions around the coil at 
right, left, and upper tube -end points of loop 
juncture (soldering the shielding together 
anti cutting away frayed wire ends). Form 
lower screen extensions around the plug, 

and assemble 
the layout to- 
gether securely 
by means of the 
split hardwood 
blocks. Secure. 
one bearing 
plate (bearing 
surface down l 
to t h e bottom 
block so that the 
plug will extend 
to (4 inch shell - 
jacket length 
beyond its lower surface. Affix the 360 - 
degree scale to the upper surface of the 
plate and in such position that zero reading 
will be at right angles to the plane of the 
loop. 

\lottnt the jack on the top of the cabinet 
(Y1 inch in from the left hand edge and 
three inches hack from the front, so that it 
will clear all chassis components), the sec- 
ond bearing plate over this jack, the switch 
on the side of the cabinet and conveniently 
near the jack assembly, and the variable 
condenser in the position indicated in lay- 
out drawings. Condenser Cl must be com- 
pletely insulated from the chassis by means 
of an elevated Bakelite plate: neither its 
frame nor its shaft should make ground 
contact. (Grounding will short one -half 
the loop circuit and prevent both balance 
and proper tuning.) 

Connect the Cl stator lugs together and 
bang C2 and C3 one from frame connec- 
tion and one from stator connection at the 
side of the tuning condenser. Connect their 
free terminals to C4 and the free end of C4 
to the chassis antenna post. The rest of 
the wiring needs no discussion. 

See to it that when the loop is plugged 
into place a perfectly rigid assembly results. 
Wobbling will prevent accuracy of reading. 
( If necessary, use cross- supports for the 
loop itself, as we have done.) And see to 
it that the loop rides smoothly on the bear- 
ing plates and that plug and jack make 
proper connection. 

A suitable pointer, placed on the top 
front edge of the cabinet and in such posi- 
tion and extension as to read properly 
against the loop scale, will of course be re- 
quired. This pointer, by the way, might 
best be set in line with the direction of 
cabinet depth; it will then be comparatively 
easy business to locate the apparatus prop- 
erly when installing it aboard ship, as the 
cabinet will then be positioned with its 
panel facing directly forward to bring 
about a proper alignment between pointer 
direction and ship's course. 

Other required items will be the coils for 
range extension, which should be built up 
a pair at a time of No. 24 D.S.C. wire 
(they may be scramble -wound and should 

After the summer, the set will make an attractive one for the home. 

be quite small and reasonably symmetrical) 
for trial -and -error application until the 
switching provides for maximum desired 
loop -tuning coverage. Mount these coils 
right on the switch, series -connected on 
each side, and on such switch terminals 
that the follow -up sections will short them 
out as the switching backs down toward 
the Xo. 1 or no -coil, maximum frequency 
adjustment position. 
The Application of the Complete Instrument 

As a Direction Finder 

With the aasentb:y completed, made per- 
fectly rigid, adjusted to give an accurate 
pointer -against -scale reading with loop 
swing, and installed aboard -ship with its 
panel at right angles to a fore and aft line 
of direction, the instrument is ready for 

(Continued on page 64) 

WOODEN BLOCKS 

SCREEN 
DE 

ARE 

AFTER WIRE IS INSERTED 

TUBING 

SCREEN EXTENSION 
SHOULD OVERLAP 
PLUG /CONNECT 
TO CENTER TAP 

SCALE I \BEARING PLATE 

The assembled loop. 

TUBING ANT. 
WIRES 

SHIELD 

ir\\atEtE iLirr.. \StSt\LELIFEEt'ttStEtSELrI ,.1. . E,A1A.t,. 

2 NON-SHIELDED WINDOW 

The 'window" details of the loop. 
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When used with a standard receiver, the preselector will bring 
those hard- toreceive five meter signals up to R9 levels. 

THERE are probably many others 
who, like the writer, have been dis- 
appointed in the ultra -high fre- 

quency operation of the newer types of all - 
wave superheterodynes designed to cover 
the ranges all the way down to five meters. 
Such a receiver may be a world- beater on 
the other ranges but below ten meters is 
certain to fall far short of this standard. 

There are several reasons why this is so, 
but principal among them is the inefficiency 
of standard vacuum tubes at these frequen- 
cies. As radio -frequency amplifiers, for in- 
stance, at 60 megacycles, these tubes are 
more likely to produce loss than gain. As 
mixers they are not much better, but at 
least will do their work if a strong enough 
signal is put into them, as indicated by the 
fact that most of these receivers will pro- 
vide satisfactory results on strong, nearby 
signals. 

Highly selective receivers for "five" are 
becoming almost a necessity for hams who 
desire freedom from QRM, and the in- 
creasing number of stable transmitters 
stake such receivers entirely practical for 
the ham who is willing to forego contacts 
with modulated oscillators, or for those who 
use one of the older types for working these 
"wobbulated" oscillators, reserving the se- 
lective receiver for use when working 
stable signels. 

As the situation has been, many of the 
stations working on five meters also work 
other bands, using a super -regen or other 
broad- tuning receiver for "five" and a reg- 
ular communications type receiver for the 
other hands. This is the case at W2JCR, 
the Super Skyrider, Model SXI7 being the 
receiver used for 10 meters and all lower - 
frequency hands. If the receivers used for 
the other bands also cover the 5 -meter band, 
no matter how insensitive they may be in 
this latter range, they provide the answer 
to the 5 -meter selectivity problem and pro- 
vide the foundation for as good operating 
results on this band as they do on the lower 
ranges. 

If an all -wave receiver is capable of tun- 

The heart of the RADIO NEWS 56 MC Preselector is the RCA165I 
tube. Side mounting the tube and adequate shielding are needed. 

HOW TO BUILD 

The RADIO 
by S. GORDON TAYLOR 

New York City, N. Y. 

With the 5 meter band opening up again and again, every ham will 
want to be in on the real DX possible with the use of this rig. 

ing in strong, local, 5 -meter signals all it 
needs is a good preselector to make it "go 
to town" on this band. This statement is 
based on actual experience at W2JCR and 
it is the purpose of this article to present 
a description of the little preselector we 
worked out, and of the results obtained 
with it. 

To obtain some quantitative data some 
measurements were run on the preselector. 
The method employed may be of interest 
and will be briefly described. 

Not being equipped with a precision 
signal generator going down to five meters, 
and wishing to avoid complications leading 
to possible error, the simple scheme was 
adopted of calibrating the "Carrier Level" 
meter of the SX17 in decibels ; then by 
putting a signal into the receiver direct one 
reading would be obtained and another 
with the same signal going through the 
preselector. The difference between the 
two readings would represent the decibel 
gain provided by the preselector and from 
this the voltage gain could be readily com- 
puted. 

To avoid errors which might result from 
different input impedances of preselector 
and receiver, the test signal was fed into 
an antenna on the roof and from this was 
picked up by the 5 -meter antenna a few 
feet distant from the first one. Thus the 
test signal (a crystal controlled oscillator) 

reached the "shack" exactly like any other 
signal and the receiver (or preselector) 
was loaded only by the regular antenna, 
as in normal operation. 

The crystal oscillator employed was one 
designed to provide strong harmonics from 
a low- frequency crystal. Several of these 
harmonics fell in the 56 -60 mc. range and 
therefore permitted a check of the entire 
band -width. 

The results of these measurements were 
little short of startling, inasmuch as they 
showed an average voltage gain of 197 for 
the preselector! With the oscillator output 
adjusted so low that it would not register 
on the "R" meter, the insertion of the pre- 
selector brought the meter up to R9! 

Doable checking, a similar procedure was 
followed in testing on crystal -controlled 
hats signals. Any signal which on the re- 
ceiver alone registered R4 or better pushed 
the meter off scale when the preselector 
was connected. On the other hand, signals 
which shoved the meter up around R9 or 
somewhat higher with the preselector were 
uselessly weak when the preselector was 
cut out. 

It is the new 1851 ultra -high frequency 
pentode that has macle these results pos- 
sible. This is an octal -base metal tube of 
about the same shape and size as standard 
metal tubes but having a pin on top for the 
grid terminal instead of the conventional 
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A side view of the preselector. Each part has been numbered 
to correspond to the circuit diagram below. Note insulation. 

Underside the chassis shows the careful consideration given to 
the placement of component parts. It should be followed. 

NEWS 56MC Preselector 
metal cap. It has the highest amplification 
factor and mutual conductance of any tube 
offered to date; the amplification factor - 
6750 and mutual conductance 9000. 

Regeneration contributes a good deal of 
the gain obtained but no steps have to be 
taken to introduce this regeneration; in- 
stead steps must be taken to hold the tube 
down and prevent oscillation. This is a 
simple matter, however, and is 
accomplished by using a moder- 
ate amount of shielding and by 
close coupling the input and out- 
put circuits to load the tube 
rather heavily. In television re- 
ceivers where it is desired to 
completely eliminate regenerative 
effects, this loading is accom- 
plished by shunting resistors 
across the tuned circuits but in 
this preselector it is only neces- 
sary to increase the input and 
output coupling until oscillation 
does not occur at any part of the nov.Ac 

tuning range. 
Not the least point of interest 

in this unit is that the total cost 
for parts, including the cabinet 
and tubes, is less than fifteen dol - 
lars-a lot cheaper than building up a 
special 5 -meter receiver. This cost can he 
further reduced by omitting the built -in 
potter supply and drawing the necessary 
filament and plate voltage from the receiver 
with which the preselector is used, or from 
a separate power supply. Also, the well 
known "junk box" will in many cases sup- 
ply some of the parts, as they are all 
standard. 

The circuit of the preselector consists of 
the single 1851 tube and its power supply. 

Both the grid and the plate of the 1851 
are tuned, providing more efficient operat- 
ing conditions for the tube and also more 
efficient coupling to the receiver. The input 
and output coupling is inductive and the 
coils L2 and L4 are made variable to permit 
just the right degree of coupling to be ob- 
tained to properly load the 1851 circuits. 
The condensers Cl and C2, Cardwell mid- 

gets, are ganged for single dial control. At 
56 to 60 megacycles tuned circuits are nec- 
essarily very broad and the alignment of 
these two tuned circuits is therefore simple. 
It is accomplished by means of the trimmer, 
C3, and by stretching or squeezing Ll. 

The by- passing is an important con- 
sideration in this, as in all ultra -high fre- 
quency circuits. The condensers C4, 5, 6 

and 7 are all mica and the first 
three should be connected right 
at the tube socket terminals and 
grounded to a single point on the 
chassis. The ground return of 
the tuned plate circuit should be 
made to this same point but the 
grid return may be made through 
the chassis by grounding the con - 

La denser CI to the shield partition 
on which it is mounted. 

The power supply is simple 
and quite conventional except for 
the unusually low value of the 
input filter condenser. /t is used 
for voltage adjustment purposes 
more than for its contribution to 
the filtering action. The manu- 
facturer (RCA) of the 1851 rec- 
ommends a supply voltage of 300 

at the filter output. Inasmuch as the sup- 
ply voltage will vary widely, depending on 
the size of C8 it was more simple and con- 
sidered better practice to adjust this voltage 
by selecting the proper value of capacity 
than to accomplish it by means of additional 
resistors. The other values in the filter 
are ample for adequate filtering action. 

The construction, as shown in the 
photographs. is not at all difficult. The 1851 
is mounted in a horizontal position to 

(Continued on page 62) 

Ra 
PILOT LIGHT 

Circuit of he 56MC preselector. 

C C IO mid. Cardwell ZR -10 -AS midget var. 
Cy -3 -30 Isolantite trimmer Hammerlund 
C., C C,, C -.001 mid. mira 
ch-.5 mfd. 500 volt paper 
Ce -8 -8 mid. Electra 
CH- Midget filter choke 
R1 -150 ohms, '/2 watt 
Rs-30,000 ohms, I watt 
Rs- 20,000 ohm potentiometer 
R.- 25,000 ohms, 2 watts 
Ra -4.000 ohms, .5 watts 
R.,- 30,000 ohms. 10 watts s,- S.P.S.T. toggle switch 
S.,- D.P.S.T. toggle switch 
T-640 v., e.t., 40 ma., 6.3 v., 5 v., Kenyon 

Transformer, K4OMY 
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Homemade Pilot Light Socket 
The accompanying drawing shows how a 

socket for the radio pilot light or a flash- 
light bulb may be made easily from an ordi- 
nary screen -grid tube clip, a few pieces of 

GRID CLIP 

DROP Or SOLDER 
ON END OF WIRE 

I 

INSULATE WIRE FROM CLIP 

CLIP MAY BE SOLDERED 
TO CHASSIS OR TO A LUG 

o 

INSULATING WASHERS 

insulated wire and a couple of insulating 
washers. A drop of solder on the end of 
the bottons lead makes a good contact for 
the positive terminal of the bulb. The 
socket can be mounted by soldering directly 
to the chassis or by means of a soldering 
lug as shown in the drawing. 

Antenna Impedance Matching Simplified 
The ham is often faced with a difficult 

problem when it cones to matching the 
feeders to an antenna. Normally the an- 
tenna is operated in an elevated position 
where it is not accessible, so the matching 
is done on the ground. with a prayer that 
when raised to position the match will still 
be satisfactory. Where the feeders are of 
the tuned variety this of course does not 
apply. It is in the case of non- resonant 
feeders so commonly employed on the five - 
and -ten -meter bands that it does apply, and 
is one of the reasons that standing waves 
are so often present on such systems. 

Where the antenna is a type that employs 
a matching section, such as the "J", the 
"half- waves -in- phase" and various other ar- 
rays this problem can sometimes be over- 
come by making the matching section more 
than one half wave or quarter wave long. 
under conditions where a half -wave match- 
ing section is specified, it can just as well 
be two or more half waves long and can 
thus be extended down to a point within 
reach of a ladder or the roof, and the proper 
point for attaching the feeders determined 
with the antenna in its normal elevated 
position. Or when a quarter -wave match- 
ing section is specified, it can be lengthened 
to any odd number of quarter waves. 

Suppose the problem involves a 5 -meter 
vertical "J" antenna with spaced feeders, 
the "J" to be mounted on a mast with its 
bottom 30 feet above the roof. Normally 
a quarter -wave matching section would be 
employed and the point where the feeders 
connect to it would be about 27 feet above 
the roof, with the shorting bar a foot or so 
below that. If the mast is husky enough to 
support a long ladder, all well and good. It 
is more simple, however, to make the 
matching section five quarter waves long, 
thus bringing its lower end down to about 
10 feet off the roof where it can be reached 

comfortably from an ordinary step ladder. 
The shorting bar position near the bottom 
end can then be determined in exactly the 
same way as with a quarter -wave section, 
and the correct connection point for the 
feeders also. The only difference would be 
that the match would be a permanent one 
because the antenna would be in its normal 
position during the adjustment and there- 
fore not subject to changes encountered 
when an antenna is matched on the ground, 
only to have its characteristics altered due 
to surrounding objects when raised into 
position. 

Chart of Tep and Clearance Drills 

In radio construction work experi- 
menters are often confronted with the 
problem of selecting the correct size drill 
for tapping, or for drilling a clearance hole 
to take a certain size machine screw. This 
chart gives the drill sizes required for 
average use. If the machine screw must 
pass readily through the hole, then the size 
drill is selected under the column headed 
"Clearance." 

Screw 
Number 

Threads 
Per Inch 

Drill 
Per Tap 

Number 
Clearance 

2 48 50 44 
2 56 50 44 
2 64 50 44 
3 40 49 39 
3 48 45 38 
3 56 44 38 
4 32 43 31 
4 36 42 31 
4 40 41 31 
5 30, 32 40 29 
5 36 38 29 
5 40 37 29 
6 30, 32 35 26 
6 36 33 26 
6 40 32 26 
7 30 31 21 
7 32 30 21 
8 24, 30 30 17 
8 32 29 17 
9 24 29 13 
9 28 28 13 
9 30 27 13 
9 32 25 13 

10 24 25 8 
10 30 22 8 
10 32 21 8 
12 20 19 2 
12 24 16 2 
12 28 14 2 
14 20 10 y 
14 24 7 VI 

Meter Kinks 

Presented herewith are simple methods 
whereby two separate meters are employed 
to obtain multiple current, voltage and re- 
sistance measurements. 

An 0 -15 milliammeter of 295 ohms resist- 
ance can be purchased for about 60 cents 
and one with zero adjustment for about 
$1.00. A meter of this type will take care 
of all current measuring requirements with 
sufficient accuracy. A shunt equal to one - 
ninth of the meter resistance will increase 
the range ten times, measuring current up 
to 150 mas. Connected as in Figure 1, the 
meter is always prepared for the highest 
reading and is a safeguard against burn -out. 
To read 0 -15 ma. press down the key, this 
will momentarily disconnect the shunt. 

To measure resistance use your more 
sensitive voltmeter in the substitution 
method, with a 100,000 ohm calibrated ad- 
justable resistor. The range can be extended 
by connecting known values in series and 
adding so much to the reading. This method 
avoids meter error and voltage drop. 
Simply adjust to the same voltmeter read- 
ing, whatever it may be and the resistance 
is the same as the unknown resistor which 
produced that same deflection. No ohms 
scale is required on the voltmeter. 

For the voltmeter, an instrument of 1000 
ohms per volt is good, one of 2000 ohms 
per volt very good and 5000 per volt 
excellent. Three d.c. voltage ranges of 
30, 300, and 600 volts should meet all re- 
quirements. C o n - 

nect as shown in 
Figure 2. In cal- 
culating multiplier 
resistances, you 
must know maxi- 
mum meter current 
and the meter re- 
sistance; then add 
resistance in series 
until the sum (mul- 
tiplier plus meter F'g' 
resistance) equals the desired voltage range 
divided by decimal fraction of an ampere. 
As shown in Figure 2 the meter is always 
set for the highest voltage -protected 
against mistakes. Lower voltages are read 

000V. 

PRESS rOR 300V, !PRESS FOR 
1 30V. 

300V. 30V. 

PROD _ JCLIP V 

Fig. 2 

by holding down the proper key, temporarily 
shunting out part of the multiplier resist- 
ance. A cheap a.c. voltmeter can be ex- 
tended in the saine manner with a top range 
of 700 or 800 volts. 

Handy Continuity Tester 

This pencil -tester should find a wide 
variety of applications in every experi- 
menters and serviceman's workshop in trac- 
ing continuity and shorts. It is especially 
useful in checking from point to point, test- 
ing coils, switch contacts, and other applica- 
tions where very low resistance is found. 

The sensitivity of the indicator can be 

TEST PROD 
BAKELITE TUBING DIAL LAMP.HOLDER 1411 

,Ay 14000110.01 

RETAINING PLUG SPRING 

ALLIGATOR CLIP 

SCR 

- TESTCORD 

controlled by substituting lamps of differ- 
ent current drain. A dial lamp of high 
current consumption is useful where it is 
desired to limit the resistance indication to 
a few ohms such as in coils and switches, 
while the special low current dial -lamps 
used in battery operated receivers can be 
used to indicate continuity in circuits up to 
approximately 50 ohms. Another useful 
application of this unit, is its employment as 
a small torch for working in dark corners 
of receivers, etc. For use in this capacity 
it is only necessary to fasten the alligator 
clip to the test prod. 
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IFARNLNG the code can be quite a tan - 
tilizing experience. In fact, it gen- 
erally is so for those who must de- 

pend upon self -instruction. However. most 
licensed operators, both amateur and com- 
mercial, have prepared themselves in this 
way and it is safe to say that the vast 
majority of beginners today are pursuing 
the lonely road to licensehood. 

Cale- learning becomes tantalizing when 
one becomes ensnared in inevitable diffi- 
culties which result through inadequate 
guidance. Most articles en the subject of 
"getting started" advise the beginner on just 
this alone. Trouble, in the forni of receiv- 
ing and sending "dead spots" begin to ap- 
pear- after one has started! 

This article proposes to take up from 
that point. that is, the point at which your 
receiving speed reaches three, four and 
five words per minute and on to the ama- 
teur license requirement of thirteen. 

Constant practice is the sum and sub- 
stance of code mastery. However. mere 
unthinking practice is not enough if one is 
to secure a license within a reasonable 
limit of time. A systematized approach 
will help you to cover far more ground 
than just a series of guerilla attacks on the 
subject. 

With this attitude, let us consider a com- 
mon source of difficulty, -the tendency to 
confuse similar letters, which are legion. 
For example, S will often appear in your 
copy in place of H -F in place of L -Q in 
place of Y. One such combination will of- 
fend conspicuously for a time. and as the 
difficulty disappears, another appears! The 
despairing beginner just keeps on copying 
until the situation clears of itself. 

A more effective solution attacks the 
problem directly. First. it is necessary to 
"check" and then to practice those letters 
during keying periods until they have he- 
come correctly and indelibly impressed up- 
on the mind. 

Checking "Weak" Letters 

You are bothered, let us say, with the 
letters S and H. Now, then, how to pro - 
ceed with the cure? In copying. when you 
hear either of these letters, pause and check 
by first asking yourself : "Was that dit- 
dildit or rlitditditdit ?" Nine times out of 
ten you will be rewarded with the correct 
letter. 

These letters which you have been con- 
fusing are your "weak" ones. The next step 

THIS MONTH 

is to strengthen them, of course. Do this 
during your keying practice. Make up five 
or six letter groups composed principally 
of the offending characters and send them 
a half dozen times at each sitting. Taking 
two pairs, S and H, F and L, compose ten 
such groups as the following : SI HSH 
HISHS SHHSII FLLFL SFHLF. It is this kind 
of practice which consists in strengthening 
the weak links in the chain which will 
hasten your eventual mastery of the code. 

"Seeing" and "Hearing" 
Code is sound and because of this it is 

imperative to get oneself into the habit of 
thinking of it as such. Hence, one must 
overcome the tendency to visualize letters 
as so many dot -and -dash combinations. 
Rather, drop these words -dot and dash - 
from your radio vocabulary, and substitute 
the sound equivalents din and dah. Further, 
think of letters only as single units of 
sound. The letters A,B,C, are respectively 
ditdah. danditditdit. danditdandit, and so on 
through the alphabet. 

"Stopping" for Letters 
Many a beginner moans: "I stop to 

catch a letter and lose three or four others 
that follow." Every student has had this 
experience. One should acquire early the 
licensed operator's habit which is to let 
that missed letter go by. In practical oper- 
ating one can always ask the transmitting 
operator for a "repeat." Then, again, the 
fact that the stopping habit is had business is 

evidenced by the poor bargain of exchang- 
ing one letter which you might get for 
three which you will probably lose! Copy- 
ing solid cones later with mastery, but at 
the outset the beginner is best advised to 
keep on going and disregard lost letters. 
These lost letters are usually the "weak" 
ones and the corrective was suggested 
above. 

Is Your Copy Legible? 

Let us look at your copy... . 

Isn't it often just an unintelligible mass 
of disconnected letters with no whole 
words showing through? Of course, you 
miss many in the transmission, but the 
total effect is aggravated by the white space 
showing between letters, separately writ- 
ten ... Sometimes you feel, too, that you 
hare copied so /id but the meaning is all 
broken up because no whole words are ap- 
parent. 

This tendency originates in early practice 
when the beginner is concerned with indi- 

Mastery of the International 
Morse has been the one stum- 

bling block to many seeking a 

ham license. The author tells 
how to overcome this obstacle. 

by F. A. PETRAGLIA 
New York City, N. Y. 

vidual letters of the alphabet. Later, how- 
ever, this tendency becomes a habit and a 
hindrance which must be overcome. Some 
beginners realize that they could just as 
easily run their letters together as they 
copy them down, but the old custom of sep- 
arating them persists. Hence, the difficulty 
sometimes attains what seems to be moun- 
tainous proportions. In classroom experi- 
ments which I have conducted with ado- 
lescent boys, it was conclusively proved that 
after some forty hours of separate- letter 
writing, this habit was broken in only 15 

minutes of concentration on writing letters 
the natural way, that is, together in words. 
Try it. 

Next, do not print. Another odd devel- 
opment in beginners is the tendency to 
print. As your speed increases, printing 
will slow you down considerably. It is 

again surprising how little effort is re- 
quired to switch to the more natural 
method, and the faster one, -writing in 
longhand. 

Trivial as the following suggestion may 
seem, it is worth including in one's mental 
notes. \ \Then copying, use a fair -sized, 
sharp -pointed pencil, not a blunt -edged 
stub. Stubs cramp the fingers. cause men- 
tal strain, and result in scrawling charac- 
acters. Clean copy with letters together 
and adequate spacing between words is 
legible at a glance -an important factor in 
your later speed work and traffic -handling 
as an operator. 

What Is the Best Practice? 

Copying not more than two or three 
words beyond your average speed is the 
best stride to strike. Occasionally, for 
sheer fun, one may indulge in the pleasant 
excitement of copying speed away over 
his head. The danger, however, is that 
some beginners succumb to the illusion that 
they thereby are learning faster. Actually, 
one becomes unnaturally geared -up, 
strained, and accuracy is sacrificed. Such 
an exchange is likewise a poor bargain. 

Also, copying all methods and manners 
of "fists" and speeds is all right when one 
has passed thirteen, but it is an unavailing 
method of learning. One hour spent copy- 
ing code transmitted at an even speed 
within one's range is ten times more fruit- 
ful of results than so many scatter -shots. 

There is no better practice, therefore. 
than that which is obtainable by working 

(Continued on pope 67) 
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Front view of the receiver. 

IN submitting a receiver for the begin - 
ncr there are a few things to be con - 
sidered. These are simplicity in cir- 

cuit design and the cost of the outfit. With 
these features in mind this two tube bat- 
tery operated set was designed, making 
use of the latest development in tubes. A 
band spreading system which will increase 
the range of the set is also included. 

This article is a request from beginners 
of my acquaintance, for a working ex- 
planation and a step by step construction 
plan for building a simple yet efficient 
radio set. 

First obtain all the parts listed at the 
end of this article. Then take the front 
panel and lay out the holes as follows: 

The two main tuning condensers (C2, 3), 
134" from the end, 234" from the top. 
Antenna condenser (C -1) is placed half 
way between C2 and C3 the same distance 
from the top. 

The battery switch (SW -I) and the 
phone jack (J -1) belong 2%" from the 
ends and 1" from the bottom. The regen- 
eration control (R2) is in line with the 
antenna condenser above ; see the photo- 
graph. This gives an even symetrical ap- 
pearance to the set. 

The screws that hold the panel and 
chassis together are. 1" in from the ends, 
1" apart on each side. 

The twist drills used for drilling the panel 
are, " for the condensers, regeneration 
control and the Phone jack. Use %" for 
dial holes and panel -chassis mounting 
screws. Use " drill for the switch. 
Counter sink the panel- chassis holes with a 
%" counter sink. 

After the above holes have been layed 
out on the panel. Place the panel in the vise 
with two small blocks of wood on either 
sicle of it, between the jaws of the vise. 
then tighten. This is clone to protect the 
panel from any unnecessary scratches. 

When you have finished drilling the 
panel, take it out of the vise and hold the 
chassis against it, so that a %" margin is 
left on either side of the panel and is flush 
with the bottom. Hold the two together 
and mark the place for the screw holes to 
be drilled on the chassis. Drill these, then 
fasten the chassis and panel, check ridge - 
ness of the set up. Straighten if crooked. 

Now mark the lower control holes that 
go thru the chassis, drill and mount all the 
parts on the panel. The antenna condenser 
and phone jack are insulated from the 
panel by fiber washers. These control 

A Beginner's 
by FREDERICK DILLION 

Hollywood, California 

A two tube battery operated receiver using the latest 
tubes makes an ideal set for the DX fans and amateurs. 

holes are then enlarged to about 'A ". 
Place a washer on each side of the panel 

holding the antenna condenser in the center 
of the hole, so that the shaft does not touch 
the panel. Then tighten the mounting nut. 
Do the same with the phone jack. To check 
these two parts for complete insulation. 
Take one of the 4' /z volt batteries and con- 
nect one phone tip to one side of the bat- 
tery and from the other side of the bat- 
tery run a convent length of wire to the 
panel. The other phone tip goes to the 
mounting nut on the parts to be tested. 
Put the headphones on, place the wire 
against the panel and the tip of the phones 
to the part. If a click is heard then it 
means that the part is not properly in- 
sulated. Fasten the wire by placing it un- 
der the chassis and the phone tip to one 
side of the part. Take one at a time and 
loosen the mounting nut and move it 
around until the click is gone, then tighten 
up and everything will be O. K. 

It is best to leave the dials off until 
you are ready to operate the set, as they 
will he scratched in moving the set around. 

The chassis is 7x9x2 inches, layout as 
follows: The five prong socket for the 
battery cable to plug into, is set 4%" from 
the ends, 1" from the top and bottom of 
the chassis. 

The binding post strip that the aerial 

and ground connect to, is placed at the 
right of the socket and " from the end 
of the chassis, the same distance from the 
top and bottom. Holding it in place mark 
the two holes that hold it. 

The socket mounts in 1%" diameter hole 
drilled with a 1%" diameter tappered 
metal reamer. The mounting holes for the 
binding post strip are drilled with %" drill 
and the holes for the antenna lugs to go 
thru arc 'A" diameter. Be sure they clear 
the sides and do not touch the chassis, as 
this will ground the aerial and hinder re- 
ception. 

The audio choke (T3) is centered at 
4r/2" from the sides and 1%" from the 
back of the chassis. Mounting holes are 
drilled with %" drill. The tube sockets 
are same diameter as the battery socket 
and layout lr /z" from the ends and 3" from 
the back of the chassis. The coil socket is 
the same, located 3%" from either of the 
tubes, and 3" from the front panel. 

The rest of the parts are supported by 
their own leads, known as "big- tails." This 
view shows the under chassis layout of the 
rest of the parts. This condenser is placed 
right close to the potentiometer (R2) as 
one side goes to ground and the outer to 
the arm of the regeneration control (R2). 

In the various views of the finished set 
a type 230 & 232 tube is shown, but the tubes 

SOCKCT CONNECTIONS 

K 

G 

-3 
+52} 

The circuit diagram of the two tube receiver and battery connections. 

CI -20 mmld. var. 
C x-35 mmfd. var. 
C -140 mmfd. var. 
Cs, C,,-100 mmfd. 
C;-.5 reld. 200 W. V. Tubular 
C -.02 mid. 400 W. V. Tubular Coupling R.- 50.000 ohm pot. and dial SW- S.P.D.T. Tog. Ste. 
R, -2 meg. carbon 1/, w. 

;s+f 

R -1 'neg. carbon 1/2 w. 
R; -8 ohms wire wound 
L, -2.5 Mb. R. E. choke 
Tu-A.F. choke Thordarson T -2927 

3 6 -prong coil forms Bud Jr. and 
r /5th lb. nos. 24 6' 30 D.C.C. wire 
11-phone jack 
Ru-.25 meg. carbon 1/2 w. 
SWI -1 D.P.S.T. Switch 
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Short Wave Recdver 
designated -1E4 & 1F4 are far superior. 

The plug for the battery cable can be 
bought or made by the reader as he de- 
sires. It k made from an old burned out 
five prong tube, which will he given you, 
by the dealer from whom you buy your 
parts. The glass portion is broken off and 
the hase cleaned out, by scraping with a 

knife. The five wires from the cable are 
soldered into the prongs according to the 
diagram figure 1. The base should be filled 
with parafine to keep the wires in place. 

If the reader wishes, he may make his 
own coils, altho these too can be bought 
ready made. The following material will 
be necessary: 5- Bud Jr. LOW Loss Coil 
forms having six prongs each. /th of lb. 
of Nos. 24 & 30 D.C.C. wire. 

Scrape the wire clean and put it thru 
the first hole and down into the prong and 
solder. A bit of soldering paste pushed 
in the prong first, will insure a well 
soldered joint. 

Now wind 3 turns from left to right. 
Holding the wire along side of the second 
hole measure the length to go down to the 
second prong and cut it off. Clean the 
wire a little over the length of the prong. 
Put it thru the hole and down into the 
prong. 

The two largest coils start %" from the 
top of the form. The largest coil is wound 
in two layers of 50 turns each. Wind 50 
turns then start right at the top again and 
%viol 50 more. 

Wind the required number of turns on 
the form and measure the space they cover. 
Drill the two holes at the beginning and 
end of the coil. Be sure the windings are 
tight. Leave enough wire at the ends to 
make the connections to the prongs. 

After all the parts are mounted, you may 
start to wire the set. 

The batteries are connected to the set 
by means of a five prong socket located at 
the rear of the chassis. Into this, a five 
wire cable is plugged. 

In wiring up the batteries care should be 
taken to get the same wire connected to 
the battery and the corresponding prong 
on the power socket. 

In order to make the "A" batteries 

35 

Rear view of the receiver showing the audio transformer in center; coil is behind it. 
A 30 tube is shown which should be replaced with a I B4. Condensers are on a line. 

economical in cost and compact a small 
eight ohm wire wound resistor (R5) is em- 
ployed in the filament circuit in series with 
the two tubes. A small 4% volt battery 
can be applied giving the required two 
volts to operate the tubes. This does away 
with the cumbersome rheostat. A double 
pole single throw toggle switch (SW -1) 
turns the set "ON and OFF" opening the 
filament and "B" battery circuits. Switch 
(SW -2) is wired in series with the high 
voltage end of the potentiometer (R2). 

This switch is mounted on the back of 
(R2). It automatically turn "ON," when 
it is first advanced to the right. When the 
set is to he turned "OFF" this control 
must be fully retarted to open the circuit 
of (R2), see figure 1. This helps to ex- 
tend the life of the batteries. 

The art of operating a short wave re- 
ceiver successfully is only learned after 

many hours of patient try- 
ing. The r ea son most 
short wave sets give poor 
results is because they are 
tuned too fast. Even with 
the new type airplane dials 
a set must he tuned very 
slowly in order to catch 
every possible signal. 

The best way to tune a 

regenerative set is to start 
at the end of the dial, or 
when the condenser is fully 
meshed. 

Set the regeneration 
control so that the set is 
just oscillating. Then as 
you tune the set very slow- 
ly, signals won't be missed 
for lack of regeneration. Underside chassis shows simple wiring. 

When this procedure is followed, the 
wavelength of the receiver is decreasing. 
It is a known fact in engineering practice, 
that the shorter the wavelength the less 
regeneration is needed. Therefore the set 
will be in constant oscillation. It should 
be reduced a little for too much is as harm- 
ful as too little. The most sensitive point 
is just before it breaks into oscillation 
(just before the click is heard in the head- 
phones). 

To tell whether the set is oscillating 
touch the grid cap on top of the IB4, if 
a loud noise or squeal is heard, then the 
set is oscillating. 

When you have a station, a high pitched 
whistle will be heard. It will rise and fall 
and rise again; before you have passed a 
division or two on the dial. In order to 
hear this station clearly you must go back 
to the point where it was first heard. Tune 
very slowly until the first rise and fall, 
then stop. There is the station. It can 
not he heard because the set is still in oscil- 
lation. To take it out of oscillation the 
regeneration control (R ?) is retarded 
(turned to the left), until the familiar 
click is heard. Advance it slowly until the 
station is heard clearly. This form of 
tuning is known as "zero beat" tuning. If 
it should whistle again, repeat the above 
operation even more slowly. 

It would be well to practice tuning in on 
the 160 meter amateur band as these sta- 
tions are mostly local and are easy to re- 
ceive. The knack will come with practice 
and more enjoyment will be had from your 
short wave set. 

A few hints on the best time to listen in 
on the various short wave broadcast bands. 

(Continued on page 54) 
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Beam Pole Oscilla or 

The oscillator itself is so constructed as fo give short leads. 

FROM the time amateur radio left "200 
meters" and started its dramatic march 
into the higher frequencies, the pioneer 

work has been done on loco power. Band 
after band was opened up with receiving 
tube transmitters and these so called "pea- 
nut whistles" always went through to real 
DX until the "Rock Crushers" and "Cali- 

Li 

Circuit of the oscillator. 

Oscillator 
C,-6 mud. double spaced variable (Bud) 
C,-35 mmj. fined 
R, -8000 ohms, 5 r. 
Lt -See Text 
RFC -5 M RF Choke, Ohmite 
RFC' See text 

Sufficiently stable to be received on a superhet, this 
beam pole 56MC transmitter should be just the thing 
to work real DX whenever the band opens up. It also 
makes an ideal rig for the newcomer to start in on. 

fornia kilowatts" 
began to pile up on 
them, when they 
were forced either 
to move on to new 
fields or enter the 
race for more 
power, if location 
and pocket book 
permitted. 

The old cycle is 
already well under 
way on the 5 and 
10 meter bands, 
and will doubtless- 
ly soon be felt 
even on 2% me- 
ters. There are, 
however, literally 
thousands of ama- 
teurs who cannot 
afford this power 
competition a n d 

many who are unable to participate due to 
local interference with their neighbors, 
lack of room in their homes, etc. 

Fortunately, in the ultra -high frequency 
bands, there is an `but." Location and effi- 
ciency are even more important than power 
input and it becomes increasingly difficult 
to maintain efficiency with increased power. 
Hence it happens that in the 2% and 5 

meter bands, given the same location (and 
that of course is a vital point at these fre- 
quencies) a medium low power transmitter 
of from 20 to 50 watts input can be made 
to compete quite successfully with the av- 
erage high power installation. 

The Beam Pole Oscillator was designed 
with this purpose in mind. It puts out a 
very fine carrier in spite of the fact that its 
cost is low and construction simple. As a 
matter of fact you will find that it disturbs 
the ether more than some of the 200 to 500 
watt outfits, a large part of whose output 
is often dissipated before reaching the an- 
tenna, much to the annoyance of the neigh- 
bors. 

The frequency stability of this oscillator 
is surprisingly good and compares very fa- 
vorably with the average "long lines" out- 
fit. This is due to a combination of factors, 
one of which is obviously the low over -all 
resistance of the entire high frequency cir- 
cuit, and the stabilizing influence of the bal- 
anced radiating system which is directly 
coupled to the tank circuit with no inter- 
vening transmission line. Good, clean 
speech is obtainable from this transmitter 
on even fairly sharp super -het receivers, 
such as the well -known "Quartet" for in- 
stance. 

The general layout of the oscillator can 
be clearly seen in the photograph. It is 
built entirely on the base board of the 

weather -proof containing cabinet, which is 
afterward assembled around it. 

The establishment of a local "ground," 
always advisable in ultra -high frequency 
construction, is obtained by fastening a 
sheet of aluminum over at least part of the 
base board. 

The double spaced 6 mmf. tank condenser 
is mounted on small stand -off insulators so 
that it is approximately half way between 
the grid and plate connections of the tube. 
A little more height might be advanta- 
geous as the plate lead to the top of the 
tube should be as short as possible- every 
half inch helps. 

The oscillator circuit is the well known 
ultra -audion or capacity coupled Hartley. 
Grid excitation in this circuit is primarily 
a function of the inter -electrode capacity 
ratios and the amplification factor of the 
tube used. Excitation may be controlled to 
some extent by the grid leak and capacity 
of the grid condenser, although this method 
is rather awkward and has its limitations 
when stability plus efficiency is to be con- 
sidered. The best way to control excitation 
is through a combination of antenna cou- 
pling and actually varying the effective in- 
ter- electrode coupling capacity by introduc- 
ing a small capacity between the grid or 
plate end of the tank coil and the "ground." 

The tube suggested for this oscillator is 
the Taylor T -20 which has a "mu" or am- 
plification factor of 20 and fairly low inter - 
electrode capacities. With this tube the 
tendency will he toward over excitation 
which may be counteracted by coupling the 
antenna near the grid end of the tank coil 
and by connecting the high voltage supply 

BRASS OR 
COPPER ROD 

2' 

WOODEN 
SUPPORTS 

I BARELITE STRIPS 

4n. 

PICKUP LOOP 

4' 

é 

OSCILLATOR 

Beam construction details. 
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For 22 to 5 Me ers 

by A. J. HAYNES 
New York City, N. Y. 

also at this end of the tank circuit. Still 
further adjustment can be obtained by in- 
cluding a small spiral pancake winding of 4 

or 5 turns in the high voltage lead between 
the tank circuit and the r.f. choke. This 
small pancake is formed in the wire lead so 

that it is parallel to the aluminum "ground" 
plate and may be adjusted by bending so as 

to have more or less capacity to "ground." 
Proper adjustment of this capacity, which 
is very small, will improve both the sta- 
bility and efficiency of the oscillator. 

The optimum value of the grid condenser 
is about 35 mint. Unless a very good, small 
high voltage condenser of this value is 

available it would be well to use two of the 
small mica receiving types in series: a 100 

nnnf. and a 50 nun f. will do the trick. 
A five point connection block is used to 

provide terminals for the two filament and 
plus high voltage leads. The other two 
posts are merely in series with the high 
voltage connection and provide for the tem- 
porary connection of a millianuneter when 
tuning up. When the ntillianunctcr is re- 
moved) a wire jumper is placed across these 
two binding posts. 

Before inclosing the oscillator in its box 
it 511001(1 be tested) and adjusted in the oper- 
ating risen with a dummy antenna consist- 
ing of a 15 or 25 watt lamp with a two 
turn loop of push -back wire soldered to its 
terminals. This will enable the best ad- 
justment for efficiency- and stability to be 
determined. 

Under load the plate current should read 
about 75 milliantps and the grid current be- 
tween 10 and 15 mils. When the load is 
removed the plate current will drop to 
about 40 mils. The plate voltage measures 
6711 volts. 

Under these conditions a good fat 15 
watts of output can be obtained and this 
output, mind you, is practically all antenna 
output. 

The very simple but effective Double "J," 
out -of -phase beam used with this pole os- 
cillator was described by the writer in the 
December, 1937, issue of Remo Xiivs. 
This form of radiator not only gives the 
effective output power another big boost, 
but being so closely coupled to the tank 
circuit it has a very stabilizing effect on 
the signal frequency. 

Two 7 foot copper tube rods serve as the 
antenna proper while No. 12 bare copper 
wire k used for the quarter wave matching 
section. 'fhc beauty of this antenna is that 
we don't care wherc the antenna ends and 
the notching section begins. The overall 
length of the antenna system from the tip 
of one rod down through its side of the 
matching section, across through the tank 
circuit coupling coil and up to the tip of the 
other rod will always be approximately one 

(Continued on page 58) 
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The modulator transformer and power supply are mounted on one chassis. 

.. 

Underside the modulator transformer -power supply chassis. 

Circuit diagram of the power supply and modulator xfmr connection. 

T, -2.5 volt Fl. trans. 
T. -7.5 volt fil. trans. 
Tr- -Power trans. 
CH,- Swinging choke 
CH.,-Filter choke. T, Variable impedance Modulation 

yon T -493 

R- 30,000 ohms, 20 w. 
12-,-6 ohms 
Ca-.03 mid., 600 volt paper 
C, -8 -8 mid. electro. 
R, -2 meg., I w. resistors 

trans., Ken- SW -S. P.S.T. 
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Sowicemani Expvium_reL 
by LEE SHELDON 

Chicago, Illinois 

Shall a small service charge be made on all calls or shall the serviceman advertise 
that they are free? The author arrives at a conclusion in a startling manner. 

IPARKED the delivery truck, and en- 
tered our shop with the firm stride of 
a man who has made an important de- 

cision. Al was working at the service 
bench ; I stopped before him and drew a 
preparatory breath. He beat me to the draw. 

"With business dropping off like a water- 
fall, and with times so tough act- 
ors are losing their conceit, you 
stop work in the middle of the 
clay to come in and breathe down 
my neck. Make it snappy, and get 
out on the job!" 

Aside from being my partner, 
Al is the desert air upon which I 
waste the fragrance of my talent. 
I drew another, a more deter- 
mined, breath. 

"Salutary Sales & Service," I 
began calling our store by its for- 
mal name, "must face a problem. 
We-" 

"There is nothing the matter 
with our business that regular re- 
pair jobs won't correct," Al inter- 
rupted, "and I strongly advise you 
to make efforts toward getting 
them. Go forth. Hit the weather. 
Come back with some red in your 
cheeks, and some green in your 
pockets I" 

"The subject," I insisted, "is 
vital to our success, and I must 
speak." 

"Ten words" said Al pulling out 
the soldering iron plug. 

"Perhaps you don't Rnotr it, but our com- 
petitors down the street are dropping their 
dollar service charge. Look." I handed a 
card to him. 

said to me : "Randle, 4345 King Street. 
Majestic 92. Hop to it, Mercury, my boy, 
and don't get any ideas about dropping the 
service charge." 

Mr. Randle listened to my diagnosis tol- 
erantly, my remedy approvingly, and my 
promises happily. Then, when I thought 

the customer, it wasn't because you charged 
him for the call. You must have done 
something else wrong. Perhaps he didn't 
have the money just at this time." 

"He had a dollar, didn't he? What was 
I supposed to do, lend him the dough:" 

"Hasn't there ever been a time in your 
life when you didn't have $8.50? 
You might have told him the dol- 
lar would be deducted from the 
repair bill later after he decided 
he wanted the work done. You 
could have had him sign a ticket 
acknowledging the charge for the 
call making a later appointment 
for his answer. Either way would 
have given us another crack at the 
set. Perhaps we could have picked 
up the job after his next payday. 
He had no reason to tell you if he 
was broke." 

We lit cigarettes and sat down 
our preliminary to a long discus- 
sion. As though signals were con- 
nected to the chairs Brown, the 
financial father of Salutary Sales 
& Service walked in. 

"How," he said with as much 
airy mockery as could be expected 
of a 200 -pound boss with a cigar 
in his mouth, "may I determine 
the difference between a busy day 
and a strike when I come into this 
place ? Or do I commit a fox pass 
when I disturb you during siesta ?" 

I leaped into the breach. "Mr. 
Brown, we need your advice in a disagree- 
ment concerning our business policy. Do 
you think we should stop charging a dollar 
per call, whether or not we repair the set ?" 

"How the hell do I know ?" Brown 
snorted, dropping his whimsical tone for 
one more honest. "When I put you two 
commercial invalids on the rest cure, I 
thought you could decide things like that 
for yourselves." 

A silence fell. He puffed on his cigar 
so rapidly the "No Smoking" sign cringed. 
Another silence fell after he slammed the 
door behind him. 

Al looked at me accusingly. as if I owed 
him money. I did not slain the door when 
I left. 

Something, I decided, as I drove the truck 
slowly in no particular direction, had to be 
done. I tried to think of some way to get 
more business to keep Brown quiet. and 
some way to prove to Al we should drop 
the service charge. Preoccupied, I let the 
truck drift along with a slack rein in the 
slow traffic. 

Suddenly, with the flashing genius for 
which I try to be noted, I had it! I paid 
the fellow whose fender I mashed when 
the idea burst, and drove quickly to our 
printer. 

(Continued on page 63) 

REDOUBTABLE RADIO REPAIRS, INC. 
No charge for inspection 

The Best Things In Life Are Free 

"I already know it," AI declared. "Their 
sound truck passed here yesterday carry- 
ing sandwich signs while the phonograph 
played Give a Man a Horse He Can Ride. 
The amplifier was so overloaded the grids 
drew current on notes lower than middle 
C, and the drop across the power supply 
made the turntable slow down. The effect 
was even weirder than their advertising. 
They got a ticket this morning for play- 
ing Rocked In The Cradle of the Deep." 

"On account of the noise ?" I asked. 
"No -the bass notes stalled the car. 

What's free service got to do with us?" 
"Well, you're always telling me if the 

importance of getting into the customer's 
home -don't you realize what it would 
mean to us if we made free calls? All the 
folks who didn't want to spend a dollar 
would send for us." 

"Who wants them to call if they won't 
spend a dollar ?" 

The lifeline rang. Al answered it, and 

Yeah! I know its silly, but each likes his own pro- 
gram, and all are on the air at the same time! 

I had him ripe, I disclosed the cost of a 
condenser block. 

"Sorry," he said, "but eight -fifty is more 
than I had planned to spend. I'll have to 
wait and think it over." 

"You're thinking doesn't change what's 
wrong with the set," I replied, piqued after 
losing the work. "It will cost just as much 
to repair the set a week from now as it 
does today." 

He said nothing as I packed up my tools. 
"The service charge," I reminded him, 

"is one dollar." 
The money came from his pocketbook 

with all the speed of a turtle in second. I 
noticed his expression ; it was that of a 
dissatisfied customer. He saw me to the 
door. but did not bid me good -bye. 

I had a feeling of satisfaction as I drove 
back to the shop. The call had put Al right 
where I wanted him. 

I threw the dollar on the desk before him, 
and said, with all the indignation I could 
muster : "Here's the answer to that serv- 
ice charge problem. Instead of the repair 
job, we get fifty dollars in ill -will and one 
dollar in cash. Now, who is running the 
business to pot ?" 

"That is within your premise, as collector 
of external revenue," Al replied. "I don't 
know why you lost the job. but if you lost 
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A page devoted entirely to timely pictures of radio in all its phases. 

These are not pictures of Hoover, Hitler, Roosevelt, Smith & Mussolini! It is only Doane Powell demonstrating the use of his masks for television. 

Compare this radio shack and antenna system which is 2,000 mi. 
south of Hawaii on Canton I. with the ham shack in next column. 

A rotary beam antenna, the latest in receivers, five transmit- 
ters and the comforts of home are to be found at radio W9NLP. 

Tom Stoddard, W9OTY, & Bert { Rubber T 
Xtal) Nestor, W9IPS, visitors to W9QEA. 

Trying hard to raise a station thru QRM. y 

Bill Bartlett and his mighty midget. He 
holds a complete radiophone transmitter. Hannibal, N.Y. Note cw oscillator on +able. 

The receiving position of M. J. Lonis of 
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Beck view of the 2 -5 showing the cam switch. Note clean wiring. 

AT HOUGH cathode ray oscillo- 
graphs, signal generators, b.f. os- 
cillators, and a.c. and d.c. meters of 

every description, make, range, and style 
abound in the modern experimenter's shack 
and the up- and -coming service shop, one 
instrument which is not found in many labs 
as often as its usefulness warrants is the 
vacuum tube voltmeter. High cost, low 
sensitivity and complicated, battery oper- 
ated designs have been some of the rea- 
sons. Eliminating many former defects 
this v.t. voltmeter is completely a.c. oper- 
ated, of reasonable high sensitivity and ac- 
curacy, and at the same time stable and 
rugged in operation. The 2 -5 so called be- 
cause of its two stage circuit and five self 
contained ranges in either circuit employs 
two type 53 tubes in bridge circuits, one as 
the voltmeter, the other as a direct coupled 
d.c. amplifier. By this means, the sensitiv- 
ity has been boosted to less than % volt. 
Throwing a single switch and re- adjusting 
the millianuneter to zero, takes the ampli- 
fier out of the circuit and connects one sec- 
tion of the 53 as a conventional plate cir- 
cuit v.t. voltmeter, giving less sensitivity 
and higher accuracy on high frequency 
measurements. 

Construction of the 2 -5 is quite simple. 
A few points concerning the input circuit 
will be explained. The parts specified are 
not critical and good components of the 
same values can he substituted. \Vire 
wound resistors and paper condensers must 
be used where specified. The sub -panel 

30R POT. 

USJ ,00009Q4 

itou. A.0 

Test circuit used for calibration. 
For DC calibration, substitute a 2.6 volt battery for the trans- 

former and use a DC meter. 
Connect + side of meter to cerner terminal of the 2 -5, and 

the - to bottom terminal. 
Calibration made as above will be accurate on any frequency, 

including RF. 

brackets were revamped from one standard 
2%" by 6" aluminum bracket by cutting it 
in two lengthwise and filing the two halves 
where required. The angle bracket for the 
four plate resistors and the bias resistor 
was bent up from a piece of scrap metal. 

The socket for the voltmeter tube is 
mounted directly on the range switch in 
order to obtain the shortest possible leads. 
This keeps down stray input capacities. 
The wafer socket is easily mounted by re- 
moving the two screws which hold the 
switch contact plate to the indexing plate. 
Two 1" bolts, of the same size, with two 
nuts on each will mount the socket and 
also hold the switch plate solidly in place. 
Mount the socket as close to the switch 
plate as possible without shorting the con- 
tacts. It may be necessary to file the holes 
in the socket ears slightly oblong, as their 
center distance is slightly different from 
that of the switch plate. 

Mount the range resistors around the 
switch contacts, parallel to the switch shaft, 
making the leads as short as possible. Note 
that metallized resistors were used in the 
original 2 -5. Substitution of precision, wire 
wound resistors is a worth while invest- 
ment, since the accuracy of the instrument 
will be much greater. Also, a calibration 
made on any range will then hold for all 
the other ranges. However, it is now pos- 
sible to obtain metallized resistors on spe- 
cial order in high accuracy units, around 
2%. If either of the above methods can- 
not he used, it is possible to use the stand- 

ard commercial met- 
allized units, and 
either s e l e c t them 
from a large number 
so that values suffi- 
ciently close to the 
correct ones can be 
found, or else to make 
a separate calibration 
curve for each range. 
For service work, the 
commercial units will 
probably be sufficient- 
ly accurate without 
selection or separate 
curves. 

0-3AC VOLTS 

} z.sv. 

1000 
---TRANSFORMER 

SW 

VT. VOLTMETER 

The 2 -5 
by C. G. GROVER, W6OTW 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Probably the most useful instrument 
around a ham shack, or in the serv- 
iceman's kit is a vacuum tube volt- 
meter. Its uses vary from measuring 
modulation percentage, to comput- 
ing gain and hum level of amplifiers. 

After mounting the range resistors, wire 
the socket to the switch, connecting the 
switch arm to the grid terminal nearest it. 
The socket should be mounted so that the 
filament terminals are at the bottom. Plate 
cathode and filament leads about 10" long 
should be soldered to the socket with two 
shorter leads for connecting the input ter- 
minals to the switch unit. Now mount the 
entire socket unit on the panel and proceed 
to wire according to the diagram. The fila- 
ment center tap for the 53's must not be 

11Óv 

The power supply of the 2 -5. 

Under chassis view, showing resistor bank. 
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Vacuum Tube 
Voltmeter 

grounded unless a transformer with sep- 
arate filament windings for each tube is 
used. In this case the center taps should 
he connected to their respective cathodes. 
Montt the milliammeter last, and leave the 
leads temporarily disconnected. If a sep- 
arate 1000 ohm per volt meter is not avail- 
able for the final adjustment of the v.t. 
voltmeter, it will be necessary to connect 
the milliammeter of the 2 -5 in series with 
one watt metallized resistors to make a 
temporary voltmeter. 

The circuit a,ljustntents are made by 
changing the positions of taps on R1, R2 
and Ró. These adjustments are important 
and must be carried out carefully if the 
meter is to operate at its hest and give the 
sensitivity of which it is capable. 

All connections should first be carefully 
checked with an ohmmeter. Do this with 
the amplifier switch on both the off and on 
positions to maire sure that the switch has 
been properly connected. Tap t4 should be 
set at about the center of the bleeder, its 
actual position not being very critical. 
Place t2 near the high voltage end of the 
resistor. temporarily. The connection be- 
tween t2 and the cathode of the voltmeter 
tube trust bC broken at sonic point and the 
milliammeter connected in series so as to 
measure the total cathode current of the 
vtdtmetet tube. Now, with the amplifier 
switch nt off and the amplifier tube out of 
its socket, short the input circuit (range 
switch on 01, apply the potter and allow 
ten or fifteen minutes for the voltmeter 
tube to become thoroughly heated. 

Nest, carefully adjust the cathode tap, 
t2, until the milliammeter reads .55 nia. 
total cathode current. Slightly louer val- 
ues will give a little better accuracy. but 
less sensitivity. Higher values only cut 
dozen the sensitivity. Replace the milliam- 
meter in its regular position, apply an a.c. 
input to the meter and check the voltage 
necessary for full scale. This should be 
about 4 volts on range 1. The meter is 
adjusted to zero before applying the input 
by turning R5. if the zero adjustment of 
R5 is too critical for easy operation, con- 
nect a I00(1 ohm, wirewounii resistor in 
series with une of the leads going from the 
single cell flashlight battery. Attempting 
to use a tap on the bleeder resistor to sup- 
ply the bucking -out current for zero adjust- 
ment, its place of the battery, will result 
in greatly decreased accuracy and sensitiv- 
ity. The life of the battery is practically its 
shelf life. 

Next step is adjustment of the voltmeter 
with the amplifier in the circuit. Discon- 
nect the milliammeter. Turn the amplifier 
switch nn, the range switch on 0, and plug 
in the amplifier tube. Connect an ammeter 
with a range of 0 -2 nia. or higher in series 
with the cathode lead of the voltmeter tube 
(the lead going to tl, with the amplifier 

on). The milliammeter 
in the 2 -5 stay be used by 
connecting a temporary 
shunt directly across its 
terminals. Set tap t3 as 
close to t4 as possible, tl 
about in the center of 
RI. Allow tubes to be- 
come thoroughly Heated. 
Now adjust tl until the 
cathode meter reads 1.3 ma. total current 
to the voltmeter tube. 

A 1000 ohms per volt meter with a range 
of 250 volts should then he placed across 
R4. The reading should be about 45 -50 
volts. Connect a voltmeter with a range 
of 100 volts across R7. Then carefully 
adjust the cathode tap, t3, of the amplifier 
tube until the meter reads 25 volts. This 
adjustment is very critical and varies as 
R5 is turned. Set R5 at about the center 
of its range whole staking the adjustment. 
Then adjust the end clip on R6 until the 
milliammeter in its regular position reads 
zero. This adjustment will also vary with 
the position of R5, which should again be 
in about the center of its range. 

Tighten all taps thoroughly so that pull- 
ing then slightly ill any direction will not 
change the meter reading. This is impor- 
tant, since a loose clip will ruin the cal- 
ibration curve. The sensitivity with the 
amplifier on may now Ile checked by ap- 
plying an a.c. input. Full scale should be 
reached at volt or less. With the am- 

41 

A 6 "x9" hardwood cabinet houses the entire unit. 

sw.a 
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I MULTIPLYING 
t FACTOR 

SW 31 Ofi- AMP. -.-ON L 

53 
BALANCE SECTION 

a 

plificr off, if the milliammeter reads back- 
ward with a.c. input, reverse the meter 
connections. Then, if the knob of R5 turns 
in the opposite direction to the muter needle, 
change the wire leading to the outside ter- 
minal of R5 to the outside lug on the other 
end of the potentiometer winding. sow, 
if the meter reads backwards with the am- 
plifier on, reverse the leads going to the 
grids of the amplifier tube. When adjusting 
R6 for a zero meter reading with the am- 
plifier ou if sufficient resistance cannot be 
obtained, reverse the two plate leads from 
the amplifier tube to the plate resistors. 

The meter is calibrated by using an a.c. 
voltmeter and the filament winding of a 
power transformer to supply the input volt- 
age, according to the diagram. For service 
work Luse, as an output meter, resonance 
indicator in r.f. circuits, aligning receivers 
by measuring the a.v.c. voltage, a calibra- 
tion curve is not essential. 

Ill public address work, the voltmeter is 
invaluable, since the input to any stage can 

(Continued on page 71) 

VOLTMETER 
SECTION 

x Ic 

Re 

R3 

RS 

53 

FIL LEADS ARE 
SHIELDED 

Ra, 

0-IMA 

II r -AvV 
RI 

The circuit 

13 T4 

R2 

of the 2 -5 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter. 

Sw.- Single gang, shorting type selector switch. 
Single circuit. six pole. Yaxley 1216L. 

SwI -SPST toggle switch. 
Swq -Six pole, double throw switch Yaxley No. 

3263.1, non shorting type. Set adjustable stop 
for two position operation. 

R, -1.000 ohm, 10 w. adjustable wire wound 
R.,- 15.000 ohms. 50 w. adjustable wire wound, 

Electrad Truvolt. 
Rx- 90.000 oho, wire wound, 20 w. RI- 100.000 ohm wire wound. 20 w. 
R,-,- 10.000 ohms. Yaxley universal wire wound 

volume control. Linear taper. 
R,- 10.000 ohms, 10 w. wire wound R- 10,000 ohms, 10 w. wire wound L -2 megohms, 1V2 w. metallized 
R0-1 megohm, I/x w. metallized 
Rnr- 600.000 ohms. 1't metallized 

R 
R,1- 200,000 ohms. 1/2 W. metallized 
R1- 100,000 ohms. 1/, w. metallized 
R1.- 100.000 ohms, V. w. metallized 
CI -8 told. 500v. electro (see page 40) 
C_. -t /r told. 200v. paper 
C;I and C1-1/2 or 1 rill. 400v. paper 
0-1 MA milliammeter 
Power transformer. 2.5v. @ 414; 5v. @ 2A; 300. 

0 -300 
Aluminum or electraloy panel, size 1 -16 by 61/2 

by 9 inches 
Aluminum or electraloy sub -panel. size 1.16 by 

51 /a by 81/2 inches 
Cabinet. 1/4 inch hardwood, with a slip hinged 

cover. Size, inside measurements, 6 by 9 inches 
by 51/4 inches, in depth. The lid was 6 by 9 
by 11/2 inches deep. 
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2Ultati N E%tin aadio 
Several pickup units for transmitting sound, vi- 

bration, impact, heartbeat. and other phenomena 
into suitable electrical terms that can be observed 
as pattern on the cathode -ray oscillograph screen, 
are now available through Allen B. Dumont Labs., 
l'assaic, N. J. 

A complete line of dry disc rectifiers for serv- 
icemen, amateurs. and experimenters. has been 
introduced by P. R. Mallory and Co., Indianapolis. 

Types are available for outputs from I to 20 volts 
and V to 20 snips. A new catalog, R -610, is avail- 
able on request. 

A new heater- cathode type of transmitting tube, 
RCA -832. containing in one envelope two beam 
power units. has been announced by the RCA 
Manufacturing Co. The tube is designed primarily 
for use as a push -pull r -f power amplifier with 
maximum ratings at wavelengths as short as 2 me- 
ters. and with reduced ratings as wavelengths as 
,Inert as 1 meter. 

Designed for low temperature, the !RC type PR- 
25 all metal 25 -watt rheostat has been placed on 
the market by the International Resistance Co., 
Philadelphia. Safe operation at full 23 watts. 
down to A rotation with a temperature rise of 
about l00 degrees is due to the heat -dissipating. 
asbestos insulated, aluminum core. Bulletin sent 
in request. 

The Bliley Electric 
Co.. Erie. Pa., is now 
producing a new statut- 
e r d frequency crystal 
unit (Type SMC100). 
It is a dual- frequency 
mounted crystal for use 
in secondary stages of 
frequency. It provides a 
simple means of check- 
ing the calibration of re- 
ceivers. test oscillators, 
signal generators, ama- 
teur frequency monitors 
and similar devices. 

A new high power Genentotor of unusually 
small size has been developed by the Carter Motor 
Co.. Chicago. Ill. It will deliver up to 300 volts 
at 200 mils and weighs less than ten pounds. 

The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.. Cleve- 
land, announces two new signal generators. mcdels 
17 and 18. Both of the models have five output 
selections- frequency modulated R.F. output. am- 
plitude modulated output. 100. 10,000 cycle con- 
tinuously variable audio frequency output. and 
400 cycle fixed audio output. All ranges are con- 

trolled by output attenuator. Synchronized bori. 
zontal sweep voltage is provided for oscillograph. 

A new list of more than fifty dealer and service 
helps of the finest, most practical kinds, many 
available without cost and others at extremely low 
cost, has been announced by the Arcturus Radio 
Tube Co., Newark, N. J. An attractive four page 
catalog, listing and describing these helps in de- 
tail, is just off the press and will be sent to any 
dealer or serviceman upon request. 

The Rider Chanalyst, 
a unique new test instru. 
nient. designed to mini- 
mize the time in beat. 
ing receiver troubles 
and to enable the serv- 
iceman to conduct tests 
quickly that heretofore 
have been impossible 
with any single test in- 
strument, has been an- 
nounced by Service Instruments, New York City. 

The signal fed into the receiver through the an- 
tenna post, can be traced through the r -f, i -f, and 
a-f channels, thereby making it possible to estab- 
lish the points where the signal exists -how far it 
travels through the set, where it becomes weaker, 
where it becomes distorted or where it takes on 
hum. The Chanalyst will truce the passage of a 

signal and detect its presence, without interfering 
with the receiver's operation. 

The Harry Davies Moulding Co., Chicago, Ill., 
has developed a complete line of stock tuning knobs 
for both mechanical and electrical tuners. These 
knobs have patented friction mounting and nmy be 
had with recess tops for inserting call letter discs, 

or plain tops to he used with estuchion plates. 
Knobs for mechanical tuners have knurled edges. 
The company also has a complete line of stock 
knobs for instruments, meters, rheostats and other 
equipment. 

Anderson Radio Products, Anderson, Ind., are 
now producing a new line of low loss, low mini- 
mum capacity transmitting condensers. Standard 
sizes are in stock. The condensers incorporate 
phosphor bronze dust proof contacts, Alsimag 196 
insulation, high voltage dual and single. 

New additions to their 
Vitreous Enameled Re- 
sister line have been 
announced by IL t a h 
Radio Product s Co., 
Chicago. These new ad- 
ditions include adjust. 
able types in sizes front 
IO to 200 watts dissipa- 
tion. The standard re- 
sistance tolerance on the 
new resistors is plus 
or minus five percent. 

A revolutionary public address development is 
offered by Lafayette in its new "Binaural" Third 
Dimensional Sound Systems. These systems have 
been designed to emulate the direction -finding, 
three dimensional effect of the humait ear. Com- 
plete information is available through Wholesale 
Radio Service Co., New York City. 

The Radio Division of the General Cement Co., 
Rockford, III., announces a line of Radio Chassis 
Guards, chassis jacks, and radio bench lamps for 
the serviceman and experimenter. 

Radio Engineering Laboratories, Long Island 
City, N. Y., is now re -entering the field of manu- 
facturing two way radio equipment for police and 
fire departments and also for aircraft and boats. 

Compliments on your splendid new magazine. 
Hope that your work will make the old ARRL 
come to life. Think your editorial policy quite 
fair. Keep it up. 

-Howard A. Fast, W6BUZ, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

(Thank you for your kind letter, W6BUZ. 
What we need more than anything is cooperation 
from the ham fraternity. With that the old ARRL 
wilt be brought to life by the hams themselves. 
Ed.) 

In your (recent) issue under the title "Pound. 
ing Brass on a Pig Boat" you have a very fine 
story, but unfortunately the picture of the Bonita 
does not have the proper underwriting as the 
Bonita is no longer in active service. She has 
been placed out of commission about 2 years ago. 
and now lies at the Navy Yard, Phila. I speak 
with authority for 1 am a submarine sailor and 
helped decommission her. 

-Adam E. Gorecki, Ship's Cook 2 /c, 
Pompano, Mare Island, Calif. 

(Thank you for the information. We received 
that picture from the U. S. Navy Dept. in answer 
to our request for submarine pictures. The navy 
did not tell us that the BONITA was out of com- 
mission, but we suppose that this was in keeping 
with our government's new policy of not giving 
out the pictures of the latest ships. Ed.) 

Congratulations on your including a section for 
western short wave listeners in your last issue. 
It's about time some magazine got around to 
something like this. 

-A. B. Nelson. 
(RADIO NEWS will always aim to give its 

readers the very latest in everything. Ed.) 

Keep up the good work on the ARRL. it is 
very apparent that they need to be brought to 
their senses. It is only too true that the ama- 
teurs will lose their hest bands unless they wake 
up to the fact and start sonic immediate action. 
The ARRE. could lie a powerful organization if it 
were managed in the right way. 

-Edward R. Sherman, Jr., 
North Attleboro, Mass. 

(You will find the fight continued on our 
National QSO page. We sincerely hope that the 
amateurs will take up the fight and make the ARRL 
what it ought to be . . . for the ham! Ed.) 

I take six radio mags (five now). Here's my 
reaction to combined July issue. Four Stars - 
your color cover; Radiopix; Not For Rebroad. 
cast: Letters to the Editor and at least three 
articles, Radio Lands the Plane, Radio Weather- 
man, and Chatham Radio Guards the Sea. Three 
Stars- Within Earshot, Shortwave Time Table. 
National OSO Page. One Star -Short Wave 
Flashes. 

J. F. Satterthwaite, 
Toledo. Ohio. 

(Thanks a lot. But we feel badly that we 
didn't rate 4 with our own column. Hi! Ed.) 

I am writing to congratulate you on the value 
of RADIO News. Your magazines are entertain- 
ing, being both human and educational and in 
every way matching up to the standard which the 
world expects from American publications. 

-E. L. M. Brown. 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England. 

(Thank you, Mr. Brown. But you have given 
us rather large order go fill. Ed.) 

Too often when we are at our keys and mikes 
do we lose sight of the fact that Radio is a big 
thing, that it encompasses the most part of the 
civilized world. Its uses vary from the direction 
of ships over reefs to the lighting of glassware on 
some of our better bars. I. for one, am happy 
that RADIO NEWS brings all of the phases of 
radio to my door step every month. I am prepar. 
ing for a career, and want to get into radio. With 
your fine book at hand, I can see the entire scope 
of the field and ant therefore better able to judge 
where I shall eventually fit. 

T. V. HOLLEY. 
Chicago, Ill. 

(Thank you, Mr. Holley, for your letter. Ed.) 
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This simple one tube rig is capable of fine DX. The complete transmitter connected to its power supply for desk top mounting. 

One Tube Transmitter 
MANY so- called "beginners" or "low 

power" transmitters are too ex- 
pensive for lean pocketbooks. This 

one tube C. W. transmitter, however, costs 
no more than a four tube receiver. It is 
easy to build and, thanks to the efficiency 
of the type 61.6 "beam power" tube, has an 
output of twenty watts. As many amateurs 
know, twenty watts in a good antenna 
means a range of a thousand miles, with 
always the chance of greater DX. 

The circuit used ill the transmitter is a 

modification of that of the famous Frank 
C. Junes regenerative oscillator. In this 
circuit, a built -in antenna coupler has been 
added, staking it easy to tune the transmit- 
ter to an antenna without -the use of pick- 
up coils or external tuning condensers. The 
transmitter is powered with a power pack 
made up from inexpensive parts of the 
type used for replacement in broadcast sets. 

The first step in building the transmitter 
is to make a "baseboard." This consists 
of a black crackle finished composition 
panel (panels of this type are sold under 
several trade names -they are made of a 

material similar to "pressed wood" which 
may be used instead) which is mounted on 
small wood cleats. Then the two socket 
holes are cut in the panel with a circle 
cutter or a coping saw. Drilling the holes 
for mounting the sockets, insulators, and 
binding posts completes the work on the 
panel. 

once the parts are mounted, the next 
job is wiring. All leads above the panel 
are made with stiff Xo. 14 wire. Wiring 
underneath the panel is done with solid 
hookup wire, preferably of the kind which 
has "spaghetti" insulation. Arrangement 
of the parts underneath the panel is not 
important so long as the various leads are 
kept short. The parts are small and can be 
supported by their tinned leads. 

The self- supporting coil for the trans- 
mitter is homemade. The first step is to 
wrap a small sheet of celluloid, which may 
be obtained at a harness or a luggage re- 
pair shop. around a cardboard tube so that 
the ends overlap half an inch or so. Then 
the coil is wound over the celluloid and 
"doped" with clear lacquer. When the coil 
is dry, the cardboard form may be torn out. 
The ends of the coil are secured with china 
cement. When this is hard, the coil is 

by STANLEY JOHNSON, W9LBV 
Grand Island, Nebraska 

For general QRR or standby use and also for the beginner 
to start into the ham game with, this transmitter is just right. 

trimmed to the proper dimensions with a 

sharp knife. 
The power supply is built up on a 

pressed wood panel in much the sane fash- 
ion as is the transmitter. The length of 
the various leads in the power supply is not 
important hut it is necessary to use good 
insulation, as there will he considerable 
"fireworks" if the high voltage leads touch 
each other. 

Check the wiring carefully before con- 
necting the power supply to the transmitter. 
One wise precaution is to test the filament 
voltage with a 6.3 volt dial light bulb. The 
bulb should light brightly when the power 
supply leads are touched to it. The high 

6L6 CD 
70 0147. 
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The circuit of the one tuber. 

R,- 100,000 ohms 1 w. 
R..- 10,000 ohms 50 w. 
R;,- 50,000 ohms 2 w. 
R,-20.000 ohm, IO w. 
RFC -2 /z mh. RF choke 125 ma. 
C, -.000s mid. mica 
C ,-.004 mid. mica 
Cs-.002 mid. mira C,- .00014 mid. variable 
C ,..- .000365 mid. variable 
Li -Te,, turns of number 16 DCC wire. Inside 

diameter 2 inches. See text. 

voltage leads from the power supply should 
be "color coded" by twisting a bright col- 
ored piece of wire around them so that 
there will be no danger of connecting the 
high voltage leads to the "heater" binding 
posts and burning out the tube by mistake. 

Before considering hów to tune the trans- 
mitter. something should be said about crys- 
tals and transmitting antennas. In a trans- 
mitter of this type, as much power as pos- 
sible must be taken from a crystal oscil- 
lator, a good crystal is absolutely necessary. 
The "AT.' "low drift," or "LD -2." cuts 
are recommended. Such a crystal, with 
holder, may cost almost five dollars-mak- 
ing it the most expensive item in the trans- 
mitter. A transmitting crystal which os- 
cillates strongly and will follow keying is 
an excellent investment, probably seeing 
years of service in many different trans- 
mitters, hut a crystal of the "bargain" va- 
riety may cause no end of trouble. 

The impedance matching system used in 
the transmitter works best with a single 
wire antenna. This type of antenna is much 
easier to erect than the more complicated 
variety with two wire feeder systems so it 
has much to recommend it for the beginner. 
The antenna may be either the "end fed 
hertz' or the "single wire fed hertz." The 
first of these is the simplest, consisting of 
a single wire a half or a full wave length 
long. For example, an end fed hertz for 
forty meters consists of a wire 66 feet (one 
half wave length) or 133 feet (a full wave 
length) long. The length is measured from 
the antenna post on the transmitter to the 
insulator at the far end of the antenna. 
The antenna may be bent and one end of it 
brought down for a lead in. 

The single wire fed hertz consists of a 

half wave antenna with a single wire feeder 
connected a short distance off center. The 
dimensions for this type of antenna are 
quite critical and the builder is advised to 
consult either of the current amateur hand- 

(Continued on pogo 71) 
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WORLD SHORT WAVE TIME -TABLE 
Compiled by the Editors of RADIO NEWS 

Hours of transmission for the World's Short Wave Broadcast Stations 

HOURS OF TRANSMISSION 
EASTERN STANDARD TIME 

HOURS OF TRANSMISSION 
Wave- 

length 
M.,ev LetHn 

Frequency 
. Country 

13.93 13.93 
GSJ 

21540 Pittsburgh, P. 
13.93 

W8XK 
21530 Daventry, England 

13.94 W2XE 21520 New York, X. Y. 
13.97 GSH 21470 Daventry, England 
13.99 DJS 21450 Zeesen, Germany 
15.77 HS8PJ 19020 Bangkok, Siam 
16.86 GSG 17790 Daventry, England 
16.87 W3XAL 17780 Bound Brook, N. J. 
16.88 PHI2 17770 Huizen, Holland 
16.89 DJE 17760 Zeesen, Germany 
19.56 DJR 15340 Zeesen, Germany 
19.57 H 2XAD 15330 Schenectady, N. Y. 
19.60 GSP 15310 Daventry, England 
19.62 T.RU 15290 Buenos Aires, Arg. 
19.63 DJQ 15280 Zeesen, Germany 
19.65 \\ 2 E 15270 New York, X. Y. 
19.66 GSI 15260 Daventry, England 
19.68 TPA2 15243 Pontoise, France 
19.71 PCJ2 15220 Flttizen, Holland 
19.72 W8XK 15210 Pittsburgh. Pa. 
19.74 15180 Zeesen, 

England 19.76 GSO 15180 Daventry. England 
19.79 JZK 15160 Nazaki, Japan 
19.82 GSF 15140 Daventry. England 
19.84 HVJ 15121 Vatican City 
19.85 DJL 15110 Zeesen, Germany 
19.88 RKI 15090 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
20.04 LZA 14970 Sofia, Bulgaria 
20.64 HBj 14535 Geneva, Switzerland 
22.00 SPW 13635 Warsaw, Poland 
24.52 TFJ 12235 Reykjavik, Iceland 
25.00 RXE 12000 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
25.24 TPA3 11885 Pontoise, France 
25.27 W8XK 11870 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
25.34 OLR4A 11840 Podebrady. Czech. 

\V 2.36 9XAA 11830 Chicago, III. 
23.36 W2XE 11830 New York, N. Y. 
25.42 IZJ 11800 Nazaki, Japan 
25.42 DJO 11800 Zeesen, Germany 
25.45 \VIXAL 11790 Boston, Mass. 
25.49 DJD 11770 Zeesen, Germany 
25.51 OLR4B 11760 Podebrady, Czech 
25.53 GSD 11750 Daventry, England 
25.58 CTRX 11720 Winnipeg, Canada 
25.60 T''A4 11713 Pontoise, France 
223.60 CR7BH 11718 Lourenzo, Alargues 
25.62 HJ4ABA 11710 Medellin, Colombia 
25.63 S P 11705 Motala, Sweden 
25.64 HPSA 11700 Panama, Pana. 
26.01 SPD 11535 Warsaw. Poland 

56.24 HBO 11402 
Havana, Cuba 

tzerland 
26.60 II1N 11280 Trujillo, D. R. 
27.17 CSW 11040 Lisbon, Portugal 
29.04 ORK 10330 Ruysselede. Belgium 
29.35 PSH 10220 Rio de Janeiro. Brazil 
30.43 EAO 9860 Madrid, Spain 
30.31 TR 9830 Rome. Italy 
,10.81 CSW 9737 Lisbon, Portugal 
31.06 LRX 9660 Buenos Aires. Argentina 
31.09 

CS2AA 
9650 Nicaragua 

31.09 9650 Lisbon, 
Managua, 

31.10 HFI3W 9645 Porteau- Prince, Haiti 
31.14 12R03 9635 Rome, Italy 
31.20 HJIABP 9616 Cartagena, Colombia 
31.25 RAN 9600 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
31.28 VK6ME 9590 Perth, Australia 
31.28 W3XAU 9590 Philadelphia, Pa. 
31.28 VK2ME 9590 Sydney. Australia 
31.28 PCJ 9590 Huizen, Holland 
31.28 HP5J 9590 Panama City, Pana. 
31.32 GSC 9580 Daventry, England 
31.32 VKVLR 9580 Lyndhurst. Australia 
31.33 HIT2ABC 9573 Cucuta, Colombia 
31.35 R IXK 9570 Millis, Mass. 
31.38 DIA 9560 Zeesen, Germany 
31.40 TÍPG 9559 San Jose. C. R. 
31.41 W2XAD 9550 Schenectady, N. Y. 
31.42 OT.R3A 9550 Podebrady. Czech. 
31.42 XEFT 9550 Veracruz. Mexico 
31.45 

D 
9540 Zeesen, Germany 

N 31.48 9530 Schenectady, Ger a. Y. 
31.48 I.KJl 9530 Norway 
31.49 ZBW3 9525 Hong Kong. China 
31.55 GSB 9510 Daventry, England 
31.55 HJU 9510 Buenaventura, Colom. 
3155 VK33IE 9510 Melbourne, Australia 
31.58 PRFS 9500 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
31.82 COCH 9428 Havana, Cuba 
32.12 OAX4J 9330 Lima, Peru 
33.32 COBZ 9030 Havana, Cuba 
34.62 COD( 8665 Camaguey. Cuba 
38.48 HIIP 7797 Geneva, Switzerland 
43.48 HI3C 6900 La Romana, D. R. 
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WORLD SHORT WAVE TIME -TABLE 
Compiled by the Editors of RADIO NEWS 

Hours of transmission for the World's Short Wave Broadcast Stations 

45 

HOURS OF TRANSMISSION 

8 9 40 11 

T _T T 
TH 

M 4 2 3 4 5 6 

TH 

v 
TH 

EASTERN STANDARD TIME 

Ware - 
length Call Frequency City 

1 Algiers Letters Ke. Country 
44.14 11111 6796 San Pedro, D. R. 
44.71 TIEP 6710 Sao Jose, Costa Rica 
45.22 IIC2RL 6635 Guayaquil. Ecuador 
45.25 HIT 6630 Trujillo. D. R. 
45.34 PRADO 6618 Riobamba. Ecuador 
45.80 14141) 6550 Trujillo, D. R. 
46.01 YV4RB 6520 Valencia, Venezuela 
46.08 1111. 6510 Trujillo, D. R. 
46.66 IIl1S 6430 Puerto Plata. D. R. 
46.85 YVSRH 6400 Caracas, Venezuela 
46.91 1118Q I8Q 6395 Trujillo, D. R. 
47.10 YVSRF 6375 Caracas, Venezuela 
47.12 YV1RH 6360 Maracaibo, Venezuela =1 47.24 HRPI 6350 San Pedro Sula, Hu,ul. 
47.77 HI(, 6280 Trujillo. D. R. 
47.77 COBB 6280 Cancti Spiritus, Cuba 
48.05 HIN 6243 Trujillo, D. R. 
48.15 OAX4G 62.30 Lima, Peru 
48.19 FIJIABH 6225 Cienaga. Colombia 
48.50 HIIA 6185 Santiago, D. R. 
48.62 OAXIA 6170 Chiclayo, Peru 
48.70 XEXA 6160 Mexico, D. F. Mexico 
48.72 YV5RD 6158 Caracas. Venezuela 
48.78 CJRO 6150 Winnipeg, Canada 
48.78 VE9CL 6150 Winnipeg. Canada 
48.78 11J2ABA 6150 Tunja, Colombia 
48.78 HJSABC 6150 Cali. Colombia 
48.82 1I,4ABE 6145 Medellin, Colombia 
48.86 \\8XK 6140 Pittsburgh, Pa. S S 48.88 t'R7AA 6137 Lourenzo Marques, A. 
48.94 I.KJI 6130 Jeloy. Norway 
48.94 VE91IX 6130 Halifax, N. S. 
48.94 COCO 6130 Havana, Cuba 
48.96 II 3ABX 6122 Bogota, Colombia 
49.00 II IABB 6120 Barranquilla. Colom. 
49.00 \\'2XE 6120 New York, N. Y. 
49.18 YTC 6100 Belgrade, Yugoslavia 
49.18 \V3XAL 6100 Bound Brook, N. J. 
49.18 W9XF 6100 Chicago, Ill. 
49.20 ZRJ 6098 Johannesburg, Africa 
49.26 CRCX 6090 Toronto, Canada 
49.30 11 SARD 6085 Cali, Colombia 
49.31 II 3ABF 6084 Bogota. Colombia 
49.32 VO7L0 6083 Nairobi. Kenya, Afr. 
49.34 HPSF 6080 Colon. Panama 
49.34 \V9XAA 6080 Chicago, III. 
49.34 ZIIJ 6080 Penang. S. S. 
49.42 YVIRE 6070 Maracaibo, Venez. 
49.46 SILO 6065 Motala, Sweden \ 49.50 \\'8XAL 6060 Cincinnati. Ohio 
49.50 \\'3XAIJ 6060 Philadelphia. Pa. 
49.59 IIJ3ABD 6050 Bogota, Colombia 
49.59 1119ß 6050 Trujillo. D. R. 
49.05 IIJIABG 6042 Barranquilla. Colom. 
49.67 WIXAL 6040 Boston, Mass. 
49.67 YDA 6040 Tanjong Prink, Java 
49.75 (11.R2ß 6030 Podebrady. Czech. 
49.75 lII'SB 6030 Panama City, Panama 
49.79 IIJIABJ 6025 Santa Maria. Colombia 
49.83 DJC 6020 Zeesen, Germany 
49.83 XECW 6020 Veracruz. Mexico 
49.88 XEWT 6015 Mexico, D. F., Mexico 
49.90 1IJ3ABH 6012 Bogota, Colombia 
49.92 COCO 6010 Ilavana, Cotta 
49.96 CFCX 6005 Montreal. Canada _ 49.96 HPSK 6005 Colon, Panama 
50.00 XEBT 6000 Mexico, D. F., Mexico 

5 50.17 IIIX 5980 Trujillo, D. R. 
50.25 HTN 5970 Bogota. Colombia 
50.26 11\ J 5969 Vatican City - 50.42 Y \'SRC 5950 Caracas, Venezuela 
50.50 TG2X 5940 Guatemala City, Goa. 
50.72 III12S 5915 Port -au.l' rince, Haiti 
50.76 IIRN 5910 Tegucigalpa. Honduras 
50.85 YV3RA 5900 Barquisimeto. \'enea. 
51.15 11I1J 5865 San Pedro, D. R. 
51.46 TIGYH 5830 Alma Tica, Costa Rica 
51.90 OAX4D 5780 Lima, Peru 

HOURS OF TRANSMISSION 

8 9 10 14 N 4 2 3 4 5 6 
S 

\ \.\ 

IN NMI NI IN OMEN \ -Nm 
IMPS \INERiN(iMS 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

S- Sunday Th- Thursday 

M- Monday F- Friday 

T- Tuesday SA- Saturday 

W- Wednesday SS- Saturday, Sunday 

-Daily 
LU -Irregular 

-Daily 
Except Sunday p -Daily 
Except Saturday, Sunday 
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%Fli4SX, 
BY CHARLES A. MORRISON 

and JOHN D. CLARK 

F 
JNCH month this department features 

flashes from the world of short 
wave, setting forth the very latest 

ncscs concerning new stations, changes in 
frequency, schedule, and outstanding DX 
broadcasts. This is information that has 
been received after the issue has gone to 
press. 

In order to give complete and useful in- 
formation, two authorities on short wave 
conduct this column. Charles A. Morrison 
supplies information of interest to readers 
everywhere in his section entitled Short 
Wave Flashes- General. All frequencies 
in Mr. Morrison's column are in megacycles 
and all time is Eastern Standard Time. 

John D. Clark conducts his column spe- 
cifically for short wave listeners residing 
on the Pacific Coast, where reception dif- 
fers considerably from the rest of the 
United States east of the Rockies. Mr. 
Clark's data is based on reports from 
listeners in all parts of the Pacific Coast 
area. In this section of Short Wave 
Flashes entitled Short Waves for West 
Coast DX'ers, all frequencies are also 
given in megacycles but all time is Pacific 
Standard Time, for the West Coast short 
wave listeners. 

SHORT WAVE FLASHES -GENERAL 
by CHARLES A. MORRISON 

(All Times are EASTERN STANDARD) 

Program from Floating Broadcasting Station 

DATE: Thursday. September 1, from 2:15 
a.m. to 2:45 a.m. EST . STATION: 951í 
(6.01) abroad the 51 /V Kortmbla, enroute from 
Sydney, to Freemantle, Australia. 

Norsk Fransk Polar Ekspedisjon, 1938 
Roy DeMent, of Plainview, Texas, writes that 

Jess Tillier, radio operator for the Norsk Fransk 
Polar Ekspedisjon. which will gather meteorologi- 
cal data in the Far North. left Madison, Wiscon. 
sin. early in July for the long boat trip to Dan - 
markshavn, North East Greenland, from which 
point the expedition will proceed as far north by 
boat as the ice permits and eventually establish 
the main -base camp. and base -camp radio station 
at ingalfs -fjord (80° 30, N and 17° W). 

An advance camp will be established on the 
edge of Peary Land at about 82° N and 29° W. 
These camps will use shortwave radio for inter- 
communication as well as contact with the outside 
world. Schedules will be kept at 2:00 a.m. and 
8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. and 8 p.m. Reception 
reports can be sent to Willy Knutsen Og Comte 
Gaston Micard, Ssalbardkontoret. Oslo, Norway. 

New Short -Ways Stations 
(On the Air) 

CHINA -XGJ (11.68). Ho,,kore. announcing as 
the "Official Voice of China." broadcasts war news 
in German, French and English, daily from 7:00 
to 7:30 a.m. Send reports to P. O. Box 90, Han - 
kmy 

Fl.VLA.VD -OFE (11.78), Lahti. operates daily 
from 3:05 a.ns. to 1:05 p.m. and OFD (9.5), 
Lahti, operates daily from 1:15 to 6:00 p.m. (An- 
other transmitter to operate on 15.19, and 17.8, 
will be inaugurated in October). Station is an- 
nounced as "Lahti. Suomi" and also in English 
every hour. Send all reports to the Finnish Broad- 
casting Company, Helsinki, Finland. 

INDIA -VUE3 (15.16), Delhi, comes on air 
nightly at 8:30 p.m., with chimes, followed by a 
clock striking seven times (a.m. in Delhi). The 
opening announcement is "Good morning every- 
body. This is All -India Radio calling you from 
Delhi." Hindustani musical selections and songs 
follow and the news in English is given at 1015 
p.m. The signal is very strong at the start but 
fades rapidly after 9:30 p.m. 

SWITZERLAND- Eugene Reinhard of Locust, 
New Jersey, writes that the new Swiss Govern- 
ment Station is radiating test programs nightly, 
for South America, from 6:45 to 7:45 p.m. on 
15.36, and for North America. from 8:00 to 9:00 
p.m. on 1L865. Reports should he sent to Schwei- 
zerische Telegraph Verwaltung, Berne. 

VENEZUELA - YV4RA (5.81), first heard 
testing on June 22nd, announced as "Radio Valen- 
cia' in Spanish, French and English, and re- 
quested reports. 

(Under Construction) 
ALASKA - Catholic Society of Alaska, Holy 

Cross, has been granted a construction permit for 
a transmitter to operate on a frequency of 5.137 
megs, between 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. with a 
power of 20 watts, and on a frequency of 3.092, 
with a ]tower of 16 watts. 

FRANCE -Near the end of the year, the first 
broadcasts will be made from the new 100 to 200 
kw government short-wave transmitter now under 
construction at Essarts-le-Roi, near Paris. 

GREECE -A 10 kw shortwave transmitter is 
being constructed near Athens. 

INDIA -New short -wave transmitters now un- 
der construction at Calcutta, Madras, and an ad- 
ditional one at Delhi, will soon be in operation. 

ITALY -By the end of the year, the new short- 
wave center, which will include two new 100 kw 
transmitters, a new 50 kw transmitter, and in- 
crease in power from 25 to 40 kw for the present 
two transmitters. will be completed. In the mean- 
time, two 2 kw experimental transmitters, which 
operate irregularly, as 2R06 on 17.82, and 2R05 
on 15.3, are being used for test purposes. 

TRIPOLITA.\'IA -A new transmitter now be- 
ing constructed in the Za,cur oasis, will be corn - 
pleted soon, and is, to be officially inaugurated on 
October 28, 1938. 

Notes of Interest 
BRITISH GCIA.\A - The British Guiana 

United Broadcasting Company, Ltd., has acquired 
control of short -wave stations VP3BG and 
\-P3MR. Charles E. Kellman, former manager of 
VP3BG, has been appointed director of the new 
company. 

CHILE -The unidentified Santiana station, 
which August Balbi of Los Angeles, Calif., is hear- 
ing on 11.85, daily from 7:00 to 10:30 p.m. :may 
be CBI185, the new station which was reported in 
this column as under construction, some time ago. 

COLOMBIA -HJU (9.51) Buenaventura, has 
either gone off the air or is broadcasting very 
irregularly. 

COSTA RICA -Neither TIE', nor TIRCC. of 
San Jose, verify direct reception reports anymore. 

CUBA - Simultaneously with the increase in 
power of broadcast station CMQ of Havana to 50 
kw, short -wave station COCA (9.725), will go to 
5 kw power. 

DENMARK-02F (9.52), Skandcbak, has been 
heard testing and signing -off near 7:20 a.m. sev- 
eral times of late. OZH (15.165), was heard on 
Sunday, June 19th, from 12:20 to 1:30 p.m. at 
which time the station left the air. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -H14D and HIBQ 
of Trujillo City, and H18J of Las Vegas, are all 
believed to be off the air. 

ENGLAND-CBE (11.86), is being used for 
experimental tests to Australia in the early morn- 
ings. If these prove satisfactory the station will be 
placed on a regular schedule basis. 

FRANCE -TPB12 (9.55) of Paris, is now ra. 

dialing the 1:00 to 4:00 a.m. broadcast formerly 
radiated by TPB11 (9.57). 

GUATEMALA -TG25 (5.713), is the portable 
call for TGS of Guatemala City. 

HAWAII -KHE (17.95) of Kahakn, may often 
be heard in the afternoons and evenings making 
modulation tests with native Hawaiian recordings. 

JAPAN- Japanese baseball games may be heard 
over JVH (14.6) of \'acaki, almost every Sun. 
day morning to 1:00 a.m. or later. 

JAVA - YDB (15.3) of Socrabafa, is being 
heard nightly from 12:30 to 2:00 a.m. on the Pa- 
cific coast. The "Hier is de NIROM of Batavia" 
serves as a positive identification. 

KENYA COLONY -VQ7LO of Nairobi, was 
heard by Roger Legge of Philadelphia, Penna.. at 
9:00 p.m., on an announced frequency of 10.73, 
while broadcasting a program of native music for 
the NBC. The operator gave the call as 
"VQ7LO- telephone call \'QG" 

MA.VCHOUKUO - John DeMyer of Lansing, 
Michigan, one of the first North American dx'ers 
to receive a verification of THE (10.065), direct 
from Hsinking, reports that he also received eight 
very modernistic and highly colored scenic postal 
cards, picturing the radio stations in Hsinking, 
Mukden, Harbin and Dairen -each decorated with 
red and green ribbons. 

NORWAY-The Jeloy short -wave station, oper- 
ating daily on 9.526. is now rising the call LEC. 

PERU -"Radio Rancho Grande" (12), Trujillo, 
seems to have gone off the air. 

PORTUGAL -CSW (9.74), Lisbon, heard un- 
til 10:00 p.m. some days, is operating irregularly 
at present. 

SOUTH AFRICA - ZRH (6.007), is coning 
through quite well these days on the daily 11:45 
p.m. to 12:45 a.m. schedule. 

STRAITS SETTLEMENT-ZHJ, Penang. op- 
erating on 6.057, is being heard remarkably well 
in California, daily except Sundays from 6:40 to 
8:40 a.m. Ashley Walcott of San Francisco, 
states that Singapore stations ZIIO and ZIIP are 
apparently not operating regularly. ZHP (9.53), 
was heard testing once or twice near 9 :30 a.m. 
but ZHO (6.012) has not been heard at all. 

SWITZERLAND-HBO (11.402), and HBL 
(9.345), have been conducting tests with Mexico, 
frequently near 11:30 p.m. 

U. S. A. -The following stations of Aeronauti- 
cal Radio, Inc.. have been granted permission to 
operate provisionally on 12.165: EEC', Burbank, 
Calif.; \VCCG, Chicano; \ \'NAO, Newark, N. J.; 
KFO, Oakland, Calif.; KVO, Portland, Ore., and 
KQD, Salt Lake City. 

Transmissions of Interest 
Daily -12:45 to 1:45 p.m., program by the 

Palma de Oro Marimba Band, over TGWA 
(15.17), GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA; 
8:30 to 9:00 p.m., latest musical hits and jokes in 
English, conducted by George Williams, over 
HPI, (9.604), PANAMA CITY, PANAMA; 
10:00 to 11:00 p.m., National Hour of Guatemala, 
over TGWA (9.685), TG2 (6.21), TG2X (5.94) 
and TGQA (6.4) 

Sundays -12 midnight to 12:30 a.m., "Hawaii 
Calls," over KQH (14.92) or KHE (17.95) of 
KAHUKU, HAWAII; 7:30 to 9:00 p.m., Lewi. 
sohn Stadium Concerts, over \V2XE (11.83) of 
NEW YORK CITY. 

Tuesdays -6:30 to 7:00 p.m., variety programs 
in Spanish and Portuguese for Latin listeners, 
conducted by Laura Suarez, over \Y3XAL (17.78) 
of BOUKDEROOK, NEW JERSEY. 

Revised Schedules 
AUSTRALIA- \ -K2IIE (9.59), Sydney, Sun- 

days, 12 midnight to 2:00 a.m., 4:30 to 8:30 a.m., 
and 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

BRITISH HONDURAS -ZIK2 (10.6), Belize, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 1:30 to 1:45 
p.m., and 8:30 to 8:45 p.m. 

E.VGLA. \'D -GSG (17.79), 12 mid. to 2:15 
a.m., 5:45 to 8:50 a.m., 9 a.m. to noon, 12:20 
p.m. to 6:00 p.m., 6:20 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 

HOLLAND-P1412 (17.77), Huicen, weekdays 
7:25 to 9:30 a.m. and Sundays 6:25 to 9:30 a.nt.; 
PCJ2 (15.22), Huicen, Tuesdays 12:30 to 2:00 
a.m. and Wednesdays 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.; PCJ 
(9.59), Hnicc,t, Sundays, 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.; 
(alternate Sundays), 1:25 to 1:40 p.nu.; 7:00 to 
8:00 p.m. and 8:25 to 9:25 p.m.; Tuesdays 1:45 
to 2:00 p.m., 2:10 to 3:40 p.m. and 7:00 to 10:30 
p.m.; Wednesdays 7:00 to 9:00 p. m. 

U. S. A. -\ \IXK (9.57), Boston, Mass., daily 
5:00 a.m. to midnight; \Y3XAL, Bou,dbrook, New 
Jersey, daily, on 17.78, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to 
Europe, and 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. to l.atin 
America; on 6.1. 8:00 p.m. to midnight, to Latin 

(Continued on page 59) 
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Under chassis view shows professional wiring job. 

TiiI: radio station where a great num- 
ber of outside pick -ups forni a large 
part of the daily operations schedule, 

mast be equipped with not only a sufficient 
quantity, but also quality type, of ampli- 
fiers. Commercial amplifiers meet practi- 
cally every demand of a broadcaster, 
however to be equipped with an adequate 
number is rather costly. The amplifiers 
illustrated and described here have given 
faultless service at WBNY for over one 
year. 

The circuit shown was used in the am- 
plifier illustrated here. The first two stages 
using 6J7's as pentodes with a 6F6 work- 
ing as a triode in the output. The input 
channels are 250 ohms and the output is 
500 ohms working into a 5 I)B pad to cut 
clown line reflection. The main gain varies 
in steps of 2 DB from 0 P to 40 1)B. The 
volume indicator can be attenuated from 
minus 10 1)B to plus 6 D. also in 2 DB 
steps. The frequency response is plus or 
minus 1 DB from 40 to 10,000 cycles. 
The overall gain including mixers and out- 
put pad is about 105 DB. The hum level 
is down 50 DB at zero level, loaded. The 
filament drain is .9 amps and the B battery 
drain is 25 mils. 

The front panel and chassis is constructed 
from 14 and 16 gauge aluminum, resp. The 
front panel is cut 19" long and 9" high. 
The chassis is bent from one piece as shown 
in Fig. 4, the top of chassis is 6" and bent 
down for 4 ". The sides of chassis are then 
cut in the shape shown in sketch, being 6" 
wide with the sides parallel to 4" and 
tapered to the 9" mark to fit behind the 
front panel. All these parts are then fas- 
tened together with angle brackets. As 
shown in sketch, 8 such angle brackets will 
be necessary. Ready made %" tapped 6 -32 
brackets will solve this problem perfectly. 

Obviously it is much easier to drill all 
necessary boles in panel and chassis as 
shown in sketch and then assemble the 
parts. After chassis has been assembled 
the tube sockets are mounted in a piece of 

Cus., n 

c 

Construction details of chassis. 

dri 

A Practical 
Remote Amplifier 

by ROBERT W. CARLSON 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

Many a small broadcast station could use a remote amplifier 
described by the author. Any serviceman or ham can build it. 

Front panel controls enable easy operation. 

aluminum 2" wide and 6" long, which can 
be cut from the waste from the chassis. 
This cradle like element is then fastened to 
chassis directly below the holes cut in 
chassis to allow tubes to pass. The cradle 
is mounted with I" 6 -32 machine screws 
which are inserted in sponge rubber wash- 
ers on either side of the cradle and on the 
top of the chassis. 

The tubes will then be free from me- 
chanical jars that may cause undesirable 
microphonics in the first stages. With the 
transformers mounted in positions shown in 
Fig. 3, the microphone receptacle and hat - 
tery plugs are mounted on the back of 
chassis as also shown in same picture. 

Wiring is conventional, with care taken 
to shield all the grid leads and the plate 

leads from the coupling condenser. The 
placement of the parts in the under chassis 
is largely a matter of choice, keeping in 
mind that the shorter the leads the less 
trouble to be encountered. 

After wiring has been completed the 
gains can be mounted and connected to 
proper channels, running temporary battery 
leads the amplifier can be checked for op- 
eration with a pair of phones. Now that 
everything is OK the batteries can be 
mounted on either side by the use of a 
large U clamp made from a piece of the 
14 gauge aluminum or, if you are more am- 

Rear view shows ease of servicing the unit. 

bilious, a piece of iron. It is drilled to 
pass a 10 -32 machine screw and with bat- 
teries in position it can be fastened to side 
of amplifier. The amplifier can then be 
checked with an open microphone in the 
circuit and the output compared to other 

(Continued on page 69) 

III 

TO MIXERS 

COÑÑÉCTIÓÑ 

TOAC 

1i1i1i1+ INTERNAL'S' BATT'S. ?J 
eATT. 

OPTIONAL SWITCHING CIRCUIT 

Circuit of the remote amplifier. 
Beal 

C1-20 mjd. 25v. RI -.5 meg. 
C -10 mid. 50v. R -.5 meg. C,-8 mid. 200v. Rr -1250 ohms 
Cs -.1 mjd. 400v. Rs-10,000 ohms 
C -20 mjd. 25v. R;- 50,000 ohms 
Co-10 mid. 50v. R,.-.25 meg. 
C -8 mjd. 200". R-.5 meg. Pot. 
Cs -.I rule/. 400v. RI -2.000 ohms 
C,-20 mjd. 25v. R,- 10,000 ohms 
C, -1 mjd. 400v. RI"- 50,000 ohms 

R -.25 meg. 
RI -.25 meg. 
Rut -1,000 ohms 
R14 -2.000 ohms 

All Weston Precision 
wire wound 

R, 5-410 ohms 
R1n -515 ohms 

RI -649 ohms 
Rln -817 ohms 
Rut -1,028 ohms 
Rs., -1,249 ohms 
R_, -1.630 ohms 
R; -2,052 ohms 
T, -UTC A -10 
Te -3,000 ohm choke 
T -UTC 4.24 
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E. E., New York City, N. Y.: Recently 

I had a peculiar echo effect on a pro- 
gram tuned in from a distant station. 
Please explain the reason for this con- 
dition. 

Answer: An echo effect of a DX 
program is not uncommon and is ex- 
plained by the fact that the same pro- 
gram or signal arrives at your set by 
two different routes. The longer route 
or distance that the signal has to travel 
is the repeat or echo. The signal would 
have to corne from a far distant station 
to produce a noticeable echo effect. 

J. D., Scarsdale, N. Y.: I am having 
considerable difficulty with radio inter- 
ference. I have checked all outlets, 
lamps, antennas and other possible 
sources for the trouble but cannot locate 
it. The trouble seems to be confined to 
myself and my next door neighbor. 
What would you advise. 

Answer: Consult a radio serviceman, 
preferably one that specializes on the 
elimination of radio interference. As 
there are 1001 different kinds of radio 
interference it is really a separate serv- 
ice study and you will find by inquiry 
that some radio repairmen are specially 
equipped for this type of work. Another 
suggestion is to write your local power 
company. They generally have trained 
men to run down man made static. 

P. A. P., Detroit, Mich.: Please out- 
line a quick and easy way to determine 
if field current is being supplied to the 
speaker. 

Answer: Turn on the set and hold a 
screwdriver about 4" from the pole 
piece of magnet (small disc in center of 
cone) if current is present the pole piece 
will have strong attracting force for the 
screwdriver. If there is no attraction 
the field coil or leads to it may be open, 
grounded or short -circuited. 

R. D. D., Fort Wayne, Ind.: I have 
just built a simple power supply with a 
two sections choke and condenser filter. 
The plates of the rectifier tube get red 
hot. What's wrong? 

Answer: You letter would indicate 
that you have localized your trouble to 
the power unit. Check the filter con- 
densers you will undoubtedly find one of 
them defective and short- circuited. 

R. C. D., Rochester, N. Y.: I recently 
moved, and in my new location I am 
having considerable trouble with fad- 
ing and sudden changes in volume. 
Switching lights or electrical appliances 
on -or -off will cause the volume to 
pop -up with a big increase in volume 
and at other times fade out so that the 
program is almost inaudible. For the 
antenna, I am using a light socket aerial 
eliminator. Tubes are all O.K. 

Añswer: There are a number of con- 

ditions that could be responsible for 
your trouble. It would appear, how- 
ever, from your notes that your type of 
antenna is at fault. Using the light 
lines in this way, for an aerial, its effec- 
tive length can vary and cause erratic 
reception. Change to a good outdoor 
aerial. 

C. F., Oklahoma City, Okla.: In some 
sound installations, horns are used in 
conjunction with the regular dynamic 
type speaker. What is the purpose of 
this? 

Answer: Outdoor public- address 
systems usually employ this type of re- 
producer. It is directional and provides 
better carrying power. 

P. S. C., Bridgeport, Conn.: A friend 
of mine tells me that anyone can oper- 
ate a transceiver in the 5 -meter amateur 
band without the necessity of having 
any kind of a Government license. I 
understand that a license is required to 
operate any kind of a transmitter, on 
any band. Which is correct? 

Answer: You are correct and your 
friend is decidedly wrong. The U. S. 
Government requires not only that 
every transmitter be duly licensed but 
that it can be "on the air" only when 
operated by, or under the personal su- 
pervision of, a holder of an operator's 
license. Any attempt to operate any 
kind of a radio transmitter without both 
a station and operator's licenses makes 
a person subject to a heavy fine and im- 
prisonment. 

C. D., New York City, N. Y.: There 
are no markings to determine the posi- 
tive or negative terminals on my stor- 
age battery. Can you help? 

Answer: Corrosion usually forms to 
a greater extent on the positive termi- 
nal, also, in the majority of cases the 
larger post is the terminal and of course 
if you have a d.c. voltmeter at hand 
measure the voltage and with the plus 
side of the meter connected correctly to 
the positive terminal of the battery is 
the only way to obtain a reading. 

M. F., Philadelphia, Pa.: I would ap- 
preciate advice on where I can obtain a 
complete list of the Broadcast stations 
in the United States listed by both fre- 
quency and wavelength. 

Answer : The U. S. Broadcast list ar- 
ranged in the manner you desire is con- 
tained on page 542 of the March, 1938, 
issue of Radio News. 

T. A. M., Detroit, Mich.: I am going 
to Europe this summer and would like 
to visit the World Radio Convention. 
In what country is the convention to be 
held and what month? 

Answer: You are too late -the 1938 
World Radio Convention was held in 
Australia during the month of April. 

T. R. J., Brownsville, Texas: I have 
a radio of the small console type. Could 
I improve the quality of reproduction 
by taking the loudspeaker out of the 
console and placing it on a large baffle. 

Answer: If it is a modern receiver of 
standard make you will probably gain 
nothing by such a move. The reason 
is that today, manufacturers are match- 
ing loudspeakers to the cabinets. 

TECHNICAL BOOK 
& BULLETIN REVIEW 

RADIO, A STUDY OF FIRST PRINCIPLES, 
Third Edition, by E. E. Burns, 293 pages, 
size 6 x 8. Published by D. Van Nos - 
trand Company, Inc., 250 Fourth Avenue, 
New York City. 

The aim of this new book is to present 
the fundamentals of radio in the clearest 
and simplest explanatory manner in order 
to give the beginner in radio a mental pic- 
ture of the action that goes on in the vari- 
ous parts of a radio circuit. It is intended 
for schools, evening classes and home 
study and there is considerable material 
for the advanced worker who wishes to 
review the principles of radio. There are 
chapters on television including an expla- 
nation of the cathode -ray tube, the icono- 
scope, and the kinescope, covering the lat- 
est method of television transmission and 
reception. There is a suggested course of 
study with circuits for actual experiment 
and the book is so arranged that the stu- 
dent can carry forward his construction 
and experimental work parallel with his 
study of radio theory. 

HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR TUBE USES, by 
Raytheon Engineering Staff, 72 pages, size 
8% x 11. Price 50 cents. Published by 
Raytheon Production Corporation, 445 
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois. 

Here is a large size handbook for the 
amateur with special treatment on the nu- 
merous problems associated with the 
proper design of the modern transmitter. 
The information in the book permits the 
"Ham" to select the correct tubes for his 
requirements and to employ them to the 
best advantage. The manual lists a com- 
plete line of tubes with characteristics for 
every amateur requirement, also included 
are curves and graphs, etc. A feature of 
the book is the temperature color chart or 
color scale for comparing plate operating 
temperatures. 

RADIO SERVICE GUIDE, 32 pages. Price 
15 cents, size 8% x 11. Published by Thor - 
darson Electric Mfg. Co., 500 W. Huron 
St., Chicago, Illinois. 

This new manual, especially prepared for 
the serviceman, includes many helpful con- 
structional articles, charts, and service 
codes. Details are given for building a 
low -cost oscilloscope, a 10 -watt high -fidel- 
ity amplifier, a chapter on profit or loss, 
how to use meters, inventory hints, and 
other valuable subjects. 

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC. Radio - 
tron Division, Harrison, New Jersey. 

Two new publications have just been an- 
nounced, namely, the RCA Receiving Tube 
Characteristics Chart No. 127.5B and the 
RCA Air -Cooled Transmitting Tubes No. 
TT -100. The first one, on receiving tubes, 
presented in booklet form for convenience, 
contains operating specifications on all 
glass, glass -octal and metal type tubes. 
The booklet on transmitting tubes, classi- 
fies types according to triodes, tetrodes, 
pentodes, rectifiers and miscellaneous 

(Continued on paye 61) 
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Constructing 
A Wired Wireless 

by GUY FOREST 
Bradenfown, Florida 

A simple call system using signals transmitted over the reg- 
ular house lighting wires, is a unit which should appeal to 
every serviceman who has had a call for such an installation. 

WIRED wireless is the name given 
to radio transmission, not as it 
usually takes place through the air, 

but over a wire or pair of wires connect- 
ing the sending and receiving terminals. 
The beauty of the system is that existing 
wires, already erected and in use for other 
purposes. can be adapted. The expense of 
constructing and maintaining a separate 
line is unnecessary. Electric -light wires, 
telephone or telegraph wires. high- tension 
lines, and so on, can be utilized to carry 
the radio waves without in any way inter- 
fering with their regular use. Another 
name often applied to wired wireless is car- 
rier current -the idea being that the com- 
munication "hitches a ride" on the wires be- 
tween transmitter and receiver, using radio 
as a carrier. 

The outfit described here is wired wire- 
less boiled down to its simplest terms in 
the way of apparatus. All the installation 
necessary is to plug the sender into the 
light socket, and the receiver into another 
socket. The range is several thousand feet 
separation between sender and receiver. 
The circuit is laid out for communication 
by voice. or telephony, and also by key, or 
telegraphy. Either method may be worked 
interchangeably with the other, so that the 
layout is ideal for code practice. No li- 
cense is required since the transmissions 
are not put into an antenna and radiated. 

The assembly consists of a sending end 
and a receiving end. The former incorpor- 
ates a 6D6 oscillator with suppressor 
modulation directly from a single- button 
carton microphone; and an associated 
power unit with a 1 -v. rectifier. A similar 
power unit is fitted into the receiving end 
layout, where a 6F7 dual- purpose tube 
functions as a regenerative detector and 
one -step audio. As thus described, the as- 
sembly gives one -way telephone or tele- 
graph connection between points. To stake 
it two -way, it is necessary only to build the 
sending unit and the receiving unit in dupli- 
cate, and install one each alongside the re- 
spective power units. On the power units 
terminals are already laid for such opera- 
tion. 

Referring to the circuit diagrams, it will 
he seen that the power unit supplying the 
receiver has a resistance, R2, in the filter. 
If the layout is constructed for two -way, 
so that this power unit drives both a re- 
ceiver and a transmitter, R2 must be re- 
placed by a filter choke, LI. 

In the sending unit a 6D6 tube is wired 

into a unique oscillator circuit, which per- 
mits the oscillator itself to be deeply modu- 
lated with very simple audio equipment. An 
extra tube for modulator or amplifier is 
unnecessary. A single -button carbon mi- 
crophone plugs into the jack. J, in series 
with the flashlight -cell microphone battery 
and the primary of the microphone trans- 
former, T. The secondary of T connects 
to the suppressor of the 6D6. 

The oscillator works on about 390 kilo- 
cycles, determined by the inductance coil, 
L3, and the fixed mica condenser. C13. The 
output of the oscillator is coupled to the 
line by means of the coil IA and the con- 
densers C15 and C16. As much of the 
oscillating circuit as possible is mounted 
within the coil shield, as shown by the 
dotted lines on the diagram. The toggle 
switch, Sw, and the jack J for the micro- 
phone mount in holes through a small '4 -in. 
thick wood panel on the sending unit. 
lVhcn transmitting the DPST toggle switch 
is snapped ON ; and when listening, with 
it OFF, the B-f- voltage and the power - 
line coupling are cut from the sending unit. 

49 

The unit is compact and efficient. 

Details for all of the coils are given in the 
table. 

On the receiver the coupling from the 
line comes from the fixed condenser C9. It, 
with the portion of the coil included, peaks 
the pickup approximately to the working 
frequency. The .00035 -mfd. variable con- 
denser, C8, is the tuning control and the 
potentiometer, R5, is the regeneration con- 
trol. These two items mount on a 3% by 
6 -in. wooden panel fastened to the front 
of the unit. The tuning coil L2, the bypass 
condenser C5, and the grid leak and con- 
denser mount above the baseboard. The 
other parts are below. The pentode sec- 
tion of the 6F7 operates as the regenera- 
tive detector, with screen- voltage control. 
The output of the pentode is resistance - 
coupled to the grid of the triode section. 
It should be noted that the grid leak for 
the detector goes directly to the cathode, 
while the grid return for the triode ampli- 
fier arrives at the cathode through the bias 
resistor, R6. 

The photographs give an idea as to the 
placement of the parts, and of details not 

The circuit of he transmitter and receiver un'ts. 

R1-330 ohm, .3 amp. line cord 
R =30,000 ohm I w 
R=I megohm t/2 w 
R,-250,000 ohm 1/2 w 
R,- 250,000 ohm potentiometer 
R, -2,000 ohm I w 
R -1 megohm t/z w C C -8.8 mid. 200 v. electro. 
C;, -.01 mfd. 400 v. paper C,- .00025 mid. mica 
C:. -.25 mid. 400 Y. paper 
C, -10 mid. 25 v. electro. C- .00025 mid. mica C- .00035 mid. vari. 
Ca-.01 mid. 400 Y. paper L- Receiver tuning coil. 500 T, No. 32 E.W., 

tapped 20 turns from bottom, on 2 -in. diam 
eter by 5 -in. long insulating tubing. L- Transmitter tuning coil, 250 turns No. 32 
enamel wire, tapped at center, on P/4-in. di. 
ameter by 31/4-in long insulating tubing. 
Mounted onside shield can. 

L- Transmitter coup ing coil, 13 turns No. 32 
enamel wire, wan ,d on 2 layers of paper at 
center of L3 

R, -330 ohm .3 amp. R- 10,000 ohm I se 

R, -1,000 ohm I w 
C,a-10 mid. 25 v. electro. 
C11-.05 mid. 400 v. paper 
C,s-- .00015 mid. mica 
Ce, -.0005 mid. mica 
Cu- .00025 mid. mica 
C, -.2S mid. 400 v. paper 
C,,-.03 mid. 400 v. paper 
Sw -DPST toggle switch 
J -Jack 
B -Three flashlight cells in series 
T -Audio transformer, single -button microphone 

to grid 
Shield can -National 3 -in. diameter by 31/2 in. 

high 
L, -30 henry 50 mil. ch. 
C,Cs -8 -8 mid. 200 v. electro. 
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covered in the drawings. In the one -way 
layout the H -H terminals on the unoccu- 
pied side of the power pack are shorted 
with a jumper. This jumper is removed if 
and when the companion unit is placed 
alongside. 

For telegraphy the key is inserted in se- 
ries with the B+ lead to the sending unit, 
as noted on the circuit diagram. Reception 
is accomplished by the autodyne method, 
i.e., the receiving detector is made to oscil- 
late so as to give an audible beat note on 
the incoming signals. 

Better results usually will be had when 
the grounded wire in the 
power pack goes to the 
grounded wire of the 115 -v. 
:\C supply line. Try revers- 
ing the plugs of the power 
supplies, one at a time, and 
use them in the positions 
which give loudest signals. 
If desired, the plugs may be 
marked. 

There is not any differ- 
ence fundamentally between 
the "wired wireless" and the 
commercial call systems ex- 
cept that a greater amount 
of amplification is used to 
increase the audio response. 
If the constructor wishes to, 
he may add one or at most 
two stages of straight re- 
sistance or transformer cou- 
pled amplification. The 
switch should be so arranged 
that when using to talk, the 
stages are cut out and the 
set is worked straight as 
shown in the diagram. By 
cutting in fixed condensers 
more than one station may 
be used. 
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Chassis layout. 

Topside of the Wired Wireless. 

Underside view of the chassis. 

Radio Code Words Report Plane Positions 

S\ \f P S ON- Ebony -Nebo - Nomad - 
Silver" 

1f you are a short wave radio fan these 
words, and others that will sound just as 
strange, perhaps, will come wafting over 
the air waves to you. But do not be 
alarmed. An escaped lunatic from some 
asylum has not jumped his bearings and 
commandeered a radio station to haunt the 
airwaves. It will just be the pilots of 
American Airlines, Inc. reporting their po- 
sition under a new code recently devised 
for the reporting of position by radio - 
telephone. 

Instead of going into a long discourse 
over the air to the operator on the ground 
as to where he is flying, the pilot merely 
says the code word "Ebony" and the ground 
operator knows he is eastbound between 
Chicago and Detroit. If the pilot says 
"White" it means he is westbound between 
Detroit and Chicago. "Eagle" means he 
is eastbound between Cincinnati and \Wash- 
ington while "Shadow" informs the ground 
crew he is southbound between Boston 
and Newark. 

Listed below is the section and the new 
code names so if you short wave fans hear 

these words on the air in the future you 
will know what they mean : 

SECTION 

Newark-Montreal 

Dallas- Glendale 

Chicago- Detroit 

Detroit -Buffalo 

Buffalo- Newark 

Newark- Boston 

Cleveland- Boston 

COURSE -CODE NAMES 

Northbound: "Norway" 
Southbound: "Sampson" 
Eastbound: "Eno" 
Westbound: "Waco" 
Eastbound: "Ebony" 
Westbound: "White" 
Eastbound: "Endicott" 
\Vestbound: "Wilson" 
Eastbound : "Easton" 
Westbound: "Westlake" 
Northbound: "Novel" 
Southbound: "Shadow" 
Eastbound: "Elmore' 
Westbound: "Webster" 

Cleveland -Nashville Northbound: "Neutral" 
Southbound: "Simplex" 

Ft. Worth -Washing- Eastbound "Edward" 
ton Westbound: "Willow" 

Washington- Newark Northbound: "Nelson" 
Southbound "Senior" 

Chicago -Cincinnati Northbound : "Nebo" 
Southbound : "Slogan" 

CincinnatiWashing- Eastbound: "Eagle" 
ton Westbound: "Washington' 

Chicago -Ft. Worth Northbound: "Nomad" 
Southbound: "Silver" 

ON THE COVER WE 
HAVE .. . 

T ARRY LAZAR of 5490 So. Shore 
I Drive, Chicago, whose portable ad- 

dress is aboard the Nancy Ann III, Bel- 
mont Harbor, in the same city. 

Larry's call letters are W9i-iEZ and the 
normal hand in which he operates is the 
20 meter one. However, when on board 
the only ham frequency used is 1946 KC. 

The transmitter is also used under its 
ship's call letters of WNJL and operates 
on the usual Great Lakes frequencies of 
2118 KC and 2738 KC. Lazar is Chief 
Radioman, U. S. N. R. 

The lineup of this most interesting 
transmitter is an 807 crystal stage feeding 
an RCA 814 output tube which is run at 
50 watts. The modulators are a pair of 
809's in Class B, while the speech equip- 
ment consists of a crystal mike, 6J7 input, 
6F5 speech, two 6F6's in push -pull drivers. 
These in turn drive the modulators. 

The ship's antenna is a single wire about 
65' long, stretching from the stern to the 
bow. Power is furnished by a single gas- 
oline driven generator of 500 watts ca- 
pacity. 

The Nancy Ann 11I is a twin diesel en- 
gine, 62' yacht owned by Mr. Al Stein of 
Chicago, a radio enthusiast. 

One of the unusual features of the rig, 
when used on the ship's frequencies, is 
that it connects through the radio WAY, 
Lake Bluff, Illinois, into the ship -to -short 
radio system. Push -to -talk is required so 
that a "telephone" conversation can be 
carried on over the connected land wires. 

To receive a special RME 69 with spe- 
cial hands is used. Also the transmitter is 
of the completely band switching type, and 
no tuning adjustments are necessary to 
change from one band to another. 

Actually the range of the rig is from 
1700 kc to 30,000 kc without retuning any- 
where. This is accomplished by the turret 
coil and switching system. 

During tests conducted on the lakes, 
WNJL was in contact with Detroit from 
her dock position with less than 50 watts 
input to the final. Of course this was 
possible due to the lack of QRM so preva- 
lent on the ham bands. 

The cover is from a black and white 
photograph specially posed by Larry who 
simulated transmitting conditions, and was 
made by Henry F. Kroeger, Jr., of Chi- 
cago, with an 8 x 10 camera and one 850 
watt photo -flood lamp. 

-5Ó- 

Scoop! 
DON'T MISS 

FRANK C. JONES' W6AJF, 
Technical Editor, "RADIO" 

Article on 

"600 -watt Transmitter" 
in 

October 

RADIO NEWS 
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TWO NEW. 5 UPEN 
INSTRUMENTS 

E 

MOUNTED IN ONE COMPACT UNIT! 

FEATURES 
OF MODEL 592 
PUSH -BUTTON SET TESTER 
1 47 Rances and Functions 
2 Complete self- contained -No A. C. sup- 

ply needed! 
3 Panel area only slightly more than 1/3 

square foot. 
4 Sensitive 40 microampere meter (25,000 

ohms per volt) 
5 Both 1000 ohms and 25,000 ohms per 

volt in SANIE UNIT! 
6 Resistance ranges to 50 megs. ALL with 

internal batteries! 
7 Only 7'1\'O PIN JACKS used for ALL. 

functions! 
S All ranges and functions controlled from 

only TWO rows of push buttons. 14 
buttons control 47 variations. 
MODEL 592 is an exclusive, new push- 

button switching circuit giving direct cur- 
rent range from 1 microampere to 14 
amperes; 0/70 microamperes /0.7 mil. /7.0 
mils. /35 mils. /140 mils. /350 mils. /1.4 am- 
pere/ 14 amperes. 

Two D. C. voltage functions from 0.1 
volt to 1400 volts in 7 ranges each! 0/3.5/ 
7/35/140/350/700 /1400 D. C. volts at 
1000 ohms per volt; 0/3.5/7/35/140/350 / 
700/1400 D. C. volts at 25,000 ohms 
per volt. 

The Model 592 gives you (rom one - 
quarterehm to 50 megohms -in 6 ranges. 
0 /500 /SM /50M/500M/5 meg. /50 meg. 
using completely internal batteries -no. 
A. C. supply required! "Ohms short" push- 
button on panel allows "Zero Adjust" 
procedure without shorting leads together. 

The 592 offers 7 A. C. voltage ranges in 
all- 0/3.5/7/35/140/350 /700/1400. Push 
a button and a condenser is internally 
connécted in series with all seven A. C 
voltage ranges for use as an output meter. 

Fi n al Iv, 5 decibel ranges- 10/ +6, 0 /+ 16, 
+10 /+ 26, +201 +36, +30/ +46 to check 
the power output of any P. A. ampli tier. 

Odd 
D1fM 

ZD DIOS p erV 

D a 
Supreme's new instruments are Nally speed 
instruments. They allow you to service mom 
sets in Isas time because of their easy -to- 
operate push- button controls. They make the 
servicing of sets easier, more accurate -and 
more profitable than ever before! 

And as there are good arguments pro and 
con for both 1000 ohms and 25,000 ohms per 
volt- Supreme offers both sensitivities in one 
instrument ... the 592! See the 592 and 593 
combination at your parts jobber. You'll see 
why Supreme gives you more for your money 
than any other instruments! Mail coupon 
below for free literature. 

Combination Prim - Model 592 Cash Price 
and 593 with case as illustrated, 55.09 

á 555U Down and $5.09 for 11 months. s5 s7 

i 

SERVICE 

RACK 
SUPREME 

coMTSNINGED 
SUPREME R 

SPE INSTRUMENTS! 

FEATURES 
OF MODEL 593 
PUSH - BUTTON ANALYZER 
Duc to a tremendous demand for a sep- 

arate analyzer unit which can be used 

with any multimeter or set -tester, as well 

as an additional necessary unit for the 

SPEED- SERVICE LAB Rack and Panel, 
we offer the first all -push button analyzer. 
No more connectors and twin -jacks. Just 
connect your multimeter to the 593's two 
pin jacks, put the analyzer plug in the 
set's socket, the set's tube in the 593 and 

you can make voltage or resistance meas- 

urements between any two tube elements 
or current measurements in any tube ele- 

ments circuit. All you do is press two 
push- buttons for any reading. No fuss or 
bother. No special instructions! It's as 

easy as ringing a door bell. 
Two rows of special push -buttons are 

provided, one button in each row for each 
tube element. For direct current (plate, 
screen grid, etc.) measurements, just press 
both the upper and lower buttons num- 
bered corresponding to the element. For 
D. C. or A. C. voltage measurements, 
push the upper button corresponding to 
the one tube element and the lower button 
corresponding to the other tube element 
between which voltage or resistance is to 
be measured. If meter needle backs off 
scale due to polarity, yob merely reverse 
buttons. Simple, quick, practical to oper- 
ate. Full instructions. Available with or 
without wooden tray or combination case, 

or as standard equipment on the com- 
plete SPEED -SERVICE LAB RACK 

Iand Panel. An ideal unit in combination 
case with Model 592 Push- Button Set 

Tester. 

I'LL TAKE MY OATH, 
WHEN SUPREME ShYS 
IT'S RIGHT -- IT'S 

Rocor/ 
MODEL 596 SUBSTITUTION BOX by means of nine push- 
buttons allows rapid. accurate. temporary replacement from 1 ohm 
to 50M. 100M. 250M. 500M. I meg.; also capacitors 0.1. 0.5. and 
x mfd. Speeds up your replacement work 100 %. 
MODEL 592 SET TESTER with forty -seven ranges and func- 
tions- resistance ranges to 50 megs.- completely self- contained. 
MODEL 594 TUBE TESTER with a new. modern tube testing 
circuit which utilizes the Mode! 592 set -t 's meter. and its 
GOOD -) -BAD scale. TOMORROW'S TUBE TESTER! 
MODEL S93 ANALYZER unit described above. 
ALL in a SPEED -SERVICE LAB RACK especially designed for 
these four instruments which takes up less than one foot 
of bench space. and is only two feet high. yet houses a complete test- 
ing laboratory.Available separately. with or without portable cases. 

$8.36 Down and $8.36 for 11 months. Cash Price $91.25. 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP., Greenwood, Miss., U. S. A. 
Export Dept., Associated Exporters Co., 145 W. 45th St., New York City 

Cable Address: LOPREN, New York 
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SPECIAL BROADCAST PROGRAMS FOR THE DX FAN 

ERE are the latest special DX broad - 
cast programs dedicated to RADIO 

N ays. Tune in on these broadcasts and 
-end in your reports direct to the station. 
(;ive them complete information, reporting 
the station's signal strength, quality, fad- 
ing, etc. State in your report if verifica- 
tion is desired, practically all of the 
stations listed will be pleased to verify 
reports. The schedule is shown in Eastern 
Standard Time and all hours are A.M. un- 
less otherwise indicated. 

RADIO NEws invites all DX clubs and all 
those having to do with special programs, 
DX tips and frequency checks to send in 
the information and help make these sched- 
ules as complete as possible. Anyone sub- 
mitting such data, please bear in mind that 
RADIO NEWS goes to press thirty days be- 
fore it makes its appearance on the news- 
stands, which means that notice of pro- 
grams for a given month should be in our 
hands by the first of the preceding month. 

Day Hour 
ACGCST 
Call State lie. Kw. 

9 5 :35 -5 :50 KGMB T. H. 1320 1. 

11 4 :30 -4 :45 W FOR Misa. 1370 .1 

12 4 :20 -4 :35 WEAK Pa. 1370 .1 
12 5 :30 -5 :45 Kw.YO Wyo. 1370 .1 

13 4 :05 -4 :20 w.IBO La. 1120 .5 
13 3 :50 -4 :05 WGAR Ohio 1450 .5 

SEPTEMBER 
s 4 :30-4 :45 WFOR Miss. 1370 .1 

9 4 :20-4 :35 WEAK l'a. 1370 .1 
9 5 :30-5 :45 KWYO Wyo. 1370 .1 

10 4 :05-4 :20 W.1 BO La. 1120 .5 
111 3 :50-4 :05 WGAR Ohio 1450 .5 
13 5 :35-5 :50 KGMB T. H. 1320 1. 

PERIODIC PROGRAMS 
Frequency Checks and Dedications to 

DX Clubs and RADIO NEWS 
Mondays - 

9:15 -9:30 p.111., 690 kc., CJCJ, Calgary, 
Alta., Canada, 1 kw. (tips). 

Wednesdays - 
12:30 a.m., 1390 kc., KOY, Phoenix, 

Ariz., 1 kw. (tips). 
1:45 -2:00 p.m., 780 kc., WTAR, Nor- 

folk, Va., 1 kw. (URDXC) (tips). 
4:35 -4:50 a.m., 1500 kc., KDAL, Du- 

luth Minn., 1 kw. (IDA). 
Saturdays - 

10:30 a.m., 830 kc., WEEU, Reading, 
Pa., 1 kw. (tips). 

2:45 -4:00 a.m., 780 kc., CH WK, Chil- 
liw-ack, B. C., 1 kw. (URDXC). 

Sundays - 
12:45 -1:00 a.m., 1280 kc., KLS, Oak- 

land, Calif., .25 kw. (URDXC) 
(tips). 

2:45 -3:00 a.m., 1010 kc., CKWX, Van- 
couver, B. C., Canada, .1 kw. 

3:00 -3:30 a.m., 1410 kc., CKMO, Van- 
couver, B. C., Canada, .1 kw. 

3:30 -3:45 a.m., 570 kc., KMTR, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 1 kw. (tips). 

Monthly - 
1st day of each month, 3:00 -4:00 a.m., 

1260 kc., \VTOC, Savannah, Ga., 1 

kw. 
1st Sunday of each month, 4:00 -4:30 

a.m., 1340 kc., KGDY, Huron, S. 
Dak., 25 kw. 

2nd Monday of each month, 5:20 -5:40 
a.m., 1250 kc., \VAIR, \Vinston -Sa- 
lem, N. C., .1 kw. 

2nd Tuesday of each month, 5:00 -5:30 
a.m., 1370 kc., KRMC, Jamestown, 

N. Dak., I kw. 5:00 -5:20 a.m., 1210 
kc., WSAY, Rochester, N. Y., .1 kw. 
(NNRC). 

2nd Wednesday of each month, 3:40- 
4:00 a.m., 1310 kc. KAND, Corsi- 
cana, Texas, .1 kw. (NNRC). 

2nd Thursday of each month, 4:00 -4:20 
a.m., 1330 kc., KRIS, Corpus Christi, 
Texas, .5 kw. (NNRC). 

2nd Friday of each month, 4:00 -4:20 
a.m., 1370 kc., WBTM, Danville, 
Va., .1 kw. 

2nd Saturday of each month, 4:35 -4:50 
a.m., 1310 kc., KTSM, El Paso, Tex- 
as, .1 kw. (FC). 

5th day of each month, 3:00 -3:30 a.m., 
1370 kc., KTEM, Temple, Texas. 
(FC). 

Notes from Readers and DX Clubs 
Henry Miller director of DX pro- 

grams for station WBAA, 890 kc., La- 
fayette, Indiana, would appreciate re- 
ceiving reports from the DX observers 
who tuned in \VBAA special DX pro- 
grams on June 21st and July 19th at 2 
to 3 a.m. E.S.T. 

DX listener Purakanuj of Dunedin 
reports in the NZDXR bulletin that the 
evening Americans are coming back 
again and that the Australians are tuned 
in with good results. Some of his new 
loggings include the following: CKMO, 
KFNF, WBOW, WOW, KOAM, 
WIRE, KXRO, KTSM, KOVC, 
WNOX, WOPI, KBIX, KRLC, JOAK- 
2, \VKBW, KRNT, KOIL, KFSD, 
KARM, and WCKY. 

Station Changes for New Zealand 

4YZ Invercargill 680 ke. 100 w. 
2113 Newellmouth 760 kc. 1000 w. 
2ZH Napier 820 kc. 65 w. 
2ZP w'airoa 900 kc. 100 w. 
3ER (I reymouth 940 kc. 175 w. 
2YN Nelson 940 kc. 175 w. 
3Zlt Christchurch 1430 te. 1000 w. 
458 Dunedin 1220 ke. 1000 w. 

A 3/4 Meter Transceiver 
(Continued from page 26) 

the leads from the tube. Wire leads are 
used instead of prongs, so that capacity 
may be kept at absolute minimum. In no 
case should the builder attempt to solder 
the leads front the tube to the circuit. The 
tubes are extremely delicate, duc to their 
size, and the heat of a soldering iron is 
likely to injure them. The leads should 
he clamped to the tube base, as provided. 
The contacts of the tube base may be sol- 
dered into the circuit, but it should be 
done with the tube removed. 

The 955 that acts the dual role of os- 
cillator- detector in the set should he 
mounted directly above the two insulators 
at the bottom of the can, so that the grid 
and plate contacts on the socket are as 
near the insulators as is practical. The 
socket should be mounted on two h" 
stand -off insulators. 

The 955 that takes the job of modula- 

tor-audio amplifier is mounted with the 
base in a vertical position, and is not in- 
stalled until all other connections have 
been soldered. 

Since the 955 has a tendency to run 
amuck in regard to plate consumption, self - 
bias is used to correct this fault and to 
prevent the tube from damage from over- 
heating. 

Phones used in conjunction with the 
"Necklace" should be of the featherweight 
type, unless the amateur prefers and can 
afford a crystal headset, which would be 
well worth the added expense in this rig, 
clue to their high sensitivity. Notice that a 
.5 mfd. fixed condenser of paper type is 
placed in series with the plate lead to the 
headset, to keep direct current off the 
phones, thus prolonging their life. This 
condenser is an absolutely imperative safe- 
guard when using crystal phones. 

The inductances for plate and grid con- 
sist of two pieces of bare copper wire, 
12 gauge, about 14" long. These are 
mounted on the stand -off insulators at the 
bottom of the case. The wires are bridged 
by a .0001 mfd. fixed condenser, of the 
mica, postage -stamp variety. The condenser 
is arranged to slide along the wires to the 
point where resonance is achieved as de- 
sired. 

The antenna for the transceiver is a 
piece of %" copper tubing, 134" long. 

Several radio frequency chokes are used. 
They should be wound on a %" dowel, 
and consist of about 23 turns of number 22 
wire, dcc. These turns should be spaced 
as much as possible, to minimize capacity. 

The oscillating 955 functions as a super - 
regenerative detector in receive position. 
The change is effected through the switch 
which, in "receive" position, introduces an 
additional % megohm of resistance into 
the grid circuit of the tube, bringing about 
super -regeneration. In the "transmit" po- 
sition, the % megohm resistor is grounded 
out. 

All circuit components of the "Neck- 
lace" should be as tiny as possible, with 
"pigtail" condensers and resistors being 
chosen in preference to the mounting 
types. 

Due to the extreme broadness of the h 
meter band, quite a little difficulty may be 
experienced in getting two 3a meter rigs 
to "jibe" unless they are built and cali- 
brated together. Seemingly insignificant 
discrepancies between two g meter sets 
may throw them out of each other's range. 

If, however, you build a set and have 
no partner with whom to check transmis- 
sion, the modulation of your signal may 
be monitored with a pair of headphones, 
shunted by a .0001 mfd. fixed condenser, 
connected to a loop of copper strip or tub - 
ing one wavelength long, with a crystal de- 
tector in series between one end of the 
loop and the headphones. This arrange- 
ment will pick up signals several feet away 
from the rig. Be sure that the mike is in 
a vertical position! If the microphone is 
used horizontally, it will not modulate. 

The fact that the "Necklace" fails to 
bring in 4 meter signals at "receive" po- 
sition may be due to a number of things 
besides a faulty hook -up, so don't jump at 
conclusions and start tearing down if the 
set fails to bring in 34 meter stations. 
There may be no stations within the re- 
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ceptive radius of your rig. Again, there 
may he stations within range, but due to 
p-anks of the quasi -optical band, you may 
not be in the exact spot to snare them. 
Due to its convenient portability, the ex- 
perimenter may move readily when he finds 
himself in an unpropitious spot. Some- 
times, moving just a few feet will facili- 
tate the reception of signals totally inaudi- 
ble in the original location. 

Since the earth's contour tends to de- 
flect quasi -optical signals upward, the set 

should be operated from a point as high as 

possible. A city water tower is an ideal 
station point for y meters. 

Under conducive conditions, the "Neck- 
lace" will operate consistently for a dis- 
tance of 1% to 2 miles, if the sets are 
located in sufficiently high positions. 

Constant check should he kept on the 
plate current consumption of the tubes, 
with a 0 -20 plate milliammeter. In no 

case should the total exceed 14 milliam- 
peres, if long tube life is to be expected. 

The range of the transceiver may be 

greatly increased by the use of a reflector - 
director antenna system. 

-r3Ö- 

Radio Reports Cash Case 
(continued from page 21) 

The very first broadcast made was that 
of WIOD, described in the beginning of 
this article. The man at the mike was the 
the veteran newsman and radioneer, Frank 
Malone, formerly city editor of the 
;Miami Daily Netts. For ten full days 
Malone, and associates, chased real and 
imaginary clues up and down the highways 
and even towpaths in the vicinity of 
Princeton. 

In the first place, you must understand 
that the FBI requested absolute silence on 

the case for thirty -six hours after the 
snatch. This was FBI strategy -the idea 
being to give the kidnaper or kidnappers 
time to return the child. During this period 
only those on the very inside knew of the 
crime -the public at large knew nothing. 
However, while the newspapers and radio 
stations marked time, as requested, they 
were in readiness to boom the news as soon 
as the ban was lifted. 

Hoover gave the word at 2:00 a.m., May 
31st. Soon the roar of the WIOD mobile 
unit was heard tearing down the highway 
toward Princeton. But when the case 

finally "broke" for public consumption, it 
was the Miami Herald that had the first 
news. This was quite natural -the Herald 
had had the news for almost two days, 
likewise the radio stations, but the mo- 
bile units were not permitted to broadcast 
nor were they allowed in the kidnap ter- 
ritory. Once established On the ground at 
Princeton, WIOD soon established remote 
equipment and news broadcasts were sent 
out over telephone circuit to the main 
studio in Miami. When no telephone cir- 
cuit could be established, the mobile unit 
w':IS used and it kept in close touch with 
the searching parties at all times, relaying 
the latest news to the field studio at Prince- 
ton. 

When the search for the child's body 
was centered at Card Sound, WIOD set 

RADIO NEWS 
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SCOTT PHANTOM 
REVOLUTIONIZES SHORT WAVE AND BROADCAST BAND RECEPTION 

A COMPLETELY NEW RADIO INCORPORATING RADICALLY NEW ADVANCED 

PRINCIPLES OF RECEIVER AND DOUBLE -DOUBLET ANTENNA DESIGN 

Now you can really enjoy foreign short 
wave radio reception. For, incorporated 
into the design of the new SCOTT 
Phantom and the SCOTT SUPER Dou- 
ble- Doublet Antenna System, are radi- 
cally new advanced principles that so 
greatly reduce the effects of "man- 
made" static that you will find it diffi- 
cult to realize you are listening to 
stations many thousands of miles away. 
Custom -Built Scott Radios have been 
recognized for 14 years as the "World's 
Finest Radio." Proud owners can he 
found not only throughout America but 
in 143 foreign countries. When you 
hear the magnificent tonal realism of 
the new Scott Phantom, you'll realize 
why internationally famous musicians 
such as Arturo Toscanini, Lauritz Mel - 
choir, Gennaro Papi, Eugene Goosens, 
together with kings, presidents, princes, 
and hundreds of business and social 
leaders buy a SCOTT for their per- 
sonal use and recommend it to their 
f ricnds. 

A FEW OF THE SPECTACULAR FEATURES 
Nev.. Automatic Noise limiter roduces 
effects of automobile ignition interfer- 
ence to such a love point that foreign 
short wave programs which are often 
practically blotted out on ordinary ra- 
dios can now be enjoyed. Improved 
Scott Supershield Antenna Coupling 
System practically eliminates electrical 
interference from vacuum cleaners, oil 
burners, etc. New Scott Super -Double 

Doublet Antenna System not only gives 
additional noise reduction, but also 
greater antenna responses on all wave 
bands from 550 KC to 22 MC. Special 
R.F. Amplification on all bands gives 
efficiency of two stage R.F. amplifica- 
tion on ordinary receivers. Three stage 
I.F. Amplifier -one of the most power- 
ful and highly advanced ever used in a 
superheterodyne receiver New circuit 
arrangements practically eliminate tube 
hiss and provide still quieter reception 
of weak signals from distant foreign 
stations Usable Sensitivity so tre- 
mendous it is difficult for finest labora- 
tory equipment to even measure the 
extremely weak transmissions which 
can be tuned in and amplified with this 
new receiver 

FOR THOSE WHO WANT THE BEST 

Scott Radios are custom built by hand 
in our own Chicago laboratories with 
the precision of a fine watch, for per- 
formance impossible with mass -pro- 
duced radios. let, these amazing in- 
struments cost no more.than many pro- 
duction type receivers. They are built 
to order for DX enthusiasts, musicians, 
scientists, and critical laymen listeners 
who want the finest instrulnent that 
highly specialized hand craftsmanship 
can produce. 

30 -DAY HOME TRIAL 

30 -day home trial and budget Payments 
in U. S. A. Write today for all facts 
and for special introductory offer! 

GET ALL OF THE AMAZING FACTS MAIL THE COUPON FOR SPECIAL OFFER 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4440 Ravenswood Ave., dept. 5P8. Chicago, III. 

Please send all tacts about the new SCOTT PHANTOM and special 
offer. 

Name 

Street 

City State 
STUDIOS: NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES LONDON 
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up a short wave station at that point, 
and was in constant contact with the 
searchers until the efforts were abandoned. 
Shortly after, the mobile unit went down 
the Keys to the town of Tavernier. From 
there they set up a two -way communica- 
tion, and during this period a high -fre- 
quency, two -watt pack transmitter was in 
service. This pack transmitter, although 
designed for only eight miles, worked with 
perfect clarity for a distance of twenty - 
five miles. I am also informed that, on 
some occasions, it has worked effectively 
for as much as eighty miles. 

The WIOD staff, with Milton Scott and 
Fred Clark as engineers, and Frank Ma- 
lone, as chief newscaster, was on the kidnap 
grounds for ten full days. 

As to the other station with a mobile 
unit in the field -WQAM -they had a bit 
of bad luck in getting their outfit to perco- 
late. This accomplished, however, they 
made approximately thirty -one broadcasts 
from the scene. They began with a straight 
telephone hookup between a Miami Herald 
reporter, Steve Trumbull, and Norman 
MacKay, in the Miami studio. MacKay 
pumped and Trumbull sprayed the story. 
In their nearly seven hours of broadcast- 
ing, WQAM used two short wave outfits, 
toll phones, and Fairchild recorder. This 
station also supplied a loud speaker service 
for the men searching in the fields. 

Among one of the outstanding high 
lights of the case was when WIOD was 
tipped that the father of the child, James 
Bailey Cash, Sr., had left his filling sta- 
tion in his car, for the first time since 
the crime, and was off to some mysterious 
point. Not unlike the newspaper world, 
the radio lads were not averse to scoop- 
ing each other. However, WQAM, al- 
though giving a splendid job of newscast- 
ing, failed to get on the scene of action, 
as did WIOD with Frank Malone. 

The WQAM boys, hearing that the father 
had left his house on a mysterious mis- 
sion, missed his car by an eyelash, as it 
were, but by racing up and down the high- 
ways -and even lanes -they succeeded in 
interviewing several folk who had seen the 
Cash car go this way, that way, and even 
the other way. Finally, the WQAM unit 
returned to the Cash residence and found 
the car, engine still hot, in front of the 
door. The WQAM newscaster leaped into 
the front scat of the Cash auto and gave a 
very brilliant, albeit insufficient, newscast 
of the car's trip. He failed, however, in 
telling what the trip was all about and 
why. 

Meanwhile, WIOD -with better tip con- 
nections in this case -had trailed on the car 
from the time it left the house until it 
arrived at a rock pit a few miles away. 
From the edge of this rock pit they broad- 
cast the fact that the father had run into 
another false -alarm. He had been told 
that a body had been found in the water 
at the bottom of this pit, but the body 
was that of a dog. 

Most important and heart- rending of the 
final broadcasts came via the pack- trans- 
mitter from the spot where the decom- 
posed body of James Bailey Cash, Jr., was 
found. This took place the following 
morning, or seven hours after Kidnaper 
McCall had led J. Edgar Hoover to the 
lonely palmetto thicket and pointed to the 
dead child. 

Standing beside the solitary pine tree that 
seemed to be on guard over the lad's re- 
mains, Frank Malone said: 

"Ladies and gentlemen, one foot from 
where I stand is sacred ground. It is here 
that James Bailey Cash, Jr., with the whole 
world still before him, was found. Found 
with his eyes toward the sun, a quizzical 
child -smile upon his face, as if wondering 
why he was not still home in his little cot, 
where his mother had placed him. This, 
ladies and gentlemen, is the end of the trail 
-a sad end, a tragic end -and none can 
doubt that his little soul will rest in peace." 

Short Wave Receiver 
(Continued from page 35) 

Signals on the 49 meter band require a 
pathway of darkness between the station 
and the listener. The 31 meter band is best 
in the early evening. The 25 meter band 
is at its best around sunset. The 19, 16, 
13 and 10 meter bands are best after mid- 
night and in the early morning hours. 
Time mentioned here is at the listeners end. 
Time changes are often the reason for not 
receiving a particular station. 

Don't expect to tune in the world in one 
night. It takes time for the layman to ac- 
quire the knack of tuning a short wave 
receiver. 

To tune the set use the left hand vernier 
dial, which varies (C2). The other vernier 
dial is the bandspread condenser (C3), 
which is left at zero, or when the plates 
are fully apart, unmeshed. 

If a large section of the dial is covered 
without hearing any stations, code or 
broadcast (providing the set is oscillat- 
ing), this is known as a dead spot. To 
avoid this condition readjust the antenna 
condenser for loudest back -ground noise 
level. 

The detector tube is a 1B4 pentode of the 
two volt variety. The regeneration con- 
trol is in the screen grid of the detector 
tube and is controlled by a variable poten- 
tiometer (R2). Impedance coupling is 
used between the detector and the amplifier, 
instead of the usual resistance; it affords 
more amplification and helps improve the 
smoothness of the regeneration control. 
Resistor (R3), is used to subdue any audio 
oscillation, that may be present. 

As this set was primarily designed for 
headphones. A 230 was considered at first 
but later changed to a 1F4 power output 
pentode. The 1F4 is an improvement over 
the old style 233. It has lower filament 
and plate current drain also less grid bias 
or "C" battery voltage is required. The 
1F4 has a high power sensitivity and will 
deliver a considerable amount of audio out- 
put with low distortion also by using this 
tube a magnetic or the new permanent 
magnetic speaker may be employed on all 
signals. The headphones or speaker, which 
ever is used is pluged into the midget jack 
(J -1). 

After the reader has become acquainted 
with the operation of this set, he will find 
it reliable and consistent in bringing to his 
headphones most of the dx. signals the 
world over. 

Not for Rebroadcast 
(Continued from page 20) 

THE Howard Hughes 'Round- the -World 
Flight was easily the most outstanding 

Special -Event contribution to radio in 1938; 
but it had a number of technical "head- 
aches" for both networks sponsoring special 
broadcasts in connection with the flight. 
The NBC and Mutual Network chains 
were linked for many of the re- broadcasts 
from Europe, most of which were admira- 
bly handled by R. C. A. Communications. 
But most of the difficulties were en- 
countered when the plane was actually in 
the United States - almost at the end of 
the flight. 

Even before the Hughes plane had left 
Fairbanks, Alaska, the N.B.C. was planning 
to meet the Hughes plane somewhere in 
Canada and then fly alongside all the way 
in to New York. The only plane available 
for such an undertaking -one that could fly 
as fast and as far as the Hughes plane - 
was another Lockheed, of exactly the same 
type. This plane was secured from North- 
west Airlines, equipment installed, and a 
crew of two engineers (one had been flown 
from San Francisco, with a special aircraft 
transmitter), two announcers, the pilots and 
assistants, assembled at the Chicago Airport 
ready to take off when the Hughes plane 
neared Winnipeg. 

But the 'Round- the- World plane landed 
at Minneapolis- instead of Winnipeg- 
without advising over their own radio 
transmitter of their whereabouts or in- 
tended plans. As soon as the plane 
left Minneapolis the N.B.C. plane left Chi- 
cago, and headed northward intending to 
meet the Hughes plane en route to New 
York. By plotting the courses of both 
ships the navigators on the N.B.C- Chicago 
plane located the Hughes plane, and began 
to gain on it. But as the N.B.C. plane 
neared the Hughes plane, people on the 
ground confused the two, since both were 
identical on the outside. This resulted in 
a general mixup between all parties con- 
cerned. 

Finally, when the N.B.C. plane was over 
Detroit -just thirty or forty miles behind 
the Hughes plane (and gaining very fast) 
-the New York N.B.C. office "gave up the 
ghost" and sent the Chicago plane back. 

In the meantime N.B.C. had chartered 
another plane in New York. But the trans- 
mitter on that plane refused to function 
properly, and the description of the Hughes 
landing in New York was sadly muddled, 
as far as the reporting by air was concerned. 

On the ground at New York, the Colum- 
bia announcers and engineers could not 
reach the plane (when it landed) in order 
to give their network a description, and 
Columbia was content with a sideline de- 
scription, while N.B.C. and Mutual clam- 
bered around the plane quite freely. 

Obviously the cost of broadcasting such 
Special Events is enormous. Particularly 
so when complications, such as mentioned 
with the N.B.0 Chicago plane, present 
themselves. To add a final touch of irony 
to the Hughes tale of adventure in radio: 
The Minneapolis local radio stations did not 
know of Hughes landing in their city, until 
just a few minutes before the take -off. 
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INy Greatest 

RADIO NEWS 

-adío Thrill 
To W8PGL goes the 55.00 award for the most interest- 
ing letter on the subject his greatest thrill in radio. 

I\T got lots of kick out of ham radio working DX from all 
corners of the earth, and it was quite a kick working my 

first haul station. But it was not until the Ohio River was 
demonstrating its mighty destructive power during the great flood 
that I got my first real thrill. 

"Here's how it happened: W8PGL at that time was located 
ten miles cast of Portsmouth, Ohio, in the river valley. It was 
after three days and nights of continuous operation handling only 
emergency messages for food, clothing, and necessities, since 
this station was the only outlet for communication to the out- 
side world for three small towns. All telephone and telegraph 
service was wiped out during the first day of destruction, in fact, 
it was possible to get out of these towns only by boats and one 
or two small hill -side roads that were made. 

"On the fourth clay of operation, about 8 a.m., our a.c. power 
failed. Messages began to pile up: food was getting low. The 
local doctors were there with messages for medicine and were 
also in need of a surgical nurse. 

"All of my equipment operated on a.c. power. I had no time 
to lose. I made up my mind to be back on the air so I could 
get rid of my traffic. I got in touch with the local rural post- 
man and asked him if he could help us locate a power supply some- 
where in the district. He was more than glad to help so we 
started looking and we were pretty much disgusted for awhile. 

" \Ve then were told by a farmer that his neighbor had a plant 
that he thought was an a.c. plant. To our disgust it turned out 
to be a tl.c. 32 volt plant. \Ve were about to leave when the 
farmer told us he had a small converter if it would do any good. 
To my surprise it was a small Essco converter 32 -100 a.c. We 
lost no time in getting back to our shack with it. The men who 
helped out around the shack secured six car batteries from dif- 
ferent automobiles and by 2:00 p.m. I was turning on my re- 
ceiver to see if it would operate it. It worked perfectly. I heard 
stations calling me and they were wondering what had happened. 

"The next thing was to get the transmitter to operate. I 
switched the power over to the transmitter and turned it on. 
But nothing doing. It would just barely light up. There were 
only a couple things left to do. Build another small transmitter 
or overload the converter by putting more storage batteries on 
the input and try it that way. 

"\Ve all got in a huddle in the shack and decided to try over- 
loading the converter. We put cracked ice on the bearings and 
turned her on. Everybody was excited. We were taking a big 
risk on losing our power supply. The little converter hummed 
quite a bit. The transmitter was given a little time to warm up 
because it didn't light to near full brilliancy. The send switch 
was turned on. The antenna meter just moved up slightly. I 
knew it was working, but could I raise anyone? 

"I called an emergency call to any station that could hear nte, 
at the same time explaining that I was operating on auxiliary 
power and that they would have to call me for about 5 minutes 
in order for me to change the power supply from the transmitter 
to the receiver and that the receiver would have to warm up. 

"It seemed as though the receiver would never warm up. The 
room was packed with people, but one could have heard a pin 
drop they were so eager to listen. I tuned the band and heard 
00 one calling. I tuned over again and close to my own frequency 
was W3FJU at Allentown, Pa., calling me and calling all sta- 
tions near my frequency to stand by because I was operating on 
auxiliary power and it was hard to understand my voice and 
that I was in trouble. They stood by and then W3FJU stood 
by for me. I gave all my messages to them and they informed 
me that they would send me another power supply as soon as 

they possibly could. However, the little converter did the trick. 
Food and supplies that were ordered were soon arriving. 

"1 saw the farmer a couple of months ago and he said the 
little converter was working as well as ever. 

"If I ever get a bigger thrill out of radio, bigger than this one, 
I am afraid I would never survive to tell about it." 

RUSSELL W. BANKS, W8PGL 
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CONDENSERS 
Like all BUD parts, BUD Condensers are uniform, 
sturdy, perfectly built and moderately priced. Look 
at these exclusive features of the 
BUD JUNIOR DUAL ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY CONDENSER 

* 1. 4 POINT WIPING CONTACT at electrical center of rotor 
shaft minimizes parasitic oscillation and assures perfect 
balance of circuit. 

* 2. EASE OF MOUNTING. Upper and lower formed brackets 
permit universal mounting plus a convenient method of 
tank coil mounting. 

* 3. INSULATION -the finest grade ceramic -ALSIMAG 196, 
is used throughout. 

* 4. ROTOR AND STATOR assemblies are solder welded, 
eliminating plate spacers, assuring freedom from corro- 
sion losses, and permitting lightweight, rigid construction. 

* 5. 4 LUGS ON EACH STATOR SECTION permits shortest leads 
possible. 

* 6. DURAI.. TIE RODS INSULATED from end bracket with 
ALSIMAG 196 bushings. Eliminates shortest turn effect. 

BUD -THE BEST FOR LESS 
All BUD parts are superior in quality, material and workman- 
ship. Always buy BUD -manufactured products: 
LOW LOSS RECEIVING CONDENSERS SOCKETS 
TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS R. F. CHOKES 

NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS RACK PANELS 

DIALS AND NAME PLATES RELAY RACKS 

PLUG -IN COIL FORMS CHASSIS BASES 

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS METAL CABINETS 

LO -COIL KITS JACKS AND PLUGS 
and numeroes other Shortwave Parts. 

See them at your jobber's. 

SEND FOR LOG BOOK OR CATALOG 
BUD RADIO, INC. 

5205 Cedar Ave., Cleveland 

__ Enclosed find 10c for your big 60 page Station 
Log Book. 

E Please send FREE Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

BUD RADIO, INC. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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Build Your Own Treasure Hunter 
(Continued from page 23) 

not shown in the drawing, but they do add 
strength to your frames. Plywood is used 
for the side panels. 

Having made the handles and frames, we 
are ready for the actual radio equipment. 
If you do not have one already, buy a milli - 
ammeter (d.c.) with enough shunt resist- 
ance to permit about full scales deflec- 
tion with the receiver switch ON and the 
transmitter switch OFF. The case of the 
meter should be of bakelite. 

In selecting the meter, the experimenter 
is warned not to pay any attention to the 
claims of racketeers in the equipment busi- 
ness. Thus, Dr. Fisher has found that un- 
scrupulous manufacturers (of which there 
are fortunately few), tell amateurs that 
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on your head. Turn on the power. If the 
apparatus is in balance there should be no 
sound in the phones, and no dial indication 
unless you are standing over buried metal. 
However, failure to follow the specifica- 
tions we have given you may mean that 
your set is in balance when the transmitter 
is inclined at a slight angle from the verti- 
cal. Try it in different localities free from 
electrical disturbances and buried metal un- 
til you have located your neutral position of 
the transmitter, and then mark this with a 
line scratched on the box for future use. 

With your equipment assembled and ad- 
justed, you are now ready to prepare for 
field work. The simplest way to gain ex- 
perience in operating the set is to follow a 
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they have a milliammeter built to secret 
specifications, so sensitive that it will en- 
able the set -builder to locate even one ounce 
of metal buried many feet underground. 
This is merely sales talk. All that you 
need is a common milliammeter with the 
standard zero to one (0 to 1), reading, 
which is quite inexpensive. 

Next, you will want the r.f. Chokes, each 
with 1500 turns, of No. 34 copper wire, en- 
amel covered. Be sure to get No. 34, en- 
amel covered, for another gauge or different 
covering may throw out the balance of this 
design. The winding can be either "Ran- 
dom" or "Duo- lateral "; this makes no dif- 
ference in the result. The Chokes are 
labelled "2" in the drawings. 

Now we jump down to the loop frames 
which are wound with 80 turns of No. 33 
D.C.C. copper wire, center -tapped, and here 
again we must caution against using any- 
thing outside of the specifications if you 
want to have a perfect balance on the com- 
pletion of your set. 

In the diagram, R -1 is a 10 ohm filament 
resistor ; R -2 is a 5 ohm for 1 tube, and 
2.5 ohms for 4 tubes, and R -6 is 2 ohms. 
You can make up these resistors yourself 
with 30 Nichrome wire, which you wind on 
a fibre strip. In figuring resistance, allow 
1 ohm resistance for each 1.6 inches of 
length of wire. At this rate, R -I will have 
16 inches; R -2 will have 8 inches for the 
one type -3I tube : 4 inches for four type -30 
tube, and 3!/. inches of wire for five type -30 
tube. 

If you have assembled your equipment 
correctly, you now stand between the han- 
dles, with the receiver in front of you in a 
horizontal position, and the transmitter in 
a vertical plane, behind you. and the phones 

then figure the depth by either simple pro- 
portion or trigonometry. 

The equipment which we have described 
is the M- Scope, which sells for about two 
hundred dollars. The simpler set, which is 
sold for ninety -five dollars, is the NIT - 
Scope, which is also covered by a patent, 
but can be copied by readers of this maga- 
zine by permission of the patent- owner. 

The construction of this MT -Scope fol- 
lows the same mechanical principles we 
have shown for the M- Scope, but the parts 
are fewer in number, and better adapted to 
the beginner who is content with a set of 
medium sensitivity. This has six type -30 
tubes in the Receiver, and one type -31 tube 
in the transmitter. It has a filament volt 

a 

DETAIL OF 
l TRANSMITTER MOUNT. 

a /INO- 
`IA a 

SHELF FOR 
TUBES AND 

CHASSIS 

-TRANSMITTER - 
MECHANICAL WORK-- 

boxes, and the 

buried pipe line. Strangely enough, a pipe 
line lying on the surface of the ground, or 
one that has been laid very recently will not 
suit your purpose. The reason is that the 
ground itself is a conductor. A pipeline 
which has been buried for some time will 
enable the transmitter to set up eddy cur- 
rents which re- radiate and create disturb- 
ance in the matrix around the pipe. A 
newly laid surrounded by loosely packed 
earth, or a pipe lying on the ground gives 
little disturbance and you will have trouble 
following it with your set. 

To test yourself, follow the estimated 
course of the pipe line you have chosen, 
such as a city water line, and plot it on a 
rough map. When you have followed this 
for several hundred feet, take your map to 
the office of the water company and com- 
pare it with their actual surveys of their 
pipe system for that neighborhood. This 
will serve as a check on your readings for 
direction. 

To search for buried treasure, oil, or min- 
erals, first go over the suspected ground, 
plotting accurately on a map of the area the 
points where you get maximum meter read- 
ings. as well as the spots where you get low 
readings, recording in each case the exact 
reading of your meter. When you have a 
large number of readings, connect those of 
the same degree and you will have located 
the outlines and center of your metallic 
substance. 

Depth of the object can not be accurately 
estimated, but you can obtain good approxi- 
mate estimates by noting the angle of the 
transmitter at which you get maximum 
readings on your meter. By taking several 
readings for these angles, at different 
points, and plotting them on paper you can 

a BRASS BOLT.JL1'X2' 
D+ WASHER 
C HANDLE 
d FIBER WASHERS e BRASS NUT 
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handles for the Fisher treasure hunter. 

meter ; filament rheostat ; a balanced loop 
antenna which eliminates body and ground 
capacity ; a portable type 45 -volt B battery, 
and two type "Little Six" filament batteries. 

In the transmitter, the MT- Scope, has, in 
addition to the transmitter tube, a filament 
volt meter to adjust the depth range of the 
transmitter ; this gives a depth range of 
over 20 feet which is sufficient for locating 
most buried treasure. Operating the bat- 
teries four hours a day, they should last 
three to four months, which shows that this 
set is designed for economy in use. 

For the experimenter who wants to try 
something extremely simple to build, there 
is a third Fisher circuit, which has never 
been placed on the market commercially. 
This uses only three tubes, and employs 
only the one double -loop, instead of sepa- 
rate loops for the transmitter and receiver. 

Whichever set you build, you can be 
confident that efficient operation will locate 
any buried metal, whether you are looking 
for a lost pipe -line or Captain Kidd's 
buried treasure. 

In closing, let me caution you that the 
circuits and all details of the M- Scope, or 
other circuits for the treasure hunters in- 
vented by Dr. Gerhard R. Fisher, are fully 
protected by patents. 

Dr. Fisher offers the circuits to you 
freely for your own use only. This means 
that you cannot rent or sell your equip- 
ment or offer your services for hire, where 
the treasure hunter is concerned. The set 
cannot be used for the benefit of others 
without violating the Fisher patents. 

Here's hoping that you go out on your 
own initiative, find what you are looking 
for, and have a lot of fun. 
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Ship to Shore Radiophone 
l- onliuued from page 27) 

out the city radio interferences, and was 
ready to start in business. That was in 
1935. 

But the operators, parsimonious fellows 
who were out to wring a profit out of their 
vessels, didn't share Hageman's enthusiasm. 
No, sir ! There was expense involved, and 
they couldn't sec it -not until they were 
shown. 

The company shopped discouragedly 
around until it found a single vessel willing 
to try the service, the William C. Atwater 
(now the E. J. Kolas), a long, lean, ore 
and coal carrier heating a routine path be- 
tween Lake Superior ore ports and Lake 
Erie harbors. With much shaking of 
heads, the equipment was installed. 

Then on one of the first trips with 
the 'phone equipment aboard, an unfortu- 
nate accident -a very fortunate one for the 
radio corporation-occurred. Capt. E. R. 

Morton, of Cleveland, the 70- year -old com- 
mander, stumbled and fell down a steel 
stairway while the vessel was steaming 
through the middle of Lake Superior, miles 
from the nearest doctor. One arm was 
broken and Captain Morton sustained seri- 
ous internal injuries. 

The captain was made as comfortable as 

possible while his daughter, aboard for the 
trip, pluckily called a Lorain doctor on the 
telephone, asked his advice. 

"Just follow my, instructions," advised 
the doctor. Then as various symptoms were 
described to him on the radio telephone, he 
advised the captain's daughter what to do. 
That feat was credited with saving the aged 
captain's life. 

And that feat broke the back of the oppo- 
sition. When navigation opened in 1936, 
four vessels were equipped with the radio 
telephones; when the season opened in 1937, 
38 were equipped, and the 1938 navigation 
season opens with 62 vessels equipped and 
a lot of other boat owners holding back 
merely to await business developments. 

The radio corporation has greatly en- 
larged its station, located out in an open 
field west of Lorain, so that three messages 
may be handled simultaneously during the 
rush periods when all these facilities are 
needed. 

I hiring the 1937 navigation season 19,849 
radio telephone calls were handled, with 
16,633 originating on the ships. Most of 
these were calls of ship masters reporting 
their positions and asking instructions of 
dispatchers on where to dock. Others were 
calls for weather information or for medi- 
cal aid. 

But some of the calls were far off the 
beaten path. Many of the lake vessels of- 
ten carry as guests of the line important 
personages who like to keep in touch with 
their businesses. Last year, a famous 
Cleveland specialist was aboard one vessel 
equipped with radio telephone. He re- 
ceived a call from a medical associate who 
quickly explained that a patient of the spe- 
cialist was near death in a hospital, in 
Cleveland. 

No other physician knew how to treat 
this patient. The vessel was in the middle 
of Lake Superior, and the patient probably 

would die before the ship docked at a Lake 
Erie harbor. 

"'iVhat shall I do ?" franctically implored 
the young doctor. 

"Keep your shirt on," advised the spe- 
cialist, calmly. "First, move this call to 
a telephone in your operating room; and 
then we'll go on." 

The call was transferred to the telephone, 
then while the specialist advised each move 
by telephone, the young doctor operated 
and saved the patient's life. 

The whole system, from the vessel cap- 
tain's viewpoint, is simple enough. The 
equipment consists of an ordinary cradle - 
type dial telephone for the captain's desk, 
a telephone that could he found in any busi- 
ness office; a neat wooden cabinet with a 

locked door ; a loud speaker in the pilot 
house where the wheelsman may hear any 
calls for the boat. 

And the cost ? Low enough- $2,500 for 
the installation of equipment and 75 cents 
for each call of three minutes or less, plus 
long distance tolls for the land wires be- 
tween Lorain and other points. 

And dependability.? There's no danger 
of cutting off communication when it is 
needed most by reason of a "dot and dash" 
radio operator being disabled. For no "dot 
and dash" operator is needed. Anyone who 
can dial a number on a telephone can op- 
erate the radio telephone. 

Federal laws, however, require each ves- 
sel equipped with the 'phones to carry at 
least one man with a third -class radio li- 
cense. He may be the captain, a mate, a 
wheelsman, or any mother of the crew. 
And failure of equipment ? Unheard of. 
There are four different channels of com- 
munication, so if one fails, there still are 
three left. 

These channels are known as No. 10 

channel, with the ship's transmitter on 
13245 kilocycles and the receiver on 11370; 
No. 20, with the transmitter on 6660 and 
the receiver on 6470; No. 30, with the trans- 
mitter on 2158 and the receiver on 2550 ; and 
No. 40 with the transmitter on 2738 and 
the receiver on 2738. The 40 channel is 
reserved for ship -to -ship calls. 

How to use it ? Pick up the receiver, 
dial the channel number desired and say: 

"This is steamer calling on 
channel 10." 

The Lorain operator does the rest. 
When the Lorain station calls. those in 

the pilot house hear the vessel's whistle 
signal in the loud speaker, followed by one, 
two or three short dots which indicate the 
channel number. One dot is No. 10 chan- 
nel, two dots. No. 20. etc. For instance, 
The Reiss Steamship Company's signal is 
82888 and the Steamer William .4. Reiss 
signal is 222. Those in the pilot house 
would hear the call 82888 -222, followed by 
one, two or three short dots. 

And what's the future ? Hageman sees 
a very bright future for it. 

"The day will come -and soon -when no 
vessel will venture out without radio tele- 
phone," he said, "for it pays." 
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'. MANY 
Vibrapack 
Gives Flyers 

One Foot on the Ground 
The widespread popularity of Mallory 
Vibrapack for use in airplane radio trans- 
mitters is additional evidence of the truth 
of the Mallory slogan, "Perfect Portable 
Power ". Pilots know they can rely on 
Mallory Vibrapack for a dependable signal 
and low battery drain. 
Mallory Vibrapack provides the ideal source 
of plate voltage wherever commercial electric 
power is not available, whether its in the 
air or on the ground. Mallory Vibrapacks 
are available for operation from both 6 volt 
and 12 volt batteries with outputs of up to 
300 volts at 100 m.a. of easily filtered D.C. 
In addition, the low voltage models are ideal 
for converting 110 volt receivers for 6 volt 
battery operation. 
Mallory Vibrapack is made in the following 
models ... 

Nominal Nominal 
Type Input Voltage Output Voltage 

VP- 551 -Self- Rectifying 6.3 125- 150 -175 -200 
VP- 552 -Self- Rectifying 6.3 225- 250. 275 -300 
VP-553-Tube Rectifier 6.3 125- 150.175 -200 
VP -55S -Tube Rectifier 6.3 225- 250- 275 -300 
VP- G556- Self -Rectifying 12.6 225- 250. 275.300 
*Specially designed for aircraft, bus and boat serr ice. 

See your Mallory -Yaxley distributor now. 
He has complete specifications and operating 
instructions. Ask for your copy. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

Coble Address - PELMALLO 

ALLOR 
APPROVED RADIO 

PRECISION PRODU 

PRECISION PRrr 
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Transcriptions 
(Continued from page 19) 

side walls. This separation of studio and 
building prevents the transmission of out- 
side vibrations into the studio, confining 
the acoustical engineer's problem to the in- 
terior of the studio. 

To break up "standing waves," sound 
waves which rise vertically along a wall 
and cause distressing resonances on certain 
tones, transcription studios are built with 
walls slanting inward, so that the area of 
the studio ceiling is appreciably smaller 
than that of the floor. Further sound- 
proofing is attained by making the studio 
floor "floating," or independent of the side 
walls. 

A nine -ton block of concrete, free of the 
floor and extending down to bedrock, as- 
sures a vibration -free base for the "dub- 
bing table," the turntable used to dub in 
recorded theme and transition music and 
other recorded effects in a dramatic pro- 
gram. 

Solid concrete flooring supports the re- 
cording machines, which are vibrationless. 
Wax cut from the disks during the tran- 
scribing process is drawn away by suction, 
to eliminate any possibility of surface 
noises caused by wax threads which might 
otherwise fall from the stylus and cling to 
the master. Sputtering with gold and slow 
pre -plating before the final copper plating 
are just two more precautions to guar- 
antee purity of tone. 

Though to the layman who has just fin - 
ished hearing about the high fidelity 
standards of vertical -cut transcriptions the 
next process "sputtering," seems literally 
to be gilding the lily. The disk is placed 
in a vacuum- sealed chamber, where for 20 
minutes it is bombarded electrically with 
tiny gold particles. This gold film, a few 
millionths of an inch thick, insures con- 
duction for the electrolytic copper plating 
which follows. 

Until the gold "sputtering" method was 
introduced, the wax master was dusted 
with graphite, which serves the same pur- 
pose. However, the graphite, being gran- 
ular, caused surface noises which are elim- 
inated entirely when the disk is plated with 
gold. 

Next, the gold -plated master is sus- 
pended in a dilute electrolytic solution, 
where it slowly acquires a fine- textured 
copper coating. Then it receives a second 
plating, and comes out with a thick layer 
of copper built up on its surface. 

Now we have a copper and gold nega- 
tive impression built up on the wax mas- 
ter. The wax is no longer needed, so it is 
stripped off gently with wooden tools. 
Wood is used to avoid marring the sur- 
face of the negative. Trimming is the next 
step in the process. Excess metal is pared 
off, before the disk is chromium plated in 
preparation for the final smoothing and 
aligning process. 

At last, we're ready to start making rec- 
ords. The copper master goes into a hy- 
draulic press, along wits a square "biscuit" 
of plastic material. Controlled heat and 
a ton of pressure arc applied, and, waffle 
fashion, the transcription is pressed. 

Judy and Jane records are made of 

The "master" disk is placed into a press 
with a "biscuit" and a finished record- 
ing is made. A pressure of a ton is used. 

"vinylite," a plastic of many uses. Dental 
plates, automobile steering wheels, radio 
panels are just some of the other products. 

World Broadcasting also uses cellulose 
acetate, another plastic having practically 
all the advantages offered by vinylite. 

Out of the press, our recording is given 
a final polishing, tested, packed and shipped 
off to its destination -15 minutes of enter- 
tainment packed into a pound of plastic. - 

Beam Pole Oscillator 
(Continued from page 37) 

and one -half wavelengths. 
All that it is necessary to do to shift the 

resonant frequency of the antenna is to 
move the oscillator stand -off insulator con- 
nections up or down on the matching sec- 
tion by fastening the oscillator box higher 
or lower on the pole. 

The oscillator is tuned to resonance when 
the plate milliamnteter is at its highest 
reading. If this adjustment is not sharply 
defined or if the ntilliammeter reading is 
too high at resonance the coupling between 
the pickup coil and tank circuit should be 
loosened. 

The coupling coil should be made of a 

piece of No. 12 solid, bare wire extending 
between the two stand -off insulators across 
the inside of the box with a single turn loop 
so placed in it that it may be bent in or out 
between the turns at the grid end of the 
tank coil. 

No. 12 wire is also used in the tank coil 
with IA inch spacing between turns ( for 5 

meters) so that the coil and antenna pickup 
loop are sufficiently stiff to hold their posi- 
tion and eliminate the necessity of insulat- 
ing the latter with spaghetti tubing. 

The tank coil for both 5 and 2% meters 
is 1% inches in diameter with 5 turns 
spaced 1/> inch for the 5 meter hand and two 
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turns spaced approximately l inch apart for 
the 2Y meter band. 

The oscillator should be assembled and 
tested on its hase, as shown in the photo- 
graph. The rest of its weather -proof hous- 
ing is then assembled around it. 

A half -inch hole is drilled at the top of 
the three foxed side panels. The projecting 
top with its overhanging skirt is for the 
purpose of protecting these holes from 
snow and rain and still allow good ventila- 
tion. 

The three hase holes. through which the 
filament and high voltage leads pass, should 
be glade a bit over -size to allow air to rise 
through them. 

Use 44" brass brads in fastening the box 
together and brass hinges for the door. The 
material used for the box is %" 3- plywood. 

Materials for Weather -proof Box 
Made from 1/4" plywood, three laminations, 9 

pieces as follows: 
1 pc. -6 "x6" (Bottom) 
f pe. -7 "x7" (Top) 
2 prs. -6 "x12" (Sides) 
2 pre. -61/. "x12" (Front and back) 
2 pcs.- 714"x2" (Skirt for top) 
I pc. -7 0x2" (Skirt for top) 

Buy a small thirty -cent can of asphaltum 
and paint the wooden sections before they 
are assembled and again after assembly, 
particularly where the edges join. 

If these simple instructions are followed 
you will have a rugged oscillator and an- 
tenna system which will "stay put" regard- 
less of wind and weather. 

The double "J" beam gives a broad figure 
eight pattern and in most locations can be 
set permanently in some direction \which 
will allow satisfactory operation. If not, it 
is so light and compact that it can be made 
to rotate through 180 degrees with very 
little trouble, particularly as no awkward 
transmission line problem is involved. 

The power supply was designed specifi- 
cally for this rig and is ideally suited to 
it. It is absolutely limitless and has very 
fine regulation giving a clean, silent carrier 
under all conditions. In spite of its excel- 
lent characteristics it is inexpensive and 
easy to construct. It includes a Varintatch 
modulation transformer so that any ampli- 
fier of adequate power may he used with it. 
Incidentally, you do not need much audio 
power to fully modulate a self -excited oscil- 
lator. Fifteen watts of audio is plenty for 
a fifty watt input and you won't use it all. 
An amplifier unit with posh pull 61.6 out- 
put in Class A is more than enough to do 
the joli. 

A wort) of warning in regard to the fila- 
nient supply is necessary. The filament 
should not be operated bclu\v normal rated 
voltage (7.5 volts). Use X1. 1.1 twin con- 
ductor if obtainable. If smaller wire is used 
or the run is long from the power supply 
up to the oscillator it would be better to use 
a 10 volt filament transformer with a rheo- 
stat in one leg by which the voltage at Me 
filament terminals can be adjusted to 7.5 
volts under load. 

The third wire to the oscillator is the plus 
plate supply and good insulation is more 
important than wire size. The filament 
line provides the -B return circuit. 

Don't worry about the lack of filament 
by -pass condensers on the oscillator. You 
will find that the efficiency and stability is 
higher without them. 

RADIO NEWS 

Short Wave Flashes 
(Continued from page 46) 

America: W8X K. Pittsburgh. Perora., on 21.54, 
5:45 to 8:1111 a.m.; on 13.21. 8:00 a.ni. to 6:00 
p.m.: nn 11.87, 6:00 to 10:00 p.m., and on 6.14 
10:00 p.m. to 12 midnight. 

Frequency Changes 
C(aRA-- COBC. Havana, highly- variable be- 

tween 9.98 and 10.02: C'OCQ, Havana, to 9.705. 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -HIG. Trujillo, 

variable. between 6.28 and 6.285: IITZ. Trujillo, 
to 6.315; 1114V, San Francisco de 3lacoris, to 
6.455. 

ECUADOR- IICJB, Quito. heard on new an. 
flounced frequency of 12.45, in parallel with 
IICIJIt (14.43). 

FED. MALAY STATES -ZGE, Kuala Lunt. 
purr, to 6.24. 

Gl .4TE.11.4L.4 -TG2, Guatemala City, variable 
near 6.19; TGQA, Quezaltcnango, to near 6.44. 

.v1CARAGUA- VN16G, Managua, to 6.507. 
PERU- OAX4G, Lima, to 6.298. 
l'E.Vli%UEI.A- VV3RA, San Cristobal, to 

5.87, where it is badly QRMed by HRX; V\ +RC, 
Caracas, to 5.95. 

Data 
AUSTRALIA -New address for VI.R is Aus- 

tralian Broadcasting Commission. T and C Bnild- 
iug, Russell St.. Melbourne C -t G. P. O. Box 1685. 
. . . Experimental Broadcasting Station SDI 
(14.11851, is being heard Sundays to 1:40 a.m. 
Reports are requested. Stations signs -off with 
kookaburra bird call. followed by a few bars of 
God .Sore the King. 

BR.ILIL -- According to the Chicago Short 
Wave Radio Club, short -wave stations invited by 
l'ia. Radio Internacional do Brasil. Caixa Postal 
709, Itiu Ile Janeiro, operate as follows: PSH 
(111.221, Mondays, Wednesdays. Thursdays and 
Saturdays 6911 to 7:00 p.m., Tuesdays 6:00 to 
7:titi p.m., and 8:00 to 8:30 p.m., and Fridays 
6:110 to 7:30 p.m.; PSA (21.08), Fridays 12:30 
to 1:1111 p.m and on the first Thursday of each 
month, f 11:20 a.m. to noon, with programs 
directed to Italy: PSE (14.935), Saturdays 3:00 
to 3:30 p.m. with 9rogranis in French, and on 
1 \'edncsdays 4:00 to 4:10 p.m. and on the 23rd 
of each month front 4:00 to 4:30 p.m., with pro- 
grams in German. 

-A. Walcott of San Francisco. Calif., 
reports the following Chinese commercial sta. 
tions are again working: Hankocc uses XTJ (11.7) 
or sometimes XTK (9.08), to phone Canton, and 
Swatow, from 4:311 to 8:00 a.nt. Cordon is on 
9.485, with XTVXRB (Hankow calls it XTV. 
Canton says merely " CAnton" when making Chi. 
nose contacts but uses XRB when phoning San 
Francisco at 9:15 a.m. almost daily). Swatow 
uses either XTS on 11.44. or XTR on 9.4. 

COLO.1/13/ :1,- 11J7ABB (4.82), "Radio San- 
tander," P. O. Ions 37. relays HJ7ABA (1280 
kc.) of Bucaramanga; verifies with card having 
small blue call letters. 

COST.4 RICA- TIE\IT (10.06), "Radio El 
\luudo." 1'. 0. Box 1049. relays TIEM of San 
Jose. daily from approximately 6:00 to 11:00 p.m. 

ECf- :IDOR- IIC2C1V (8.41). "Ondas del Paci- 
fico," Ca.silla Postal 1166, Guayaquil operates 
weekdays front 7:00 to 11:30 p.nt. and on Sun- 
days from .1:30 to 6:00 p.m. Wonsan announcer 
gives station identification. Programs open and 
close with national anthem: HCODA (9.445), "La 
\ -oz del Alma." Cane Noguchi 719 (Apartado 
7041. Guayaquil. verifies with a card having small 
black call letters. 

FRENCH I.VT)O- Clil.VA- "Radio Boy-Lan. 
dry" is operating daily from 7:30 to 9:15 a.m. 
On 6.2, 9.76. and 11.71 ac's simultaneously. 
Chinese or Auuamite programs are broadcast from 
7:30 to 8:15 a.m. and for the last hour French 
programs of classical and popular music. an- 
nounced by a woman. News in French is sand- 
wiched in between the classical and the popular. 
Interval signal is a series of notes on chimes: 
signs-off with 1.0 klarseillnis.. 

JAPAN- -According to Ashley Walcott of San 
Francisco, California. there are two new Japanese 
ship-to -shore telephone circuits for ships working 
un 6.63. One is at Kobe, on about 8.33. the other 
at .11aji on 6.17. These are heard front S:00 to 
8:00 a.m. 

1.41'A- -VIM, Batavia. utilizing a new fre- 
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EVERYTHING IN RADIO 

at Lowest Prices! 

NEW SETS! 
69 euu¢h..I hS11:11T 
Radin. -a- Inv ; t-í.:15: 
4 -15 lune. -new "Teeny - 

Wee4m< " low drain bat - 
terp sais 11.5 tubes). rec. 
0111 ',layer, phonographs. 
phono- radios. Setsfor AC. 
\l' -DI', 6 colt. :12 volt. 
battery. auto operation/ 

NEW SOUND! 
Complete range of n e w 
l'.A. -8 -65 watts. N e w 
l'nnable ) $tenu, :ta watt 
)labile System, Roaster- 
l' o w r r Stace. Electric 
Guitar :Vnp110er -m o s t 
romltile line of record- 
ing equipment, dises. etc., 
in any catalog: 

NEW PARTS -KITS! 
alas than 14.060 parts! 
New Build - tour - Own 
k I t s: Beginners' 1. 2. 
and 3 tubers. It tube auto 
radio, Photo EVII. Electric 
Fence. 4 Tube Portable. 
low -ont transmitters. eue. 
-and diaura ms and 'wok. 
eels for building 100 kits! 

NEW HAM GEAR! 
:\ pl:mt damn ueelion, an 
Amateur Catalog in itself! 
New Ilnllierarurn sldn-to- 
-1ton. Notional. Moamar- 
twat. Utah. and OTC x- 
millern as low as $15.05: 
new recd bers: National 
St' -5111 and SC -44: I lal- 
lierafters "Dual i)ierr- 
sitv" and "Marine": Sur - 
;ttit "Streamliner": 
Ilmsard. etc. 

NEW TESTERS! 

tacat. Indir. cl.anal« - 
- T u be Poachers, Se: 

Testers. Analyzers. Oseü- 
lographs. SI etere -tutti 
mar Motto parts! 

Fastest Sortire. Illgh- 
est Quality. Lostest 
Priers! Write for 
A I.I.I h:O'. new 1!C:n 
Cato I - 

SEND COUPON 

Allied Radio 
Corporation. 
Dept. 1.19. 
833 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago. Ill. 
.end rem (nor new FREE 1939 Cala - 
log. 

Same 

State 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
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BUFFER -DRIVER 
THE BD -40 can be used as a 40- 

watt buffer -driver for the Ham - 
marlund PA -300 or it can be used as 
a low power final amplifier in a be- 
ginner's transmitter. This new 
"foundation kit" is designed so that 
transmitters can be built more com- 
pact and more economical. Contains 
all brackets, screws, etc. Uses an 
807 or RK -39 and can be put to- 
gether in a few minutes. See it at 
your dealer's or write for details! 
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.. Inc. RN -9 
424 W. 33 St.. N. Y. City 

Send data on BD -40. 

Name 

Address 
City State 

HRmmARLUnD 
Canadian Office: 41 West Ave. No., Hamilton, On . 

250,000 D°ACEERECORDS 
Decca, Brunswick, Vocalion, Blue Bird 

Victor, Melotone, Perfect 

Standard 10 Inch Size 
(double face) 

swing numbers, waltzes, dance, vocal, instrumen- 
tal, hill billy, old time, sentimental, &c., &c.; 
over 1000 different selections, made by Rudy 
Vallee, Lombardo, Lopez, Nelson, Whiteman, 
Bernie, Crosby, Mills Bros., Morgan and a host 
of others. 

Each record has been played, tested and guar- 
anteed. All records are electrically recorded. 
The regular price of 
these records are 35c 
to 75c each. NOW 
only 

teeach. 
12 for $1. 25 

for $2. No order 
accepted for less than 
SI. R R RECORD PLAYER 

An all electric machine; plays all 10 or 12 inch 
records. Connects to any AC radio and the 
music comes through your loud speaker as clearly 
and marvelously as your radio is capable of pro- 
ducing. Volume is easily regulated. 

RCA VICTOR 
Model R -93 -C 

Regular price 514.95 
Our special price 

$ 8 5 

send creek 
` 

m money order -or an coupon below to sd. 
dress nearest Yeu. 

Dept. / Since 
G -17 a 1889 

56 W. Washington st. 157 Forsyth St. 58 Cortlandt St. 
Chicago. III. Atlanta. Ga. New York. N. Y. 

MDDELLS. Dept. D -r7. sa Cortlanet s4. New York City. N. Y. 

Enclosed is 0 Si for 12 records. D 82 for 25 rec- 
ords. [I S7.85 for Victor Player R.93.C. Send Ote 
Illustrated bulletin. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

PASTE COUPON ON PENNY POSTCARD 
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quency of 7.41, is operating daily except Saturdays 
from 10:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. and on Saturdays 
from 7:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. 

MEXICO -XBA (6.977), Tantbaya, Central 
Station of the Government Weather Bureau, gives 
weather reports daily at 11:00 a.m., 1:00, 2:00, 
3:00 and 9:50 p.m. 

PANAMA -HPSG (11.78), "Ron Dailey," P. 
O. Box 1121, Panama City, power 750 to 1500 
watts, operates daily from 6:00 to 10:00 or 11:00 
p.m. Programs are opened and closed with the 
Prelude of Traviata; verifies with a clever blue 
and white card. 

PHILIPPINES -The Philippine Long Distance 
Telephone Company has a new transmitter and 
now has two circuits on the air simultaneously. 
KZGF of Manila uses frequencies of 5.465, 6.79 
and 7.41, to phone Cebu and Iloilo, while the sis- 
ter transmitter operates on 6.46 and 7.855, while 
phoning a new station KZDB at Catsiano. KZGH, 
Iloilo uses either 5.445 or 6.785, to phone Manila. 
KZDB has only been heard on 6.66. These are 
all on the air intermittently between 5:00 and 
9:00 a.m. 

SPAIN - "Radio Malaga," Departamento de 
Radio, Gobierno Civil de Malaga, operates on 
either 14.44, or 7.22, with a power of 700 watts. 

SPANISH MOROCCO- EA9AI, owned by Dr. 
Angel Mora, Canalejas. 1, Melilla, broadcasts on 
either 7.151, or 7.185, Fridays and Saturdays 
10:00 to 11:00 p.m. Power is 200 watts. 

Amateur Notes 
The Richard Archbold Expedition of the Ameri- 

can Museum of Natural History, landed at Hol- 
landia, New Guinea, on June 10th, after a thrill- 
ing flight from the United States, aboard the huge 
clipper, Cuba, While enroute short -wave listeners 
intercepted many messages from the planés trans. 
mitter KHAHX (12.42), and the amateur trans- 
mitter PK6XX (14.196), which were used for 
communication purposes with land stations and 
the foiks back home. 

Harold Ramm, W2BVB, is operator of the ex- 
peditions station PK6XX, which has a power of 
300 watts, and he can often be heard on Sunday 
mornings between 3:00 and 4:30 a.m. in con- 
tact with United States amateurs. A frequency 
of 14.009 is used for amateur contacts, and one 
of 11.355 for commercial communication. It is 
doubtful if reports will be verified but those wish- 
ing to take a chance can write direct to the ex. 
pedition at Hollandia, New Guinea, or to W2BVB, 
Harold Ramm, 161 -07 Station Road, Flushing, 
Long Island, New York. 

The expedition is exploring the jungle regions 
around Lake Habbema, 12,500 feet above sea 
level. 

BURMA -Max Fisher of San Francisco, writes 
that XZ2EZ sends an exceptionally fine QSL 
card, 5 "x7" in size, and having call letters 2" 
high in red, green, and blue. A Hindu Temple is 
pictured in the upper right hand corner. The sta. 
tion's frequencies are 14.2, and 14.36. 

JAMAICA- During a recent labor disturbance, 
when all ordinary communications had been sev- 
ered, an emergency amateur network, served as 
the only means of contact between various points 
on this island. 

PHILIPPINES - Amateur KA7EF (14.122), 
during a KSO with W5ECL, was heard to state 
that his station was located at the base camp of 
the Fabrica Lumber Company, and American 
Lumber Company, on the island of Negros. 

SUMATRA -Bob Hetzel of Milwaukee, Wis- 
consin, recently received a QSL card from 
PK4JD (14.09) of Billitan, Sumatra, which 
stated he was the first to report reception of this 
station from the \V9 district. PK4JD is on the 
air quite often near 9:00 a.m. and is very anxious 
to receive reception reports from the United 
States. The power of his rig is 30 watts. 

Last Minute Notes 
A short -wave transmitter is now testing in Wel- 

lington, .Veto Zealand. Programs of broadcast 
station 2ZB are being relayed on frequencies of 
6.975, and 4.53. Reports from the United States 
are especially solicited. 

Short Waves for West Coast DX'ers 
by JOHN D. CLARK 

(All Times are PACIFIC STANDARD) 
BECAUSE of the increased interest in 

trans- Pacific stations, RADIO NEWS 
presents this month a complete list of the 
broadcasters which are now being logged 

regularly on the West Coast. Due to the 
fact that most Asiatic transmitters are on 
the air only during their own evening 
hours, reception of these stations in Amer- 
ica is usually possible only between mid- 
night and 7:00 a.m., PST. 
4.27 meg. RV15. Khabarovsk, U.S.S.R. -An old 

stand -by and a very reliable station front mid- 
night to 7:00 a.m. daily. 

4.85 meg. YDJ.2, Solo, Java.- Extremely weak 
signal is audible from 2:30 to 5:30 a.m., heard 
only on the Pacific Coast. 

4.99 meg. VUB2, Bombay, India. Comes on the 
air at 4:30 a.m., and is audible weakly on the 
\ \'est Coast for about one hoar. 

5.14 meg. PMY, Bandoeng, Java.-Weak signals, 
but audible daily from 2:30 to 5:30 a.m. 

6.01 meg. ZHO, Singapore, Malaya.- Transmits 
from 2:40 to 6:40 a.m., but heard in America 
only under extremely favorable atmospheric 
conditions. 

6.20 meg. Saigon, Indo-China.- Station again an- 
nouncing as "Radio Philco" audible with fair 
signal until 6:00 a.m. daily, and until 6:30 a.m. 
on Thursday and Sunday. This transmitter is 
sometimes confused with ZBE of Kuala Lum. 
pur, Straits Settlements, which works on almost 
the same frequency from 3:40 to 5:40 a.m. 
Sunday, Tuesday, and Friday; but WE is con- 
siderably weaker and on some days entirely in- 
audible. 

6.72 meg. PMH, Bandoeng, Java.-Very good sta- 
tion from 1:30 to 6:00 a.m. daily. Doesn't sign 
off until 8:00 a.m. but fades out after 6:00 a.m. 

7.31 meg. 4PM, Port Moresby, Papua. -This is 
a new station. Has no regular schedule as yet, 
but has been reported irregularly near 1:00 a.m. 

8.54 meg. RV15, Khabarovsk, U.S.S.R. -A power- 
ful harmonic of 4.27 meg. occupies this fre- 
quency, and signals are usually stronger than 
the original wave from 2:00 to 6:00 a.m. 

9.10 meg. XGOX, Narking, China.-A new sta- 
tion, the identity of which is still somewhat 
questionable. News in English is released at 
5:45 a.m. daily, but the complete schedule is 
not known. No regular schedule seems to be 
maintained at the present time, the station clos- 
ing down at almost any time between 6:00 and 
7:30 a.m. 

9.29 meg.- Another new Chinese station, located 
in Hastete or Carton, and usually heard be- 
tween 5:00 and 6:00 a.m. Despite reports to 
the contrary, this transmitter has no connection 
with the 9.10 meg. station, since both have been 
heard at the same time with different programs. 

9.42 meg. PLV, Bandoeng, Java.-An extremely 
powerful phone station which contacts California 
between 5 :30 and 7:00 a.m. daily, and occa- 
sionally broadcasts programs of native music. 

9.50 meg. VK3ME, Melbourne, Australia. -An 
old stand -by which is received with fine volume 
from 1:00 to 4:00 a.m. daily except Sunday. 

9.51 meg. HS8PJ. Bangkok, Siam. -Transmits 
Thursday only from 5:00 to 7:00 a.m. Recep- 
tion during the first hours is usually excellent, 
but the station is heterodyned after 6:00 a.m. by 
XEWW. Announces at regular intervals in 
English. 

9.53 meg. ZBW3, Hongkong, China.-A powerful 
station, broadcasting in both English and Chi- 
nese. (See RADIO News, August, page 67 for 
complete schedule.) 

9.54 meg. VPD2, Suva, Fiji Islands. -On the air 
daily except Sunday from 2:30 to 4:00 a.m., 
and received on America's West Coast with 
surprisingly strong volume. Programs consist 
entirely of English recordings. 

9.55 meg. YDB, Sourabaya, lava.- Another 
"powerhouse" which may be heard without diffi- 
culty. from 2:30 to 7:00 a.m. daily, to 8:00 a.m. 
Friday, and to 8:30 a.m. Saturday. Programs 
are partially in Dutch and partially in Malay. 

9.57 meg. KZR\I, Manila, P. I.- Reliable station, 
heard with good volume during early morning 
hours. Scheduled to operate from 2:00 to 6:00 
a.m., but often stays on the air until 7:00 a.m. 

9.58 meg. VLR, Melbourne, Australia. -Tre- 
mendous volume from 12:30 to 5:30 a.m. daily. 
Relays programs of 310 -3AR and Australian 
National Network. Also on the air from 7:30 
to 11:30 p.m., but never audible in this country 
before 10:00 or 10:30 p.m. 

9.59 meg. VK2ME, Sydney, Australia.-"The 
Voice of Australia." Heard weakly Saturday 
from 9:00 to 11:00 p.m., and fair on Sunday 
from 1:30 to 5:30 a.m. For listeners on the 
\Vest Coast, VK2ME is the weakest of all Aus- 
tralian stations. 
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9.59 meg. VCD2, Delhi. India.- Audible with 
weak to fair volume near 5:00 a.m., but fades 
out after 6:30 a.m. 

9.62 meg. ZRK, Johannesburg, South Africa. -Be- 
comes audible about 6:00 a.m.. reaching peak 
volume near 7:00 a.m., and fading out after 
that time. 

9.63 meg. JFO, Taihoka, Taietan.- Usually heard 
from 2:00 to 7:15 a.m., with news in English 
at 6:05 a.nt. Sometimes signs off at 6:30 a.m. 
immediately following the news. Volume good. 
but not as strong as other Japanese stations. 

9.76 rtes. Saigon, IndoChino.- Relays programs 
from "Radio Philcn' on 6.20 meg. Best volume 
between 5:00 and 6:00 a.m. 

9.92 meg. JDY, Darien, Maneltukuo.- Bróadcasts 
daily front 4:00 to 5:00 a.m., with news in Eng. 
lisp at 4:45 a.m. Excellent volume. 

10.26 meg. PAIN, Bnndoeno, Java.-Relays pro. 
grants of VDR and PLP from 2:30 to 7:00 
a.nt. daily, to 8:00 a.m. Friday, and to 8:30 
a.m. Saturday. PAIN is now using a new 
heano -type antenna. and a decided improvement 
has been noted in signal strength during the 
past month. The station often returns to the air 
for additional programs of native music after 
a few minutes intermission, following completion 
of simultaneous broadcast with YDB and PLP. 

10.53 meg. JIB, Taihoka, Tai :eau.- Broadcasts 
English news period simultaneously with JFO 
at 6:05 a.nt. daily, and often releases native 
recorded music both before and after that time. 

10.66 meg. JVN. Tokyo. Jahott. Beard with ex- 
cellent signal strength from 10:50 to 11:20 p.m., 
and from 1:00 to 4:40 a.m. daily, relaying pro- 
grams from the Japanese National Network. 

11.00 sieg. PLP, Bnndocuo, Jara. -Works simul- 
taneously with PAIN and YDB from 2:30 to 
7:00 a.nt. daily, to 8:00 a.m. Friday, and to 
8:311 a.m. Saturday. 

11.8 meg. JZJ. Tokyo, JaPmt.- "Overseas Pro- 
gram" froto 5:00 to 6:30 a.m. is receive.! with 
tremendous volume, as is also the transmission 
from 4:00 to 4:30 a.m. This station is also on 
the air from 11:30 a.m. to I:00 p.m,, and from 
1:311 to 2:30 p.m., but reception in this region 
is extremely weak. 

14.6 men. JVII, Tokyo, Japan.-Relays programs 
of the Japanese National Network, at irregular 
intervals throughout the afternoon and early 
evening. 

15.15 meg. 'DC, Bandoetut, /inv.-Broadcasts 
simultaneously with PLP, I'M N, and YDIt, bitt 
reception on America's West Coast is extremely 
weak and irregular. 

15.16 meg. JZK. Tokyo, Japan."Overscas Pro- 
gram" for Pacific Coast heard with excellent 
signal strength from 9:30 to 10:30 p.ttt. 

15.30 meg. l'DII, Sou rabnya, Jor'a. -This is a 
cone parati rely new frequency, and the first time 
that a Javanese station has managed to reach 
the United States during the evening hours. 
Listen for YDB between 7:30 and 11:00 p.m. 

16.87 meg. JZL, Tokyo, Japan. -A new Japanese 
broadcast frequency. This transmitter relayed 
programs of JZIC from 9:30 to 10:30 p.m., and 
from 3:00 to 3:30 p.m. on several occasions re- 
cently. 

19.112 meg. IISSPJ. Bangkok, Siam.- Programs 
scheduled for Monday only between 5:00 and 
7:00 a.m. Last announcement heard "Our Mon- 
day broadcast on 15230 kc. per second" would 
seem to indicate that a change in frequency is 
contemplated, and this broadcast may soon be 
shifted to the 19th meter wave. 

Asiatic Amateurs 
A large number of Chinese amateur 

stations have been logged on the popular 
20 meter band during the past month, most 
of them being received near 6:00 or 6:30 
a.m. XU8EF, X128ET, XU8MC, XU8RB, 
XU8RJ, XU9\IK, and XU6TL are a few 
of the more regular Chinese "hams." 

From 11 :00 to p.m. to 1:00 a.m., this 
same 20 meter band is overrun with Aus- 
tralian amateurs, and as many as 43 sta- 
tions from the land of the kangaroos have 
been tuned in during this period, many of 
them with surprisingly strong volume. 

From 1:00 to 6:00 a.m. the Pacific Coast 
listener may, with a little patience, log 
"ham" stations in ahnost every Asiatic 
country. Try the 20 meter band (14.1 to 
14.4 meg.) for real DX reception. 
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Technical Review 
(Continued from page 48) 

ypcs. The data in both booklets has been 
prepared in a comprehensive and conven- 
ient form. For a free copy write to the 
above company attention of the Commer- 
cial Engineering Section. 

MALLORY- YAXLEY RADIO SERVICE EN- 
CYCLOPEDIA, Second Edition, 336 Pages. 
Price $3.00; Size 844x11% inches. Pub- 
lished by P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., In- 
dianapolis, Indiana. 

The new Encyclopedia surpasses the 
first edition by a greater number of 
pages, (over 120 more pages than the 
first publication) with many new for- 
mulas and charts, circuit diagrams, and 
by the fact that there arc something 
like 17,000 different sets analyzed and 
conveniently indexed in this new book. 

This 1938 edition has been compiled 
and written from the actual practical 
field experiences of many radio service 
engineers. It has been prepared so that 
the serviceman can find the information 
that he may seek for the job at hand. 

The book is divided into three main 
sections, controls, condensers and vi- 
brators. These sections are supple- 
mented by helpful articles on trans- 
formers, antenna design, rectifiers, auto- 
matic tuning, alignment, and other data 
required for constant reference in every- 
day service procedure. 

Follow the Latest 
DEVELOPMENTS 

in the Field of Radio 
in 

RADIO 
N EWS 

» 

» 
Will the Hams be awarded 

increased frequencies? 

Will another Amateur 
League be formed? 

When will television be 
available to the public? 

These and all other latest issues are dis- 

cussed in Radio News, together with the 

newest circuits and apparatus. 

Read RADIO NEWS 
25c on all newsstands 
($2.s0 by annual subscription in U. S.) 

Hailed as International Short Wave 
Champion, a title won by Robot 
Rossi. who verified 2:0 stations. each 
over 5.000 miles distant with his 
ale5(U11DO SILVER "15 -17." With 
better than .4 microvolt absolute 
sensitivity from lie to 10.0110 ke. 
and 1% microvolt nn to 70,e110 kc. 
television sound wave lengths. this 
at literally covers the world! 

An 18.inch Super Clint loud 
speaker ISllver- 3ensenl covers the 
extraordinary tone range from below 
30 to above 9000 cycles. reproducing 
tone stripped of all artieeintity. 
Weighing 44 lbs.. it handles the 34 

watt tower without any possibility 
of overload. 

The amazing ability to penetrata 
the blanket of electrical noise or at- 
mospheric conditions and pierce like 
a dagger point between wave bands 
which ordinarily Interfere with each 
other is yours with the new MAS- 
TERPIECE VI. One knob intensi 
ties "selectivity" from broad 32 he. 
super ldgh- lidelit'. to 12. to S. and 
finally to s ke.. giving you incom- 
parable sharpness. 

Write today for NEW MASTERPIECE VI detai 
UflDO SIUVEfl 

MASTE,RIECE . MCMURDO SILVER CORP. 
MO SutM1 aii,M1,gan 

cn, go. iILmu 

Please rush me detailed information on the NEW 
MASTERPIECE VI. 

AdJaew 

Cly kau 

J 
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WHAT'S IT TO YOU 
. . . that 8 years ago Service 
Engineers started to climb on 

NATIONAL UNION'S BAND WAGON? 
What's it to you Just this. Today, as then, 
National Union gives first consideration to the 
needs of the Radio Service profession . 

studies your problems . . . does something 
practical about it. 
Think of it! More than one hundred thousand 
pieces of necessary shop equipment have been 
given to Service Engineers during these eight 
years. The men who are riding the N. U. 
band wagon have year after year cashed in on 
the National Union policies listed below. 
FREE EQUIPMENT FOR THOSE WHO BUY 
N. U. TUBES AND CONDENSERS 
QUALITY PRODUCTS GUARANTEED TO IN- 
SURE CUSTOMER GOOD -WILL 
FAIR PROFIT MARGINS 
PRICE MAINTENANCE BY REFUSAL TO 
SOLICIT CUT RATE OUTLETS 
FREE SALES HELPS AND BUSINESS 
FORMS CREATED TO SELL SERVICE 

WANT TO EXPERIMENT WITH 
TELEVISION? 

You can build your own transmitter and re. 
h-er! Ask your N. U. Jobber tout N. U. 

Televislon tube types and free circuit infer. 
motion. 

National Union Radie Corporation. 
57 State St.. Newark, N. I. 

RN-9 8 
1 

Who is my nearest N. II. Distributor? 

Name 

Street 

City State 

RACKS, PANELS 
& CABINETS 

Which Give Yoar lobThat 
Professional Appearance 
After all the painstaking 
effort which you put into 
building that new Trans- 
mitter, Receiver or P.A. 
job . you deserve 
PAR -METAL racks, pan- 
els and cabinets. because. 
they give to any job t! e 

professional appearance 
which is so desirable. 

PAR -METAL equipment 
is uniformly standardize:I 
so that chassis, racks, pan- 
els and accessories may 
easily be assembled. The 
fine. clean finish of all 
PAR -METAL units tc ill 

give your job that mod- 
ern, streamlined appear- 
ance that youve been 
looking for. 

New FREE Catalog 
The PAR-METAL line is the most complete in 
the Industry and includes units which enable 
you to build almost anything front a Short 
Wave Receiver to a professional Transmitter or 
Public Addre -.s System. If your jobber cannot 
supply you with our newest catalogue. which 
completely describes and illustrates the line, 
write for one direct to 

PAR -METAL PRODUCTS CORP. 
35a9 41st Street, Long Island City, N. Y. 
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RADIO NEWS 56 MC Preselector 
(Continued froid page 31) 

facilitate ganging the tuning condensers. A 
shield partition of aluminum, 4" wide and 
3%" high is bolted to the chassis by means 
of a W' flange at its bottom. A large hole 
is cut in it to accommodate the tube; a 
smaller one to pass the condenser shaft, 
and four more for the socket and condenser 
mounting screws. The placement of the 
two larger holes is not critical except that 
the necessity for short leads should be kept 
in mind. In the model the center of the 
tube hole is 134" above the chassis and 
Ur in from the edge. The shaft hole is 
centered 1/" al-ove the chassis and 1W' 
from the other edge. The tube hole is made 
just large enough to pass the base of the 
tube: 3g" diameter is sufficient to provide 
ample clearance for the condenser shaft. 
The 1851 socket is mounted on l rg" posts 
with the screen and suppressor terminals 
uppermost. 

This small shield partition provides all 
the shielding that is needed, and is mounted 
3!/a" behind the panel, 34" from the enge 
of the chassis. In experimenting with the 
circuit a copper shield was installed to al- 
most completely inclose the plate circuit 
with its output terminals, tuned circuit, etc., 
but was not found to offer sufficient ad- 
vantage to justify the trouble it involved. 

The placement of parts not fixed by the 
dimensions given above can be readily de- 
termined from the photographs. The com- 
mon ground point is on the chassis he- 
neath and in front of the tube socket. The 
tuning condensers are mounted by means of 
%" mounting posts which attach to the 
isolantite foundations of the condensers so 
that they are insulated from the panel and 
shield partition. 

The plate and grid coils are mounted di- 
rectly on the condensers, wi'h leads just 
long enough to keep the coil : approximately 
V2." from all metal parts. The plate coil 
has one end directly connected to the stator 
terminal of condenser C2 but the isolating 
condenser C7 is connected between its other 
end and the rotor terminal so that the 
rotor and shaft are at ground potential. 
The mica trimmer C3 is connected directly 
across the coil, however, as a matter of 
convenience. 

The antenna coupling coil L2 is mounted 
on feed -through insulators in the side wall 
of the cabinet which constitute the antenna 
terminals. The resulting leads, about 2 %" 
long. can be bent as needed to adjust the 
coupling. The same arrangement is used 
for the output coupling coil, except that the 
feed- through insulators in this case are 
mounted on the chassis at the front right 
corner. This brings the output terminals 
under the chassis. To these a pair of slight- 
ly spaced wires are connected and extended 
out through a grommet in the real wall of 
the chassis and another in the rear of the 
cabinet, to the doublet antenna terminals of 
the receiver. The purpose of this arrange- 
ment is to isolate the output circuit from 
the antenna and the grid circuit. 

The coils are all "air wound." Ll and 
L3 are of number 14 wire with %" inside 
diameter. Ll has 7% turns spaced to a 

length of 114". L3 has 8rr /z turns and a 
length of 1 lie. L2 and L4 are 34R" in- 
side diameter and wound of number 18 
enamelled wire with close spacing. L2 has 
8 turns ; L4 has 7 turns. The lead from 
the inner end of each of these coils is 
brought back through the center of the coil 
to the outside end. 

The condensers are ganged by means of 
Cardwell extension shaft sections and flex- 
ible couplings. In the model preselector 
two of these couplings were used with a 
short piece of bakelite shaft between them : 

the purpose being to provide plenty of iso- 
lation between the grid and plate shafts. 

In adjusting the preselector it is best tem- 
porarily to add an extension shaft and knob 
on the rear end of the grid tuning con- 
denser so that the condensers may be 
separately tuned. These circuits cannot be 
aligned until the coupling adjustments have 
been made. 

When the unit is completed, push the 
coupling coils inside the larger coils until 
their outer turns are on the same plane. 
Tune the two condensers for maximum 
background noise. The plate condenser will 
be the sharpest and if the receiver employed 
has a low intermediate frequency such as 
465 kc. there will be two positions on this 
condenser where noise will be heard, cor- 
responding to the repeat points of the re- 
ceiver. The point where more capacity is 
in the circuit is the correct one. The cou- 
pling adjustment should be made at the 
frequency in the range where the back- 
ground noise is greatest because this is the 
frequency at which there is the greatest 
tendency toward instability. 

When this frequency has been found, re- 
duce the coupling in the input circuit until 
the circuit breaks into oscillation. It can 
be left this way and oscillation controlled 
by the potentiometer in the screen circuit. 
This will provide maximum sensitivity. As 
a final step in the adjustment it is well to 
try juggling the coupling, increasing the 
output and decreasing the input coupling 
correspondingly. and visa versa, until the 
best combination for maximum response is 
obtained. 

Still tuning the two circuits separately, 
adjust the trimmer condenser and the spac- 
ing of the grid coil until the two condensers 
mesh equally for resonance throughout the 
range. Then couple the shafts together 
and the job is (lone. Be sure, however, that 
this alignment procedure is followed using 
the lower of the two resonant frequency 
settings of the plate condenser. If the 
wrong point is used the condensers will be 
aligned at a difference of 930 kc. and the 
whole circuit will be unstable. 

In some installations it may be found de- 
sirable to ground one side of the input to 
the preselector, or one side of the input to 
the receiver ; or possibly to bond the re- 
ceiver chassis to the preselector cabinet. 
At W2JCR none of these provided any ad- 
vantage. The preselector stands on top of 
the SK17 (insulated from it by rubber 
cushions) with the point where tie out- 
put leads leave the preselector directly over 
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the antenna terminals of the receiver. This 
keeps the output leads a minimum length 
and avoids external coupling back to the 
antenna. Coupling in the model is adjusted 
so that with the potentiometer turned up 
full there is no oscillation at any part of 
the tuning range. This provides enough 
regeneration for excellent sensitivity but 
with complete stability. If a little additonal 
"hop" is required in tuning in an extremely 
weak signal it is obtained by raising the 
lid of the preselector cabinet. This provides 
a little feedback from the plate circuit to 
the antenna -enough to cause some oscil- 
lation and this is controlled by the screen 
potentiometer, making it possible to obtain 
maximum regenerative amplification. This 
feature is seldom employed, however, be- 
cause during most of the day and night the 
combination will go down to the noise level. 
li a signal is below this level the added gain 
will not bring it out. 

The switch S2 is a refinement which will 
he found convenient by the hats. One side 
is used to break the plate supply of the 
preselector, the other side to break the sup- 
ply ill the receiver. Thus both units are 
thrown into the "stand -by" position by this 
one switch. 

The mention of this preselector has been 
confined almost entirely to use on the 5- 
meter amateur band. It is, of course, 
equally useful on other ultra -high frequency 
services (except the video transmissions 
from television stations, for which purpose 
it would be too selective). The model covers 
from slightly below 54 megacycles to a lit- 
tle above 60 mc. It would be quite possible, 
although probably with some sacrifice in 
efficiency, to make it cover several ranges 
by using air -wound plug in coils, with 
small tip jacks into which to plug them. 
In the 10 -meter band it should give an ex- 
cellent account of itself, as well as in all 
the ranges above 28 mc. 

-30,- 

Serviceman's Experiences 
(Continued from page 38) 

"Give me," I ordered hint, "two thousand 
of our regular cards. Change the copy on 
one line. Instead of the usual 'SERVICE 
CIIARGE, ONE DOLLAR', USe 'FREE SERVICE'. 
Don't bill us before the first." I wanted 
to show the value of my scheme at the 
keyboard of the till before Al saw the 
statement. 

When the cards were ready, I hid them 
in the truck, and used my spare time to 
drop them into apartment house mailboxes. 
During the following two weeks, I kept a 
careful record of the response from that 
section. Both the number of calls and the 
average "take" had increased. My cards, 
with the "free" line had proved themselves 
by beating any corresponding record for 
our usual "dollar" cards. 

I held my secret as long as I could, and 
filially told Al. 

"Noticed the jobs we've been getting 
from the Bradley apartments lately. "" 

"Yes," Al replied. 
"Have you any idea why there have been 

so many, with so few failures ?" 
"Yes," he said with a smug look. 

"I think you don't," I said, and told him 
what I'd clone. "I don't want to rub it in, 

but don't you think it's about time for us 

to advertise free service ?" 
"No, it isn't. Read one of those cards 

you passed out so conscientiously, Bright 
Eyes, and bring yourself up -to- date." 

I read the card I had planned to surprise 
him with: 

.. and our experience shows 
customers do not expect 

FREE SERVICE 
when work is done properly. It 
also shows most persons insist 
upon paying for work they or- 
der. For this reason, we are 
continuing our usual dollar 
service charge. . . . 

"You switched copy on me!" I said 
excitedly. 

"Why not ?" laughed Al. "You switched 
mine! The printer 'phoned to ask if you 
were drunk, and I changed the order. You 
passed out two thousand cards without 
reading anything but the fold -face 'FREE 
SERVICE'. When I told Brown, he 
laughed for the first time in two months." 

"I work here, too. Why didn't you tell 
rase ?" 

"What, and spoil all your fun? You 
knots I try my best to keep the hired help 
happy." 

"That might be funny, but it doesn't ex- 
plain why we got more calls with the `free' 
line," I said, still feeling frustrated. "Maybe 
you can give a reason for that, my former 
friend." 

"Of course I can. It was because you 
passed the cards out yourself, instead of 
hiring some kid to build a bon -fire with 
them. Now we know how to occupy your 
spare time!" 
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and only 

$1895 
Buys this new 
Universal 
Push Button 
TubeChecker 

SEE IT 

AT YOUR 
JOBBER 

MILLION 
Direct Push Button Test A New Easy Reading 

Scale Tests all Standard Tubes New Precision 
Design Looks Like a Million 

Outstanding performance, erformance .P recision and de- 
sign. Universal for all tubes. Direct "push button" 
readings. WRITE FOR LIST 

MILLION RADIO AND TELEVISION LABS. 

577 N. Union SI. Chicago, III. 

THE SHORT CUT 
TO CODE SPEED! 

Don't be discouraged It yon are 'stuck" or 
have failed! The Candler System can teach you 
to receive and send code at high speed. The 
Candler System teaches you to learn code the 
Oslo way -by mound. Hours or undirected prac- 
tice won't Ivlp. Candler teaches yoU to co- 
ordinate mind and hand proierly, to read code 
as easily as you do prt,t 

Yo, can learn to handle rode as smoothly as 
the best "on" on the air -and in amazingly 
short time. Code is easy to learn. the Candler 
way, and the cost Is remarkably lose. 

FREE! 
Send today for Can - 

dler's big book of code 
facts - it costs y o u 
nothing -you owe It to 
your future to read 
this book. There's no 
obligation - write to- 
day 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dept. N -9. Asheville. No. Carolina. U. S. A. 

far the cd-4g 

,, 
5T.LFggF11/J.r-ilt Tt/ 
110AU). 

ao 

Ward Leonard Midget Overload 
Relays provide protection to the 
tubes while tuning or through loss 
of excitation. The underload Re- 
lays protect class "B" tubes and 
transformers. Send for Free bul- 
letin 507B. Learn about Ward 
Leonard Protective Relays and how 
fo use them. 

WARD 
LEONARD 

- PROTECTIVE MAGNETIC RELAYS 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY 
47 South St., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

Please send New Bulletin 507B, 

Name 

Street 

City and State 

Call Signal 
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11711i)L-E-77. 

S'«plit«Id 
PUSH - BUTTON 

TESTING 
Mutual 
Conductance 
Per Cent 
Scale 

Rotating 
Chart Shows 
Correct 
Buttons to 
Push 

Model 
1616 

0,,,S73.34 

DYNAMIC MUTUAL 
CONDUCTANCE 

Tube Tester and Volt- Ohm- Milliammeter 
Mans t'ma Derr r Mersa: en, ..lUr,oecr .. . 

rnpl.n aPgi" a tin. +, 
Tete hit of the Radio Paris Trade Show was this PROS t otting push.button inlet by Triplett. svltit Its 

tube to 
he 

bmm.tu. Auer 
clearly 

Chart to the tree t0 
Ile us4W. the button to posit is clearly marked under each 

Furnished in attractive. all -metal case with lustrous finish. 
Item:wattle cover for portable or counter use . . . sloping 
Panel. See it at your Jobhers. 

I Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. 
159 Harmon Dr., lueton, Ohio 
Please send me more information on 

Model toto 
Complete 8 pp. Two -Color Catalog 

Name I 

Adores. I 
L City 

SOON YOU MAY SEE 
AN AD LIKE THIS 

TELEVISION 
OPERATORS 

WANTED 

>t$105° 
° AwWEE6Kat 

equipment. 

WILL YOU QUALIFY? 
Or Will You Be A 

"WISH -I- HAD -er "? 
,Reaely mere are tS Telecasting Stations in Amer - 
lex. Programs are being broadcast. Television Re- 
ceivers are on sale. Tremendous progress has 
been made. The above facts are definite indica- 
tions that TELEVISION IIAS ARRIVED! Now 
Is the lime to get in on the ground floor! Train 
for your enure in Television in which you may 
earn $1500 to 37500 a year... A.T.I. to now 
training more men for Television than any otlpv 
organization of its kind. There are many impor- 
tant reasons why. Just send the column .. It Witt 
bring eau details on what may be the greatest op- 
portunity of 'tour 1!le. 

AMERICAN TELEVISION INSTITUTE 
433 E. Erie St.. Chicago. Illinois. RN 938 

Gentlemen: Please send me your Television book. 
literature. and complete details. lt Is nderstand 
that all this is free. No obligation. Nothing to pas'. 

Name 

Street - 
city State 

Age 
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Constructing the Marine -Ham Loop Receiver 
(Continued from page 29) 

use as an accurate direction- finding device. 
First remove any antenna from connec- 

tion to the cabinet binding post assembly. 
Then, with loop not yet plugged -in, tune the 
receiver over the broadcast band. No sig- 
nal should be received, as the metal cabi- 
net very effectively shields all chassis com- 
ponents which might pick up electromag- 
netic energy. 

Put the loop in place, tune the receiver 
until its dial reading is proper for inter- 
ception of some signal in the broadcast or 
long wave band, then tune and vary the 
position of the loop until this signal comes 
in strongly. With the signal at maximum 
intensity there should be plenty of both 
aural and magic -eye indication (minimum 
shadow) of its presence. Now turn the 
loop until the signal is no longer heard and 
the "eye" shows a definite null point (max- 
imum shadow) and observe the position of 
the coil and the reading on the 360 degree 
scale. If this reading is. for instance, 45° 
then the station lies 45° away from the 
course of the ship, or fore and aft line of 
direction. Now if the line of ship's direc- 
tion is known, then the bearing of the sta- 
tion can be accurately determined. 

Pick up various other signals and follow 
this same procedure. Play with the instru- 
ment until you know where various sta- 
tions of known location will come in on the 
receiver's dial and just what loop switch 
adjustments will provide for proper tuning 
to these signals insofar as the input or 
pickup circuit is concerned. Prepare some 
sort of chart, listing coastal broadcast and 
regular beacon stations in terms of their 
known frequency, call letters, and position, 
and relating them to loop adjustment and 
dial reading. 

Required for serious bearing work at sea 
will be, in addition to such a chart : a ship's 
compass ; a shore -line map of the waters 
in which the vessel is to sail ; and a knowl- 
edge of the magnetic variation for these 
particular waters. Compass and map, of 
course, are standard items in every boat - 
owner's array of equipment aboard -ship, 
and his map should indicate the variation. 

Hypothetically, should you be lost and 
want to get into a certain port and there 
is at or near that port a known broadcast 
or beacon station. Pick up the signal, tune 
the loop for precise null point reading, and 
observe on the loop scale the bearing in 
degrees. As the pointer and the ship's 
course are in line, it will be apparent that 
the station lies off -course by the amount of 
degree indication, and the course need only 
be noted by means of the regular magnetic 
compass, and readjusted until the ship's line 
of direction coincides with that of the trans- 
mitting station. Set the loop for zero read- 
ing at the pointer, and "ride the signal" 
right into port. 

Should a hearing be required, proceed as 
follows : 

Knowing the ship's course. as indicated 
by our compass -the true heading being the 
sum of this compass reading and the known 
magnetic variation, tune to a known shore 
station and adjust the loop for null point 
reading. This gives what is known as a 

"line of position" by noting the loop scale 
reading, and adding to this reading the true 
heading for the ship (to get a true bearing 
on this station with respect to our course), 
and projecting a line seaward (on our map) 
through this station and at the number of 
degrees from true north totaled for the 
scale reading and the true heading. To take 
a specific example, if headed say 10° East 
from magnetic north and the magnetic tari- 
ation. is 10° East to give a true course of 
20° East, and if null point reading on a 
coastal signal is 45° (the bearing from the 

MIN.SIGNAL! 

N c v 
S 

MA X SIGNAL 

MAGNETIC NORTH apG j 
PT? 

0 
POINTER IN USE WITH 
DIRECTION°, VESSEL 

l'MIN.SIGIAL 

MAX SIGNAL 

)(MTh 

3S0.SCALE FIXED w.- TO LOOP 

BROADSIDE WITH RESPECT 
TO SIGNAL Or XMTR 

Use of the loop antenna for direction 
finding. Note dial calibrated in degrees. 

ship's course), we simply add this 45° to 
the 20° true course to get a total of 65 °, 
which is the true degree bearing for the 
station supplying the signal ; and a line 65° 
from north and drawn on our map will be 
a "line of position." The ship, then, is 
somewhere on that line. 

Now if the same procedure is followed 
on another station up or down the coast and 
obtain another line of position, it will be 
found that if extended on our map, the two 
lines will cross at some point to give a true 
position. 

Advice has been received that the United 
States Lighthouse Service, in coordination 
with the U. S. Coast Guard, is now broad- 
casting (by radiophone) marine informa- 
tion and advisory storm warnings furnished 
by the U. S. Weather Bureau, the U. S. 
Lighthouse Service, and the U. S. Navy 
Hydrographie Office. The frequency of the 
transmissions is 2662 kc. for Atlantic, Gulf, 
and Pacific Coast stations and 2572 kc. for 
the Great Lakes stations. 

Fortunately, the all -wave marine receiver 
will permit the reception of these broad- 
casts. 

For a list of the Coast Guard and Light- 
house Service stations providing the broad- 
casts and for schedule information effective 
for April I, 1938, the reader should write 
either Commissioner of Lighthouses, Wash- 
ington, D. C. ; or Commandant, U S Coast 
Guard, Washington, D. C. 

_J!T 
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Mutual Makes No Money 
((,wtin(l il from peek 11) 

for itself : \itnual's function is to sell time 
for member and affiliated stations and to 
arrange such sustaining features as will be 
most interesting to the audience. Should 
there he any ear -end surplus, it is turned 
back to the number stations. 

When a Mutual salesman calls on his 
prospect, he has no "must" list. no "basic 
network" to sell. Ile offers, today, 77 sta- 
tions throughout the United States -from 
Bangor, \Ic., to Richmond, \'a.: from San 
Diego, Calif.. to Aberdeen, Wash.; from 
Dallas to Honolulu. The sponsor writes 
his own ticket. Ile can buy two stations, 
three, four -cruelly the ones he wants, 
on/y in the towns and cities he wishes. He 
desn't have to buy Hartford if he wants 
only Bridgeport : lie can choose between 
Ilaltiin ire and Washington and take either, 
adding the other at his own convenience. 

The result is healthy indeed. New spon- 
sors are attracted. They get first class 
station. with proved audiences. They can 
start in as small a tray as they wish - 
testing a program in selected markets be- 
fore expanding-following distribution of a 
new product. , \nth always, the whole net- 
work is there, ready to serve with coast -to- 
coast coverage. 

Mutual operates on a limited income. It 
has no unnecessary overhead. The total pay- 
roll includes only 30 people -and nearly half 
of these arc concerned with selling and its 
related detail and secretarial work. Where 
other networks have scores of top execu- 
tives, Mutual's "four horsemen"-Macfar- 
lane. \IcCoskcr, Streihcrt and Antrim -are 
most concerned with their own \VGX and 
\VOR, and Mutual's effect on their stations. 
While others diversify responsibility, at 
Mutual everything is piled on human dy- 
namo Fred Weber-officially general man- 
ager, actually concerned with keeping the 
salesmen pepped up, maintaining station re- 
lations. constantly- watching the entire 
broadcast picture with an eye on Nlutttal's 
posilitm and growth. Vast, too, is the re- 
sponsibility of Lester Gottlieb, publicity 
coordinator, who with one assistant handles 
the job of public relations and publicity for 
\chick other nets need dozens of people. 
Program coordinator Adolf Opfinger has a 

CI nnparativcly big staff -three assistants to 
help in the daily charting and interlocking 
of landline facilities, arranging the flow of 
commercials and sustaining programs for 
all the 77 stations. Robert A. Schmid, sales 
promotion manager, dues a big job alone; 
and John Steele in London handles by him- 
self the duties of an extensive foreign stall. 
Everybody in Mutual does at least the work 
of two ordinary people -because they have 
an idea, an ideal. Like the ham who goes 
for flays without sleep or food in time of 
flood or other emergency, these Mutual 
folks find their greatest reward in the 
satisfaction f being part of a great cotl- 
'trllilll'.' 111u \'C111e11n. 

In le -s than four years, Mutual has 
gr,nvn to he :1 stalwart youngster. It 
enjoys a ival recognition and program cx- 
chan_' privileges with the Canadian net - 
\vllrk and the British Broadcasting Cor- 

poratiun. When the President speaks, 
when important news happens, there's a 
Mutual alike on the spot. Over Mutual sta- 
tions conte what is probably the greatest 
array of important dance hands -in four - 
and -a -half hours last New Year's Eve, 18 

of the world's most famous orchestras 
played for Mutual listeners : Dorsey, Fields, 
Goodman, Heidt, Kyser, Lombardo, Lopez, 
Martin, to mention just a few. In sports 
coverage, Mutual goes to all the games, 
meets, fights, races-captures its share of 
exclusives as well as many "stunt" broad- 
casts. Nor does this network forget cul- 
tural and educational features. Talks, 
classes, operas, symphonies occupy over 22 
per cent of its 18- hour -daily service to mem- 
bers. 

How can all this be done, without ter- 
rific expense? The answer again is in the 
name- Mutual. \Vhilc other nets need to 
send special crews, Mutual's local station 
picks up the feature or event, puts it on the 
wires for all the other members. KHJ 
feeds Santa Anita races to the net, \VOL 
covers Congress, KGMB brings native 
Hawaiian music; every station is urged to 
contribute something. Not tied down to 
New York and Chicago studios, more than 
half of Mutual's programs originate in 
other cities. And the stations love it! 
Big networks don't bother to ask locals for 
sustaining features, but over Mutual every 
member can have national recognition, na- 
tional publicity, a national following. Here 
are a handful, selected at random : 

Saturdays, Iowa hillbillies turn loose Tall 
Corn Time from KSO; Fridays, the Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania debates while 
\WFIL feeds the net ; Thursdays, Cleve- 
land's young Har,nonaires come from 
WIIK- \VCLE; Wednesdays, WOL brings 
in the United States Marine Baud; Tues- 
(lays, Black and While, twin pianos, origi- 
nate from CKL\V; Mondays, Tite Sophis- 
ticated Ladies may be heard from WCAE; 
Sunday's, Thirty Minutes in Hollywood 
front KHJ features George Jesse]. On 
such programs new stars are born, finds 
are made: talent that might never have 
been heard outside a local area is brought 
before the entire nation. What spirit and 
zest the actors acquire when they know 
they're talking, singing or playing to the 
whole United States! If the stations are 
at all bashful about offering features, Mu- 
tual headquarters makes it a point to in- 
quire what show might go over the net. 

Mutual's major problem is clearing time, 
but that difficulty will always exist as long 
as the net is operated for the benefit of its 
stations; and as long as some of the mem- 
bers are, of necessity, likewise affiliated with 
outer nets. 

So, Mutual goes forward: the network 
that is no bigger than any sponsor wants; 
the net vurk that doesn't control its stations 
but is controlled by them: the network that 
makes no money because its nfenlbers are 
the noes who must profit from mutual co- 
operation. 

This is the N1utual Broadcasting System. 
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TUBE 
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WIDE 
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Today's sensational new radio 
headliner! Digger, better, 
more powerful, more luxuri- 
ous. Delight In high- priced. 
17-vital -tube perfonnanee at or- 
dinary 8 -Woe set nia. Glorioles 
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wave. world -wide entertain- 
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BUY AT WHOLESALER'S PRICE 
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:A Onyx FREE llomr Trial. Easy Inky- 
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Send for FREE 1939 Catalog 

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION 
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Get in Line for Big Money! 
Radio is growing fast. Modern receivers re- 
quire thoroughly trained experts for service 
and maintenance. You can become such an 
expert ... right at home ... through R.T.A. 
methods and begin earning money almost 
from the start of your course. In a very 
short time you will 

Be the ONE Man in 

1,000 
who understand everything there 
is to know in order to give ouirl: 
'sure -fire' service to all kind - TRAINING 
of receivers. You can he the 
one man who can take the see, 
ice business away from the old - 
time radio "tinker." 

INCLUDED 
WITH OUR 

No Experience Needed 
Even though you know nothing 
about Radio now, you can quick- 
ly qualify the It.T. A. way to step 
right into a well paying position -or start your own profitable 
business. L'seyour syaretinw and 

LEARN AT HOME 
Most R.T.A. members start mak- This efficient time - Ing money right from the be- aaving.troublefind- glnning. The special sertleinc 

in9 Circuit Anal), equipment whirb Is supplied 
without extra cost makes this zee and Resistance 
possible. Don't waft -get start- Tester helps you to 
ed nosy. Write today for our make money with- 
interesting Radio Book FItEE. out delay. 

Don't Peet It O9 -Send Coupon Noel; 
RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
4525 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept. RN98. Chicago. 111. 

RADIO TRAINING ASSN. of AMERICA 
Dept. RN-he, 4525 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago. III. 
Gentlemen: Send me details of your Enrollment 
Plan and information on how to learn to make real 
money in radio quick. 

Name 

Address 

ni y a State. 

You'll LEARN EASIER 
MAKE MONEY FASTER 

with SPRAYBERRY'S 
PERSONAL HOME TRAINING 

in RADIO! 
Actually Sets You Up for Business 

Ife your own (toss! Get Into 
the fast moving Radio in- 
dustry. If you are an an 
hibou* fellow. I can train 
you for a good paying full 
tint(' or pan time job . 

with a big future ahead. 
My training is distinctly 
new and different. 

Television C .. Earn While You Learn 
spa nee beaainingd lot only covers thoroughly all phases 
and equips you for an actual 

Taft in business. I show you stow to get profitable 
Ume Radio sen-ice work. Moreover. I show you how do these jobs. you gain practical xperience . . . add 
easy h to your bank account while learning. 

BIG PROFESSIONAL OUTFIT GIVEN! 
Consista of All.tVave. AliPnlposo Analyzer. Rider Manuals (7.070 pages). Tool Kit. Electric Eye OO perimenlel 
Apparatus. THE. SIRAABeRRY COURSE I.s SOLD USDf.R Ax IRO A.CI.AD x10NF.y-BACK tr.R 

Mass., N. single. 
cleared 

Mass., rites: Since enrolling I have ieured a net profit of more 
Nan $150. In spare time alone . and r I not half through the Course yet. Honestly. i cannot undentmd 
how you give much dope for so little ney 

SPECIAL SERVICEMAN'S COURSE 
Advanced Training for thone already ie 

Ì mVent jobs. Complete details 
to 

Ú ñ ad. 
f'anrtti 

c ese and fundamental course. 
eatures. etc.. hilly dose Ihed In 111y 48 

hale FREY honk. Send 'q- en....cony ioaay. 

Name 

Andreas 

city i 
..... ... RLut 

Mail In envelope or paste croupon on postcard 

SPRAYBERR, ACADEMY OF RADIO 
F. L. Sorayberry, Pres. 
125 -J. University Place. N.W.. 
Washington. D. C. 

Please send me FREE copy of "More Money in Radio." 

Age 
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"Ham" Radio in Mexico 
(Continued from page 15) 

ican readers with the opportunity of seeing 
what other nations are doing to improve 
their status in the radio world. 

Not content with limiting its sphere of 
influence to its station XEICB and its 
house organ Onda Corla, the LMRE has 
created an academy in which university 
professors and engineers of repute hold 
classes in higher mathematics, electricity, 
radio communication, and telegraphy, at no 
extra expense to its members. The classes 
are held in the League headquarters in 
Mexico City, but at every available op- 
portunity they are rebroadcast through 
XEICB so that the amateurs in other parts 
of the country have an opportunity to im- 
prove their knowledge. 

Mexican amateurs in many ways have 
distinguished themselves in their favorite 
indoor sport. In the annual international 
radio competition last year Mexico was 
second only to the United States and the 
year before carried away the coveted trophy 
by a comfortable margin, the credit for 
which is due to Juan Lobo y Lobo, XE2X, 
whose record in his own country will re- 
main for many months to come. When 
tidal waves struck the Atlantic coast and 
when other disasters disrupted the trend of 
human existence, amateurs from all sides 
lent their help to the people in the region 
affected, and considered it nothing more 
than a patriotic duty. .kt the present time 
ill the states of Tamaulipas, Veracruz, and 

the amateurs of that eastern sea- 
board have banded together to retransmit 
the bulletins emanating from the various 
government meteorological observatories, in 
this way keeping the ships at sea advised 
of weather conditions at all points along 
the Gulf of Mexico. All the amateurs 
of these states are cooperating with their 
accustomed enthusiasm to make the Ruda 
del Golfo (as they call this chain) a per- 
manent service to the Atlantic seaboard, 
and in this they are receiving the full sup- 
port of the LMRE. The credit of this 
undertaking belongs to Ing. Ernesto Do- 
minguez, government meteorologist in 
Veracruz and member of the LITRE. 

Many of the IIXE" amateurs speak fluent 
English, and for this reason are able to 
log any number of American conversations. 
One of the more favored stations in this 
respect belongs to Antonio Cruz Uribe, 
XEIBT, in Pachuca, Hidalgo, who has had 
QSO's with amateurs in almost every state 
in our union, not to mention the 27 states 
and 2 territories in his own country. An- 
other famous call among the Americans is 
that of Dr. James Hard, XEIGE (for- 
merly XEIG), in Cuernavaca, Morelos, 
who affectionately is known as one of the 
grand old men of radio in Mexico. On the 
20 meter airways one frequently hears Jose 
Remigio Agraz. XE2Q, of Hermosillo, 
Sonora, whose signals are quite a favorite 
among the \V6's of Southern California, 
and on 40 meter phone one finds Saturnino 
Campoy, XE2F, of Cananea, in the mining 
district of Sonora. 

Queretaro, capital of the state of the 
same name, boasts of as rabid a group of 

amateurs as exists in any part of the 
world ; and judging from the way that sig- 
nals are arriving from that point, one might 
think that there is a life and death contest 
among the various cities below our border. 
A few of the signals pounding in from 
Queretaro can be attributed to Ignacio 
Urquiza Septien, XEIDA ; Fernando Loy- 
ola, XEICM; Ing. Luis Alvarez XEICC; 
and Ing. Carlos Gonzalez de Cosio, 
XE1AM. 

The individual amateur, however, who 
has won the admiration and respect of all 
his colleagues both north and south of 
the American border, is Jesus Salido, 
XE2BJ, of Bacobampo, Sonora, affection- 
ately known as "Chuey" to his many 
friends. In spite of the terrific handicap of 
being totally blind, XE2BJ has one of the 
most modern transmitters in Mexico, and 
can be heard either on 20 meter or 40 meter 
phone at any hour when signals are break- 
ing through. XE2BJ speaks English as 
fluently as Spanish, and his friends north 
of the Rio Grande are as numerous as 
those of his own country. In his radio 
work he is ably assisted by his trusted 
friend and companion Francisco Von, the 
two being inseparable at all times. 

The group of amateurs in the third dis- 
trict is not so great as in the central and 
northern sections. nor is it very often that 
one breaks through to these our United 
States. Among the operators who come to 

XE3A, of Oaxaca ; Austreberto Aragon 
Maldonado, XE3J of the same city, Napo- 
leon Correa, XE3AR, of Tapachula, Chi- 
apas, and Juan Leal Zepeda, XE3AV, of 
Huixtla, Chiapas. Incidentally, Chiapas is 
the most southerly state of the Mexican re- 
public, and borders on Guatemala, which is 
the northernmost country of Central 
America. 

The American amateur taking his first 
trip to Mexico City, would do well to stop 
for refreshments at the Tupinanuba if he 
would wish to meet the crowd of radio 
amateurs and engineers who thrive in the 
capital. In Spain. as in many other Euro- 
pean countries, it is the custom for groups 
of men with common interests to go to a 
rendezvous to spend a few pleasant mo- 
ments chatting about the topics nearest 
their hearts. This same custom has been 
transplanted in Mexico, where continental 
atmosphere in this respect has been main- 
tained. For instance. in a certain cafe the 
athletes and bull -fighters will gather to dis- 
cuss their respective prowess on the field 
of sport while in another restaurant the 
theatre and professional groups come to- 
gether to while away their leisure moments 
over a ettn of black coffee. Thus every 
group has its particular rendezvous. and in 
the case of radio the unanimous choice in 
Mexico City is the cafe known as the 
Tupinaadra. There you will find Ing. Juan 
Cross Buchanan, XE1K (V. P. of the 
LMRE and chief engineer of XEB- 
XEBT) ; Ing. Herran (chief engineer of 
XE \V and XE \V\V) ; Lt. Col. Fernando 
Proal Pardo, XEIF, of the Army Aviation 
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Corps; Manuel de Velasco, XEIBN 
(prominent member of the I.MRE and af- 
fectionately known as "Don Manuclitc ' by 
all his comrades) ; Ing. Antonio Sierra 
Rasurto, XEiAG (chief of traffic commu- 
nications for the I-MRE) ; Marcos Vera - 
mendi, XEiC (prominent contributor to 
Onda Carta), XEiDC, XEiN, and a host 
of other well -known figures in Mexican 
radio. So the cry of the American ama- 
teur in Mexico City is, therefore, "On to 
the Tupinanhn!" 

And with this blissful picture of Mexico, 
it's time to sign off and let you take to 
the air with your favorite California kilo- 
watt : but should you turn your signals 
southward, and especially if you speak a 

few words of Spanish, you will he well 
rewarded with as many QSO's with our 
XE colleagues as you can comfortably 
handle from your easy chair. 

Adelaide colega-rnufbio, cambia! 

Ham Shack 
(Continued from polir 33) 

with an automatic code machine. Manu- 
facturers have succeeded in reducing their 
cost appreciably so that now they are avail- 
able at prices within the range of all. Fur- 
ther, these machines are also available on 
rental. The value of concentrated practice 
with such a machine for a month or two 
cannot be over -estimated. The ingenious 
constructionist, On the other hand, may 
even build such a code machine with an old 
phonograph motor as the driving unit. It 
is the variable sending speed of the machine 
which make it so useful. 

A great number of amateur stations main- 
tain code practice schedules on various 
bands. These present another solution still 
to the question of securing means for ob- 
taining one -half to two hours of daily re- 
ceiving practice at your speed, whether that 
speed is three or twelve words per minute. 
The beginner is urged to utilize these trans- 
missions fully. 

How Long Will It Take? 

Nothing is more conducive to achieving 
your objective with a minimum of wasted 
energy than possessing the proper attitude 
towards the subject of mastering the code. 
This rests for the most part upon consistent 
and regular practice and, more important 
perhaps, reconciling yourself towards ac- 
ceptance of a certain time limit before you 
will be prepared to take the license exam- 
ination. 

Nature will not he hurried, and the code 
is one of those things in which most peo- 
ple's capacities are pretty much alike. Sto- 
ries circulate freely as to how this or that 
operator won his spurs in two or three 
weeks of code study, -with a phone on one 
car, pencil in one hand and cocktail in the 
other ... An otherwise reliable magazine 
once carried the story of an amateur who 
maintained that he had acquired the then - 
required ten w.p.m. code speed in ten hours! 
One wonders why that word -an -hour won- 
der stopped at ten ... Miracles may hap- 
pen, but this, after all, is not an age of 
fable. 

Experience demonstrates quite conclu- 
sively that at least 120 hours is the average 

minimum requirement for attaining a mas- 
tery of 13 words per minute. Fifteen hours 
of weekly practice is a good average stride 
for practice. This is better, if pursued 
steadily week after we:k than ten twelve - 
hour vigils. Two to three hours daily is 
likewise a reasonably conscientious daily 
average. 

Cultivating a Good "Fist" 
Timing, spacing, and rhythm may be re- 

garded as the three cardinal principles of 
good sending. To make dits sharp and 
easily distinguishable from dabs: to make 
dolts of equal length while forming letters 
as one continuous .sound, and to leave 
enough relative space bctwezn words; to 
avoid choppiness and attain a sing -song 
lilting rhythm -these arc the essence of 
good sending, of a "fist with a personality." 

Exercises 
Clear sending depends most on timing 

and spacing, and clearness is the first qual- 
ity to strive for. The following plan for 
working up your own exercises will provide 
a valuable "course of instruction." Until 
one has attained sufficient mastery, say a 

sending speed of eight words per minute, 
these exercises should comprise the greater 
part of ones keying practice. 

Every letter should be thought of as a 
unit of sound. For hardy souls, it is good 
practice to write the alphabet two or three 
tines, to impress this fact upon the mind, 
in the following manner : ditdah, dandit- 
ditdit, danditdandit, etc. 

Pits, it should be remembered are of no 
appreciable length. They are formed by 
the instantaneous tapping of the key. Dohs, 
vary in length with sending speeds. At 
four words per minute. for example, the 
doh should he close to three seconds in dur- 
ation, diminishing approximately one sec- 
ond as speed increases every four or five 
words. To develop accurate timing, it is 
advisable to send a Tong series of dabs 
tinted by the second hand of a watch. 

Spacing 
"No spacing within letters; some spac- 

ing between letters, and three tittles that 
much spacing between "words," is a handy 
rule. To remind oneself how far astray 
one's sending style may go, it is worth the 
while to make an analysis of the code al- 
phabet. Beginning with the letter A, we 
sec how a slight pause might sound like 
"ET." Similarly, B might degenerate into 
"TS" or "NI" or even "DE." Several such 
combinations arc possible in most letters. 

Consequently, no better suggestion can be 
made than that the beginner write out all 
such combinations, and, further, stake ex- 
ercise groups containing both the letters 
and their possible components. For ex- 
ample: AETATE, BTSNI, SNITS, and 
so on through the alphabet. To vary this, 
you may also send words containing these 
combinations, such as EAT, ATE, NIB- 
BLE, DEB 

In conclusion, let us recall the one best 
test of sending is the impression which your 
sending style make upon another operator. 
Try to work with a fellow beginner. He 
may not send perfectly, or well, himself, but 
he will be able to detect the flaws and er- 
rors in yours. When you have begun to 
satisfy most corners with the readability 
of your signals, then you will have begun 
to attain mastery. 
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E. H. RIETZKE l'ItES. OF CREI 

You can Laugh 
at the other fellow 
if you have the training 
that leads to better pay! 

CREI technical training is the first step 
to more money and a real radio future 

Here Is Ibr importunity for you to traits yourself sur 
a better job in Radia -at Inane In your spare time. 
IItE! has trained tl:onsands of men for importnm 
!alsltions in broadcasting. aviation. marine and ladin 
Indio. Constant Improvements Remand better men 
to have the important tolls-anti litait means a laver 
Job for YOU if you train NOW! 

Practical Radio Engineering in 3 study plans -Nomr- 
Study- Residence Course (begins Sept. 19)- Combi- 
nation of both courses. 

Write for the CREI 
"TESTED PLAN" 

Sent free 4,r1 \moere 
all qt, nlil aL. al elf and 
Your ftamv. I111y IIu.lrnled 

wand eel ni,- tnro,n. 
rite for yrn ',.,,. 

CAPITOL RADIO 
Engineering Institute 

COUPON - mail h today! 
CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Dept. RN -9, 3220 -16th St., N.W.. Washington. D.C. 
Please send me complete details and free illustrated 
46 -page booklet -"A Tested Plan for A Future in 
PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING." 

Name 

Address 

City 
ltN -:i L 

1llliIIIÍ1111III!1111III!i117;1a t# 

Read 
"THE 

GUINEA FIG 
'.INE" 

One practical "course" down at 
Parks Air College in East St. Louis 
is a practice airline, complete to 
flights and radio operations. It's 
an interesting story and one that 
will give radio and aviation fans 
many pleasant moments. Be sure 
to get in on this yarn. The issue is 
on the stands -and it's R -9. 

OTHER FEATURES . 

"I Fought in Spain," "Early Bird." 
"Spy !," "Annie Oakley. Inc." etc. 

SEPTEMBER ISSUE 

POPULAR 
AVIATION 
NOW ON SALE 111 
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TO KEEP IN TOUCH 
wi tdt. SÑ.GGtwatle )?adi6 
YOU READ RADIO NEWS 

WHAT IS GOING ON INTME 

WORLD OF RADIO ASA WHOLE, 

Except Business and Enfertainnsa"t - 

«Ou SkncrA reziS iAGs fc - 

the bimonthly magazine which condenses and 
reviews the outstanding articles from Radio 
News. Radio. BST. Electronics. Service, Corn 
munications. Proceedings of I.R.E.. Successful 
Servicing. all RCA and Bell System Publica- 
tions. T. a R. Bulletin, Television, many 
"house organs" and others. 
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Radio Controlled Lightship 
(Continued from pale 17) 

spectacular is the new radio -controlled 
lighthouse developed and brought into serv- 
ice recently on Peshtigo Reef, Green Bay, 
Lake Michigan. 

The operations of this aid to mariners, 
such as the blowing of the fog signal and 
the change -over from the regular, clear - 
weather method of operating the radio - 
beacon to the foggy or emergency type of 
signals, which will be explained later, are 
all controlled by radio from a land station 
nine miles away. But the use of radio 
telephones, installed on both the tenantless 
lighthouse and the land station, the operator 
can determine definitely if the orders he is 
transmitting to his mechanical "crew" are 
being received and executed properly. 

Just what are the various functions of 
these two mechanical wizards and how do 
they operate? Let us hear from the engi- 
neers of the United States Bureau of 
Lighthouses, whose brain children they 
are. 

Roughly, the equipment of the lightship 
St. Clair consists of a powerful masthead 
light, a gas -operated fog bell, a compressed 
air fog horn and a radio beacon. The ship 
itself is a small one and has no propelling 
engines. It was built originally in 1887 and 
recently, by removing all living quarters, 
it was converted into the marvel of modern 
science that it is, and it now has no con- 
nection with the shore except by radio. 

Virtually every piece of apparatus has 
been installed in duplicate and provisions 
made for instant substitution in case of 
failure. When a fog comes up and emer- 
gency signals must be sent from the ship, 
such as the blowing of the fog signal and 
the increased operation of the radio beacon, 
the shore keeper controls them by remote - 
control radio. 

The powerful masthead light is entirely 
automatic, being turned on at night and 
off in the morning by an astronomical clock 
located on the ship, and is supplied with 
current by storage batteries which in turn 
are kept charged by automatic- action gaso- 
line- driven generators. Lighthouse engi- 
neers have devised an ingenious method of 
substituting an acetylene auxiliary light in 
case the masthead light should fail. A small 
pilot flame burns continuously and the re- 
serve light goes on the instant the electric 
light goes out. 

One "orphan" piece of equipment, the 
fog bell, operates independently and has no 
connection whatever with any other ma- 
chine on the ship or at the shore station. 
It rings constantly, one stroke every 20 

seconds, and uses carbon dioxide gas for 
its power. A battery of tanks on the ship 
holds enough gas to keep the bell ringing 
for several months before being refilled. 

When weather is clear and visibility is 
normal, the ship runs itself. The shore 
operator has nothing to do but twiddle his 
thumbs and read a magazine. The radio 
beacon sends out signals of 15 seconds' du- 
ration every minute day and night. Control 
clocks automatically start and stop the gen- 
era.ors, which supply current for the radio 
beacon, at the proper time. 

But when fog comes up, or dirty weather 
is imminent, the shore operator takes over 
and things begin to happen. He pushes a 
button which automatically takes the con- 
trol away from the clocks on board the 
lightship and starts the generator going for 
the radio beacon. Then the motor on an 
air compressor starts in action to build up 
pressure for the deep -lunged fog horn. 
When there is sufficient air pressure, both 
the fog horn and the radio beacon begin 
their signaling, their code warning being 
controlled by motor -driven cams. When 
the fog lifts and constant signals are no 
longer necessary, the shore operator shoves 
another button and radio control ceases, 
and things return to normal on the ship, 
with the clocks taking over and sending out 
intermittent signals as before. 

What happens when the keeper pushes 
the button and assumes radio control of 
the ship. At the land station, the keeper 
has under his charge two radio -telephone 
transmitters, two so- called "tone generat- 
ors" and one all -wave radio receiver. Each 
tone generator and radio- telephone has dif- 
ferent radio control over the two radio bea- 
cons and air fog horns on the ship, which 
are independent of each other. In reality, 
it is a duplicate hook -up, each control set 
on shore directing one of the two signal 
sets on the boat. 

At the press of a button, one of the tone 
generators emits a musical tone of a definite 
pitch which the keeper puts on the air via 
one of the radio transmitters. This in turn 
starts the operation of one complete signal 
system on the boat. A second button starts 
in operation the second generator, which 
"sings a different tune" or gives forth a 
musical tone of higher pitch than its com- 
panion generator. This tone is broadcast by 
the second transmitter, which puts into op- 
eration the second complete signal system 
on the ship. When one signal set fails, the 
other is instantly put into use. 

How does the shore operator know that 
he has started the emergency fog horn and 
stepped up the radio beacon: It can readily 
be understood by the layman that the keep- 
er's radio receiving set instantly tells hint 
whether the ship's radio beacon is operating 
constantly. But how about the fog horn ? 

It cannot always be heard by the unaided 
ear, so a definite check -up had to be 
invented. 

This means of checking is considered by 
engineers of the Bureau to be one of the 
most remarkable devices of the whole in- 
genious arrangement. A microphone on the 
St. Clair actually "hears" the fog horn 
sounding and tells the shore operator so in 
an astonishing way. If all is well, this 
mechanical ear will permit the radio beacon 
to sound the full 60 seconds of each minute. 
But if the fog signal does not sound, the 
microphone shuts off the radio beacon for 
five seconds of every minute. Thus the shore 
operator knows definitely whether the fog 
horn is sounding. If it is not. he turns on 
the second one by pushing the second 
buton as was explained before. 

Engineers of the Bureau state that the 
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automatic features on the lightship are al- 
most "thinking" in the way they operate 
the equipment and the signals. For in- 
stance, to guard against interference in the 
shore control radio receiving set from other 
signals, static or similar disturbances, a 
small so- called "reed" in the receiver keeps 
out all signals except those desired from 
the ship. 

Radio conversations are carried on con- 
stantly between other lighthouse keepers 
on identically the same frequentcy em- 
ployed by the St. Clair's shore keeper, but 
difficult as it may be to believe, the "reed" 
effectively screens out all signals except 
those from the boat. It actually selects 
only the radio -control signals and permits 
no others to interfere. 

Lighthouse engineers point out that after 
five full years of painstaking research the 
problems of maintaining the necessary com- 
plicated equipment aboard a small floating 
structure have been conquered. This new 
system permits the placing of lightships in 
actual positions of danger, rather than 
erecting a lighthouse on shore, which defi- 
nitely lowers the hazards of marine naviga- 
tion. No longer will it be necessary for 
keepers to spend months in complete isola- 
tion, without any human contacts other 
than radio communication. 

The radio -controlled lighthouse in Green 
Bay, Lake Michigan, is similar to the set- 
up on the St. Clair. A duplicate system 
of radio transmitters and tone generators 
on shore at Sherwood Point, nine stiles 
distant. control two independent fog signals 
and radio beacons at the lighthouse on 
Pcshtigo Reef. 

The difference in this arrangement front 
that of the St. Clair is that a radio tele- 
phone at the lighthouse is placed auto- 
matically in operation when the fog signal 
is started and the shore operator has a 

radio receiver which permits him to hear 
the fog signal as well as the clicking of the 

gears and wheels of other machinery in the 
lighthouse. Thus he knows if everything 
is as it should be. 

Remote Amplifier 
(Continued from /'aye 47) 

standard amplifiers. 
If an audio oscillator is at hand with an 

output indicator, a low level in the order 
of zero can he applied to the input, making 
sure the output transformer has a load re- 
sistor connected across it, and the frequency 
characteristic found with the comparison 
of the two Indicators, that is the one at the 
input of the amplifier and the output V. I. 
ordinarily used. 

The case for the amplifier was custom 
built by a cabinet maker. it is made of 
ply wood covered with a tough leather and 
varnished. The amplifier can be constructed 
for a cost slightly over $80.00. For the 
hart or P. A. man, who would have need 
for a high gain amplifier and not necessarily 
need the mixers or V. I. it could be con- 
structed for about $40 since these two 
components cost about half the total 
amount, 

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE 
by Alfred A. Ghirardi 

(Continued from last month) 

Energy is being absorbed from the 
source of electric current in the act of 
ionization, and radiated when recombina- 
tion of the electrons and atoms occurs. 

The converse of this action forms the 
basis of the operation of photo- electric 
cells used extensively in industrial devices, 
television and sound pictures. When an 
insulated, negatively charged metallic 
plate, is illuminated by light of suitable 
frequency or wavelength, it loses its 
charge because of a photo- electric emis- 
sion of electrons. It is supposed that the 
electrons are knocked loose and emitted 
from the atoms of the metallic plate by the 
impact of the small quanta or bundles of 
energy which constitute the electromag- 
netic light rays. A certain critical light 
frequency or color is necessary before the 
photo- electric emission takes place at all, 
depending on the material of the plate. 
For instance, for some metals, red light 
produces no emission while ultra- violet 
light is very effective. Only a few of the 
metals exhibit the photo -electric effect to 
any marked degree. In commercial photo 
electric tubes or Bells as they are called, 
various metals are used for the active 
surface, depending upon the frequency or 
color of the light the cell is to be respon- 
sive to. For instance, zinc does not give 
off many electrons when exposed to ordi- 
nary light, but emits them quite freely 
when exposed to ultra- violet light. The 
commonly used metals for these cells are 
lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium and 
caesium. The laws governing the photo- 
electric effect have been a strong argu- 
ment in favor of the quantum theory of 
the corpuscular nature of electromagnetic 
radiations. 

According to the Planck- Einstein the- 
ory of radiant energy, it is the scattering 
or radiating of these tiny units of radiant 
energy through space that constitutes the 
radio rays or waves that we commonly 
speak of. The exact nature of this ra- 
diant energy is not positively known as 
yet, nor is it the exact way in which it 
travels through space known. We are not 
certain whether the energy is transmitted 
by a sort of wave -motion, as in the case of 
sound waves, or by tiny bundles of energy 
in a direct motion through space in straight 
lines like tiny bullets shot from a gun, and 
whether or not some material substance 
called the ether is necessary for their prop- 
agation through space. It is beyond the 
scope of this book to enter into an ex- 
tended discussion of this subject, and even 
our most brilliant scientists have not yet 
reached definite conclusions on it. It seems 
probable at this tine that the facts may 
best be explained by considering the wave 
theory to be an accurate representation of 
the facts when we have to deal with the 
operation of a large number of these bun- 
dles of energy (quanta), whereas in proc- 
esses where an exchange of energy due to 
a single quantnnt is concerned, the quantum 
theory is necessary for a satisfactory ex- 
planation of the conditions. 

(Continued nest month) 
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Marine Manners for Seagoing Ops 
(Continued front page 13) 

tion which would make it unethical to ac- 
cept tips. Should he insist, tell him to 
turn the money over to the Seaman's Fund. 

There will be at least one pest on board 
who will ask voti : "Well, sparks, what's 
the weather forecast ?" in a presumptuous 
tone that shows he considers such informa- 
tion was included in his fare. The stock 
reply is: "Fair winds and falling seas." 
This will fill his ears satisfyingly at the 
time, but leaves him later with a feeling he 
just missed a train. Such treatment is not 
discourteous, for idle conversation con- 
cerning the weather ashore becomes the 
source of alarming rumor on hoard ship. 
The information is semi -confidential: in 
respect to the skipper, do not violate your 
trust by turning the shack into a weather 
bureau. 

Learn the commonest shipboard words 
as soon as possible. Avoid the landlub- 
bery downstairs, rear, wall, roof; use be- 
low, aft bulkhead, deck, overhead. They 
might seem mouthy to you at first, but the 
lowest deckhand uses them fluently, and 
so must you. 

Do not become alarmed if one of the 
mates tells you Johnny Noble was washed 
over the side; Johnny Noble is the thin 
smoke stack from the galley stove. If the 
bulkheads in your quarters is dirty, you 
might ask the steward to soogie them 
dottvu. Jiumshaw is side -money. If you 
work ashore in a factory, a chimney is 
over you; at sea, a stack. Give it the deep 
six is a phrase of disparagement ; literally, 
throw it into the ocean. You are not in a 
boat, but on a ship. 

There are many contractions, mixtures, 
and corruptions of the legitimate radio, 
landline, nautical, and International ter- 
minologies. While they are not im- 
portant, they are very colorful and often 
extremely apt. If an operator stops send- 
ing abruptly with a 13. do not tune him 
out. Thirteen is a numerical equivalent of 
QRX -stand by, but carrying a more spe- 
cific connotation. Channel fever is not 
contagious. but endemic; it is the dolor 
which possesses sailors when they hang 
wistfully over the rail, looking in the di- 
rection of home just before land heaves 
into sight. Glass ar ni is an occupational 
disease which keeps an operator from 
sending. Its effect does not reach high 
enough to prevent elbow- bending. 

No matter how rough the sea, the ship 
never rocks. Its sidewise movements are 
described as rolling. Fore -and -aft move- 
ments, pitching. If the ship does both 
violently, it will labor: the screw will rise 
from the sea, the engines race with a re- 
duced load, and the ship will shake from 
stem to stern. The chances are you won't 
care, for you'll probably be too seasick to 
name anything properly, except the person 
who recommends greasy food for its 
therapeutic value. 

Fear is the major cause of anal -de -suer. 
Whiie there is but one cure for channel 
fever- exercise -there are a thousand for 
seasickness. Disregard them all, and work 
on the assumption that the alleviation of 
fear will eventually conquer the discom- 

fort. Stay in your bunk when you are off 
watch, and relax ; don't fight the motions 
of the ship. Go on watch punctually, al- 
though the stint is enervating. Force your- 
self to handle traffic. Occupy yourself by 
learning to type with the right hand while 
you control the carriage movement with 
the left. There is no need to take food if 
you can't handle it, because you'll get 
around to eating before you starve. 

Finally, when you get sea legs, and have 
passed through many seizures, you will 
find you can sit at the officers' mess and 
eat Bismark herring for breakfast, whether 
or not your shipmates refer to it as dead 
snake. When that time comes, make it a 
point to get out on deck in the roughest 
weather; the exercise will give you an 
easy familiarity with a heaving ship, and 
condition you against a heaving stomach. 
Seasickness is especially trying to an epi- 
cure, for it means giving up so many 
things he likes. 

Never show emotion before passengers. 
Years ago, even before it was fashionable 
to make a distinction between the courage 
of American and foreign crews, I have 
seen joviality analyzed as drunkenness, 
and dignified silence as insolence. 

No matter what emergency exists, never 
show emotion before your shipmates. I 
have known a young ship's officer, on 
board for his third trip, resign with tears 
in his eyes because he mistook a star for 
the running light of an expected 'plane. 
The steamship company could forget the 
mistake, but he could not forgive himself 
after he had happily announced by bell, 
whistle, and finger that he was first to see 
the light from the bridge. All men at sea 
visualize the ideal seaman as of the "al- 
ways on the alert," and "every- inch an 
officer" type; an imperturable source of 
proper commands, regardless of the good 
fortune or disaster attending his vessel. 

This picture, I believe, has much to do 
with the excellent record of radio opera 
tors during times of marine distress. Some 
of them must have stuck to the key, not 
alone because they had courage, but also 
because they weren't brave enough to risk 
shame by leaving. Such opinion is not 
expressed in aspersion, but is a positive 
indication that those who gave their lives 
gloriously were imbued with noble tradi- 
tions of the sea. 

At least one operator was ridiculed out 
of his profession by his shipmates. His 
vessel caught fire near shore, and was run 
aground in a calm sea. All hands were 
safe in the hands of a well- disciplined 
crew. The operator stopped to commend 
a passenger for her bravery, in a grand- 
stand speech beginning : "Little girl, I, as 
an officer of this ship, pay tribute -" A 
fellow officer interrupted to remind him 
the captain had given orders to abandons 
ship. Then, instead of leaving the ship 
in his amidships lifeboat, he walked to the 
grounded stem. waved a dramatic farewell, 
and jumped. He came down in two feet 
of water, and was the only casualty. 
Broken ankle. 

There will come a day, after you have 
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spent many years on many ships, when 
you will not see romance and majesty in 
the lines of any hull. You will have had 
occasional experiences with vermin; with 
the heat of an upper bunk alongside a 
stack in the tropics; with the cold of a 
dry-docked freighter in winter ; you will 
avoid being blown to death by quitting 
a tanker the trip before it explodes at the 
dock. The lines of the trimmest yacht will 
appear as prosaic as those of a steam 
laundry, and your thoughts will turn to life 
ashore. 

Like the traditional skipper with his 
anchor, you will carry an antenna in- 
ductance inland until someone stops you 
and asks: "What is that ?" You will drop 
the coil, build a house around it, and set- 
tle down. 

"Fools and fishes go to sea, 
But fishes have no choice." 

You will be left with nothing nautical 
except nostalgic memories and yarns which 
will bore your children mightily. 

But, bon voyage! -you have a lot of in- 
teresting living to look forward to before 
you sign your final. 
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One Tube Transmitter 
(Continued front page 43) 

books for complete information. 
A neon bulb, the Vzz watt size is excellent, 

is necessary for tuning the transmitter. 
Connect the power supply to the transmit- 
ter. Close the key and turn the antenna 
(larger) variable condenser until it is al- 
most closed. Touch the neon bulb to one 
end of the coil and rotate the plate (small- 
er) variable condenser until the bulb glows, 
indicating that the transmitter is tuned to 
resonance. 

With the power supply shut off, ground 
the transmitter to a cold water pipe or 
other good ground with as short a lead as 
possible. Now connect the antenna to the 
antenna post on the stand off insulator. 
Turn the power supply on again, wait a 

moment for the tube to heat up, and then 
close the key and touch the neon bulb to 
the antenna post. Again time the plate 
condenser to resonance. It will he noticed 
that the resonance point has shifted slightly 
with the antenna connected. 

Now, a few degrees at a tinte, open the 
antenna tuning condenser, each time restor- 
ing resonance by returning the plate con- 
denser. Opening the antenna condenser, 
decreasing the capacity of it, tightens an- 
tenna coupling and puts power into the an- 
tenna. As the coupling increases, the bulb 
touched to the antenna post will glow more 
brightly. Eventually, it will be found that 
additional coupling does not increase an- 
tenna current, as indicated by the neon bulb. 
This means that the optimum coupling has 
been reached and that the tuning process is 
complete. 

The transmitter should be checked for 
keying by listening to it with a receiver 
tuned to a harmonic. A regenerative re- 
ceiver in the saute room will pick up the 
transmitter on a receiver harmonic; for 
example, a 40 meter transmitter can be 
heard on the 80 or 160 meter coils of the 
receiver. A superheterodyne must be 
toned to a transmitter harmonic, 10 or 20 
meters with a 40 meter transmitter. Some 
well shielded superhets can I e timn d to the 
actual 40 meter signal although other sets 
may "block" and make it impossible to 
judge the keying. 

I f the keying is "clean;' the transmitter 
is ready to send out its first "CQ." Poor 
keying usually can be corrected by loosen- 
ing the antenna coupling. Re'ulable keying 
is more important than maximum output. 

The coil and antenna clintension3 given 
in this article are all for the 41) meter band. 
The band is the best year around band for 
the beginner. Eighty meters is preferred 
during the winter months, since the inter - 
ference from other stations is usually less, 
I lit during the summer 80 is almost worth- 
less because of the severe static. With suit- 
able coils and crystals, the transmitter can 
he used on any of the more popular ama- 
teur bands. 

it should be mentioned that for the op- 
eralh9t of this, or any other, ac : :atenr trans- 
mitter, a federal license i.c n'r.s.'a-y. The 
license costs nothing and is not difficult to 
obtain although the penalties for illegal op- 
eration are severe. 

- 
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2 -5 Voltmeter 
(Continued from page 41) 

be measured, trouble in any stage of the 
amplifier isolated, and the stage by stage 
gain of the amplifier measured. Other uses 
are measuring the hum voltage in receiver 
and amplifier outputs, outputs of a.f. and 
r.f. oscillators, voltage gain of receivers 
and many other quickly seen uses. ln con- 
junction with an oscillograph, almost any 
analysis can be made. The meter may be 
connected across an r.f. circuit as readily 
as a low frequency one. For work of this 
type, it is necessary to keep the leads very 
short. Then, if the circuit is resonated, re- 
tune to resonance after the meter is con- 
nected. 

FOTOSHOP 
FIRST; 
OUlf large Xtnv. Used 
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Camera nrtmrlulnnts eon - 
tain many items that mill 
give you satisfaction. 
Write us of your nerds. 
Mir rr,.pollse 9'111 he 
prompt. we feature all 
makes and models of still 
and trine' cameras, me- 
lee tnrs and equiplllellt. 
tery liberal trade -ill al- 
l., ialn' 

16 day free trial. 
Money hack guarantee. 

SEND FOR BARGAIN 
BULLETIN. A4 

7oEoshoi c. 
18 E. 42nd ST. b 136 W. 324ST. Nx.c. 

j"OR THE 

RADIO SERVICE MAN, 

DEALER AND OWNER 
The man whoenrollsforan I.C.S. Radio 
Course learns radio thoroughly, com- 
pletely, practically. When he earns his 
diploma he will KNOW radio. We are not 
content merely to teach the principles 
of radio, we want to show our students 
how to apply that training in practical, 
every -day, radio service work. We want 
them to make good, to make money, 
to be successful radio experts. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

Box8284 -T. Scranton, Penna. 
Explain fully about your course in the subject 
marked X: 

C RADIO 
EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION 

o SOUND TECHNICIANS 

C AVIATION SECTION OF RADIO OPERATING 
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Rate 15e per word. (Effet. Oct.) Minimum, 
10 words. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 

USED Correspondence Courses and Edu- 
cational Books sold or rented. Inexpens- 
ive. Money -back guarantee. Write for 
Free Catalog listing 4000 bargains. 
(Courses Bought.) Lee Mountain, Pisgah. 
Alabama. 

PATENT ATTORNEYS 

INVENTORS . . Protect your rights be- 
fore disclosing your invention to anyone. 
Form "Evidence of Conception "; "Sched- 
ule of Government and Attorneys' fees' 
and instructions sent free. 

Lancaster Alevine & Rommel 
414 Bowen Building Washington, D. C 

PATENTS- Advice and booklet free 
Highest references. Best results. Prompt 
liess assured. Watson E. Coleman. Pat 
cnt Lawyer, 724 9th Street, Washington 
D. C. 

PATENTS AND INVENTIONS 
WANTED 

INVENTIONS Commercialized. Patented 
or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher Com- 
pany. 278 Enright, St. Louis, Missouri. 

RADIO 

RADIO Engineering, broadcasting, avia- 
tion and police radio, servicing, marine 
and Morse telegraphy taught thoroughly. 
All expenses low. Catalog free. Dodge's 
Institute, Elm St., Valparaiso, Ind. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

BLUEPRINT International Q Signal 
Charts 10e. L. W. Andrews, Spencer, Iowa. 

QSL.'s Free samples to hams. Porcher, 
7705 Navahoe. Philadelphia, Pa. 

SW3 $9.00: Super Skyrider $19.00; Sky - 
Ituddy $19.00; PR -10 $29.00. W9ARA. But- 
ler. Missouri. 

QSI: x. SLCL's, one color, 45c, two color 
lOc hundred, postpaid. Samples. W1FTM 

26S Piedmont. Waterbury, Cont. 

SPECIAL RATES FOR READERS 

A special classified rate is now of- 
fered for readers (non -commercial) 
who wish to buy, sell, or exchange 
radio sets, transmitters or parts; 10 

words for 50c. Extra words, I5c. 
Payable in advance. 

WOODSTOC 
Used to win most Inter 
national Commercial 
School Contests 
FAST TERMS -FRET TRIAL " -- " - -- 
WRITE FOR LITERATURE DEPT. a -s 

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER CO., WOODSTOCK, ILI. 
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The Nerve Center of a Broadcast Network 
(Continued from page 7) 

he program on the east -bound Blue leg 
(MID). The program also takes a Blue 
eg west (COUN). Another Blue leg will 

go to south central stations (LOU). The 
broadcast will also go over the lines to 
WTMJ, Milwaukee, and WIBA, Madison, 
Wis. (XTN). The final route tied in on 
this broadcast is the Hoosier leg (HOS)." 

For the next 15 minute period of the 
Breakfast Club, the engineer will have ap- 
proximately the same type of order, with 
such additions or changes as may include 
more or fewer stations on the broadcast. 
At the end of the order for that second 
15 minutes there will be a notation read- 
ing "CGM," which means that Chicago 
will ring chimes for the network. 

With that work order in front of him, 
the switchbank engineer in the main con- 
trol room pre -sets his relays to wheel the 
right channels into line. Outlets from the 
studio where the Breakfast Club is to be 
produced are all tied across the six legs 
which will take the show (they could hook 
nine channels across if they had to). Some- 
where, in a radio studio, an announcer 
gets ready to wind up a broadcast that 
goes off the air at 9 :00 a.m. He pushes the 
chimes button on his own small switch- 
board, setting off a relay system that 
operates the chimes machine. The next 
instant he pushes another button, clearing 
his studio and the channels that studio 
was using. Almost simultaneously that 
same operation is going on for other 
channels that will now be concerned with 
the Breakfast Club broadcast. 

IEE main control, a buzzer sets up a 
clamor and continues to buzz until all 
channels have been properly set up, and 
the Breakfast Chili is ready for piping 
down all the lines. The buzzer is there 
just in case somebody happened to forget 
the cues, and if the necessity arises the 
engineers are ready to slip in a few patch 
cords or make whatever changes are neces- 
sary to get the routings right. 

With everything ready to take the broad- 
cast, the network channels are auto- 
matically transferred to the bus from the 
studio where the Breakfast Club will 
originate, and the show goes out to the 
network. While it takes some time to 
give a rough idea of how the setup works, 
the switching takes practically no time at 
all because the relays are ready to make 
an instantaneous change -over. With the 
program started, the switchbank engineer 
makes a lightning checkup, using a row 
of buttons, lights, meters, and monitoring 
loud speakers to tell him if all the required 
channels are getting the broadcast and at 
the proper level. Meantime, down at the 
other end of the main control desk, the 
control supervisor is monitoring the out- 
put. Under his hands are enough relay 
buttons to cut loud speakers in on any- 
thing that may be moving locally or on the 
networks. There are four speakers 
mounted behind a screen at the top of the 
control panel so that it is possible to have 
an auditory check in addition to the visual 
check provided by the meters in front of 
him. 

Taking a look at the main control room 
itself is like taking a look at a well ordered 
kitchen between mealtimes. Nothing is out 
of place, there is no disorder visible any- 
where, and there is very little to indicate 
the true importance of the place. Along 
the east wall are located the local studio 
amplifiers and buses -the terminals bring- 
ing the local shows in for rerouting to 
local stations, or to the networks. The 
main control desk stretches across the 
north side of the room, and the west side 
is taken up with an orderly row of line 
amplifiers. Just to forestall failure, pro- 
vision is made for emergency feeds to take 
care of any amplifiers that may go out. 

To complete the picture of the four 
walls, the south side of the room has a 
concentration of plug -in panels and patch 
cords to handle special hookups, or for 
emergency service. During a national elec- 
tion that part of the control room is a busy 
spot indeed, but it serves an interesting 
function in its daily routine too. There are 
telephone effects filters that can be plugged 
in there for studio use. It also has facili- 
ties for tying up the echo chambers, and 
for special interconnecting studio hookups. 
There are outlets also for special variable 
filters that produce weird voice effects, 
such as the ones Arch Oboler writes into 
the Lights Out scripts when he wants a 
dead man to speak. On each side of this 
equipment terminal board are the windows 
fronting on two very tiny studios. Fact 
is, the term for these two cubicles is "nemo 
booths." Each is provided with an an- 
nouncer's control panel, somewhat more 
complex than the usual studio panel, a 
microphone, a studio speaker and amplifier, 
and a chair. In these booths the local an- 
nouncements are handled for programs that 
originate elsewhere on the networks. 

Getting back to the figures on the equip- 
ment, the system at the NBC Chicago 
studios requires a total of 152 amplifiers 
of various types, broken up into preamps, 
studio amps, line amps, monitoring amps, 
headset monitoring amps, and house moni- 
toring amps. It takes a total of 3,160 jacks, 
2,148 of them in the main control room, 
to handle all the possible contingencies that 
may arise. Besides the switch buttons at 
the command of engineers in the main con- 
trol room, it takes about 300 more buttons 
to care for boards operated by announcers 
and studio engineers. Indicating lamps 
about parallel the switch buttons in loca- 
tion and number. Not counting generat- 
ing and battery equipment, there are 104 
other miscellaneous items of equipment 
that stake broadcasting possible, including 
microphones, line equalizers, and volume 
indicators. It's a tidy collection of appara- 
tus, dependent on a constant maintenance 
system for its functioning. 

Incidentally, the studio air conditioning 
system takes one headache out of opera- 
tions in an odd way. The terminal board 
at the south side of the main control room, 
as has been indicated, is a point at which 
it is possible to cut in on anything corn- 
ing or going. The jacks used on this 
board are all spring contact type, and 
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CLEAR 
SOUND REPRODUCTION 
Quality 

order of manufaitur 
Inn skill produce AmtrTran 
Transformers. Their rellahll 
Ity Is known throughout the - 
world. Write f o r free hul- 
lolin 1002. 

AMERICAN 
TRANSFORMER CO. 

178 Emmet St., Newark. N. 1 

WRITE 
for catalog 40 . most complete QUALITY 
line of low, medium and high power transmitting 
and receiving condensers and accessories. 

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL 
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
83 PROSPECT ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

The easiest and fastest way la leant Code Is to 
SEE and NEAR the actual data and dashes as they 
me ( or Ived itlh the AMERICAN CUD 
READER and OSCILLATOR. You can not only see and 
hear 

your 
own fist, hut 

cep 
also Conner{ to your 

copy up to 
Y )0r 

i. per 
minute directly from Code received on Radio the 
only inert. in of Me kind. 

AMERICAN 
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CODE 
ateur F]tpemntes 820 

5 less 
tune. 

AMERICAN AUDIO teurs1.ATOR. list price 80 
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fife. Net to Amateurs and Experimenters S4 

AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION 
Ieso Broadway. NYC 

2S Watt Junior 
Transmitter Kit 
Only $15.95 

Write Dept. 4W 
for detail. 

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO. 
Chicago, U. 5. A. 

Buenos Aires -UCOA Radio Products Co. 
"16 Years of Leadership 

LEARN RADIO CODE 
Now a is ra.y to lento the radio (continental) Code. 
A newly designed, copyrighted. easy method-rite 
fastest you hate ever seen. Many report that they 
can ropy at a speed of 5 to In words per minute 
fitter t lily a few minute' study. Also used for 
Iilinker, heliograph. wig -wag. :toil submarine sig- 
naling. ]hailed postpaid on rceelilt of only 50c. Ad- 
drta+ Telechart, Dept. 9, Post Office Box 25. Knox- 
ville. Tenn. 

RADIO IN IT'S ENTIRETY! 
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14.e ,., . i nia . :u, ,r., need in 
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ana. appnr ana equipment. Ore 
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COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. ï NSAS CITY,EMO. 

HEADSETS 
AMATEURS! Choose the ultra- sensitive, rug - 
gedly constructed, lightweight COMMERCIAL 
PHONE. Write Dept. R -29 for catalogue 

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO. 
1770 W. Rerteau Ave. 
Chicago, III. 

LEARN CODE RIGHT 
NSTRUCTOOItAP1I tapes send you 
Yokel messages. Radio or Morse, 
ny Oleosi. Easy. lirartleal way to 
missive. Senior 31011. 9.10.25 (also 
tinted). Jester Model $12.110 (not 
rated). Complete oscillator equip- 
Item less battery $0.50. Write for 

details tmtay. 

NSTRUCTOGRAPH CO. 
Dept. NR -9 

912 Lakeside Place, ChIcago,111. 
e. 

-1. 

MANHEIM POCKET SLIDE RULE 
l'nl L +Led stainless steel back frame. Arxlble wale 
slide. glass hairline runner, A It C B scales. Length 
closed S". No erlhtoid -nn wood. Non- shrinking. 
Accuracy guaranteed. In leather tease st it h instruc- 
tion booklet. 
Only $1.00 
Postage laid 

Seven Co. 
Dept. I S 

7 E. 41 St. 
N em York City 

ordinarily would be subject to some trouble 
through normal corrosion of the contact 
points. However, the air conditioning sys- 
tem purifies incoming air to an extent 
where corrosive elements are practically 
eliminated and the jacks, as a consequence, 
are trouble free. 

Supplying the power for all the amplifier 
operations is the job of a duplicated set of 
generators and batteries designed to in- 
sure transmission under any conditions. 
Two sets of motor -generators are used for 
both A and B voltage supplies. For the 
A side, 440 volts of DC is piped to the 
motor generator from the city lines. The 
generator feeds direct to the storage bat - 
tery bank where, through a floating hook- 
up, 14 volts at 250 amps is fed to the A 
lines. This entire setup is available in 
duplicate equipment, and it is standard 
practice to use alternate power supplies on 
alternate days of the month. City DC 
mains also supply the motor -generator 
units for the B current. A similar gen- 
erator and battery arrangement is also used 
to deliver 400 volts at 4 amps to the B 
terminals. The storage batteries alone 
would be able to supply A and B current 
for operations during a considerable period 
of time following any power line inter- 
ruption. 

Speaking about those safeguards against 
possible power breakdown, since it would 
be rather difficult to continue operations in 
the dark, the studio lighting circuits can be 
switched instantly from AC to DC. 

No picture of this Chicago radio switch - 
track would be complete without some 
mention of the organization that it takes 
to make it work. Under Howard C. Lutt- 
gens, division engineer, there are just 
exactly 95 people in the NBC Central Di- 
vision Engineering Department. Included 
in that small army are station engineers, 
operation supervisor, control supervisors, 
transmission engineers, studio engineers, 
field engineers, maintenance engineers, the 
operating staffs of \1'MAQ and WENR, 
and two young ladies who are the depart- 
ment's secretaries. 

An overall picture of main control room 
operations at NBC Chicago is probably 
best summarized in terms of programs 
that have to slide through that all- impor- 
tant switchboard in a given period of time. 
During the month of May, 4,932 programs 
were routed through it for a total of 1,- 
843 hours. Out of this total, 449 hours 
came from Chicago studios of NBC, 71 
hours originated in field broadcasts from 
points in or near Chicago, and the balance 
was made up of programs relayed through 
from east, west, north, and south. Add it 
up this way if you like -in May, there were 
31 days, or exactly 744 hours to be ticked 
off on the clock. For each one of those 744 
hours, the engineers at the main control 
desk saw an average of 2.5 hours of pro- 
grams slide under their fingers and before 
their eyes. 

OOPS! SO SORRY! 
In the August Issue of RADIO NEWS in the 

component parts list on the "Ham Shack" page, 
T2 was inadvertantly left nut. It should be a 
Stancor A -5528 output transformer, or any pp 
plates of 6L6's Class A to 4, 8, 15, & 500 ohm 
line Trans. To Mr. Gamache, our apologies: 
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RADIO ENGINEERING 
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training with modern equipment at New 
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obligation" plan. Catalog Dept. RN -38. 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
1 Badly Corporation or Americo .Strette 

75 VarIek St., New York 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 

RADI( 
ENGINEERING, 
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radio telegraphy and telephony. Morse telegraphy and 
railway accounting taught thoroughly. Engineering 
course of nine months' duration equivalent to three 
years of college radio work. School established 1874. all 
expenses low. Catalog free 
Dodge'. Institute. Oak St., Valparaiso, Indiana 
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FITTED 
to your needs 

aato your purse 
These popular rectangular 

steel -can transmitting condensers 
are now provided with adjustable 
mounting ring. Mount upright cr 
inverted, high or low. Genuine 
oil- impregnated oil -filled construc- 
tion. High -tension pillar terminals. 
Conservatively rated. Heavy duty 
service. Note amateur net cost: 

HYVOL 609 Series Oil- Impregnated 
Oil- Filled Condensers 

Cap. 600 v. 1000 v. 1500 v. 
1 mfd. $1.62 $1.76 $2.06 
2 2.06 2.35 2.94 
4 2.65 2.94 4.12 
Cap. 2000 v. 2500 v. 3000 v. 
I mfd. $2.65 $4.70 $7.06 
2 3.23 7.64 8.82 
4 5.29 ... 

And here's more news! For normal -du1y 
service, you can now have HYVOL oil -im- 
pregnated wax -filled condensers at a 
marked saving over the oil -filled units. 
Otherwise, specifications are identical. 
Note amateur net cost: 

HYVOL 1011 Series Oil- Impregnated 
Wax -Filled Condensera 

Cap. 
1 mfd. 
2 
4 

1000 v. 
$1.10 

1.50 
2.00 

1500 v. 
$1.45 
2.00 
3.25 

2000 v. 
S1.75 
2.45 
4.65 

3000 v. 
$2.50 

4.95 

A s k your jobber to show you these new HYVOL transmitting condensers. 
Compare quality, reputation, cost. And note that ltY\Ytl. condensers are now used in all leading 

CORPORATION 
70 Washington St. Brooklyn. N. Y. 

CANADA: ALAOVOX CANADA LW,.d -.,on. Ont. 

RADIO NEWS September, 1938 

A Radio Bug in the Tropics 
(Continued from parc 9) 

The usual antenna is an umbrella type. 
The mast is a jointed affair made up of 
sections which are of the right length to fit 
into the carrying case. The guy wires, 
which radiate in all directions from the 
top. form the radiating portion of the an- 
tenna, and are, of course, insulated at a 
distance of about two feet from ground. 
The feeder (single wire), runs from the 
transmitter up through the mast and feeds 
the radiating portions. 

The transmitter and receiver are in the 
same case. The hinged front of the box 
forms the operating table. The tubes are 
VT -25s (210, to you) in parallel, self ex- 
cited, with six hundred volts on the plates, 
from the portable hand generator. 

The net control station fixes frequency 
at around thirty -two meters. Portables 
tune their frequency to the net control, as 
picked tip by the receiver, so that all sta- 
tions in the net are on approximately the 
same frequency. Reception is amazingly 
good up to ten miles with little interfer- 
ence due to the high signal to noise level 
of the receiver and the short distances over 
which we usually operated. Usually recep- 
tion was 100% perfect, with few slip ups. 
One night we did forget to put bulbs in 
the BC scope so that we had to take the 
range readings by candle light, but such 
instances are the exception rather than the 
rule. 

There are adventures for the radio man 
in the tropics along with the regular duties. 
Some days there would be from twenty to 
thirty messages to get off to amateurs in 
the States. The Army contacts only ama- 
teur operating in the twenty meter band. 
Almost all districts in the U. S. can be 
worked any day from KSAA. A kilowatt 
input is used on a pair of 860's and almost 
every country in the world has been worked 
at one time or another. 

One day in particular, I remember, 
dawned with a clearness characteristic of 
the tropics. The first rays of the sun fore- 
cast the heat to come. Within an hour 
after dawn there was a stiff breeze blow- 
ing in from the ocean. and out to sea, to- 
ward Tortola, were flakes of white which 
we knew on closer inspection would prove 
to be waves, lashed to frothy fury. And 
today was our day to set up a range de- 
tail there. 

As soon as our launch had cleared the 
protection of the causeway, I knew that we 
were in for more than our usual amount of 
trouble. The waves handled us pretty 
roughly. One second we were poised on 
the crest, then with a suddenness that was 
startling, our watery foundation would dis- 
integrate under the bow. Downward we 
would plunge, burying the nose deep in the 
froth, while breakers swept over us. Upon 
arrival off Tortola, we could see that she 
was swathed in white spray at her base, as 
the booming waves pounded her sides. 

Getting the rowboat loaded with equip- 
ment proved to be a torturous task. The 
landing was even more difficult, though we 
knew it would be worse in the evening 
when the tide was high. 

For some reason known only to the pow- 

ers that be, drill was called off for the day 
but the disheartening news was flashed to 
us, that firing drill would be held that night. 
It was finally decided that we should re- 
main on the island, rather than attempt the 
resultant loading and landings again. 

Lunches were thrown ashore at noon. 
Scraps were thrown into the water and 
soon sharks began to gather. Within an 
hour. eight or ten of the evil looking mon- 
sters were slinking through the crystal 
clear water. 

As the afternoon advanced and night ap- 
proached, the storm at sea increased in 
fury. By the time we had completed night 
drill and were again ready to undertake the 
hazardous trip by rowboat to the launch, 
the storm had reached near -gale propor- 
tions. 

We radioed headquarters for further in- 
structions, as we were reluctant to under- 
take the hazardous task of trying to make 
contact with the launch and risk the loss 
of such valuable equipment as well as the 
possible risk to life. There was no shelter 
where we were, and no place to leave the 
instruments, so it was finally decided that 
we would have to take the chance. 

The sharks were still hanging around 
and the nearer we came to embarkation 
time the less we liked it. 

A Panamanian fishing boat had tied up 
to the island, and an old fisherman enter- 
tained us with the story of, "how he lost 
his arm when a hungry shark nipped it off." 

The story did little to cheer us up as 
some of the man -eaters were still hang- 
ing around. 

A fter much difficulty the rowboat finally 
succeeded in landing and was loaded with 
the equipment and some of the men. I 
was in the first boat. 

Far off shore the bouncing lights of the 
launch were the only objects to be seen 
in an eternity of blackness, as clouds ob- 
scured the moon. How far off those lights 
looked to us then. 

As the next breaker boomed ashore we 
cast off in the ebb, in a shower of spray. 
The man in the.bow gave a shove and we 
were out on the boiling waters. The next 
moment there was a splintering crash as 
the frail rowboat was hurled against the 
rocky barrier. We had waited a moment 
too long and the next incoming wave had 
caught us before we were clear of the 
island. Frantically our oarsman worked 
at his oars. It was the fraility of man 
against mighty nature on a rampage. The 
next wave caught us a broadside and we 
were hurled into the shark infested waters. 
Half choked from the salty water ; more 
than a little afraid of the sharks, we 
nevertheless did have the presence of mind 
to hold on to the boat. I don't know yet 
how we managed to save the equipment 
but while some climbed into the boat, 
others steadied it from the water. Half - 
an -hour later, tired and suet, we were 
headed back for the post. 

As the boys in the service say, "it was 
just one day less for us, and one day more 
for the government." 

-M- 
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BEAM POWER'CØMPRESSOR 

The new improved UTC P. A. amplifier and modulator kits, incorporate every advanced circuit feature 
desirable for P. A. and amateur work. They are without doubt the leaders in their field. A stable system of 
volume limiting (compression) is used on all amplifier kits to maintain a relatively constant output level with 
sudden increase of input levels. 

VOLUME LIMITING 
Volume limiting in amplifier equipment is 

ideal for the home and PA application inasmuch 
as the equipment can be operated at high 
levels without any fear of blasting on peaks of 
power. The actual maximum power output is 

limited to the capabilities of the amplifier or 
speaker equipment. An important feature for 
PA service is the fact that the changes in level 
encountered when a speaker moves toward the 
microphone are minimized by the amplifier corn - 
pression. In modulator work the limiting action 
minimizes the tendency for over -modulation due 
to sudden increase of input signals. Simultane- 
ously, the signal level setting can be appre- 
ciably higher due to the compressor action with 
the result that higher percentages of modulation 
are obtained, and the actual effective power of 
the transmitter may be increased to the equiva- 
lent of a TRANSMITTER OF TWICE THE 
RATING. 

The kits are provided complete with panels, 

covers, resistors, condensers, sockets, lacks, etc. 
All components are completely mounted and 
ready to wire. Complete constructional details 
and diagrams are furnished. 

COMPONENTS 
The new UTC PA amplifier kits are un- 

usually trim in appearance, employing 
black- chrome etched panel contrasting 
with the gray commercial wrinkle finish 
of the chassis and perforated metal 
cover. Bottom plates are provided on 
all units for shielding and to protect 
wiring. 

All kits are furnished with four input jacks 
providing for dual input (high or low gain) to 
both channels of the mixer. The mixing system 
is completely cross -talk proof. The unique UTC 
VARITONE equalizer is incorporated to equalize 
high frequencies or low frequencies, as desired. 
VARIMATCH output transformers are employed 
in kits for PA, modulator and driver service. 

The output impedances on PA kits are 500, 
200, 15, 8, 5, 3 and II/2 ohms. 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
PA- I A 

Public address amplifier kit, self bias, 
30 watts undistorted output, audio and 
power units on separate chassis for rack 
or cabinet mounting. Four jack, dual 
channel, high impedance input, two high 
gain (120 DB), two low gain (80 DB). 
VARITONE equalizer and volume limit- 
ing (compression) controls. Output 
impedance for line and voice coil as 
above. 
List price $87.50. Your net cost $52.50 

P -I M Modulator amplifier kit, same 
as above but for modulation 

purposes. VAItIMATCII modulation 
output has the following impedances: 
200. 405, 1180, 2350, 2400, 3000, 4000, 4670, 
4750, 5650, 7000, 9100, 9500. 
List price $87.50. Your net cost $52.50 

Tubes required for PA -IA or P -1M kits are: 
two 617, one 6N7, two 6C5, two 6L6, one 83. one 
6H6. 

P -2A 
Public address amplifier kit, fixed bias, 

50 watts undistorted output, audio and 
Power units on separate chassis for rack 
and cabinet mounting. Four jack, dual 
channel, high impedance input, two high 
gain (12(1 DB), two low gain (80 DB). 
VARITONE equalizer and compression 
controls. Has VARIMATCH public ad- 
dress output for line or voice coils, as 
specified. 
List price $97.50. Your net cost $58.50 

P-2M Modulator amplifier kit, same 
as above, but has VA RI- 

MATCH modulation output having im- 
pedances of 380, 660, 2050, 3740, 4100, 
7000, 7500, 8200, 12000, 12600, 15000, 
16400, 21500, 29800 on the 3800 ohm plate 
to plate terminals. Also has 237, 1300, 
1750,2700, 3270, 5200 ohmson the 4000 ohm 
plate to plate input terminals. 
List price $9750. Your net cost $58.50 

Tubes required for the P -2A or P -2M kits: two 
617, one 6N7, two 6CS. two 6L6, one 83. one 80, 
one 6H6. 

P -3A 
Public address amplifier kit, fixed bias, 

100 watts undistorted output. Audio and 
power on separate chassis for rack or 
cabinet mounting. Four jack, dual chan- 
nel, high impedance input, two high gain 
(120 DB), two low gain (80 DB). VARI- 
TONE equalizer and compression con- 
trols. 
List price $142.50. Your net cost $85.50 

P -3M Same as P -3A, but has VARI- 
M A T C H modulation output 

having impedances of 270, 500, 1440, 2760, 
2900, 3700, 4900, 5650, 5800, 6900, 8400, 
11000, 12000. 
List price $142.50. Your net cost $85.50 

Tubes required for the P -3A and P -3M bit: two 
617, one 6N7, two 6C5, four 6L6, two 6F6, three 
83, one 80, one 6H6. 

P-4D 
10 watt compressor driver amplifier, 

self bias. 10 watts undistorted output, 
sufficient to drive any class AB, or class 
B amplifier of 100 watt to 350 watt rating. 
The ideal driver, incorporating: compres- 
sion, low reflected drive impedance, multi- 
channel input, high gain, and VARI- 
TONE equalizer. Audio and power units 
on one chassis for rack or cabinet mount- 
ing. Four jack, dual channel, high im- 
pedance input, two high gain (117 DB), 
two low gain (77 DB). VARITONE 
equalizer and compression controls. 
VARIMATCH driver transformer incor- 
porated as output unit. 
List price $65.00. Your net cost.. $39.00 

P-4A Ideal 10 watt home amplifier. 
Same as above, but with PA 

VARIMATCH Output transformer to 
500, 15, 8, 5, 3, 1% ohms. 
List price $65.00. Your net cost $39.00 

Tubes required for the P -4D and P -4A kit: two 
617, one 6N7, one 6C5, two 2.43, one 5Z3. one 6H6. 

P -5A 
Public address amplifier kit, self bias, 

15 watts undistorted output, audio and 
power units on one chassis. Four jack, 
dual channel, high impedance input; two 
high gain (120 DB), two low gain (80 
DB). VARITONE equalizer and com- 
pression controls. Output impedance 
for line and voice coils, as speci- 
fied. 
List price $62.50. Your net cost $37.50 

P-5M Modulator amplifier kit, self 
bias, 15 watts undistorted out- 

put, same as P -5A but with VARI- 
MATCH modulation output having im- 
pedances of 270, 500, 1440, 2760, 2900, 
3700, 4900, 5650, 5800, 6900, 8400, 11000, 
12000. 
List price $62.50. Your net cost $37.50 

Tubes required for P -5A or P -5M kit: two 617, 
one 6N7, one 6C5, two 6V6, one 83, one 6H6. 

P -7A 
AC operated pre -amplifier kit designed 

especially for amateurs and PA service. 
This pre -amplifier kit is entirely AC oper- 
ated, with very efficient filtering assuring 
freedom from hum. It has a gain of 70 
DB, and a two channel high impedance, 
high level mixer with jack input for each 
channel. Includes attractive perforated 
metal cover, bottom plate and etched 
front panel with gain controls, all hard- 
ware, sockets, resistor and condenser 
strip, mounted ready to wire. The out- 
put impedances available are 50, 200 and 
500 ohms. 
List price $30.00. Your net cost $ 1 8,00 

Tubes required for the P -7A; two -6J7, one 
6N7, one 6X5. 

UMnD tiavV ̀ TOraVVVlia toa, 
72 SPRING STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 
EXPORT DIVISION 100 VARICK STREET NEW YORK N.Y. CABLES "ARLAB 
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introducing a new era in radio reception 
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Model 00.1 

DUAL DIVERSITY RECEIVING SYSTEM 
Designed for Amateur and Short Wave Listener Operation 
Every Amateur and Short Wave Listener knows the curse of 
DX short wave reception - fading. The only cure as yet de- 

veloped to combat this evil is Diversity Reception, where two 
or more receivers, each with its own antenna, are used to 

receive the same-signal. Because the same signal rarely fades 

on two antennas at the same time even when they are in 
relatively close proximity, it is possible to eliminate fading 
effects with Diversity Reception. 

The SKYRIDER DIVERSITY is the result of several years 

of research and experiment by Hallicrafters engineers, and is 

the first Dual Diversity system built with single control and 
that offers Diversity Reception in easily operable form. 

Its advantages may be briefly presented as follows: 
1. The reduction of fading to negligible proportions. 
2. An increase of average Signal Strength over any 

single receiver. 
3. An increase of Signal -to -Noise ratio over any 

single receiver. 
4. The reduction of Heterodyne Beat Note Interference. 

With these advantages, the SKYRIDER DIVERSITY offers 
the amateur and short wave listener a quality of reception 
entirely beyond comparison with any ordinary receiver. See it 
at your Hallicrafters dealer or write for complete description. 
.411 Hallirrafters Receivers sold on Liberal Time Payments. 

6 e 

Cabinet shorn in illustration is optional. h includes a lessen Giant 
Relies Speaker and shelves for mounting Plate Supply and Posner Amplifier. 

IiaIicraF+ers inc. 
26O3 INDIANA AVE. CHICAGO, U. S. A. 
CABLE ADDRESS: "HALLICRAFT" CHICAGO 

world's largest builders of amateur communications receivers 
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